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The proposed land use plan contains wilderness recommendations on 383,249
acres of public land in Clark County, Nevada. The actions responds to the
mandate of Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
to review all public land roadless areas of 5,000 acres or more; determine
their suitability or nonsuitability for wilderness designation; and report
these suitability recommendations to the President no later than October 21.
1991.

For further information contact: Stephen A. Mellington, EIS Team Leader, at
4765 W. Vegas Drive, or P.O. Box 26569, Las Vegas, Nevada 89126, or call (702)
388-6403.

Date the final environmental impact statement with the wilderness
recommendations was made available to the public:
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SUMMARY

SUMMARY

The purpose of the Proposed Action in five of the wilderness study areas
(WSAs) examined in this EIS, as the Wilderness Act states, "Is to secure for
the American people of present and future generations the benefits of an
enduring resource of wilderness." In two of the WSAs the purpose is to
continue with management of the land for multiple resource values. This
document analyzes the potential impacts of designating or not designating as
wilderness all or portions of seven WSAs in Clark County, Nevada. The
Proposed Action represents the BLM's preliminary wilderness recommendations
for these seven WSAs as they developed through the bureau planning system.

The study areas are listed in Table 1-1 below:

Table 1-1

LIST OF WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS

WSA Name Number Acreage County
Arrow Canyon Range
Muddy Mountains
Mt. Stirling
LaMadre Mountains
Pine Creek
North McCullough Mountains
South McCullough Mountains

NV-050-215
NV-050-229
NV-050-401
NV-050-412
NV-050-414
NV-050-425
NV-050-435

32,853
96,170
69,650
56,967
24,000
47,166
56,623

Clark
Clark
Clark/Nye
Clark
Clark
Clark
Clark

Issues

The scoping process for the Clark County Wilderness EIS encompassed issues
identified by BLM staff; by the public during formal scoping comment periods
on issue identification in Mesquite, Searchlight and Las Vegas, Nevada
(December 1982); and from comments on the draft EIS by the
Federal, State and local agencies. The environmental
analysis in this EIS are listed below:

public and by

issues identified for

Impacts on Wilderness Values
Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources
IMpacts on Recreation Management
Impacts on Cultural Resources
Impacts on Potential State Park Lands
Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management
Impacts on Water Resources
Impacts on Access to Recreational Areas in the Northern Spring Mountains
Range

The following issues were identified in scoping but were not selected for
detailed analysis in the EIS:

Impacts on Livestock Grazing
Impacts on Wildlife
Impacts on Military Overflights
Impacts on Utility Corridors
Impacts on Communications Sites
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Impacts on Threatened and Endangered Species

Impacts on Air Quality Classification

The following issue was not an environmental issues but is a program concern

that was frequently identified as an issue during scoping.

The WSAs being studied are not what Congress intended to be included in

the National Wilderness Preservation System.

Alternatives and Conclusions

The alternatives assessed in this EIS include: (1) a Proposed Action

Alternative for each WSA, (2) an All Wilderness Alternative for each WSA; (3)

a No Wilderness Alternative for each WSA; and (4) a Partial Wilderness

Alternative(s) for six of the seven (except Pine Creek) WSAs.

ARROW CANYON RANGE WSA (NV-050-215)

Proposed Action (No Wilderness)

None of the 32,853 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be recommended

suitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

The WSA's wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation and solitude would be lost.

Motorized recreational use would reach 300 visits annually within the WSA.

Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 300 visits annually.

Potential mineral and energy resources would be available for development

within the WSA. Two mines would be developed for silica deposits.

The Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would be transferred to the State of Nevada as

part of a proposed State park.

Development of the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park would be realized.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 32,853 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be recommended suitable

for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

The WSA's wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved.

Motorized recreational use of 200 visits annually would be foregone.

Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 700 visits annually.

Development of 2 mines for silica deposits and exploration for oil and gas

would be foregone.



The Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would receive additional protection by
precluding surface-disturbing activities.

Development of the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park would not be realized.

Alternative A

A portion of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA, 26,950 acres, would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 5,903 acres would be

recommended nonsui table for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved on the 26,950
acres recommended suitable. There would be a reduction in naturalness and
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 5,903 acres
recommended nonsui table.

On the 5,903 acres not designated wilderness, motorized recreational use would
reach 400 visits annually. Non-motorized recreation use within the WSA would
reach 400 visits annually.

The development of one mine for silica deposits and geophysical exploration
for oil and gas would be foregone within the suitable portion of the WSA.

Geophysical exploration for oil and gas and development of one mine for silica
deposits would occur within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

The Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would receive additional protection by

precluding surface-disturbing activities.

Development of the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park would not be realized.

MUDDY MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-229)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

A portion of the Muddy Mountains WSA, 36,850 acres, would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 59,320 acres would be

recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved on the 36,850
acres recommended suitable. There would be a reduction in naturalness and

opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 59,320 acres

recommended nonsuitable.

On the 59,320 acres of the WSA not designated wilderness, motorized
recreational use would reach 2,500 visits annually. Non-motorized
recreational use within the WSA would reach 600 visits annually.
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The development of one colemanite mine and the exploration for other

nonmetallic minerals and oil and gas and geothermal energy resources would be

foregone within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness

designation. Exploration of nonmetallic minerals and oil, gas, and geothermal

energy resources and development of 2 mines would occur within the nonsui table

portion of the WSA.

The Hidden Valley and part of the Colorock Quarry archeological sites would

receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities.

Buffi ngton Pockets archeological site would not receive any additional

protection.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 96,170 acres of public land in the Muddy Mountains WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved in most of

the WSA.

Motorized recreational use of 700 visits annually would be foregone.

Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 800 visits annually.

Development of 2 colemanite mines and exploration for other mineral and energy

resources within the WSA would be foregone. One open pit mine would be

developed for valid silica sand claims.

The Hidden Valley, Colorock Quarry and Buffington Pockets archeological sites

would receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing

activities.

No Wilderness Alternative

None of the 96,170 acres of the Muddy Mountains WSA would be recommended

suitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

The majority of the WSA's wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities

for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude would be lost.

Motorized recreational use would reach 2,700 visits annually in the WSA.

Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 400 visits annually.

Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration

and development. One mine for silica sand deposits and 2 mines for colemanite

would be developed within the WSA. Exploration drilling for nonmetallic

minerals, and oil, gas and geothermal energy is anticipated to occur

throughout the WSA.
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The Hidden Valley, Colorock Quarry and Buffington Pockets archeological sites

would not receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing
activities.

Alternative A

A portion of the Muddy Mountains WSA, 44,260 acres, would be recommended

suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 51,910 acres would be

recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved on the 44,260

acres recommended suitable. There would be a reduction in naturalness and

opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 51,910 acres

recommended nonsuitable.

On the 51,910 acres of the WSA not designated wilderness, motorized

recreational use would reach 1,700 visits annually. Non-motorized

recreational use within the WSA would reach 600 visits annually.

The development of two colemanite mines and exploration for other nonmetallic

minerals and oil and gas and geothermal energy resources would be foregone

within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness

designation. One open pit mine would be developed for valid silica sand

claims within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA. Exploration for

oil, gas, and geothermal energy would occur within the nonsuitable portion of

the WSA.

The Hidden Valley and part of the Colorock Quarry archeological sites would

receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities.

Buffington Pockets archeological site would not receive any additional

protection.

MT. STIRLING WSA (NV-050-401)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

A portion of the Mt. Stirling WSA, 40,275 acres, would be recommended suitable

for wilderness designation. The remaining 29,375 acres would be recommended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved on the 40,275

acres recommended suitable. There would be a reduction in naturalness and

opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 29,375 acres

recommended nonsuitable.

On the 29,375 acres of the WSA not designated as wilderness, motorized

recreational use would reach 1,950 visits annually. Nonmotorized recreational

use within the WSA would reach 1,000 visits annually.



Exploration of metallic and nonmetallic minerals and the development of one
mine would be foregone within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.
Exploration for minerals and development of one underground mine would occur
within the recommended nonsui table portion of the WSA.

The Wood Canyon Rock Art archeological site would receive additional
protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities. The Wheeler Pass
Charcoal Kilns archeological site would not receive any additional protection.

Three hundred acres of vegetation manipulation would be precluded. This would
not impact the objective of managing wildlife habitat to obtain reasonable
numbers.

Recreational access would improve in the northern portion of the Spring
Mountain Range.

An increase in water quantity and quality stability would result on 9 springs
located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

All Wildernes s Alternative

All 69,650 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be recommended suitable for
wilderness designation.

Conclusions

The WSA's wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved.

Motorized recreational use of 150 visits annually would be foregone.
Nonmotorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 1,300 visits annually.

Development of two mines and exploration for other minerals within the WSA
would be foregone.

The Wood Canyon Rock Art and Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns archeological sites
would receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing
activities.

Vegetation manipulation would be precluded. Big game would not reach
reasonable numbers.

There would be no impacts on access in the northern portion of the Spring
Mountain Range.

An increase in water quantity and quality stability would result on 15 springs
located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

No Wilderness Alternative

None of the 69,650 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be recommended suitable
for wilderness designation.
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Conclusions

The WSA's wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation and solitude would be lost.

Motorized recreational use would reach 2,300 visits annually. Non-motorized

recreational use within the WSA would reach 700 visits annually.

Two mines would be developed for metallic minerals.

The Wood Canyon Rock Art and Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns archeological sites

would not receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing

activities.

There would be no impact on the management of wildlife habitat.

Recreational access would improve in the northern portion of the Spring

Mountain Range.

Fifteen springs within the WSA would not be afforded additional protection

from surface-disturbing activities.

Alternative A

A portion of the Mt. Stirling WSA, 42,707 acres, would be recommended suitable

for wilderness designation. The remaining 26,943 acres would be recommended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved on the 42,707

acres recommendedd suitable. There would be a loss of naturalness and

opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 26,943 acres

recommended nonsuitable.

On the 26,943 acres of the WSA not designated as wilderness, motorized

recreational use would reach 1,850 visits annually. Nonmotorized recreational

use within the WSA would reach 900 visits annually.

Mineral exploration and development of 2 underground mines would be foregone

within the portion of the WSA recommended as suitable for wilderness

designation. Exploration for minerals would occur within the portion of the

WSA recommended as nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The Wood Canyon Rock Art and Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns archeological sites

would not receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing

activities.

Two hundred-eight acres of vegetation manipulation would be precluded. This

would not impact the objective of managing wildlife habitat to obtain

reasonable numbers.
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There would be no impact to access in the northern portion of the Spring
Mountain Range.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on 12 springs
located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

Alternative B

A portion of the Mt. Stirling WSA, 44,431 acres, would be recommended suitable
for wilderness designation. The remaining 25,219 acres would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved on the 44,431
acres recommended suitable. There would be a loss in naturalness and
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 25,219 acres
recommended nonsuitable.

On the 25,219 acres of the WSA not designated as wilderness, motorized
recreational use would reach 1,850 visits annually. Non-motorized
recreational use within the WSA would reach 900 visits annually.

Mineral exploration and development of 2 underground mines would be foregone
within the portion of the WSA recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation. Exploration for minerals would occur within the portion of the
WSA recommended as nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The Wood Canyon Rock Art archeological sites would receive additional
protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities. The Wheeler Pass
Charcoal Kilns archeological site would not receive any additional protection.

Three hundred acres of vegetation manipulation would be precluded. This would
not impact the object of managing wildlife habitat to obtain reasonable
numbers.

There would be no impact to access in the northern Spring Mountain Range.

An increase in water quantity and quality stability would result on 12 springs
located within the recommended suitable portion of the^WSA.

Alternative C

A portion of the Mt. Stirling WSA, 30,190 acres, would be recommended suitable
for wilderness designation. The remaining 39,460 acres would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation and solitude would be retained or improved on the 30,190
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acres recommended suitable. There would be a loss in naturalness and
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 39,460 acres
recommended nonsui table.

On the 39,460 acres of the WSA not designated as wilderness, motorized
recreational use would reach 2,100 visits annually. Non-motorized
recreational use within the WSA would reach 700 visits annually.

Mineral exploration would be foregone within the portion of the WSA
recommended suitable for wilderness designation. Exploration for minerals and
development of 2 mines would occur within the portion of the WSA recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The Wood Canyon Rock Art archeological site would receive additional
protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities. The Wheeler Pass
Charcoal Kilns archeological site would not receive any additional protection.

Two hundred fifty acres of vegetation manipulation would be precluded. This
would not impact the object of managing wildlife habitat to obtain reasonable
numbers.

There would be no impact to access in the northern Spring Mountain Range.

An increase in water quantity and quality stability would result on 7 springs
located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

LaMADRE MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-412)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

A portion of the WSA, 34,010 acres (including 285 acres of Forest Service
land) would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining
22,957 acres would be recommended nonsuitable.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation would be retained or improved on the 34,010 acres recommended
suitable. Most wilderness values would be lost on the 22,957 acres
recommended nonsuitable.

On the 22,957 acres not designated wilderness, motorized recreational use
would reach 700 visits annually. Nonmotorized recreational use within the WSA
would reach 3,500 visits annually.

Mineral exploration and drilling of one exploratory well for oil and gas would
be foregone within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness
designation. The development of one mine for gypsum and one mine for sand and
gravel and drilling of 3 exploratory wells for oil and gas would occur within
the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

The Lost Creek, Willow Creek, LaMadre Spring, Switchback Spring and Brownstone
Canyon archeological sites sites would receive additional protection by
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precluding surface-disturbing activities. White Rock Spring and Sandstone

Quarry archeological sites would receive no additional protection.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on 24 springs

located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 56,967 acres (including 724 acres of Forest Service land) would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation would be retained or improved within the majority of the WSA.

Motorized recreational use of 200 visits annually would be foregone.

Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 3,700 visits

annually.

Development of one mine and exploration of oil and gas within the WSA would be

foregone. One mine would be developed for valid gypsum claims.

Significant cultural resource sites of Lost Creek, Willow Creek, Brownstone

Canyon, White Rock Spring, LaMadre Spring, and Sandstone Quarry would receive

additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on 36 springs

located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

No Wilderness Alternative

None of the 56,967 acres of the WSA would be recommended suitable for

wilderness designation.

Conclusions

The majority of the WSA's wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding

opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be lost.

Motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 700 visits annually.

Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 3,500 visits

annually.

Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration

and development. One mine for gypsum and one mine for sand and gravel would

be developed within the WSA. Exploration drilling of 4 wells for oil and gas

is anticipated to occur within the WSA.

The Lost Creek, Willow Creek, Brownstone Canyon, White Rock Spring, LaMadre

Spring, and Sandstone Quarry archeological sites would not receive additional

protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities.



Thirty-six springs located within the WSA would not be afforded additional
protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Alternative A

A portion of the WSA, 44,388 acres, would be recommended suitable for
wilderness designation. The remaining 12,579 acres would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

The most natural features and outstanding opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation would be retained or improved on the 44,388 acres
recommended suitable. Most wilderness values would lost on the 12,579 acres
recommended nonsuitable.

On the 12,579 acres not designated wilderness, motorized recreational use
would reach 500 visits annually. Non-motorized recreational use within the
WSA would reach 3,700 visits annually.

Geophysical exploration and exploratory drilling of 3 wells for oil and gas
would be foregone within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA. One
mine for gypsum and one mine for sand and gravel are projected for development
within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. The drilling of one exploratory
well for oil and gas is also projected to occur within the portion of the WSA
recommend as nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The Lost Creek, Willow Creek, LaMadre Spring, Switchback Spring and Brownstone
Canyon archeological sites would receive additional protection by precluding
surface-disturbing activities. White Rock Spring and Sandstone Quarry would
receive no additional protection.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on 29 springs
located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

PINE CREEK WSA (NV-050-414)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

A portion of the WSA, 22,652 acres (including 618 acres of Forest Service
land), would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The
remaining 1,966 acres would be recommended nonsuitable.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive
and unconfined recreation would be retained or improved on the 22,652 acres

recommended suitable. Wilderness values on a portion of the 1,966 acres
recommended nonsuitable would be lost.

On the 1,966 acres not designated wilderness, motorized recreation use would
reach 100 visits annually. Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA
would reach 4,500 visits annually.
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Potential exploration for nonmetallic minerals and exploration of oil and gas
involving cross-country geophysical lines and 2 wells would be foregone within
the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.
Within the portion of the WSA recommended nonsuitable, exploration and
development of nonmetallic minerals and oil and gas is not anticipated.

The northern tip of the Bootleg/Rainbow Spring archeological complex would
receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities. The
southern portion of the complex and the Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon
site would not receive any additional protection.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on 3 springs
located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 24,000 acres of the WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness
designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained or improved within the WSA.

Motorized recreational use of 100 visits annually would be foregone on 24,000
acres. Non-motorized use within the WSA would reach 4,500 visits annually.

Any potential exploration for nonmetallic minerals and exploration for oil and
gas, involving cross-country geophysical lines and 2 exploratory wells, would
be foregone under the All Wilderness Alternative.

The Bootleg/Rainbow Springs archeological complex and Lone Grapevine
Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon site would receive additional protection by precluding
surface-disturbing activities.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on springs
within the WSA.

No Wilderness Alternative

None of the 24,000 acres of the WSA would be recommended suitable for
wilderness designation.

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be lost within the western portion of the WSA.

Motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 300 visits annually.
Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 4,300 visits
annually.

Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration
and development. Exploration drilling for oil and gas is anticipated to occur
within the WSA.
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The Bootleg/Rainbow Springs complex and Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon
site would not receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing
activities.

Four springs located within the WSA would not receive additional protection
from surface-disturbing activities.

NORTH McCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-425)

Proposed Action (No Wilderness)

All 47,166 acres of the WSA would be recommended nonsui table for wilderness
designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be lost throughout most of the WSA.

Motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 600 visits annually.
Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 100 visits annually.

Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration
and development. However, exploration and development of any potential
resources within the WSA is not expected to occur.

The Sloan Petroglyph site would not receive additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities.

The 1 spring located within the WSA would not receive additional protection
from surface-disturbing activities.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 47,166 acres of the WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness
designation.

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained or improved within the WSA.

Motorized recreational use of 300 visits would be foregone on 47,166 acres
annually. Non-motorized use within the WSA would reach 150 visits annually.

Potential exploration and development of mineral and energy resources within
the WSA would be foregone under the All Wilderness Alternative.

The Sloan Petroglyph site would receive additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on the 1

spring within the WSA.
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Alternative A

A portion of the WSA, 40,950 acres, would be recommended suitable for

wilderness designation. The remaining 6,216 acres would be recommended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation would be retained or improved on the 40,950 acres recommended

suitable. Wilderness values would be lost on the 6,216 acres recommended

nonsuitable.

On the 6,216 acres not designated wilderness, motorized recreational use would

reach 450 visits annually. Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA

would reach 150 visits annually.

Potential exploration and development of mineral and energy resources within

the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would

be foregone. Mineral and energy resources would be available for exploration

and development within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA; however, none is

expected to occur.

The Sloan Petroglyph site would receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on the 1

spring within the WSA.

SOUTH McCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050435)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

A portion of the WSA, 19,558 acres, would be recommended suitable for

wilderness designation. The remaining 37,065 acres would be recommended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive

and unconfined recreation would be retained or improved on the 19,558 acres

recommended suitable. There would be a reduction in naturalness and

opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 37,065 acres

recommended nonsuitable.

On the 37,065 acres not designated wilderness, motorized recreational use

would reach 1,500 visits annually.

Any potential for exploration and development of mineral and energy resources

within the suitable portion of the WSA, if proven commercially available,

would be foregone. However, neither is anticipated to occur. Three mines

would be developed within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.
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The Railroad Springs cultural site would not receive additional protection
from surface-disturbing activities.

Vegetative manipulation of 4,120 acres would be precluded. Big game would not
reach reasonable numbers.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on 4 springs
located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 56,623 acres of the WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness
designation.

Conclusions

The WSA's wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for solitude and
primitive and unconfined recreation would be retained or improved.

Motorized recreational use of 670 visits annually would be foregone.
Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would reach 1,750 visits
annually.

The development of three small mines within the WSA would be foregone. Any
potential for exploration and development of oil and gas resources would be
foregone, although neither is likely to occur.

The Railroad Springs cultural resource site would receive additional
protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Vegetation manipulations would be precluded. Big game would not reach
reasonable numbers.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on 14 springs
located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

No Wilderness Alternative

None of the 56,623 acres of the WSA would be recommended suitable for
wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive and unconfined recreation would be lost within the major portion
of the WSA.

Motorized recreational use would reach 1,760 visits annually. Non-motorized
recreational use within the WSA would reach 1,500 visits annually.

Three mines would be developed for metallic minerals.

The Railroad Springs cultural resource site would not receive additional
protection from surface-disturbing activities.
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There would be no impact on the management of wildlife habitat.

Fourteen springs within the WSA would not be afforded additional protection

from surface-disturbing activities.

Alternative A

A portion of the WSA, 23,090 acres, would be recommended suitable for

wilderness designation. The remaining 33,683 acres would be recommended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for solitude and unconfined

and primitive recreation would be retained or improved on the 23,090 acres

recommended suitable. There would be a loss of naturalness and of

opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 33,683 acres

recommended nonsui table.

On the 33,683 acres of the WSA not designated wilderness, motorized

recreational use would reach 1,500 visits annually. Non-motorized

recreational use within the WSA would reach 1,660 visits annually.

The development of one mine for metallic minerals within the suitable portion

of the WSA would be foregone. Any potential for the exploration and

development of oil and gas, if proven commercially available, would also be

foregone. Two mines would be developed within the nonsuitable portion of the

WSA.

The Railroad Springs cultural site would not receive additional protection

from surface-disturbing activities.

Vegetative manipulation of 4,800 acres would be precluded. Big game would not

reach reasonable numbers.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on 6 springs

located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

Alternative B

A portion of the WSA, 32,795 acres, would be recommended suitable for

wilderness designation. The remaining 23,978 acres would be recommended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Conclusions

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for solitude and unconfined

and primitive recreation would be retained or improved on the 32,795 acres

recommended suitable. There would be a loss of naturalness and of

opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation on the 23,978 acres

recommended nonsuitable.
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On the 23,978 acres of the WSA not designated wilderness, motorized
recreational use would reach 1,300 visits annually. Non-motorized
recreational use within the WSA would reach 1,750 visits annually.

The development of three mines within the suitable portion of the WSA would be

foregone. Any potential for the exploration and development of mineral and
energy resources could occur within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

The Railroad Springs cultural site would not receive additional protection
from surface-disturbing activities.

Vegetative manipulation of 4,900 acres would be precluded. Big game would not

reach reasonable numbers.

An increase in water quality and quantity stability would result on 11 springs

located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND PLANNING PROCESS

PURPOSE

The purpose of the Proposed Action in five of the wilderness study areas
(WSAs) examined in this EIS, as the Wilderness Act states, "Is to secure for
the American people of present and future generations the benefits of an
enduring resource of wilderness." In two of the WSAs the purpose is to
continue with management of the land for multiple resource values. This
document analyzes the potential impacts of designating or not designating as
wilderness all or portions of seven WSAs in Clark County, Nevada. The
Proposed Action represents the BLM's preliminary wilderness recommendations
for these seven WSAs as they developed through the bureau planning system.

NEED

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) directs the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) to manage the public lands and their resources under
the principles of multiple use and sustained yield. Section 603 of FLPMA
requires a wilderness review of BLM roadless areas containing 5,000 or more
acres and roadless islands. The BLM inventory process identified WSAs which
have the mandatory wilderness characteristics of size, naturalness, and
opportunities for solitude and/or primitive recreation. Suitable or
nonsuitable wilderness recommendations for each WSA will be presented to the
President by the Secretary of the Interior. The President will then make
recommendations to the Congress. Areas can be designated wilderness only by
an act of Congress. If designated as wilderness, an area would be managed in

accordance with the Wilderness Act of 1964 and the Bureau's Wilderness
Management Policy dated September 1981.

The seven WSAs being studied are listed in Table 1-1 below:

Table 1-1

LIST OF WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS

WSA Name
Arrow Canyon Range

Number Acreage County
NV-050-215 32,853 Clark
NV-050-229 96,170 Clark
NV-050-401 69,650 Clark/Nye
NV-050-412 56,967 Clark
NV-050-414 24,000 Clark
NV-050-425 47,166 Clark
NV-050-435 56,623 Clark

Muddy Mountains
Mt. Stirling
LaMadre Mountains
Pine Creek
North McCullough Mountains
South McCullough Mountains

The WSAs are located in southern Nevada in the BLM's Stateline Resource Area
of the Las Vegas District. The Location Map shows the relative location of

Clark County in relation to the State of Nevada.
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1. ARROW CANYON RANGE NV-050-0215
2.MUDDY MOUNTAINS NV-050-0229
3. MT. STIRLING NV-050-0401
4. LA MADRE MOUNTAINS NV-050-0412
5. PINE CREEK NV-050-0414
6. NORTH McCULLOUGH MTNS. NV- 050-0425
7. SOUTH McCULLOUGH MTNS. NV-050- 0435

I I Recommended Suitable
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WILDERNESS REVIEW

Inventory

The inventory phase identified areas with wilderness characteristics, as
defined in the Wilderness Act of 1964, and designated them as WSAs.
Guidelines for conducting the inventory phase were set forth primarily in the
BLM's "Wilderness Inventory Handbook" of 1978.

Areas under consideration as wilderness are evaluated for the features
described below:

Wilderness Values

The following key factors are considered when roadless areas with wilderness
characteristics are identified:

Size: The area must have at least 5,000 contiguous roadless acres of
public land.

Naturalness: Human imprints must be substantially unnoticeable.

Outstanding opportunities: The area must offer either an outstanding
opportunity for solitude or an outstanding opportunity for primitive and
unconfined recreation.

During wilderness inventory, the BLM also considers the extent to which each
of the following wilderness values is present:

Special Features: Ecological, geological, or other features of
scientific, educational, scenic or historical value.

Multiple Resource Benefits: The benefits to other multiple resource
values and uses that only wilderness designation could ensure.

Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

Also to be considered are the following elements of diversity in the NWPS:

Ecosystem and Landforms: Whether natural systems and features, as
represented by ecosystems and landforms, are represented elsewhere in the
region or in the NWPS.

Nearness to Population Centers: The opportunities for solitude or
primitive recreation within a day's drive of major population centers.

Geographic Distribution: A balance of geographic distribution of
wilderness areas--how many designated wilderness areas are in the same
geographic area as the area being considered?

Manageability

In evaluating a WSA, the BLM also must consider whether the area is capable of
being effectively managed to preserve its wilderness character over the long
term.
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Study

During the study phase, the BLM determines through careful analysis which
study areas will be recommended as suitable for wilderness designation and
which will not. Recommendations for the seven areas being studied for

wilderness are being made through the BLM's multiple use resource planning
process. The BLM's planning regulations and its final wilderness study policy

guided the study process.

Reporting

The reporting phase begins after completion of the draft resource management
plan/environmental impact statement (RMP/EIS), when a wilderness study report

(WSR) and a preliminary final wilderness EIS are prepared to address the

results of the study and make the preliminary recommendations as to

designation or nondesignation of each WSA.

All recommendations of WSAs as suitable or nonsuitable for designation as

wilderness will be reported through the director of the BLM to the Secretary

of the Interior, and through the Secretary of the Interior to the President,

who will make his recommendation to Congress. Only Congress can designate an

area as wilderness.

INTERIM MANAGEMENT

Until Congress acts, the BLM's Interim Management Policy and Guidelines for

Lands Under Wilderness Review (1979; rev. 1983) serves as the principal

document for managing the seven WSAs in the Stateline Resource Area. The goal

of the interim management policy is to ensure that the wilderness qualities

inherent to each WSA are unchanged at the time that Congress makes it final

decisions.

SCOPING AND ISSUE IDENTIFICATION

The scoping process for the Clark County Wilderness EIS encompassed issues

identified by BLM staff; by the public during formal scoping comment periods

on issue identification in Mesquite, Searchlight and Las Vegas, Nevada

(December 1982); and from comments on the draft EIS by the public and by

Federal, State and local agencies. The following is a list of environmental

issues identified for analysis in the EIS. The issues apply to all WSAs

unless specifically noted otherwise.

1. Impacts on Wilderness Values . The wilderness values of naturalness,

opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation, and various special

features of the WSAs could benefit from wilderness designation. The same

values may be adversely affected by uses and actions that would occur should

the WSAs not be designated wilderness. The significance of these beneficial

or adverse impacts is an issue for analysis in the EIS.

2. Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources . Wilderness designation

could affect the development of potential and known mineral resources by

withdrawing designated lands from mineral entry. Development of existing

mineral resources within designated wilderness areas could be affected by
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wilderness management restrictions. The impact of wilderness designation on
the development of potential and known mineral resources is an issue for
analysis in the EIS.

3. Impacts on Recreational Management . Wilderness designation would affect
recreational management opportunities such as precluding motorized types of
recreation within the WSAs. Eliminating those opportunities could shift these
types of uses presently occurring in the WSAs to adjacent lands. Designation
could also affect recreational development activities, such as campgrounds
within the WSAs. The impact of wilderness designation on recreational
management in WSAs and their vicinity is an issue for analysis in the EIS.

4. Impacts on Cultural Resources . Cultural resources have been identified
within all of the WSAs. Three WSAs have sites which are listed on the
National Register of Historic Places: Wheeler Well Charcoal Kilns in the Mt.
Stirling WSA; Brownstone Canyon in the LaMadre WSA; and Sloan Petroglyph Site
in the North McCullough Mountains WSA. In addition, significant cultural
resource sites have been identified in all seven WSAs. Development of
cultural resource management plans (CRMPs) is proposed for two of the WSAs.
Because of the significance of the cultural resources within the WSAs and the
impacts that wilderness designation may have on these resources by precluding
mining or off-road vehicle (ORV) use, cultural resources will be an issue for
analysis.

5. Impacts on Potential State Park Lands . Through the Recreation and
Public Purposes Act, the State of Nevada has filed an application for the
transfer of 3,400 acres of land in the northern portion of Arrow Canyon Range
WSA for the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park. The impact of wilderness
designation on this proposed State park is an issue for analysis in the EIS.
This issue will only be analyzed for the Arrow Canyon Range WSA.

6. Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management . Wilderness designation would
affect wildlife habitat management by precluding planned vegetative
manipulation projects. The impact of wilderness designation on wildlife
habitat management in the WSAs is an issue for analysis in the EIS. This
issue will only be analyzed for the Mt. Stirling and South McCullough
Mountains WSAs.

7. Impacts on Water Resources . The issue of how water quantity and/or
water quality would be affected by wilderness designation in each of the WSA
was identified. Because designation would preclude most surface-disturbing
activities that may impact water resources, this issue will be analyzed in the
EIS. This issue will only be analyzed for the LaMadre Mountains, Pine Creek,
Mt. Stirling, North McCullough Mountains and South McCullough Mountains WSAs.

8. Impacts to Access of Recreational Areas in the Northern Spring Mountain
Range"! During the comment period on the Draft EIS, the U.S. Forest Service
stated their concern that wilderness designation would eliminate potential
construction of a better access route around the Wheeler Peak area. They feel
that this route could improve recreational access, fire response and
year-round travel. The impacts of wilderness designation on access in the
Wheeler Peak area and the impacts of a designated access corridor on
wilderness values in the Mt. Stirling WSA is an issue for analysis in the
EIS. This issue will only be analyzed for the Mt. Stirling WSA.
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The following issues were identified in scoping but were not selected for
detailed analysis in the EIS. The reasons for setting aside each of the
issues are discussed below:

9. Impact on Livestock Grazing . Concerns were raised that livestock
grazing and operations could be modified significantly within designated
wilderness areas, creating significant adverse impacts on existing use. This
issue was considered but dropped from detailed analysis because the BLM's
Wilderness Management Policy provides for the continued use of wilderness
areas for livestock operations and grazing at historic levels.

Although the management practices of livestock operators in the seven WSAs
would be more closely regulated, they would continue as they have prior to
wilderness designation, subject to reasonable controls. In addition, no range
developments are planned in any of the WSAs.

10. Impacts on Wildlife . In addition to Issue No. 6, other concerns
regarding wildlife were raised during scoping. These concerns included
re-establishment of native wildlife species (desert bighorn sheep) and
construction of water developments to support new and existing populations.
The Wilderness Management Policy provides for both the re-establishment of
native species and development of waters. Although there may be some
restrictions placed on these activities as a result of wilderness designation,
they would not significantly affect the aforementioned activities. Therefore,
this issue was dropped from further analysis in the EIS.

11. Impacts on Wild Horse and Burro Management . This issue was identified
several times during the development of the EIS. In particular, the Nevada
Department of Wildlife voiced concerns that wilderness designation may not
allow for proper management of wild horses and burros. Since the Wilderness
Management Policy specifically allows for the management of viable herds of
wild horses and burros, this issue will not be analyzed in the EIS.

12. Impacts on Military Overflights . During EIS development, the U.S. Air
Force raised concerns pertaining to the affect wilderness designation would
have on low-level military overflights. The Wilderness Management Policy does
not prohibit low-level military overflights; therefore, this issue will not be
analyzed in the EIS.

13. Impacts on Utility Corridors . Several utility companies, including Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power and Southern California Edison,
identified possible conflicts between utility corridors and wilderness
designation. The four WSAs involved include the Arrow Canyon Range, Muddy
Mountains and the North and South McCullough Mountains. Although proposed
routes for the Intermountain Power Project and White Pine Power Project run
adjacent to the WSAs, designation of these areas will not significantly affect
the ability of these companies to locate the utility lines. Since there is

adequate space to accommodate these lines outside the WSA and topography is
either unsuitable or limiting within the WSA, this issue will not be analyzed
in the EIS.

14. Impacts on Communication Sites . One issue was raised which pertained to
the affect wilderness designation would have on locating communication
facilities. There are no applications on file and no interest has been
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expressed for communication sites in any of the WSAs. In addition, adequate
sites both current and potential are found outside the WSAs. Since both

Bureau Manual guidance (2860. 11A) and the Clark County Management Framework
Plan encourages the use of existing sites for new facilities and there are

adequate existing sites outside the WSAs, this issue will not be analyzed in

the EIS.

15. Impacts on Threatened and Endangered Species . Wildlife and vegetation
inventories and consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service did not

identify any threatened or endangered species in the WSAs, therefore, this
issue was dropped from further consideration.

16. Impacts on Air Quality Classification . Concerns were raised regarding
the interaction between wilderness designation and air quality
classification. The Wilderness Management Policy states that BLM will manage
all wilderness areas to comply with the existing air quality classification
for that specific area, so wilderness designation or nondesignation would not

cause the air quality classification to change. Therefore, this issue was

dropped from further analysis in the EIS.

The following issue is not an environmental issue, but is a program concern
that was frequently identified as an issue during scoping.

17. The WSAs being studied are not what Congress intended to be included in

the National Wilderness Preservation System ! Some or all of the areas being
studies for wilderness designation may not be the kind of area Congress
intended to have considered for wilderness. This issue was dropped since it

was determined in the inventory stage of the BLM's wilderness review process
that all the WSAs being studied meet the minimum standards for wilderness
identified by the Congress in the Wilderness Act of 1964 and FLPMA of 1976.

FORMULATION OF ALTERNATIVES

Proposed Action

Development of the Proposed Action is guided by requirements of the Bureau's
Planning Regulations, 43 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), part 1600. The
BLM's Wilderness Study Policy (published February 3, 1982, in the Federal
Register ) supplements the planning regulations by providing the specific
factors to be considered in developing suitability recommendations during the
planning sequence.

The Proposed Action recommends as suitable for wilderness designation those
WSAs, or portions of WSAs, with high quality wilderness values. It seeks a

balanced approach of land use allocations that best meets the needs and
objectives of multiple use management as identified by the planning process.
The Proposed Action limits conflicts between the wilderness resource and
mineral resources, motorized recreational uses and wildlife habitat
management. Under the Proposed Action, 154,060 acres would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation in five WSAs. See Table 1-2 for a

breakdown, by alternative, of suitable and nonsuitable acreage in each WSA.

An evaluation of public and agency response to the draft EIS resulted in

adjustments to the Proposed Action for the Muddy Mountain, Mt. Stirling,

LaMadre Mountains and South McCul lough Mountains WSAs.
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Designation of the Muddy Mountains WSA has been widely supported throughout
the planning process, particularly during the EIS scoping period. It is the
second priority, next to Pine Creek, of local conservation groups. However,
more critical comments were directed at this WSA in response to the draft EIS
than any of the other WSAs recommended suitable. Several companies, the
State, and individuals requested a different compromise between mineral and
wilderness values. Consequently, the Proposed Action was changed from the
Wilderness Accent to the Management Enhancement Alternative. The acreage
deleted will allow for mineral and energy exploration and development in the
White Basin, Bitter Ridge and West End Wash areas.

Mt. Stirling Peak was added back into the Proposed Action for the Mt. Stirling
WSA. This was for one of the major issues addressed by the public.
Supporters felt that Mt. Stirling Peak was an integral part of the WSA,
possessed outstanding wilderness values and supplemental features and was
manageable. Some argued that such a significant feature should not be

eliminated without the more substantial minerals data that the USGS survey
should supply. The boundary in the vicinity of the peak will be that of the
Wilderness Accent Alternative without the Big Timber Springs area. In

addition, the Proposed Action has been altered to allow a 1,000-foot wide
access route down a wash which historically was utilized for travel from the
Wheeler Well area north toward Indian Springs. This will enhance motorized
access to important areas of recreational use on both sides of the northern
Spring Mountain Range. The rest of the Mt. Stirling WSA boundary will remain
the same as the draft EIS Preferred Alternative.

Two changes were made to the LaMadre Mountains WSA Proposed Action boundary.
Acreage was deleted on the north boundary for accommodation of the gypsum
claims that are under application for patent. Those lands west of Lovell
Canyon were also deleted after an internal BLM review of the draft EIS
proposals along with existing planning documents revealed a strong
inconsistency between the Proposed Action and BLM's management direction for
the portion of Spring Mountain Range that it manages. Clark County MFP
decision (Recreation 6.1) calls for recreation management plans to be

developed on several discrete areas of BLM-administered lands on the range.

One area, the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands (RRCRL) has had a master plan
completed. The Wilderness recommendations in the Proposed Action for the
LaMadre Range and the Sandstone Bluffs are essentially consistent with the
thrust of that plan. The "panhandle" portion of the LaMadre WSA, however, is

on a topographic feature entirely separate from the LaMadre Mountains/Pine
Creek wilderness management unit and was deleted from the Proposed Action.

The Management Enhancement Alternative minus the southern tip was selected for
the South McCullough Mountains WSA rather than the No Wilderness chosen in the
draft EIS. Reinstatement of the South McCulloughs was the issue most
frequently addressed by the public. It was also supported by the State of

Nevada. The focus of concern was protection of the botanical, wildlife and

scenic values of the WSA.

Alternatives to the Proposed Action Selected for Analysis

The BLM Wilderness Study Policy calls for the formulation and evaluation of

alternatives ranging from resource protection to resource production. The
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alternatives assessed in this EIS include: (1) a No Wilderness Alternative

for each WSA; (2) an All Wilderness Alternative for each WSA; and (3) a

Partial Wilderness Alternative(s) for all seven WSAs.

In this document, the No Action Alternative, as required by the National

Environmental Protection Act, and the No Wilderness Alternative are

equivalent. Both advocate continuation of management as outlined in the

existing Management Framework Plan and recommends the WSAs as nonsuitable for

wilderness.

The All Wilderness Alternative represents the maximum possible acreage that

could be recommended as suitable for wilderness designation.

Partial Wilderness Alternatives can make suitable or nonsuitable
recommendations ranging between the All Wilderness and No Action

Alternatives. A Partial Wilderness Alternative can recommend as suitable for

wilderness designation something less than the entire acreage of one WSA.

Alternatives Considered But Dropped From Further Analysis

No other alternatives were submitted or considered other than those analyzed

in the EIS.

Alternative Name Changes From Draft EIS

In an effort to simplify the EIS format and develop a more readable document,

names of alternatives have been changed from the draft EIS. See Table 1-2 for

a breakdown of alternatives and their relationship to alternatives analyzed in

the draft EIS.
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Table 1-2

ALTERNATIVES BY WSA

WSA/Alternative/Final
Arrow Canyon Range

Proposed Action
Al I Wilderness
Alternative A (Partial)

Muddy Mountains
Proposed Action
A I I Wilderness
No Wilderness
Alternative A (Partial)

Mt. Stirling
Proposed Action
All Wilderness
No Wi lderness
Alternative A (Partial

)

Alternative B (Partial)
Alternative C (Partial)

LaMadre Mountains
Proposed Action
Al l Wilderness
No Wilderness
Alternative A (Partial)

Pine Creek
Proposed Action

All Wilderness
No Wilderness

North McCullough Mtns.
Proposed Action

All Wilderness
Alternative A (Partial)

South McCullough Mtns.
Proposed Action
All Wilderness
No Wilderness
Alternative A (Partial)
Alternative B (Partial

)

Alternative Name/Draft
Suitable Nonsui table
Acres Acres

Preferred Alt. /No Wilderness
All Wilderness
Management Enhancement/

Wilderness Accent

Management Enhancement
All Wilderness
No Wilderness
Wilderness Accent/Preferred
Alternative

N/A
All Wilderness
No Wilderness
Management Enhancement
Wilderness Accent
Preferred Alternative

N/A
All Wilderness
No Wilderness
Preferred Alt. /Management

Enhancement/Wilderness Accent

Preferred Alt. /Management
Enhancement/Wilderness Accent

All Wilderness
No Wilderness

Preferred Alt. /No Wilderness/
Management Enhancement

All Wilderness
Wilderness Accent

N/A
All Wilderness
Preferred Alt. /No Wilderness
Management Enhancement
Wilderness Accent

32,853

26,950

36,850
96,170

44,260

40,275
69,650

42,707
44,431
30,190

32,853

5,903

59,320

96,170
51,910

29,375

69,650
26,943
25,219
39,460

34, 01
p
a/ 22,957

'o 56,967^/

44,388b/ 12,579£/

22,652^/
24,000

47,166
40,950

19,558
56,623

23,090£/
32,795^/

1,966

24,000

47,166

6,216

37,065

56,623
33,683
23,978

^/Includes 285 acres of U.S.
wilderness study.

Forest Service lands added to the original WSA for
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^./includes 724 acres of U.S. Forest Service lands addedd to the original WSA for

wilderness study.
c/lncludes 439 acres of U.S. Forest Service lands added to the original WSA for

wilderness study.

^/includes 618 acres of BLM lands outside the original WSA boundary.

s/lncludes 150 acres of BLM lands outside the original WSA boundary.
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CHAPTER 2

PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

Since the pattern of future actions within the WSAs cannot be predicted with
certainty, assumptions were made to allow the analysis of impacts under the
Proposed Action and Alternatives. These assumptions are the basis of the
impacts identified in this EIS. They are not management plans or proposals,
but represent feasible patterns of activities which would occur under the
alternatives analyzed.

ARROW CANYON RANGE WSA (NV-050-215)

Proposed Action

All 32,853 acres of public land in the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be
recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

The favorability of silica deposits and refractory grade sand is considered
high within the southeastern and southern portions of the Arrow Canyon Range
WSA. At least 10 claims for silica deposits have been located in the
southeastern portion. Prior to 1950, a small amount of production occurred at
the Tiffany Quarry, located along the WSA's southern boundary. It is assumed
that development will take place on the existing claims in the southeastern
and southern portions of the WSA and that additional claims in these areas
would be staked. Mining of these claims would be by open pit methods, with an
estimated 560 acres of surface disturbance taking place. Development would
include 2 mine sites, construction of approximately 1.5 miles of road, and
processing and loading facilities. It is unlikely that exploration and
development of silica resources on the west side of the WSA would take place
because of difficult access.

Although the potential for occurrence of other nonmetallic minerals
(diatomite, gypsum, montmorillonite, and limestone/dolomite) within the WSA is
moderate, development of these minerals is not anticipated because of better
potential in more accessible areas outside the WSA. Development potential for
metallic minerals is low because of the low favorability for occurrence.
Potential for development of saleable minerals is low because of distance to
market.

The entire WSA is classified as being moderately favorable for oil and gas.
This classification is based on the sedimentary basin concept and the WSA's
location within the Overthrust Belt. To date, no wells have been drilled
within the WSA. Several wells drilled south of the WSA proved unsuccessful.
Therefore, development of oil and gas is not expected because of a history of
nonproduction. Some geophysical exploration activities may occur. Due to
rough terrain, access will be primarily by foot and air. Surface disturbance
from exploration activities is expected to be approximately 10 acres.

Recreation Management Action

Management of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA under the Proposed Action would
provide a setting for both motorized and non-motorized types of recreation.
This would include a variety of activities such as hunting, dirt biking,
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camping, rock hounding, hiking, nature study and sightseeing. The 1.5 mile of

projected road development associated with mineral development and 7.5 miles

of existing roads and ways would allow visitors to utilize the western portion

of the WSA by vehicle. The WSA would be open to motorized recreational use.

Visitor use within the WSA is estimated at 500 visits annually. Visitor use

within the WSA under the Proposed Action is not likely to increase as vehicle

routes would be few and the major points of interest, Pahranagat Wash and

Arrow Canyon, would be included in the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park.

Therefore, visitor use within the federally-owned nonsuitable portion of the

WSA would remain well below 600 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Two large water catchments for desert bighorn sheep would be constructed in

the WSA. In addition, a series of small bird guzzlers in Pahranagat Wash

would be constructed.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three grazing allotments, only 27,416

acres in the Arrow Canyon Allotment are grazed regularly. Projected planning

estimates indicate that livestock use would be maintained at the existing

level of 82 animal unit months (AUMs) for cattle for the next ten years and

beyond. Although seldom used, grazing levels in the Ute Allotment will be

maintained at 6 AUMs for cattle in the foreseeable future. There are no

existing or proposed range developments in the WSA.

Land Tenure Adjustments

Under this alternative, 3,400 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be

transferred to the State of Nevada for the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park.

Actual transfer would be dependent on a request from the State to process the

application and the results of the associated land report and environmental

assessment.

Cultural Resource Management

Located along the WSA's northern boundary is the Arrow Canyon Rock Art

archeological site. This site is highly visible and is the primary point of

interest for visitation within the WSA. Under the Proposed Action, this

archeological feature would be transferred to the Nevada State Parks.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 32,853 acres of public land in the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the entire Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be

withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing

laws. Approximately 800 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA are covered with

pre- and post-FLPMA mining claims. These claims and any others in existence
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at the time of designation would be examined to determine validity. At the
time of designation, plans of operation for valid claims would be processed in
accordance with existing regulations. Ho mineral development of silica
deposits is expected to occur in the WSA. Expected oil and gas exploration
within the WSA would be foregone.

Recreation Management Action

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be closed to
motorized recreational pursuits, such as dirt biking, off-road vehicle
driving, hunting access and rockhounding, eliminating an estimated 200 visits
of motorized recreational use annually.

The Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be managed to provide a primitive setting to
allow non-motorized recreational pursuits such as hiking, rock scrambling,
horseback riding and nature study. Visitation into the area will continue to
increase at a moderate rate, with visitor use not exceeding 700 visits over
the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Two large water catchments for desert bighorn sheep would be constructed in
the WSA. In addition, a series of small bird guzzlers in Pahranagat Wash
would be constructed.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only 27,416 acres in
the Arrow Canyon Allotment are grazed regularly. Projected planning estimates
indicate that livestock use would be maintained at the existing level of 82
AUMs for cattle for the next ten years and beyond. Although seldom used,
grazing levels in the Ute Allotment would be maintained at 6 AUMs for cattle
in the foreseeable future. There are no existing or proposed range
developments in the WSA.

Land Tenure Adjustments

Under this alternative, 3,400 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would not be
transferred to the State of Nevada for the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park.

Cultural Resource Management

An interpretive signing program for the Arrow Canyon Rock Art site located
within the WSA would not be implemented.

Alternative A

Under Alternative A, only 26,950 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be
recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 5,903 acres
would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives
Maps)

.
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Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 26,950 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range

WSA recommended suitable would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation
under the mining and mineral leasing laws. Four mining claims presently exist

within the suitable portion of the WSA. These claims and any other mining
claims that might exist at the time of designation would be examined to

determine validity. No development of the mining claims located in the

suitable portion of the WSA is expected to occur. Oil and gas exploration
within the suitable portion of the WSA would be foregone.

Development of silica deposits is expected on existing claims within the

southeastern portion of the nonsuitable area of the WSA. Additional claims

are expected to be staked. These claims would be mined by open pit methods,

with an estimated 250 acres of surface disturbance taking place. Development
would include a mine site, an estimated 1 mile of new road, and processing and

loading facilities. Some geophysical exploration activities may occur in the

nonsuitable area of the WSA, disturbing an estimated 5 acres of land.

Recreation Management Actions

Under Alternative A, 5,903 acres of land would be recommended nonsuitable for

wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 2.5 miles of

existing and proposed roads and ways, would remain open for motorized
recreational use. This motorized use includes sightseeing, off-road vehicle
driving, dirt biking and rockhounding.

The 26,950 acres of land recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow non-motorized recreational

pursuits such as hunting, hiking, backpacking, nature study and rock

scrambling.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate rate

over the long term. Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA is

projected to reach 800 visits annually over the long term. Motorized
recreational use within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA is projected to

reach 100 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Two large water catchments for desert bighorn sheep would be constructed in

the WSA. In addition, a series of small bird guzzlers in Pahranagat Wash
would be constructed.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only 27,415 acres in

the Arrow Canyon Allotment are grazed regularly. Projected planning estimates
indicate that livestock use would be maintained at the existing level of 82

AUMs for cattle for the next ten years and beyond. Although seldom used,

grazing levels in the Ute Allotment will be maintained at 6 AUMs for cattle in

the foreseeable future. There are no existing or proposed range developments
in the WSA.
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Land Tenure Adjustments

Under this alternative, 3,400 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would not be
transferred to the State of Nevada for the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park.

Cultural Resource Management

An interpretive signing program for the Arrow Canyon Rock Art site located
within the suitable portion of the WSA would not be implemented.

Summary of Impacts

Table 2-1 summarizes the impacts of the alternatives in the Arrow Canyon Range
WSA.

MUDDY MOUNTAINS (NV-050-229)

Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, only 36,850 acres of the Muddy Mountains WSA would
be recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 59,320
acres would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see
Alternatives Maps)

.

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 36,850 acres of the Muddy Mountains WSA
recommended suitable under the Proposed Action would be withdrawn from all

forms of appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing laws.
Approximately 100 acres of the area recommended suitable are covered by mining
claims. These claims and any other mining claims that exist at the time of

designation would be examined to determine validity. Plans of operation for
development of these claims and any other claims that exist at the time of
designation would be processed in accordance with existing regulations. No
mineral development of the mining claims located in the suitable portion of
the WSA is expected to occur. Oil and gas exploration within the portion of

the WSA recommended suitable would be foregone.

Mineral exploration and development is expected within the eastern and
southern nonsuitable portions of the WSA. The entire West End Wash area would
be explored for silica deposits and building stone. Exploration would require
road construction of approximately 6 miles of road, and possible drilling
would disturb an estimated 15 acres of land. Development of silica deposits
is also expected. Mining of this resource would be by open pit methods and
would encompass approximately 115 acres. Existing roads would be used for
access.

The development of a colemanite mine is projected for the eastern portion of

the WSA at White Basin. Mining would be by underground methods and would
require ancillary facilities of a processing plant, waste dump and access
road. An estimated 50 acres of surface disturbance and 1 mile of road are

expected from this development. Exploration of chalcedony, agate, magnesite
and gypsum is also anticipated within the Bitter Ridge area. Exploration of

this area would involve the construction of approximately 10 miles of road,
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TABLE 2-1

SUWARY OF INPACTS

ARROW CANYON RANGE WSA

Environmental

Issues Proposed Action All Wilderness Alternative A

Impacts on Wilderness values of naturalness and out-

Wilderness standing opportunities for solitude and

Values primitive recreation would be lost.

Wilderness values of naturalness and out-

standing opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation would be retained or

improved within the WSA.

The most natural features and outstanding

opportunities for solitude and primitive rec-

reation would be retained or improved on the

26,950 acres recommended as wilderness. There

would be a reduction in naturalness and oppor-

tunities for solitude and primitive recreation

on the 5,903 acres reccrimended nonsuitable.

i

01

Impacts on Motorized recreational use within the WSA

Recreation would reach 300 visits annually. ton-

Resources motorized recreational use within the WSA

would reach 300 visits annually.

Impacts on The development of 2 mines for silica de-

Mineral posits and the exploration for oil and gas

Resources would occur within the WSA.

Motorized recreational use of approximately

200 visits would be foregone on 32,853

acres annually. Non-motorized use within

the WSA would reach 700 visits annually.

The development of 2 mines for silica de-

posits and the exploration for oil and gas

within the WSA would be foregone.

On the 5,903 acres of the WSA not designated

wilderness, motorized recreational use would

continue to increase but would not exceed 400

visits annually. Non-motorized recreational

use within the WSA would reach 400 visits

annually.

The development of 1 mine and exploration for

oil and gas would be foregone within the suit-

able portion of the WSA. Exploration for oil

and gas and the development of 1 mine would

occur within the nonsuitable portion of the

WSA.

Impacts on

Cultural

Resources

Impacts on

Potential

State Park

Lands

The Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would be

transferred to the State of Nevada as part

of a proposed State park.

Development of the proposed Arrow Canyon

State Park would be realized.

The Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would receive

additional protection by precluding surface-

disturbing activities.

Development of the proposed Arrow Canyon

State Park would not be realized.

The Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would receive

additional protection by precluding surface-

disturbing activities.

Development of the proposed Arrow Canyon State

Park would not be realized.
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test pits and drill holes, disturbing some 15 acres within the nonsuitable
portion of the WSA.

Geophysical exploration and drilling for oil and gas and geothermal energy is

expected to occur in the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Geophysical lines
would involve cross country travel and some road construction, disturbing
approximately 120 acres. Exploration drilling would involve approximately 4

wells and 5 miles of road, disturbing an estimated 35 acres of land.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the Proposed Action, 59,320 acres of land would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 22
miles of road constructed for mineral and energy exploration and development
and 11.5 miles of existing cherrystem roads and ways, would remain open for
motorized recreational use. The 1 mile of road accessing Hidden Valley would
remain closed under ORV designation. This motorized use includes sightseeing,
off-road vehicle driving, rock hounding and hunting access. Motorized racing
would continue on the designated courses within the northwestern portion of

the WSA, with courses possibly opening within the southwestern portion of the

WSA. No recreational facilities or developments are proposed for the Muddy
Mountains WSA.

The 36,850-acre parcel recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow non-motorized recreational

pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, nature study, hiking and rock

scrambling.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate rate
over the long term if all projected road developments are fully realized.

Visitor use within the WSA is estimated at 1,100 visits annually.
Non-motorized use within the entire WSA is projected to reach 600 visits

annually over the long term. Motorized recreational use within the

nonsuitable portion of the WSA is projected to reach 2,500 visits annually
over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA. One small and

three large water catchments for bighorn sheep are proposed for the WSA.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of 3 allotments, only the Muddy Mountains

and White Basin allotments (totalling 94,874 acres) are grazed regularly.

Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be maintained

at the existing level of 181 AUMs for cattle and 25 AUMs for horses for the

next ten years and beyond. The Sunrise Mountain allotment is currently
ungrazed and no future grazing is proposed. Existing range developments
include 2 reservoirs, 1 well and a corral located along the northern boundary

of the WSA. Future water improvements may be developed in the White Basin

allotment.
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Cultural Resources Management

Several extremely sensitive cultural resource areas are located within the
Muddy Mountains WSA. Three of these areas (Buffington Pockets, Colorock
Quarry and Hidden Valley) are major points of interest for public visitation.

A projected cultural resources program has been identified for the Hidden
Valley archeological complex. This program would include test excavations of
the shelter caves, implementation of interpretive signs and development of a

self-guided trail system. Under the Proposed Action, test excavations of the
shelter caves could occur, but wilderness designation of the area would
preclude interpretive signing and development of the trail system.

All Wilderness

Mineral Resource Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the entire Muddy Mountains WSA recommended
suitable would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the mining
and mineral leasing laws. Validity examinations would be conducted on
existing mining claims within the WSA and any other claims that are present at
the time of designation. Oil and gas exploration and development within the
WSA would be foregone.

Mining claims for silica deposits along the southern boundary would be
investigated to determine validity before wilderness designation of the WSA,
and the entire West End Wash area would be explored for silica deposits.
Exploration would require construction of approximately 6 miles of road and
possible drilling would disturb an estimated 15 acres of land. Development of
silica sand is also expected. Mining of this resource would be by open pit
methods and would encompass approximately 115 acres. Existing roads would
provide access.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be closed to
motorized recreational pursuits such as dirt biking, off-road vehicle driving,
hunting and rockhounding access and motorized racing, eliminating
approximately 700 visits of motorized recreational use annually.

The Muddy Mountains WSA would be managed to provide a primitive setting to
allow non-motorized recreational pursuits such as hunting, hiking,
backpacking, rock scrambling and nature study.

Visitation into the area would continue to increase at a slow to moderate
rate. Visitor use under the All Wilderness Alternative is projected to reach
800 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA. One small and 3

large water catchments for bighorn sheep are proposed for the WSA.
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Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only the Muddy
Mountains and White Basin allotments (totalling 94,874 acres) are grazed
regularly. Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be
maintained at the existing level of 181 AUMs for cattle and 25 AUMs for horses
for the next ten years and beyond. The Sunrise Mountain allotment is
currently ungrazed and no future grazing is proposed. Existing range
developments include 2 reservoirs, 1 well and a corral located along the
northern boundary of the WSA. Future water improvements may be developed in
the White Basin allotment.

Cultural Resources Management

Test excavations on shelter caves located within the Hidden Valley
archeological complex would be implemented under the All Wilderness
Alternative. The projected interpretive signing and development of a

self-guided trail system would be foregone.

No Wilderness Alternative

All 96,170 acres of the public land in the Muddy Mountains WSA would be
recommended nonsui table for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

The WSA is considered a prime location for potential nonmetallic minerals.
The most favorable areas are the eastern and southern portions of the WSA.
Approximately 1,600 acres within these areas and within the northern portion
of the WSA are covered with mining claims. Plans of operation for development
of these claims and any additional claims would be processed in accordance
with existing regulations.

Mineral exploration and development is expected within the eastern and
southern portions of the WSA. The entire West End Wash area would be explored
for silica deposits and building stone. Exploration would require
construction of approximately 6 miles of road and possible drilling would
disturb an estimated 15 acres of land. Development would be by open pit
methods and would encompass approximately 115 acres. Existing roads would
provide access.

The development of two colemanite mines is projected, one in the Lovell Wash
area along the southeastern boundary of the WSA, and one in the eastern
portion of the WSA at White Basin. Mining would be by underground methods and
would require ancillary facilities of a processing plant, waste dump and
access road. Approximately 50 acres of surface disturbance and an estimated 1

mile of new road are expected from development of each of these mines.
Exploration for chalcedony, agate, magnesite and gypsum is also anticipated
within the Bitter Ridge area. Exploration of this area would involve the
construction of approximately 10 miles of road, test pits and drill holes,

disturbing an estimated 15 acres within the nonsui table portion of the WSA.

Geophysical exploration and drilling for oil and gas and geothermal energy is

anticipated to occur in the WSA. Geophysical lines would involve cross
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country travel and some road construction, disturbing approximately 200

acres. Exploration drilling would involve approximately 9 wells and 20 miles

of road, disturbing an estimated 105 acres of land.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 96,170 acres of land would be recommended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The WSA, including a projected 38 miles of new road (including the 3 miles of

road in Hidden Valley closed to ORVs but available for mineral entry)

associated with mineral and energy exploration and development and 14.5 miles

of existing cherry stem roads and ways, would remain open for motorized

recreational use. The 6 miles of existing roads and ways into Hidden Valley

would remain closed under 0RV designation. This motorized use includes

sightseeing, off-road vehicle driving, rockhounding and hunting access.

Motorized racing would continue on the designated courses within the

northwestern portion of the WSA, with additional race courses possibly opening

within the southwestern portions of the WSA. No recreational facilities or

developments are proposed for the Muddy Mountains WSA.

Visitor use within the Muddy Mountains WSA is estimated at 1,100 visits

annually. Visitor use is projected to reach a level of 3,100 visits annually

over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA. One small and

three large water catchments for bighorn sheep are proposed for the WSA.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only the Muddy

Mountains and White Basin allotments (totalling 94,874 acres) are grazed

regularly. Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be

maintained at the existing level of 181 AUMs for cattle and 25 AUMs for horses

for the next ten years and beyond. The Sunrise Mountain allotment is

currently ungrazed and no future grazing is proposed. Existing range

developments include 2 reservoirs, 1 well and a corral located along the

northern boundary of the WSA. Future water improvements may be developed in

the White Basin allotment.

Cultural Resources Management

A cultural resources program consisting of test excavations of shelter caves,

interpretive signing and development of a self-guided trail system for the

Hidden Valley archeological complex would be implemented under the No

Wilderness Alternative.

Alternative A

Under this alternative, 44,260 acres of the Muddy Mountains WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 51,910 acres

would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives

Maps)

.
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Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 44,260 acres recommended suitable under
Alternative A would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the
mining and mineral leasing laws. Approximately 940 acres of the area
recommended suitable are covered by mining claims. These claims and any other
mining claims that might exist at the time of designation would be examined to

determine validity. Plans of operation for development of these claims and
any other claims that exist at the time of designation would be processed in

accordance with existing regulations. Oil and gas exploration within the

portion of the WSA recommended suitable would be foregone.

Silica sand claims along the southern boundary would prove valid before
wilderness designation of the recommended suitable portion of the WSA. The
entire West End Wash area would be explored for silica deposits. Exploration
would require construction of approximately 6 miles of road and possible
drilling would disturb an estimated 15 acres of land. Development would be by

open pit methods and would encompass approximately 115 acres. Existing roads
would provide access.

No mineral development is anticipated within the nonsuitable portion of the

WSA.

Geophysical exploration and drilling for oil and gas and geothermal energy is

anticipated to occur in the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Geophysical lines
would involve cross country travel and some road construction, disturbing an

estimated 120 acres of land. Exploration drilling would involve approximately
4 wells and 5 miles of roads, disturbing approximately 35 acres of land.

Recreation Management Actions

Under Alternative A, 51,910 acres of land would be recommended nonsuitable for

wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including a projected 5

miles of new road associated with oil and gas exploration and development and

10 miles of existing cherrystem roads and ways, would remain open for

motorized recreational use. The 1 mile of road into Hidden Valley would
remain closed under 0RV designation. This motorized use includes sightseeing,

off-road vehicle driving, rock hounding and hunting access. Motorized racing

would continue on the designated race courses within the northwestern portion

of the WSA, with an additional race course possibly opening within the

southwestern portion of the WSA. No recreational facilities or developments

are proposed for the Muddy Mountains WSA.

The 44,260-acre parcel recommended suitable for wilderness designation would

be managed to provide a primitive setting for non-motorized recreational

pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, nature study, hiking and rock

scrambling.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate rate

over the long term if all projected road developments are fully realized.

Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA is projected to reach 600

visits annually over the long term. Motorized recreational use within the
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nonsui table portion of the WSA is projected to reach 1,700 visits annually

over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA. One small and 3

large water catchments for bighorn sheep are proposed for the WSA.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only the Muddy

Mountains and White Basin allotments (totalling 94,874 acres) are grazed

regularly. Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be

maintained at the existing level of 181 AUMs for cattle and 25 AUMs for horses

for the next ten years and beyond. The Sunrise Mountain allotment is

currently ungrazed and no future grazing is proposed. Existing range

developments include 2 reservoirs, 1 well and a corral located along the

northern boundary of the WSA. Future water improvements may be developed in

the White Basin allotment.

Cultural Resources Management

Test excavations on shelter caves located within the Hidden Valley

archeological complex would be implemented under the Wilderness Accent

Alternative. The projected resources program of interpretive signing and

development of a self-guided trail system of the Hidden Valley area would be

foregone.

Summary of Impacts

Table 2-2 summarizes the impacts of the alternatives in the Muddy Mountains

WSA.

MT. STIRLING WSA (NV-050-401)

Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, 40,275 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 29,375 acres

would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives

Maps). An access route 2 miles long and 1,000 feet wide would be established

across the northeastern suitable portion of the WSA under this alternative.

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 40,275 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA

recommended suitable under the Proposed Action would be withdrawn from all

forms of appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing laws.

Approximately 160 acres of the area recommended suitable are covered by mining

claims. These claims and any other mineral claims that exist at the time of

designation would be examined to determine validity. Plans of operation for

development of these claims and any others that might exist at the time of
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TABLE 2-2

SUWARY OF INPACTS

MUDDY MOUTAINS WSA

Environmental

Issues Proposed Action All Wilderness No Wilderness Alternative A

Impacts on Wilderness values of naturalness Wilderness values of naturalness

Wilderness and opportunities for primitive and outstanding opportunities for

Values and unconfined recreation and solitude and primitive recreation

solitude would be retained or would be retained or improved

improved on the 36,850 acres within the majority of the WSA.

recomrended suitable. There

would be a reduction in natural-

ness and opportunities for soli-

tude and primitive recreation

on the 59,320 acres recommended

nonsui table.

The majority of the WSA's wilder-

ness values of naturalness and

outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation

would be lost.

The most natural features and out-

standing opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be

retained or improved on the 44,260

acres recommended as wilderness.

There would be a reduction in

naturalness and opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation

on the 51,910 acres recommended

nonsui table.

Impacts on

Recreation

Resources

On the 59,320 acres of the WSA Motorized recreational use of Motorized recreational use within On the 51,910 acres not designated

Iirpacts on

Mineral

Resources

not designated wilderness,

motorized recreational use

would reach 2,500 visits

annually . Non-motori zed

recreational use within the

WSA would reach 600 visits

annually.

The development of 1 mine and

the exploration of nonmetallic

minerals and energy resources

would be foregone within the

recommended suitable portion of

the WSA. Exploration of non-

metallic minerals and energy

resources and the development

of 2 mines would occur within

the nonsui table portion of the

WSA.

approximately 700 visits would be

foregone on 96,170 acres annually.

Non-motorized use within the WSA

would reach 800 visits annually.

the WSA would reach 2,700 visits

visits annually. Nonmotorized

recreational use within the WSA

would reach 400 visits annually.

Development of 2 mines and the Exploration drilling for mineral

exploration of mineral and energy and energy resources and devel op-

resources within the WSA would be ment of 3 mines for metallic min-

foregone. One open pit mine would erals would occur within the WSA.

be developed for valid silica sand

claims.

as wilderness, motorized recrea-

tional use would reach 1,700 visits

annually. Non-motorized recrea-

tional use within the WSA would

reach 600 visits annually.

The development of 2 mines and ex-

ploration of nonmetallic minerals

and energy resources would be fore-

gone within the suitable portion of

the WSA. One open pit mine would

be developed for valid silica sand

claims within the suitable portion

of the VGA. Exploration of energy

resources would occur within the

nonsui table portion of the WSA.



TABLE 2-2 (Continued)

Environmental

Issues Proposed Action All Wilderness No Wilderness Alternative A

Impacts on The Hidden Valley area and

Cultural part of the Colorock Quarry

Resources area would receive additional

protection by precluding

surface-disturbing activi-

ties. Buffi ngton Pockets

archeological site would not

receive any additional pro-

tection.

The Hidden Valley, Colorock

Quarry and Buffi ngton Pockets

areas would receive addition-

al protection by precluding

surface-disturbing activi-

ties.

The Hidden Valley, Colorock

Quarry and Buffi ngton Pockets

areas would not receive addition-

al protection from surface-dis-

turbing activities.

The Hidden Valley area and part of

the Colorock Quarry area would re-

ceive additional protection by pre-

cluding surface-disturbing activi-

ties. Buffi ngton Pockets archeo-

logical site would not receive any

additional protection.



designation would be processed in accordance with existing regulations. No
mineral development of the mining claims located in the suitable portion of
the WSA is expected to occur.

Mineral exploration is expected within the northwestern and southeastern
nonsuitable portions of the WSA. Exploration of these areas would involve the
construction of approximately 23 miles of road. Test pits and drill pads
would disturb an estimated 1,300 acres within the nonsuitable portion of the
WSA.

Development of a small underground mine and support facilities consisting of a

tailings pond, waste dump, mill site and approximately 1 mile of access road
is anticipated within the southeastern nonsuitable portion of the WSA.
Approximately 40 acres of land would be disturbed from this mining development.

Development of sand and gravel and other non-metallic resources within the WSA
is not anticipated since the area is too remote and could not compete with
those resources that are located closer to market.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence; however, exploration and development is not anticipated. The area
is located outside a known oil and gas province and there is better potential
for reserves elsewhere. Also, lack of active leases, low industry interest,
high drilling costs and inaccessibility of the area indicate exploration and
development is not likely.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the Proposed Action, 29,375 acres of land would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including a

24 miles of new road constructed for mineral exploration and development and 8

miles of existing cherrystem roads and ways, would remain open for motorized
recreational use (dependent upon the current ORV designation). This motorized
use includes sightseeing, off-road vehicle driving, dirt biking, wood
collecting and hunting access. This alternative also proposes the development
of an 8-mile access route (2 miles of which cross the recommended suitable
portion) across the eastern half of the WSA.

A small campground is proposed for development near Wheeler Well, along the
southeastern border of the WSA. This campground would be of a semi-primitive
nature offering limited facilities (picnic tables, fire rings, portable
restrooms) and would be open to vehicular and non-vehicular types of camping
(see BLM Clark County MFP).

The 40,275-acre parcel recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow non-motorized recreational
pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, nature study, hiking and rock

climbing. A 10-mile hiking trail crossing the recommended suitable portion of

the WSA from Mt. Stirling to Willow Springs is projected for development.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate to

rapid rate over the long term if all proposed and projected activities and

developments are fully realized.
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Visitor use within the WSA is presently estimated at 900 visits annually.
Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA is projected to reach
1,000 visits annually over the long term. Motorized recreational use within
the nonsui table portion of the WSA is projected to reach 1,950 visits annually
over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Fencing of springs located along the periphery of the area, 1 large water
catchment and 1,000 acres of pinyon-juniper removal are proposed for the WSA.
Of the 1,000 acres proposed for vegetative manipulation, 300 acres are located
within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA. Pinyon-juniper removal on
these 300 acres would be foregone under the Proposed Action.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only the Wheeler Wash
and Mt. Stirling Allotments (totalling 54,831 acres) are grazed regularly.
Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be maintained
at the existing level of 456 AUMs for cattle for the next ten years and
beyond. The Wheeler Slope Allotment is currently ungrazed and no future
grazing is proposed. Several developed springs are located along the
periphery of the area. No new range developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

Several extremely sensitive cultural resource areas are located within the Mt.
Stirling WSA. Two of the sites (Wood Canyon Rock Art area and Wheeler Pass
Charcoal Kilns) are major points of interest for public visitation. Wheeler
Pass Charcoal Kilns has been nominated for inclusion on the National Register
of Historic Places.

A projected cultural resources program proposes complete reconstruction and
interpretive signing of the Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns. Also proposed is
closure of the jeep access trail to and interpretive signing of the Wood
Canyon Rock Art area. However, under the Proposed Action, interpretive
signing of the Wood Canyon Rock Art area would be precluded since this area is
located within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness
designation.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 69,650 acres of public land in the Mt. Stirling WSA would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the entire Mt. Stirling WSA recommended
suitable would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the mining
and mineral leasing laws. Validity examinations would be conducted on
existing mining claims within the WSA and any other mineral claims that might
be present at the time of designation. Oil and gas exploration and
development within the WSA would be foregone.
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Recreation Management Actions

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be closed to

motorized recreational pursuits such as dirt biking, off-road vehicle driving,

wood collecting and hunting access, eliminating approximately 150 visits of

motorized recreational use annually.

The proposed 8-mile access route across the eastern half of the WSA would be

foregone. Development of the proposed campground at Wheeler Well would be

constructed outside the WSA boundary.

The Mt. Stirling WSA would be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow
non-motorized recreational pursuits such as hunting, hiking, backpacking, rock

climbing and nature study. Visitation into the area would continue to

increase at a moderate rate if a campground outside the WSA boundary is

developed. Visitor use under the All Wilderness Alternative is projected to

reach 1,300 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Fencing of springs and the development of a large water catchment would be

implemented under the All Wilderness Alternative. Removal of pinyon-juniper
on 1,000 acres of land within the WSA would be foregone under this alternative.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only the Wheeler Wash

and Mt. Stirling Allotments (totalling 54,831 acres) are grazed regularly.

Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be maintained
at the existing level of 456 AUMs for cattle for the next ten years and

beyond. The Wheeler Slope Allotment is currently ungrazed and no future
grazing is proposed. Several existing spring developments are located along

the periphery of the area. No new range developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

Complete reconstruction of the Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns and closure of the

jeep trail into the Wood Canyon Rock Art area would be implemented under the

All Wilderness Alternative. The proposed interpretive signing program for

these two cultural sites would be foregone.

No Wilderness Alternative

All 69,650 acres of the public land in the Mt. Stirling WSA would be

recommended nonsui table for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

The entire WSA is considered to have moderate favorability for the occurrence
of metallic and non-metallic minerals. The southeastern corner of the WSA is

classified as having a high favorability for silver, lead and zinc. Gold,

silver, copper, lead and zinc are considered moderately favorable within the

northwestern portion of the WSA. Approximately 300 acres within these areas

of the Mt. Stirling WSA are covered with mining claims. Plans of operation
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for development of these claims and any additional claims would be processed

in accordance with existing regulations.

Mineral exploration and development is expected within the northwestern and

southeastern portions of the WSA. Exploration of these two areas would

involve the construction of approximately 40 miles of road, test pits and

drill pads, disturbing approximately 2,450 acres of land within the WSA.

Development of a small underground mine and support facilities consisting of a

tailings pond, waste dump, mill site and approximately 1 mile of access road

is anticipated for both the southeastern and northwestern portions of the

WSA. Approximately 80 acres of land would be disturbed from these mining

developments.

Development of sand and gravel and other non-metallic resources within the WSA

is not anticipated since the area is too remote and could not compete with

those resources that are located closer to market.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas

occurrence; however, exploration and development is not anticipated. The area

is located outside a known oil and gas province and there is better potential

for reserves elsewhere. Also, lack of active leases, low industry interest,

high drilling costs and inaccessibility of the area indicate exploration and

development is not likely.

Recreation Management Actions

Management of the Mt. Stirling WSA under the No Wilderness Alternative would

provide a setting for both motorized and non-motorized types of recreation.

This would include a variety of activities such as dirt biking, off- road

vehicle driving, sightseeing, wood collecting, hunting, nature study, hiking,

backpacking and rock climbing. The entire WSA, including a projected 42 miles

of roads associated with mineral exploration and development, 10.5 miles of

existing cherrystem roads and ways, and a proposed 8-mile access road that

crosses the eastern half of the WSA, would be open for motorized recreational

use.

Projected recreational developments within the WSA include a 10-mile hiking

trail from Mt. Stirling to Willow Springs and a small semi-primitive (picnic

tables, fire rings and portable restrooms) campground near Wheeler Well, along

the area's southeast border.

Visitor use within the Mt. Stirling WSA is estimated at 900 visits annually.

If projected development of roads and recreational facilities within the WSA

is fully realized, use could increase to 3,000 visits annually over the long

term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Fencing of springs located along the periphery of the area, a large water

catchment and 1,000 acres of pinyon-juniper removal would be implemented in

the WSA.
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Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only the Wheeler Wash
and Mt. Stirling Allotments (totalling 54,831 acres) are grazed regularly.
Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be maintained
at the existing level of 456 AUMs for cattle for the next ten years and
beyond. The Wheeler Slope Allotment is currently ungrazed and no future
grazing is proposed. Several developed springs are located along the
periphery of the area. No new range developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

A projected cultural resources program consisting of closure of an access
route into and interpretive signing of the Wood Canyon Rock Art area and
complete reconstruction and interpretive signing of the Wheeler Pass Charcoal
Kilns would be implemented under the No Wilderness Alternative.

Alternative A

Under Alternative A, 42,707 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 26,943 acres would be
recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 42,707 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA
recommended suitable would be withdrawn from all form of appropriation under
the mining and mineral leasing laws. Approximately 240 acres of the area
recommended suitable are covered by mining claims. These claims and any other
mining claims that exist at the time of designation would be examined for
validity. Plans of operation for development of these claims and any others
that might exist at the time of designation would be processed in accordance
with existing regulations. No mineral development of the mining claims
located in the suitable portion of the WSA is expected to occur.

Mineral exploration is expected within the northwestern and southeastern
nonsuitable portions of the WSA. Exploration of these areas would involve the
construction of approximately 15 miles of road. Test pits and drill pads
would disturb an estimated 620 acres within the nonsuitable portion of the
WSA. No mines would be developed within the recommended nonsuitable portion
under this alternative.

Development of sand and gravel and other non-metallic resources within the WSA
is not anticipated since the area is too remote and could not compete with
those resources that are located closer to market.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence; however, exploration and development is not anticipated. The area
is located outside a known oil and gas province and there is better potential
for reserves elsewhere. Also, lack of active leases, low industry interest,
high drilling costs and inaccessibility of the area indicate exploration and
development is not likely.
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Recreation Management Actions

Under Alternative A, 26,943 acres of land would be recommended nonsuitable for

wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 15 miles of new

road constructed for mineral exploration and 8 miles of existing cherrystem

roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use Dependent

upon the current ORV designation). This motorized use includes sightseeing,

off-road vehicle driving, dirt biking, wood collecting and hunting access.

A small campground is proposed for development near Wheeler Well, along the

area's southeast border. This campground would be of a semi-primitive nature

offering limited facilities (picnic tables, fire rings, portable restrooms)

and would be open to vehicular and non-vehicular types of camping.

The 42,707 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow

non-motorized recreational pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, nature

study, hiking and rock climbing. A 10-mile hiking trail crossing the

recommended suitable portion of the WSA from Mt. Stirling to Willow Springs is

projected for development.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate to

rapid rate over the long term if all proposed and projected activities and

developments are fully realized.

Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA is projected to reach 900

visits annually over the long term. Motorized recreational use within the

nonsui table portion of the WSA is projected to reach 1,850 visits annually

over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Fencing of springs located along the periphery of the area, a large water

catchment and 1,000 acres of pinyon-juniper removal are proposed for the WSA.

Of the 1,000 acres proposed for vegetative manipulation, 280 acres are located

within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA. Pinyon-juniper removal on

these 280 acres would be foregone under Alternative A.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only the Wheeler Wash

and Mt. Stirling Allotments (totalling 54,831 acres) are grazed regularly.

Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be maintained

at the existing level of 456 AUMs for cattle for the next ten years and

beyond. The Wheeler Slope Allotment is currently ungrazed and no future

grazing is proposed. Several developed springs are located along the

periphery of the area. Mo new range developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

A projected cultural resources program consisting of closure of an access

route into and interpretive signing of the Wood Canyon Rock Art area, and

complete reconstruction and interpretive signing of the Wheeler Pass Charcoal

Kilns would be implemented.
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Alternative B

Under this alternative, 44,431 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be
recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 25,219 acres
would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives
Maps)

.

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 44,431 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA
recommended suitable would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under
the mining and minerals leasing laws. Approximately 240 acres of the area
recommended suitable are covered by mining claims. These claims and any other
mining claims that might exist at the time of designation would be examined
for validity. Plans of operation for development of these claims and any
others in existence at the time of designation would be processed in
accordance with existing regulations. No mineral development of the mining
claims located in the suitable portion of the WSA is expected to occur.

Mineral exploration is expected within the northwestern and southeastern
nonsuitable portions of the WSA. Exploration of these areas would involve the
construction of approximately 15 miles of road, test pits and drill pads,
disturbing an estimated 620 acres within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.
No mines would be developed within the recommended nonsuitable portion under
this alternative.

Development of sand and gravel and other non-metallic resources within the WSA
is not anticipated since the area is too remote and could not compete with
those resources that are located closer to market.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence; however, exploration and development is not anticipated. The area
is located outside a known oil and gas province and there is better potential
for reserves elsewhere. Also, lack of active leases, low industry interest,
high drilling costs and inaccessibility of the area indicate exploration and
development is not likely.

Recreation Management Actions

Under Alternative B, 25,219 acres of land would be recommended nonsuitable for
wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 15 miles of new
road constructed for mineral exploration and 7 miles of existing cherrystem
roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use. This
motorized use includes sightseeing, off-road vehicle driving, dirt biking,
wood collecting and hunting access.

A small campground is proposed for development near Wheeler Well, along the
area's southeast border. This campground would be of a semi-primitive nature
offering limited facilities (picnic tables, fire rings, portable restrooms)
and would be open to vehicular and non-vehicular types of camping.

The 44,431 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would be managed to provide a primitive setting for non-motorized
recreational pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, nature study, hiking and
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rock climbing. A 10-mile hiking trail crossing the recommended suitable

portion of the WSA from Mt. Stirling to Willow Springs is projected for

development.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate to

rapid rate over the long term if all proposed and projected activities and

developments are fully realized.

Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA is projected to reach 900

visits annually over the long term. Motorized recreational use within the

nonsui table portion of the WSA is projected to reach 1,850 visits annually

over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Fencing of springs located along the periphery of the area, a large water

catchment and 1,000 acres of pinyon-juniper removal are proposed for the WSA.

Of the 1,000 acres proposed for vegetative manipulation, 300 acres are located

within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness

designation. Pinyon-juniper removal on these 300 acres would be foregone

under Alternative B.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only the Wheeler Wash

and Mt. Stirling Allotments (totalling 54,831 acres) are grazed regularly.

Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be maintained

at the existing level of 456 AUMs for cattle for the next ten years and

beyond. The Wheeler Slope Allotment is currently ungrazed and no future

grazing is proposed. Several developed springs are located along the

periphery of the area. No new range developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

A projected cultural resources program consisting of closure of an access

route into the Wood Canyon Rock Art area and complete reconstruction and

interpretive signing of the Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns would be implemented.

Alternative C

Under this alternative, only 30,190 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 39,460 acres

would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives

Maps)

.

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 30,190 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA

recommended suitable under Alternative C would be withdrawn from all forms of

appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing laws. Mining claims that

exist at the time of designation would be examined for validity. Plans of

operation for development of claims in existence at the time of designation

would be processed in accordance with existing regulations.
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Mineral exploration and development is expected within the northwestern and
southeastern nonsuitable portions of the WSA. Exploration of these areas
would involve the construction of approximately 40 miles of road, test pits
and drill pads, disturbing approximately 2,450 acres within the nonsuitable
portion of the WSA.

Development of a small underground mine and support facilities consisting of a
tailings pond, waste dump, mill site and approximately 1 mile of access road
is anticipated for both the southeastern and northwestern portions of the
WSA. Approximately 80 acres of land would be disturbed from this mining
development.

Development of sand and gravel and other non-metallic resources within the WSA
is not anticipated since the area is too remote and could not compete with
those resources that are located closer to market.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence; however, exploration and development is not anticipated. The area
is located outside a known oil and gas province and there is better potential
for reserves elsewhere. Also, lack of active leases, low industry interest,
high drilling costs and inaccessibility of the area indicate exploration and
development is not likely.

Recreation Management Actions

Under Alternative C, 39,460 acres of land would be recommended nonsuitable for
wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 42 miles of road
constructed for mineral exploration and development and 8 miles of existing
cherrystem roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use.
This motorized use includes sightseeing, off-road vehicle driving, dirt
biking, wood collecting and hunting access.

A small campground is proposed for development near Wheeler Well, along the
southeast border of the WSA. This campground would be of a semi-primitive
nature offering limited facilities (picnic tables, fire rings, portable
restrooms) and would be open to vehicular and non-vehicular types of camping.

The 30,190-acre parcel recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow non-motorized recreational
pursuits, such as hunting, backpacking, nature study, hiking and rock
climbing. A 10-mile hiking trail crossing the recommended suitable portion of
the WSA from Mt. Stirling to Willow Springs is projected for development.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate to
rapid rate over the long term if all proposed and projected activities and
developments are fully realized.

Visitor use within the WSA is estimated at 900 visits annually. Non-motorized
recreational use within the entire WSA is projected to reach 700 visits
annually over the long term. Motorized recreational use within the
nonsuitable portion of the WSA is projected to reach 2,100 visits annually
over the long term.
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Wildlife Management Actions

Fencing of springs located along the periphery of the area, a large water

catchment and 1,000 acres of pinyon-juniper removal are proposed for the WSA.

Of the 1,000 acres proposed for vegetative manipulation, 250 acres are located

within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable . Pinyon-juniper removal

on these 250 acres would be foregone under Alternative C.

Livestock Grazing Management

Although this WSA contains portions of three allotments, only the Wheeler Wash

and Mt. Stirling Allotments (totalling 54,831 acres) are grazed regularly.

Projected planning estimates indicate that livestock use would be maintained

at the existing level of 456 AUMs for cattle for the next ten years and

beyond. The Wheeler Slope Allotment is currently ungrazed and no future

grazing is proposed. Several developed springs are located along the

periphery of the area. No new range developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

A projected cultural resources program proposes complete reconstruction and

interpretive signing of the Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns. Also proposed is

closure of the jeep trail to and interpretive signing of the Wood Canyon Rock

Art area. However, under Alternative C, interpretive signing of the Wood

Canyon Rock Art area would be precluded since this area is located within the

portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

Summary of Impacts

Table 2-3 summarizes the impacts of the alternatives in the Mt. Stirling WSA.

LaMADRE WSA (NV-050-412)

Proposed Action

A portion of the LaMadre Mountains WSA, 34,010 acres (included are 285 acres

of Forest Service land), would be recommended suitable for wilderness

designation. The remaining 22,957 acres would be recommended nonsuitable for

wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 34,010 acres of the LaMadre Mountains

WSA recommended suitable would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation

under the mining and mineral leasing laws. Approximately 340 acres of the

portion recommended suitable are covered by mining claims. These claims would

be examined to determine validity. Plans of operation for development of

these claims and any other that exist at the time of designation would be

processed in accordance with existing regulations. No mineral development of

these claims is expected to occur. Oil and gas exploration within the portion

of the WSA recommended suitable would be foregone.

The claims located along the northern boundary in the nonsuitable portion of

the WSA would be explored. Exploration of these claims would require an

estimated 5 miles of road development and approximately 5 acres of surface
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TABLE 2-3

SUWRY OF IMPACTS

ML STIRLING WSA

Environmental

Issues Proposed Action All Wilderness No Wilderness

Impacts on Wilderness values of

Wilderness naturalness and oppor-

Resources turn" ties for primitive

and unconfined recrea-

tion and solitude

would be reatined or

inproved on the 40,275

acres recommended as

suitable. There would

be a reduction in

naturalness and oppor-

tunities for solitude

and primitive recrea-

tion on the 29,375

acres recormended

nonsui table.

The WSA's wilderness

values of naturalness

and opportunities for

primitive and uncon-

fined recreation and

solitude would be re-

tained or improved.

The WSA's wilderness

values of naturalness

and opportunities for

primitive and uncon-

fined recreation and

solitude would be

lost.

Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C

Wilderness values of

natural ness and oppor-

tunities for primitive

and unconfined recrea-

tion and solitude

would be retained or

inproved on the 42,707

acres recommended as

suitable. There would

be a loss of natural-

ness and opportunities

for solitude and prim-

itive recreation on

the 26,943 acres

recommended suitable.

Wilderness values of

naturalness and oppor-

tunities for primitive

and unconfined recrea-

and solitude would be

retained or inproved

on the 44,431 acres

recarmended suitable.

There would be a loss

in naturalness and

opportunities for

solitude and primitive

recreation on 25,219

acres recomnended

nonsui table.

Wilderness values of

naturalness and oppor-

tunities for primitive

and unconfined recrea-

tion and solitude would

be retained or inproved

on the 30,190 acres

recarmended as suitable.

There would be a loss in

naturalness and oppor-

tunities for solitude

and primitive recreation

on the 39,460 acres

recomnended nonsui table.

Impacts on

Recreation

Resources

On the 29,375 acres

of the WSA not desig-

nated as wilderness,

motorized recreational

use would reach 1,950

visits annually. Non-

motorized recreational

use within the WSA

would reach 1,000

visits annually.

Motori zed recreational

use of 150 visits

annually would be

foregone. Nonmotor-

ized recreational use

within the WSA would

reach 1,300 visits

annual ly.

Motorized recreational

use would reach 2,300

visits annually, ton-

motorized recreational

use within the WSA

would reach 700 visits

annually.

On the 26,943 acres of

the WSA not designated

wilderness, motorized

recreational use would

reach 1,850 visits

annual ly . Non-motor-

ized recreational use

within the WSA would

reach 900 visits

annually.

On the 25,219 acres of

the WSA not designated

wilderness, motorized

recreational use would

reach 1,850 visits

annual ly. Non-motor-

ized recreational use

within the WSA would

reach 900 visits

annually.

On the 39,460 acres of

the WSA not designated

wilderness, motorized

recreational use would

reach 2,100 visits

annual ly . Non-motori zed

recreational use within

the WSA would reach 700

visits annually.



TABLE 2-3 (Continued)

Environmental

Issues Proposed Action All Wilderness No Wilderness Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C

Impacts on

Mineral

Resources

Impacts on

Cultural

Resources

M
I

a

Impacts on

Wildlife

Habitat

Management

Exploration of min-

erals and development

of 1 mine would be

foregone within the

recannended suitable

portion of the WSA.

Exploration for min-

erals and development

of 1 mine would occur

within the nonsui table

portion of the WSA.

The Wood Canyon Rock

Art area would receive

additional protection

by precluding surface-

di sturbi ng acti vi ties

.

The Wheeler Pass Char-

coal Kilns archeologi-

cal site would not re-

ceive any additional

protection.

Exploration for min-

erals and development

of 2 mines within the

WSA would be foregone.

The Wood Canyon Rock

Art areaand Wheeler

Pass Charcoal Kilns

would receive addi-

tional protection by

precluding surface-

disturbing activities,

Three hundred acres of Vegetation manipula-

vegetation manipula-

tion would be pre-

cluded. This would

not impact the objec-

tive of managing wild-

life habitat to obtain

reasonable numbers.

tions would be pre-

cluded. Big game

would not reach

reasonable nimbers.

Exploration for min- Mineral exploration

era! s and development and devel opment of 2

of 2 mines would occur mines would be fore-

within the WSA. gone within the suit-

able portion of the

WSA. Exploration for

minerals would occur

within the nonsui table

portion of the WSA.

The Wood Canyon Rock

Art area and Wheeler

Pass Charcoal Kilns

would not receive

additional protection

by precluding surface-

disturbing activities.

There would be no

inpact on the manage-

of wildlife habitat.

The Wood Canyon Rock

Art area and Wheeler

Pass Charcoal Kilns

would not receive

additional protection

by precluding surface-

disturbing activities.

Two hundred eighty

acres of vegetation

manipulation would be

precluded. This would

not impact the objec-

tive of managing wild-

life habitat to obtain

reasonable numbers.

Mineral exploration

and development of 2

mines would be fore-

gone within the suit-

able portion of the

WSA. Exploration for

minerals would occur

within the nonsui table

portion of the WSA.

The Wood Canyon Rock

Art area would receive

additional protection

by precluding surface-

disturbing activities.

The Wheeler Pass Char-

coal Kilns archeologi-

cal site would not re-

ceive any additional

protection.

Three hundred acres of

vegetation manipula-

tion would be pre-

cluded. This would

not inpact the objec-

tive of managing wild-

life habitat to obtain

reasonable numbers.

Mineral exploration

would be foregone within

the suitable portion of

the WSA. Exploration of

mineral resources and

development of 2 mines

would occur within the

nonsui table portion of

the WSA.

The Wood Canyon Rxk Art

area would receive addi-

tional protection by

precluding surface-dis-

turbing activities. The

Wheeler Pass Charcoal

Kilns archeological site

would not receive any

additional protection.

Two hundred fifty acres

of vegetation manipula-

tion would be precluded.

This would not impact

the objective of manag-

ing wi 1 dl i fe habi tat to

obtain reasonable num-

bers.



TABLE 2-3 (Continued)

Environmental

Issues Proposed Action All Wilderness No Wilderness Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C

Impacts on Recreational access There would be no Recreational access There would be no im- There would be no There would be no impact
Access to

Recreational

Areas

would improve in the

northern portion of

the Spring Mountain

Range.

impacts on access in

the northern portion

of the Spring Mountair

Range.

would improve in the

northern portion of

the Spring Mountain

Range.

pact to access in the

northern portion of

the Spring Mountain

Range.

impact to access in

the northern Spring

Mountain Range.

to access in the

northern portion of the

Spring Mountain Range.

Impacts on An increase in water An increase in water Fifteen springs withir i An increase in water An increase in water An increase in water
Water

Resources

quality and quantity quality and quantity the WSA would not be

stability would result stability would result afforded additional

on 9 springs located on 15 springs located protection from sur-

within the recamiended within the reconmended face-disturbing activ-

quality and quantity quality and quantity quality and quantity

stability would result stability would result stability would result

on 12 aprings located on 12 springs located on 7 springs located

within the recommended within the reconmended within the reconmended

1

ro
£>

sui table portion of

the WSA.

suitable portion of

the WSA.

ities. suitable portion of

the WSA.

suitable portion of

the WSA.

suitable portion of the

WSA.



disturbance for exploratory drilling. Development facilities would disturb 5

acres of land and actual extraction would disturb 260 acres of land.

Development of sand and gravel resources along the WSA's northeastern boundary
of the area recommended nonsuitable is anticipated. Surface disturbance from
development would be limited to approximately 2 miles of road development and
320 acres for mining.

Geophysical exploration and drilling for oil and gas is anticipated to occur
in the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Surface disturbance from geophysical
exploration would not exceed 5 acres. Exploration drilling would involve 3

wells and construction of an estimated 5 miles of road. Total surface
disturbance for the 3 wells would be 30 acres.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the Proposed Action, 22,957 acres of land would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 12

miles of new road constructed for mineral and energy development, 3.5 miles of

existing roads and 4 miles of ways, would remain open for motorized
recreational use. The portion of the nonsuitable area that lies within the

Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands and the cherrystem road into Brownstone
Canyon would remain closed to motorized recreational use under ORV
designation. This motorized use includes sightseeing, off-road vehicle
driving, dirt biking and hunting access.

The 34,010-acre parcel recommended as suitable for wilderness designation
would be managed to provide a primitive setting for non-motorized recreation
pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, hiking, nature study and rock

climbing. A network of 11 miles of hiking trails is proposed for the WSA. No

other recreation facilities are proposed for development within the WSA (Red

Rocks Recreation Lands Master Plan 1976 and the Clark County MFP).

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate to

rapid rate over the long term. Current visitor use within the WSA is

estimated at 1,700 visits annually. Non-motorized recreational use within the

entire WSA is projected to reach 3,500 visits annually over the long term.

Motorized recreational use within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA is

projected to reach 700 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA. One bird guzzler

is proposed for the north-central portion of the area, south of Harris Springs,

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire LaMadre Mountains WSA is overlapped by 4 grazing allotments. These

allotments have not been grazed in recent years and no future grazing is

proposed. No range facilities or developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

Several extremely sensitive cultural resource areas are located within the

LaMadre Mountains WSA. Three of the sites (Lost Creek, Willow Creek and
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Brownstone Canyon) are major points of interest for public visitation.
Brownstone Canyon, an area of high density cultural sites, is listed as

archeological district on the National Register of Historic Places.
an

A projected cultural resource program proposes development of signed
interpretive trail systems for these three cultural resource areas. Under the

Proposed Action this interpretive cultural program would not be implemented.

All Wilderness

All 56,967 acres (acreage includes 724 acres of Forest Service land) of public
land in the LaMadre Mountains WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness
designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the entire LaMadre Mountains WSA would be

withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing
laws. Validity examinations would be conducted on existing mining claims
within the WSA and any other mineral claims that are present at the time of

designation. Oil and gas exploration within the WSA would be foregone.

Gypsum mining claims located along the northern boundary would be investigated
to determine validity before wilderness designation of the WSA. Exploration
would require construction of approximately 5 miles of new road and
exploratory drilling would disturb an estimated 5 acres of land. Development
facilities would disturb 5 acres of land, and actual extraction would disturb
260 acres of land.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be closed to

motorized recreational pursuits such as dirt biking, off-road vehicle driving
and hunting access, eliminating an estimated 200 visits of motorized
recreational use annually.

The LaMadre Mountains WSA would be managed to provide a primitive setting to

allow non-motorized recreational pursuits such as hunting, hiking,
backpacking, rock climbing, horseback riding and nature study. Visitation
into the area would continue to increase at a moderate to rapid rate, with
visitor use projected to reach 3,700 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA. One bird guzzler
is proposed for the north-central portion of the area, south of Harris Spring.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire LaMadre Mountains WSA is overlapped by four grazing allotments.
These allotments have not been grazed in recent years and no future grazing is

proposed. Ho range facilities or developments are proposed for the WSA.
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Cultural Resources Management

A projected cultural resource program of signed interpretive trails for three
specific cultural resource areas (Lost Creek, Willow Creek and Brownstone
Canyon) would not be implemented under the All Wilderness Alternative.

No Wilderness Alternative

All 56,967 acres of the public land in the LaMadre Mountains WSA would be
recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Approximately 1,650 acres of the LaMadre Mountains WSA are covered with mining
claims. Plans of operation for development of these claims would be processed
in accordance with existing regulations. Along the WSA's northern boundary,
1,100 acres of claims for gypsum would be explored and developed. Development
is expected to occur but processing facilities would be located outside the
WSA boundary. Exploration would continue on the mining claims to determine
the extent of the ore body. Exploration would require an estimated 5 miles of
constructed road and would disturb approximately 5 acres of land for
drilling. Development facilities would disturb 5 acres of land, and
extraction would disturb 260 acres of land.

Development of a moderately favorable sand and gravel source located in the
northeastern portion of the WSA is anticipated. Development would require
approximately 2 miles of new road and would disturb an estimated 320 acres for
mining operations. Processing facilities would be located outside the WSA
boundary.

Moderately favorable deposits of limestone, dolomite and silica sand are
present within the WSA. Development is not anticipated because more
accessible deposits are located closer to transportation facilities and
markets.

Development potential for metallic locatable minerals is low because of low
favorability for occurrence.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for the occurrence of
oil and gas. The entire area is under lease or oil and gas lease
application. To date, only one well has been drilled within the WSA. This
well exhibited a show of oil, but not in producible amounts. Future
exploration is expected to occur in the form of geophysical methods and
exploratory wells. Geophysical lines would involve cross county travel, the
use of existing roads and helicopter access. Surface disturbance would be
minimal, not exceeding 5 acres. Exploration drilling would involve 4 wells,
each disturbing 5 acres of land for a well pad, and construction of up to 6.5
miles of access road. Total surface disturbance for the 4 wells would not
exceed 39.5 acres.

Recreation Management Actions

Management of the LaMadre Mountains WSA under the No Wilderness Alternative
would provide a setting for both motorized and non-motorized types of
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recreation. This would include a variety of activities such as dirt biking,
off-road vehicle driving, sightseeing, hunting, nature study, hiking,

backpacking and rock climbing. The WSA, including 13.5 miles of roads
constructed for mineral and oil and gas exploration, 3 miles of existing
cherrystem road and 4 miles of way, would be open for motorized recreational
use. The portion of the WSA that lies within the Red Rock Canyon Recreation
Lands and the Brownstone Canyon cherrystem road would be closed to this type

of use under ORV designation.

Projected population trends for the Las Vegas Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Area (SMSA) show a two-fold increase by the year 2020. The

LaMadre Mountains WSA would be a prime recreational area for this population
because of its proximity to Las Vegas and its unique landscape. Projected
recreational developments within the WSA call for a network of 11 miles of

hiking trails. No other recreational facilities are proposed for development
within the WSA boundaries.

Visitor use within the LaMadre Mountains WSA is estimated at 1,700 visits
annually. If population growth within the Las Vegas area meets its projected
rate, use within the area could increase to 4,200 visits annually over the

long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA. One bird guzzler
is proposed for the north-central portion of the area, south of Harris Spring.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire LaMadre Mountains WSA is overlapped by 4 grazing allotments. These

allotments have not been grazed in recent years and no future grazing is

proposed. No range facilities or developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

A projected cultural resources program of signed interpretive trails for Lost
Creek and Willow Creek and a cultural resources management plan for Brownstone
Canyon would be implemented under the No Wilderness Alternative.

Alternative A

A portion of the LaMadre Mountains WSA, 44,388 acres (included are 285 acres
of Forest Service land) would be recommended suitable for wilderness
designation. The remaining 12,579 acres would be recommended nonsuitable for
wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 44,388 acres of the LaMadre Mountains
WSA recommended suitable would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation
under the mining and mineral leasing laws. Approximately 480 acres of the

portion recommended suitable are covered by mining claims. These claims would
be examined to determine validity. Plans of operation for development of
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these claims and any others that might exist at the time of designation would
be processed in accordance with existing regulations. No mineral development
of these claims is expected to occur.

Oil and gas exploration within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for
wilderness designation would be foregone.

The mining claims located along the northern boundary in the nonsuitable
portion of the WSA would be explored. Exploration of these claims would
require an estimated 5 miles of road development and approximately 5 acres of
surface disturbance for exploratory drilling. Development facilities for
gypsum would disturb 5 acres of land and actual extraction would disturb 260
acres of land.

Development for sand and gravel along the northeastern boundary of the area
recommended nonsuitable is anticipated. Surface disturbance from development
would be limited to 2 miles of road development and 320 acres of mining.

Geophysical exploration and drilling for oil and gas is anticipated to occur
in the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Surface disturbance from geophysical
exploration would not exceed 5 acres, unless road improvement is necessary.
Exploration drilling would involve 1 well, disturbing 5 acres of land for a

well pad, and construction of up to 2.5 miles of road. Total surface
disturbance for the 1 well would not exceed 12.5 acres.

Recreation Management Actions

Under Alternative A, 12,579 acres of land would be recommended nonsuitable for
wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 9.5 miles of new
road constructed for mineral and energy development, 1 mile of existing road
and 4 miles of way, would remain open for motorized recreational use. The
portion of the area that lies within the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands and
the cherrystem road into Brownstone Canyon would remain closed under ORV
designation. This motorized use includes sightseeing, off-road vehicle
driving, dirt biking and hunting access.

The 44,388 acres of the LaMadre Mountains WSA recommended as suitable for
wilderness designation would be managed to provide a primitive setting to
allow non-motorized recreational pursuits such as hunting, backpacking,
hiking, nature study and rock climbing. A network of 11 miles of hiking
trails are proposed for the WSA. No other recreation facilities are proposed
for development within the WSA.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate to
rapid rate over the long term. Non-motorized recreational use within the
entire WSA is projected to reach 3,700 visits annually over the long term.
Motorized recreational use within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA is

projected to reach 500 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA. One bird guzzler
is proposed for the north-central portion of the area, south of Harris Spring.
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Livestock Grazing Management

The entire LaMadre Mountains WSA is overlapped by four grazing allotments.

These allotments have not been grazed in recent years and no future grazing is

proposed. Ho range facilities or developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resource Management

A projected cultural resource program of signed interpretive trails for Lost
Creek and Willow Creek and the complete cultural resources management plan for

Brownstone Canyon would not be implemented under Alternative A.

Summary of Impacts

Table 2-4 summarizes the impacts of the alternatives in the LaMadre Mountains
WSA.

PINE CREEK WSA (NV-050-414)

Proposed Action

A portion of the Pine Creek WSA, with 22,652 acres (22,034 WSA acreage and 618

added acreage), would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The

remaining 1,966 acres, located along the southwestern and southeastern

boundaries of the WSA, would be recommended nonsui table for wilderness
designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 22,652 acres of the Pine Creek WSA

recommended suitable would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under

the mining and mineral leasing laws. Approximately 1,400 acres of the portion

recommended suitable are covered by mining claims. These claims would be

examined to determine validity. Plans of operation for development of these

claims and any others that might exist at the time of designation would be

processed in accordance with existing regulations. No mineral development of

these claims is expected to occur.

Oil and gas exploration within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable
would be foregone. Mo oil and gas exploration is anticipated within the

nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the Proposed Action, 1,966 acres of land would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation. A small portion of these lands would

remain open to motorized recreational pursuits such as dirt biking, off-road

vehicle driving and hunting access. That portion of the area within the Red

Rock Canyon Recreation Lands would be closed to this type of use.

The 22,652-acre parcel recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow non-motorized recreation
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TABLE 2-4

Envi ronmental

Issues Proposed Action

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS

LaMADRE MOUNTAINS WSA

All Wilderness No Wilderness Alternative A

Impacts on

Wilderness

Values

Impacts on

Recreation

Resources

Impacts on

Mineral

Resources

Wilderness values of naturalness Wilderness values of naturalness The majority of the WSA' s wilder-

and opportunities for solitude and outstanding opportunities for ness values and outstanding

and primitive recreation would be solitude and primitive recreation opportunities for solitude and

retained or improved, on the

34,010 acres recotmiended suit-

able. Most wilderness values

would be lost on the 22,957

acres recorrmended nonsui table.

On the 22,957 acres not desig-

nated wilderness, motorized rec-

reational use would reach 700

visits annually. Non-motorized

recreational use within the WSA

would reach 3,500 visits annual-

ly-

Mineral exploration and 1 ex-

ploratory well for oil and gas

would be foregone within the

suitable portion of the WSA.

Development of 2 mines and 3 ex-

ploratory well for oil and gas

would occur within the nonsuit-

able portion of the WSA.

would be retained or improved

within the majority of the WSA.

primitive recreation would be

lost.

The most natural features and out-

standing opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be

retained or improved on the 44,388

acres recamiended suitable. Most

wilderness values would be lost on

the 12,579 acres recamiended nonsuit-

able.

Motorized recreational use of Motorized recreational use with- On the 12,579 acres not designated

approximately 200 visits would be in the WSA would reach 700 visits wilderness, motorized recreational

foregone on 56,967 acres annual- annually. Non-motorized recrea- use would reach 500 visits annually,

ly. Non-motorized recreational tional use within the WSA would Non-motorized recreational use within
use within the WSA would reach reach 3,500 visits annually. the WSA would reach 3,700 visits

3,700 visits annually. annually.

Development of 1 mine and explor-

atory drilling of 4 wells for oil

and gas within the WSA would be

foregone. One mine would be

developed for valid gypsun

claims.

Development of 2 mines for min- Geophysical exploration and drilling

eral resources and 4 exploratory of 3 wells for oil and gas would be

wells for oil and gas would occur foregone within the suitable portion

within the WSA. of the WSA. Development of 2 mines

and exploratory drilling of 1 well

for oil and gas would occur within

the nonsui table portion of the WSA.



TABLE 2-4 (Continued)

Envi ronmental

Issues Proposed Action All Wilderness No Wilderness Alternative A

Inpacts on The Lost Creek, Willow Creek,

Cultural LaMadre Spring, Switchback

Resources Spring and Brownstone Canyon

cultural resource sites would

receive additional protection by

precluding surface-disturbing

activities. White Rock Spring

and Sandstone Quarry would not

receive additional protection.

Inpacts on An increase in water quality

Water and quantity stability would

Resources result on 24 springs located

within the recomnended suitable

portion of the WSA.

Significant cultural resource

sites of Lost Creek, Willow

Creek, Brownstone Canyon, White

Rock Spring, LaMadre Spring and

Sandstone Quarry would receive

additional protection by preclud-

ing surface-disturbing activi-

ties.

An increase in water quality

and quantity stability would

result on springs wihtin the

WSA.

The Lost Creek, Willow Creek,

Brownstone Canyon, White Rock

Springs, LaMadre Spring and Sand-

stone Quarry cultural sites

would receive no additional pro-

tection from surface-disturbing

activities.

Thirty-six springs located with-

in the WSA would not be afforded

protection from surface-disturb-

ing activities.

The Lost Creek, Willow Creek, LaMadre

Spring, Switchback Spring and Brown-

stone Canyon cultural resource sites

would receive additional protection

by precluding surface-disturbing

activities. White Rock Spring and

Sandstone Quarry would not receive

additional protection.

An increase in water quality and

quantity stability would result on

29 springs located within the recom-

mended suitable portion of the WSA.



pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, hiking, nature study and rock
climbing. A network of 12 miles of hiking trails is proposed for the WSA (see
Red Rocks Recreation Lands Master Plan 1976 and the Clark County MFP).

The Proposed Action recommends including an additional 618 acres of contiguous
land along the WSA's eastern and western borders for wilderness designation.
Recreational facilities proposed for development on these lands would be
constructed on nearby public land outside the designated wilderness boundary.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate to
rapid rate over the long term. Visitor use within the WSA is estimated at
1,800 visits annually. Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA
is projected to reach 4,500 visits annually over the long term. Motorized
recreational use within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA is projected to
reach 100 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA and no future
developments are planned.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire Pine Creek WSA is located within one allotment. The allotment has
not been grazed in recent years, and no future grazing is proposed. No range
developments are proposed for the WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

Several extremely sensitive cultural resource areas are located within the
Pine Creek WSA. Bootleg/Rainbow Springs archeological complex and Lone
Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon support a high density of cultural sites.

Test excavations, which would benefit the WSA's cultural resource, have been
projected for both areas. Under the Proposed Action, test excavations could
occur within the suitable portion of the WSA on a case-by-case basis.
Interpretive signing would be implemented in the Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub
Oak Canyon area.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 24,000 acres of the public land in the Pine Creek WSA would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the Pine Creek WSA would be withdrawn from
all forms of appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing laws.
Validity examinations would be conducted on existing mining claims within the
WSA and any other mining claims that might be present at the time of
designation. Oil and gas exploration and development within the WSA would be
foregone. No mineral development of the mining claims in the WSA is expected
to occur.
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Recreation Management Actions

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be closed to
motorized recreational pursuits such as dirt biking, off-road vehicle driving
and hunting access, eliminating approximately 100 visits of motorized
recreational use annually.

The Pine Creek WSA would be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow
non-motorized recreational pursuits such as hunting, hiking, backpacking, rock
climbing, horseback riding and nature study. A network of 12 miles of hiking
trails is proposed for the WSA. Visitation into the area would continue to
increase at a moderate to rapid rate, with visitor use projected to reach
4,500 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Action

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA and no future
developments are planned.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire Pine Creek WSA is located within one allotment. The allotment has
not been grazed in recent years, and no future grazing is proposed. No future
range developments for the WSA are planned.

Cultural Resource Management

Projected test excavations of the Bootleg/Rainbow Springs and Lone Grapevine
Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon archeological complexes could occur within the WSA on
a case-by-case basis under the All Wilderness Alternative.

No Wilderness Alternative

All 24,000 acres of the public land in the Pine Creek WSA would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resource Actions

Approximately 1,600 acres of the Pine Creek WSA are covered by mining claims.
Plans of operation for development of these claims would be processed in

accordance with existing regulations. No development of these claims is

anticipated due to an assumed lack of discovery.

The entire WSA is identified as having moderate favorability for sand and
gravel, silica deposits, limestone, dolomite and building stone. Exploration
of these non-metallic minerals is not envisioned due to constraints imposed by
the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands, located along the eastern half of the
WSA, and excessive transportation costs associated with development of those
resources located within the western portion of the WSA.

The WSA is classified as being moderately favorable for oil and gas
occurrence. The entire area is either leased or under oil and gas lease
application. Although no wells have been drilled within the WSA and two of
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the seven drilled outside the boundaries have had only slight shows, the area

is expected to be explored by geophysical methods and exploratory wells.

Exploration with geophysical lines will involve cross country travel, the use

of existing roads and ways, and helicopter access. Geophysical exploration

activities would disturb approximately 20 acres within the WSA. Exploration

drilling would involve 2 wells and construction of an estimated 3 miles of

access road, totaling approximately 19 acres of surface disturbance.

Recreation Management Actions

Management of the Pine Creek WSA under the No Wilderness Alternative would

provide a setting for both motorized and non-motorized types of recreation.

This would include a variety of activities such as dirt biking, off-road

vehicle driving, sightseeing, hunting, nature study, hiking, backpacking and

rock climbing. A portion of the WSA, including 3 miles of roads constructed

for mineral and oil and gas exploration, .5 mile of existing ways and 2 miles

of existing road, would be open for motorized recreational use. The portion

of the WSA that lies within the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands would be

closed under ORV designation.

Projected population trends for the Las Vegas Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area (SMSA) show a two-fold increase by the year 2020. The Pine

Creek WSA would be a prime recreational area for this population because of

its proximity to Las Vegas and its unique landscape. Projected recreational

developments within the WSA call for a network of 12 miles of hiking trails.

No other recreational facilities are proposed for development within the WSA

boundaries.

Visitor use within the Pine Creek WSA is estimated at 1,800 visits annually.

If projected road developments inside the WSA boundaries and development of

recreational facilities outside are realized, use could increase to 4,600

visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

There are no existing wildlife developments within the WSA and no future

developments are planned.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire Pine Creek WSA is located within one allotment. The allotment has

not been grazed in recent years, and no future grazing use is proposed within

the WSA. No range developments are proposed for the WSA..

Cultural Resources Management

Projected test excavations of the Bootleg/Rainbow Springs archeological

complex could occur within the WSA under the No Wilderness Alternative. Test

excavations and interpretive signing would be conducted at the Lone Grapevine

Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon cultural resource site.
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Summary of Impacts

Table 2-5 summarizes the impacts of the alternatives in the Pine Creek WSA.

NORTH McCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-425)

Proposed Action

All 47,166 acres of public land in the North McCullough Mountains WSA would be
recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Action

Potential for the development of both metallic and nonmetallic minerals within
most of the WSA is low. Along the periphery of the WSA, 8,350 acres of land
have a moderate favorability for the development of sand and gravel.
Development of this material is unlikely since more suitable deposits exist
closer to the market place.

Exploration and/or development is not anticipated from 500 acres of mir
claims located along the WSA's southern and western boundaries. These
were presumably staked for uranium and have generated little activity e

discoveries.

Although the potential for occurrence of oil and gas within the WSA is
moderate, no exploration or development is anticipated because of high
industry costs, unfavorable host rocks and better potential for finds in other
areas.

Recreation Management Actions

Management of the North McCullough Mountains WSA under the No Wilderness
Alternative would provide a setting for both motorized and non-motorized types
of recreation. This would include a variety of activities such as dirt
biking, sightseeing, ATV riding, nature study, hiking and rock scrambling.
The majority of the WSA is not conducive to motorized recreation because of
topographic restraints. Therefore, motorized types of recreation would be
limited to an estimated 5.5 miles of ways, a small bajada, a small valley and
several washes.

Visitor use within the WSA is estimated at 350 visits annually. This use
would increase at a slow to moderate rate depending on adjacent urban and
suburban population increases. Visitation within the WSA under the Proposed
Action is projected to reach 700 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Three large water catchments for desert bighorn sheep would be constructed in
the WSA.

Livestock Grazing Management Actions

The entire North McCullough Mountains WSA would continue to be licensed for
livestock grazing under three allotments. Projections beyond existing
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TABLE 2-5

SUMRY OF INPACTS

PINE CREEK WSA

Envi romiental

Issues

Inpacts on

Wilderness

Values

Inpacts on

Recreation

Resources

Inpacts on

Mineral

Resources

Inpacts on

Cultural

Resources

Inpacts on

Water

Resources

Proposed Action All Wilderness No Wilderness

Wilderness values of naturalness and oppor-

tunities for solitude and primitive recrea-

tion would be retained or inproved on the

22,652 acres reconmended as suitable.

Wilderness values on a portion of the 1,966

acres reconmended nonsui table would be lost.

Wilderness values of naturalness and out-

standing opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation would be retained or

inproved within the WSA.

On the 1,966 acres not designated wilderness, Motorized recreational use of ICO visits

motorized recreational use would reach 100 would be foregone on 24,000 acres annually,

visits annually. Non-motorized recreational Non-motorized use within the WSA would reach

use within the WSA would reach 4,500 visits 4,500 visits annually,

annually.

Exploratory drilling of 2 wells for oil and

gas within the WSA would be foregone.
Exploratory drilling of 2 wells for oil and

gas would be foregone within the suitable

portion of the the WSA. Within the nonsuit-

able portion of the WSA any potential explor-

ation and development of mineral and energy

resources could occur.

The northern tip of the Bootleg/Rainbow The Bootleg/Rainbow Springs archeological

Springs archeological complex would receive complex and Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak

additional orotection from surface-disturbing Canyon site would receive additional protec-

activities.' The southern portion of the com- tion by precluding surface-disturbing activr

pi ex and the Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak ties.

Canyon site would not receive any additional

protection.

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstand-

ing opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation would be lost within a large portion

of the WSA.

Motorized recreational use within the WSA would

reach 300 visits annually. Non-motorized rec-

reational use within the WSA would reach 4,300

visits annually.

Exploratory drilling of 2 wells for oil and

gas would occur within the WSA.

An increase in water quality and quantity

stability would result on 3 springs located

within the reconmended suitable portion of

the WSA.

An increase in water quality and quantity

stability would result on springs within the

WSA.

The Bootleg/Rainbow Spmings complex and Lone

Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon site would

not receive additional protection by precluding

surface-di sturbi ng acti vi ti es

.

Four springs located within the WSA would not

receive additional protection from surface-

disturbing activities.



planning estimates indicate livestock use would be maintained at 404 AUMs for
the next ten years and beyond. There are no existing or proposed range
developments within the WSA.

Cultural Resource Management

Located along the WSA's northwestern boundary is the Sloan Petroglyph Site,
which is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Future
management actions for this area have been identified in the Clark County
Management Framework Plan. This plan provides for preparation of a Cultural
Resource Management Plan (CRMP). A projected interpretative program
consisting of the placement of informational signs and construction of a
self-guided trail system would be implemented.

All Wilderness Alternative

All 47,166 acres of public land in the North McCul lough Mountains WSA would be
recommended suitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the North McCul lough Mountains WSA would be
withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing
laws. Validity examinations would be conducted on existing mining claims
within the WSA and any other mineral claims that might be present at the time
of designation. No mineral or oil and gas exploration or development in the
WSA is expected to occur.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be closed to
motorized recreational pursuits such as dirt biking, off-road vehicle driving,
hunting access and rockhounding, eliminating approximately 300 visits of
motorized recreational use annually.

The North McCul lough WSA would be managed to provide a primitive setting for
non-motorized recreational pursuits such as hiking, rock scrambling, horseback
riding and nature study. Visitation into the area would continue to increase
at a slow rate, with visitor use not exceeding 150 visits annually over the
long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Three large water catchments for desert bighorn sheep would be constructed in
the WSA.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire North McCul lough Mountains WSA would continue to be licensed for
livestock grazing on three allotments under wilderness designation.
Projection beyond existing planning estimates indicate livestock use would be
maintained at 404 AUMs for the next ten years and beyond. There are no
existing or proposed range developments within the WSA.
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Cultural Resource Management

A projected cultural resource management plan for the Sloan Petroglyph Site

would not be implemented.

Alternative A

A portion of the North McCul lough Mountains WSA, with 40,950 acres, would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 6,216 acres,

located along the western boundary of the WSA, would be recommended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 40,950 acres of the North McCul lough

Mountains WSA recommended suitable would be withdrawn from all forms of

appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing laws. Validity

examinations would be conducted on the existing claims within the suitable

portion of the WSA and on any mining claims that might exist at the time of

designation. No mineral or oil and gas exploration or development within the

suitable portion of the WSA is expected to occur.

Development of metallic and nonmetallic minerals within the nonsuitable

portion of the WSA is not likely to occur. Those mining claims located within

the nonsuitable portion would not be developed because of more suitable

deposits located closer to the market place and lack of known discoveries.

Oil and gas exploration or development is not expected to occur on those

leases located within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. High industry

costs, unfavorable host rocks and better potential for finds in other areas

make the exploration and development of these leases unattractive.

Recreation Management Actions

Under Alternative A, 6,216 acres of land would be recommended nonsuitable for

wilderness designation. Within this portion of the WSA, a small bajada and a

few washes would remain open for motorized recreational use. This motorized

use includes dirt biking and off-road vehicle driving.

The 40,950 acres of land recommended suitable for wilderness designation would

be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow non-motorized recreational

pursuits such as horseback riding, hiking and rock scrambling.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a slow to moderate

rate over the long term. Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA

is projected to reach 150 visits annually over the long term. Motorized

recreational use within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA is projected to

reach 450 visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Three large water catchments for desert bighorn sheep would be constructed

within the combined suitable and nonsuitable portions of the WSA.
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Livestock Grazing Management

The combined suitable and nonsuitable portions of the North McCullough
Mountains WSA would continue to be licensed for livestock grazing under three
allotments. Projections beyond existing planning estimates indicate livestock
use would be maintained at 404 AUMs for the next ten years and beyond. There
are no existing or proposed range developments within the WSA.

Cultural Resource Management

A projected cultural resource management plan for the Sloan Petroglyph Site
would not be implemented.

Summary of Impacts

Table 2-6 summarizes the impacts of the alternatives in the North McCullough
Mountains WSA.

SOUTH McCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-435)

Proposed Action

A portion of the South McCullough Mountains WSA, 19,558 acres, would be
recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The remaining 37,065 acres
would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives
Maps)

.

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 19,558 acres of the South McCullough
Mountain WSA recommended suitable under the Proposed Action would be withdrawn
from all forms of appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing laws.
Approximately 280 acres of the area recommended suitable are covered by mining
claims. These claims and any other mineral claims that might exist at the
time of designation would be examined to determine validity. Plans of
operation for development of these claims and any others that might exist at
the time of designation would be processed in accordance with existing
regulations. No mineral development of the mining claims located in the
suitable portion of the WSA is expected to occur. Oil and gas exploration
within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable would be foregone.

Mineral development for nonmetallic minerals is expected within the southern
portion of the WSA. Development of three mineral areas would involve the
construction of approximately 3 miles of road and the disturbance of an
estimated 25 acres of land associated with tailings piles, adits, loading
areas and construction of buildings.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence. However, exploration and development is not anticipated because
of lack of active leases, high industry costs, unfavorable host rocks and
better potential for finds in other areas.
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TABLE 2-6

SMWRY OF IMPACTS

NORTH ftCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA

Environmental

Issues Proposed Action All Wilderness Alternative A

Impacts on Wilderness values of naturalness and out- Wilderness values of naturalness and out-

Wilderness standing opportunities for solitude and standing opportunities for solitude and

Values primitive recreation would be lost throughout primitive recreation would be retained or

most of the WSA. improved within the WSA.

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportuni-

ties for solitude and primitive recreation

would be retained or inproved on the 40,950

acres recommended suitable. Wilderness values

would be lost on 6,216 acres recomnended non-

suitable..

Impacts on

Recreation

Resources

f Impacts on

o Mineral

Resources

Impacts on

Cultural

Resources

Impacts on

Water

Resources

Motorized recreational use within the WSA

would reach 600 visits annually. Non-motor-

ized recreational use within the WSA would

reach 100 visits annually.

Motorized recreational use of 300 visits

would be foregone on 47,166 acres annually.

Non-motorized use within the WSA would reach

150 visits annually.

On the 6,216 acres not designated wilderness,

motorized recreational use would reach 450

visits annually. Non-motorized recreational

use within the WSA would reach 150 visits

annually.

Potential mineral and energy exploration and Any potential mineral and energy exploration Potential exploration and development of min-

development could occur within the WSA;

however, none is anticipated.

The Sloan Petroglyph site would not receive

additional protection from surface-disturb-

ing activities.

The 1 spring located within the WSA would

not receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities.

and development within the WSA would be

foregone.

The Sloan Petroglyph site would receive addi-

tional protection from surface-disturbing

activities.

An increase in water quality and quantity

stability would result for the 1 spring

within the WSA.

eral and energy resources within the suitable

portion of the WSA would be foregone. Poten-

tial mineral and energy resources would be

available for exploration and development

within the nonsui table portion of the WSA.

The Sloan Petroglyph site would receive addi-

tional protection from surface-disturbing

activities.

An increase in water quality and quantity

stability would result for the 1 spring within

the WSA.



Recreation Management Actions

Under the Proposed Action, 37,065 acres of land would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 3

miles of road constructed for mineral development and 5 miles of existing
cherrystem roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use.

This motorized use includes sightseeing, off-road vehicle driving,
rockhounding and hunting access. Motorized racing would continue on the

designated courses within the western portion of the WSA. No recreational
facilities or developments are proposed for the South McCullough Mountains WSA.

The 19,558-acre parcel recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be managed to provide a primitive setting to allow non-motorized recreational
pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, nature study, hiking and rock

scrambling.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate rate
over the long term if all projected road developments are fully realized.

Visitor use within the WSA is estimated at 1,700 visits annually.
Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA is projected to reach

1,660 visits annually over the long term. Motorized recreational use within
the nonsuitable portion of the WSA is projected to reach 1,500 visits annually
over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Development of two large water catchments would be implemented under the

Proposed Action. Pinyon-juniper would be removed from 880 acres of land

within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire South McCullough Mountains WSA would continue to be licensed for

livestock grazing under two allotments. Projection beyond existing planning

estimates indicate livestock use would be maintained at 937 AUMs for the next

ten years and beyond. Several developed springs and a corral are located
within the WSA. No new range facilities or developments are proposed for the

South McCullough Mountains WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

The Railroad Springs cultural resource site is a major point of interest for

public visitation. No cultural resource program has been identified for this

site.

ALL Wilderness

All 56,623 acres of public land in the South McCullough Mountains WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).
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Mineral Resource Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the South McCul lough Mountains WSA would be

withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the mining and mineral leasing
laws. Validity examinations would be conducted on existing mining claims
within the WSA and any other mining claims that might be present at the time
of designation. Oil and gas exploration and development within the WSA would
be foregone.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be closed to

motorized recreational pursuits such as dirt biking, off-road vehicle driving,
hunting access, rockhounding access and motorized racing, eliminating
approximately 670 visits of motorized recreational use annually.

The South McCul lough Mountains WSA would be managed to provide a primitive
setting to allow non-motorized recreational pursuits such as hunting, hiking,
backpacking, rock scrambling and nature study.

Visitation into the area would continue to increase at a moderate rate.

Visitor use under the All Wilderness Alternative is projected to reach 1,750
visits annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Development of two large water catchments would be implemented under the All

Wilderness Alternative. Removal of pinyon-juniper on 5,000 acres of land
within the WSA would be foregone under this alternative.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire South McCul lough Mountains WSA would continue to be licensed for

livestock grazing under two allotments. Projection beyond existing planning
estimates indicate livestock use would be maintained at 937 AUMs for the next
ten years and beyond. Several developed springs and a corral are located
within the WSA. No new range facilities or developments are proposed for the

South McCul lough Mountains WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

The Railroad Springs cultural resource site is a major point of interest for

public visitation. No cultural resource program has been identified for this
site.

No Wilderness Alternative

All 56,623 acres of the public land in the South McCullough Mountains WSA
would be recommended as nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see

Alternatives Maps)

.

Mineral Resources Actions

The entire WSA is considered to have low favorability for the occurrence of

nonmetallic minerals. However, approximately 6,000 acres located along the
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periphery of the WSA are considered to have moderate favorability for the
occurrence of sand and gravel. Development of this material is not
anticipated due to the distance to market and the existence of plentiful
sources outside the WSA.

The WSA is classified as being moderately favorable for occurrences of gold,
silver, copper, lead and zinc. Approximately 2,350 acres within the southern
and western portions of the WSA are covered with mining claims. Plans of
operation for development of these claims and any additional claims would be
processed in accordance with existing regulations.

Mineral development is expected within the southern portion of the WSA.
Development of three mineral areas would involve the construction of an
estimated 3 miles of road and disturbance of approximately 25 acres associated
with tailings piles, adits, loading areas and construction of buildings.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence. However, exploration and development is not anticipated because
of lack of active leases, high industry costs, unfavorable host rocks and
better potential for finds in other areas.

Recreation Management Actions

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 56,623 acres of land would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The WSA, including 3 miles of new road constructed for mineral and energy
exploration and development and 5 miles of existing cherrystem roads and ways,
would remain open for motorized recreational use. This motorized use includes
sightseeing, off-road vehicle driving, rockhounding and hunting access.
Motorized racing would continue on the designated courses within the western
portion of the WSA. No recreational facilities or developments are proposed
for the South McCullough Mountains WSA.

Visitor use within the South McCullough Mountains WSA is estimated at 1,700
visits annually. Visitor use is projected to reach a level of 3,260 visits
annually over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Two large water catchments would be constructed and 5,000 acres of
pinyon-juniper removal would be implemented in the WSA.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire South McCullough Mountains WSA would continue to be licensed for

livestock grazing under two allotments. Projection beyond existing planning
estimates indicate livestock use would be maintained at 937 AUMs for the next
ten years and beyond. Several developed springs and a corral are located
within the WSA. No new range facilities or developments are proposed.
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Cultural Resources Management

The Railroad Springs cultural resource site is a major point of interest for
public visitation. No cultural resource program has been proposed for this
site.

Alternative A

A portion of the South McCul lough Mountains WSA, with 23,090 acres (22,940 WSA
acreage and 150 acres located outside the WSA) would be recommended suitable
for wilderness designation. The remaining 33,683 acres would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 23,090 acres recommended suitable under
Alternative A would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the
mining and mineral leasing laws. Approximately 660 acres of the area
recommended suitable are covered by mining claims. These claims and any other
mineral claims that might exist at the time of designation would be examined
for validity. Plans of operation for development of any claims that might
exist at the time of designation would be processed in accordance with
existing regulations. No mineral development of the mining claims located in

the suitable portion of the WSA is expected to occur. Oil and gas exploration
within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable would be foregone.

Mineral development is expected within the southern portion of the WSA.
Development of 2 mining areas would involve approximately 2 miles of new road,
tailings piles, adits, loading areas and construction of buildings, creating a

total disturbance of an estimated 21 acres of land.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence. However, exploration and development is not anticipated because
of lack of leases, high industry costs, unfavorable host rocks and better
potential for finds in other areas.

Recreation Management Actions

Under Alternative A, 33,683 acres of land would be recommended nonsuitable for
wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 2 miles of road
constructed for mineral development and 5 miles of existing cherrystem roads
and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use. This motorized
use includes sightseeing, off-road vehicle driving, rockhounding and hunting
access. Motorized racing would continue on the designated courses within the
western portion of the WSA. No recreational facilities or developments are
proposed for the South McCul lough Mountains WSA.

The 22,940 acres within the WSA and the 150 acres of public land located the
outside the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would be
managed to provide a primitive setting to allow non-motorized recreational
pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, nature study, hiking and rock
scrambling.
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Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate rate
over the long term if all projected road developments are fully realized.

Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA is projected to reach
1,660 visits annually over the long term. Motorized recreational use within
the nonsuitable portion of the WSA is projected to reach 1,500 visits annually
over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Development of two large water catchments would be implemented under
Alternative A. Pinyon-juniper would be removed from 200 acres within the
nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire South McCullough Mountains WSA would continue to be licensed for
livestock grazing under two allotments. Projection beyond existing planning
estimates indicate livestock use would be maintained at 937 AUMs for the next
ten years and beyond. Several developed springs and a corral are located
within the WSA. No new range facilities or developments are proposed.

Cultural Resources Management

The Railroad Springs cultural resource site is a major point of interest for
public visitation. No cultural resource program has been identified for this
site.

Alternative B

A portion of the South McCullough Mountains WSA, with 32,795 acres (32,645 WSA
acreage and 150 acres located outside the WSA) would be recommended suitable
for wilderness designation. The remaining 23,978 acres would be recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation (see Alternatives Maps).

Mineral Resources Actions

Subject to valid existing rights, the 32,795 acres recommended suitable under
Alternative B would be withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the

mining and mineral leasing laws. Approximately 2,040 acres of the area
recommended suitable are covered by mining claims. These claims and any other
mining claims that might exist at the time of designation would be examined
for validity. Plans of operation for development of these claims and any

other claims that exist at the time of designation would be processed in

accordance with existing regulations. No mineral development of the mining
claims located in the suitable portion of the WSA is expected to occur. Oil

and gas exploration within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable would
be foregone.

No mineral development is anticipated within the nonsuitable portion of the

WSA.

The WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas

occurrence. However, exploration and development is not anticipated because
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of lack of active leases, high industry costs, unfavorable host rocks and
better potential for finds in other areas.

Recreation Management Actions

Under Alternative B, 23,978 acres of land would be recommended nonsui table for
wilderness designation. This portion of the WSA, including 5 miles of
existing cherrystem roads and ways, would remain open for motorized
recreational use. This motorized use includes sightseeing, off-road vehicle
driving, rockhounding and hunting access. Motorized racing would continue on
the designated courses within the western portion of the WSA. No recreational
facilities or developments are proposed for the South McCullough Mountains WSA.

The 32,645 acres within the WSA and the 150 acres of public land located
outside the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would be
managed to provide a primitive setting to allow non-motorized recreational
pursuits such as hunting, backpacking, nature study, hiking and rock
scrambling.

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase at a moderate rate
over the long term.

Non-motorized recreational use within the entire WSA is projected to reach
1,750 visits annually over the long term. Motorized recreational use within
the nonsuitable portion of the WSA is projected to reach 1,300 visits annually
over the long term.

Wildlife Management Actions

Development of two large water catchments would be implemented under
Alternative B. In addition, pinyon-juniper would be removed from 100 acres
within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Livestock Grazing Management

The entire South McCullough Mountains WSA would continue to be licensed for
livestock grazing under two existing allotments. Projection beyond existing
planning estimates indicate livestock use would be maintained at 937 AUMs for
the next ten years and beyond. Several developed springs and a corral are
located within the WSA. No new range developments are proposed for the South
McCullough Mountains WSA.

Cultural Resources Management

The Railroad Springs cultural resource site is a major point of interest for
public visitation. No cultural resource program has been identified for this
site.

Summary of Impacts

Table 2-7 summarizes the impacts of the alternatives in the South McCullough
Mountains WSA.
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tabu: 2-7

SUMMARY OF If<PACTS

SOUTH McCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA

Environmental

Issues

Inpacts on

Wilderness

Values

Proposed Action All Wilderness No Wilderness Alternative A Alternative B

I

Inpacts on

Recreation

Resources

Inpacts on

Mineral

Resources

The WSA
1

s wildernes values

of natural ness and oppor-

tunities for solitude and

primitive and unconfined

recreation would be re-

tained or inproved.

Wilderness values of natu-

realness and outstanding

opportunities for solitude

and primitive and uncon-

fined recreation would be

lost within the major por-

tion of the WSA.

Wilderness values of natu-

alness and opportunities

for solitude and primitive

and unconfined recreation

would be retained or im-

proved on the 19,550 acres

recorrmended as suitable.

There would be a reduction

in naturalness and oppor-

tunities for solitude and

primitive recreation on

the 37,065 acres recom-

mended nonsuitable.

On the 37,065 acres not Motorized recreation use Motorized recreational

designated as wilderness, of 670 visits annually use would reach 1,760

motorized recreation would would be foregone. Non- visits annually. Non-

reach 1,500 visits annual- motorized recreational use motorized recreational

ly. within the WSA would reach use within the WSA would

1,750 visits annually. reach 1,500 visits annual-

ly.

Any potential for the Development of 3 mines

exploration and develop- for mineral resources

ment of mineral and energy within the WSA would be

resources within the suit- foregone,

able portion of the WSA

would be foregone. Three

mines would be developed

within the nonsuitable

portion of the WSA.

Development of 3 mines

for metallic minerals

would occur within the

WSA.

Wilderness values of natu-

ralness and opportunities

for solitude and uncon-

fined and primitive recre-

ation would be retained

or inproved on the 23,090

acres recamiended as suit-

able. There would be a

loss of naturalness and

of opportunities for soli-

tude and primitive recrea-

tion on the 33,683 acres

reconmended nonsuitable.

On the 33,683 acres not

designated wilderness,

motorized recreational use

would reach 1,500 visits

annual ly . Non-motori zed

recreational use within

the WSA would reach 1,660

visits annually.

Development of 1 mine for

metallic minerals within

the suitable portion of

the WSA would be foregone.

Two mines would be devel-

oped within the nonsuit-

able portion of the WSA.

Wilderness values of natural-

ness and opportunities for

solitude and unconfined and

primitive recreation would be

retained or inproved on the

32,795 acres recommended suit-

able. There would be a loss of

naturalness and of opportuni-

ties for solitude and primitive

recreation on the 23,978 acres

recomnended nonsuitable.

On the 23,978 acres of the WSA

not designated as wilderness,

motorized recreational use

would reach 1,300 visits

annually. Non-motorized recre-

ational use within the WSA

would reach 1,750 visits annu-

ally.

Development of 3 mines for

metallic minerals within the

suitable portion of the WSA

would be foregone. Any poten-

tial for exploration and devel-

opment of mineral and energy

resources within the nonsuit-

able portion of the WSA could

occur.



TABLE 2-7 (Continued)

Environmental

Issues

Iirpacts on

Cul tural

Resources

Iirpacts on

Wildlife

Habitat

Management

Impacts on

Water

Resource

Proposed Action All Wilderness No Wilderness Alternative A Alternative B

The Railroad Springs cul-

tural site would not re-

ceive additional protec-

tion from surface-disturb-

ing activities.

The Railroad Springs cul- The Railroad Springs cul-

tural site would receive tural site would not re-

additional protection from receive additional protec-

surface-disturbing activ- tion from surface-disturb-

ities. ing activities.

The Railroad Springs cul-

tural site would not re-

ceive additional protec-

tion from surface-disturb-

ing activities.

The Railroad Springs cultural

site would not receive addi-

tional protection from surface-

disturbing activities.

Vegetative manipulation of Vegetative manipulations

4,120 acres would be pre- would be precluded. Big

eluded. Big game would game would not reach

not reach reasonable num- reasonable numbers,

bers.

There would be no impact

on management of wildlife

habitat.

Vegetative manipulation of Vegetative manipulation of

4,800 acres would be pre- 4,900 acres would be precluded.

eluded. Big game would Big game would not reach

not reach reasonable num- reasonable numbers.

bers.

An increase in water qual- An increase in water qual- Fourteen springs within An increase in water qual- An increase in water quality
ity and quantity stability ity and quantity stability the WSA would not receive ity and quantity stability and quantity stability would
would result on 4 springs would result on 14 springs additional protection from would result for 6 springs result for 11 springs located
located within the recom- located within the recom- surface-di sturbi ng activi- located within tire reccm- within the recomnended suitable
mended suitable portion of mended suitable portion of ties. mended suitable portion of portion of the WSA.

the WSA. the WSA. the WSA.
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CHAPTER 3

ARROW CANYON RANGE WSA (NV-050-215)

General Characteristics

The Arrow Canyon Range WSA is a narrow, north-south range typical of the Basin

and Range Province. The 32,853-acre WSA is 35 miles northeast of Las Vegas.

Roughly triangular in shape, it is 4 to 12 miles north-south and 2 to 6 miles
east-west. The WSA includes a ridgeline of limestone peaks and canyons, a

central valley cut by numerous washes, and a series of ridges on the eastern
end cut by deep washes, including the nearly vertical sides of Arrow Canyon.

The entire WSA is vegetated with desert plants of the creosote bush community.

Land Status

This WSA is composed of 32,853 acres of public land. There are no private or

State lands within the WSA. A portion of the WSA (3,400 acres) has been named

on a list of Federal lands in Nevada proposed by the State of Nevada in 1981

for transfer to State ownership. These lands have been identified for the

proposed Arrow Canyon State Park, and the State has submitted an application

for the lands. Outside the WSA, transmission lines parallel its western and

northern boundaries.

Wilderness Values

Naturalness

Approximately 1.5 miles of bladed road, 6 miles of way, 2 excavated mining

test pits, a mine shack, and scattered vehicle tracks occur in the WSA. The

ridgeline core area contains only the shack and is essentially natural. The

intrusions mainly effect the northern end of the central valley but are

substantially unnoticeable. U.S. Highway 93, State Highway 7, powerlines,

farms, and the Reid Gardner power plant of the Moapa Valley are visible from

the high points of the range. These outside influences are located from 1 to

6 miles from the boundary.

Sol i tude

The rugged topographic features of the ridgeline and its canyons provide

outstanding opportunities for solitude. The central valley and eastern ridges

offer some opportunities for solitude because of the numerous deep washes and

other features. However, opportunities for solitude are less than outstanding

in these areas. There is no vegetative screening in the WSA.

Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Primitive recreation opportunities are good but not outstanding. Dayhiking,

backpacking, rock scrambling, nature study, photography, hunting and horseback

riding are all available. Easy access, scenic views, and challenge are the

best characteristics. Lack of diversity and truly outstanding features limit

the quality of the experience.

Special Features

The sheer western face of the Arrow Canyon Range with its dramatic white band

of quartzite is of scenic interest to visitors within the WSA and travelers on
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U.S. Highway 93. The ridgeline offers good views of the Sheep Range and other
features of the basin and range country. Arrow Canyon has geological,
archeological , and scenic values. The canyon, which in places is only 20 feet
wide and 300-400 feet deep, clearly displays strata of Paleozoic carbonates.
Extensive petroglyph panels are found on the canyon walls. Other
archeological resources include agave roasting pits, shelter caves, lithic and

ceramic scatters and rock alignments.

Bighorn sheep inhabit the mountainous portions of the WSA in all but the

driest months.

Recreation

There are no developed recreation facilities within or adjacent to the WSA.

Recreation use is light with the exception of the Arrow Canyon area. Most use

is by individuals and families but organized groups, including university
field groups, the Sierra Club, off-road vehicles clubs for both racing and
noncompetitive events, and rockhound groups, have used the area.

Arrow Canyon is an important sightseeing area because of its scenic,

geological, and archeological interest. Field trips from the University,
Sierra Club hikers, ORV users, and family groups come to the area to observe
the extensive petroglyph panels, narrow impressive canyon walls and the unique
display of numerous layers of Paleozoic carbonates. The sheer, banded face of

the ridgeline is also valuable to sightseers but is most frequently observed
from U.S. Highway 93 outside the WSA.

Off-road vehicle racing has been restricted in the WSA since the previous
Management Framework Plan ( Virgin Valley Land Use Guide 1975), however, Arrow
Canyon has been used for competitive events in the past and is important for
ORV sightseeing.

Hiking use is probably 'jery light in this WSA. Most dayhiking and camping
occurs in the vicinity of Arrow Canyon. Some hiking undoubtedly occurs along
the ridgeline, and a register has been placed on the highest peak south of

Arrow Peak.

Rockhounds consider the Arrow Canyon area very valuable for fossils.

Current visitor use in the area is estimated at 600 visits annually. Of these
visits, 200 are estimated to be motorized types of activities such as off- road
vehicle driving, rockhounding, hunting access and dirt biking.

Geology and Minerals

Geologically, the Arrow Canyon Range is composed predominately of carbonate
Paleozoic rocks flanked by older and more recent alluvium in the valleys. The

WSA is composed of both bedrock and alluvial materials.

There are no known metallic mineral deposits in the WSA. Nonmetallic mineral
production has included silica sand at the Tiffany Quarry (a patented claim)

on the southeastern boundary of the WSA. Large reserves are believed
available. Murphy (1954) reports intermittent production with less than
2,000 tons of quartzite mined annually. There is no production at present.
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Small quantities of bentonite have reportedly been mined from a deposit near

the northeastern boundary of the WSA. A quarry is presently in operation

along the western side of the WSA, mining and crushing quartzite.

There are 27 post-FLPMA authorized oil and gas leases affecting all

32,853 acres of the WSA. These 27 leases were authorized during 1979 through

1982 for a term of ten years each. There are no geothermal leases in the

WSA. There are 300 acres of pre-FLPMA and 500 acres of post-FLPMA mining
claims. See the Mining Claims & Mineral Leases Map for the Arrow Canyon Range

WSA.

The Arrow Canyon Range shows no evidence indicating metallic mineral

favorability. It has a moderate to high favorability for nonmetallics

including silica deposits, montmorillonite, gypsum, diatomite, limestone,

dolomite and alluvium. The favorability for oil and gas resources is moderate
since this area is part of the Overt'nrust Belt. The eastern portion of the

WSA has been identified by the U.S. Geological Survey (1979) as moderately
favorable for potential of geothermal resources. Refer to the "Arrow

Canyon/Las Vegas Range G-E-M Resources Area (GRA Ho. NV-29) Technical Report"

for more detailed minerals information on this WSA. See the Mineral Potential

Map for the Arrow Canyon Range WSA for an illustration of highest potentials

in this WSA.

Cultural Resources

The entire Arrow Canyon Range WSA is considered highly sensitive. Extensive

stands of agave, a bighorn sheep population, desert tortoise and numerous rock

cavities dotting the limestone formations which make up most of the WSA

enhance the potential for archeological site occurrences in the form of rock

shelters. Cultural resource values found within the WSA include agave

roasting pits, shelter caves, lithic and ceramic scatters, petroglyphs and

rock alignments.

MUDDY MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-229)

General Characteristics

This WSA is located in the south end of the Muddy Mountain Range, 20 miles

northeast of Las Vegas. The 96,170-acre WSA is roughly rectangular in shape,

5 to 17 miles east-west and 6 to 13 miles north-south. Elevations range from

2,000 to 5,400 feet. Four major landform regions occur in the WSA. The Muddy

Mountains form the core area of limestone peaks and canyons, including two

interior valleys where outcrops of orange, red, and cream Aztec sandstone are

exposed. The northern bajada slopes gradually northward from the Muddy

Mountain core. The Gale Hills, to the west and south, are low, red hills of

deposited sediments characterized by rugged erosional features and three major

basins. Bitter Spring Valley and White Basin are part of a large bajada

divided in two by the sharply upthrust Bitter Range. Various desert plant

communities are found in the WSA. Tree cover is limited to large desert

willows in several of the big drainages. No springs occur in the WSA, but

water is found much of the year in catchments in the Aztec sandstone and Gale

Hills conglomerate.
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Land Status

This WSA is composed of 94,170 acres of public land. No private or state

lands are located within the WSA. However, a 33-acre patented mining claim
with access road is cherrystemmed from the southwest portion of the WSA. An

existing right-of-way on the northwestern and southeastern side of the WSA
parallels its boundary.

Wilderness Values

Naturalness

The WSA has four cherrystems totalling seven and one-half miles of road, one

active oil drilling operation, and an abandoned test pit and mine. Thirteen
and one-half miles of vehicle way, a motorcycle race course, scattered vehicle
tracks and several old abandoned water catchments also occur in the WSA. The
imprints are concentrated in the northern bajada, Hidden Valley in the Muddy
Mountain core area, and the three basins in the Gale Hills formation, and are

substantially unnoticeable. Outside imprints have little effect on the WSA
with the exception of air traffic. The west end of the WSA is particularly
affected by commercial airlines coming into and departing from Las Vegas.

Solitude

Excellent topographic screening provides outstanding opportunities for

solitude in most portions of the WSA, in spite of the lack of vegetative
screening. Cliffs, peaks and deeply cut canyons provide seclusion for
visitors in the Muddy Mountain core and most of the Gale Hills. The northern
bajada, Bitter Spring Valley, White Basin and two of the basins in the Gale
Hills do not have adequate screening to provide solitude. Although most of

the WSA is screened from outside influences, the air traffic reminds users
that civilization is not far away.

Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Dayhiking, backpacking, nature study, photography and climbing and scrambling
are outstanding in this WSA. A variety of outstanding special features (see

Special Features section) contribute to the value of the experience. The
varied topography offers numerous destinations, trip lengths and challenge
levels. The area is easily accessible yearlong, to the large population of
the Las Vegas Valley.

Special Features

Geological and archeological resources and bighorn sheep are the most
outstanding features of the WSA. The brightly colored, sculpted sandstone
formations of Hidden and Wild Sheep Valleys are exposed by erosion through a

fenster, or "window," through the overthrust limestone of the Muddy Mountain
mass. The limestone peaks form a scenic background and from the top, offer
outstanding views of basin and range country and Lake Mead. The conglomerate
of the Gale Hills formation readily forms cliffs, the most impressive of which
are the 600-foot West End Wash cliffs. On the south end, Lovell Wash cuts
Anniversary Narrows, a canyon 1/3-mile in length, 7 to 15 feet wide and 400 to
600 feet deep. Desert bighorn are found in most the WSA except during periods
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of drought. Wild horses and burros inhabit the southern and eastern portion
of the WSA yearlong. This WSA, particularly the sandstone portions, has a

significantly rich concentration of archeological resources.

A Class II (saniple-oriented) inventory of a portion of the WSA was conducted
by the Archeologist Research Center at UNLV (USDI, BLM, Las Vegas District,
1980). Site types recorded under this inventory included agave roasting pits,
numerous pictograph and petroglyph panels, open camp sites, rock shelters,
quarry sites, and lithic and ceramic scatters. Within the Hidden Valley
subunit, test excavations at two rockshelter sites revealed a Puebloan
occupation spanning over 4,000 years of culture history. Hidden Valley has

been determined to be eligible for nomination to the National Register of

Historic Places as an archeological district (USDI, BLM, Las Vegas District,
1981).

Recreation

There are no developed recreation facilities in the Muddy Mountains WSA.

Recreation use is light with the exception of the Anniversary Narrows and
Hidden Valley areas.

Anniversary Narrows is an important sightseeing area. Visitors are attracted
to the vicinity by the contiguous Lake Mead NRA, the nearby Ore Car mining
claims owned and frequented by Las Vegas gem clubs, and the adjacent, inactive
Anniversary Mine. Anniversary Narrows itself can only be traversed on foot.

The Narrows opens into the red-walled washes of Lovell Basin, a lesser used

area with high scenic values. Hidden Valley, attractive for the special

features described above, receives moderate use by foot and vehicle. The West
End Wash cliffs, Muddy Mountain core area, and Bitter Ridge offer outstanding
views and are scenic features visible from within and outside the WSA. The

rest of the WSA receives light use.

The northern bajada and western end of the Gale Hills have been raced by

off-road vehicles several times. The old Mint 44 course runs near the

northern boundary. Individual use occurs frequently on the boundary roads and

the northern bajada, occasionally in the White Basin and West End Was Basin,

and rarely in Big Valley. Moderate ORV sightseeing has been occurring in

Hidden Valley; however, the Clark County ORV CRMP Committee voted in 1982 to

close the road into Hidden Valley and close Hidden Valley to ORV use.

Most hiking occurs in Anniversary Narrows and Hidden Valley. The Sierra Club

regularly leads hikes to both locations, and National Park Service naturalists

have used the Narrows for nature hikes in past years. Most camping and

backpacking occurs in Hidden Valley. Use is moderate in these two areas and

light elsewhere in the WSA.

An important rockhounding area lies just south of the WSA at the Ore Car

mine. Amethyst, jaspar, opal and agate are collected in the area. Use of the

WSA itself if probably light due to lack of vehicle access.

Current visitor use in the area is estimated at 1,100 visits annually. Of

these visits, 700 are estimated to be motorized types of activities such as

off-road vehicle driving, rock hounding and motorcycle racing.
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Geology and Minerals

The WSA predominately contains Paleozoic carbonate rocks forming the higher
elevations, clastic Mesozoic sandstones and carbonates, and clastic Cretaceous
to Tertiary sediments of the lower elevations. The geologic structure of the

area is very complex.

There are no known metallic mineral occurrences in the WSA. There are

deposits which are or have previously been mined for nonmetallic mineral
resources, including clay and silicate deposits within the WSA. Additional
nonmetallic mineral occurrences in the WSA include gypsum, colemanite,
opalized chalcedony, agate, glauberite, limestone, montmorillonite, illite,
smectite, silica, thenardite, dolomite, magnesite, potash, building stone and
alluvium. The Muddy Mountains as a whole is considered to prime location for
potential nonmetallic mineral resources of any of the WSAs investigated for

the Great Basin Region.

Gypsum is currently being mined and milled within a mile of the western
boundary of the WSA at Apex. Annual production is in the thousands of tons.

Borate in the form of the mineral colemanite was produced in the 1920s from

the Anniversary Mine on the southern edge of the WSA from lenses of colemanite
interbedded with clay, limestone, dolomite and gypsum. Total production from
this deposit was approximately 200,000 tons. Another similar colemanite
deposit is located along the northeastern edge of the WSA. Total production
from this deposit was small since mining lasted only from 1922 to 1924 when
litigation closed the mine.

The Vanderbilt montmorillonite clay deposit in the western portion of the WSA
was mined between 1955 and 1975. Production comes from a 5-inch to 6-foot
thick bed and is reported to have varied from 100 to 200 tons per year.

The Wyatt Silica Mine, just outside the northeastern boundary of the WSA,

shipped three to four carloads silica prior to 1936. Southwest of this silica
deposit and within the WSA is the colorock Quarry which recorded minor
production of flagstone.

Patented claims are found at the two colemanite mines and the gypsum mine.
Two patented claims cover the Vanderbilt clay deposit within the WSA.

Unpatented claims within the WSA cover silica along the north border to the
WSA, silica and colemanite along the south border, and some gypsum claims in

the vicinity of the Pabco Gypsum Mine on the west.

There are no known oil and gas deposits or oil seeps in the vicinity, although
two exploratory wells have been drilled in the WSA, one to a depth of 5,919
feet in 1959, and the other to a depth of 5,665 feet in 1965. Both wells had
slight oil shows in the Upper Paleozoics. Another well is currently being
drilled in the Colorock Quarry area of the WSa, to a projected depth of 9,000
feet.

There are 7 pre-FLPMA-authorized oil and gas leases affecting about 14,256
acres (15 percent) of the WSA. These seven leases were authorized during the

period 1972 through 1976 for a term of ten years each. Two of the leases have
expired (2,560 acres). There are 59 post-FLPMA authorized oil and gas leases
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affecting 76,936 acres (80 percent) of the WSA. These 59 leases were

authorized during the period 1977 through 1981 for a term of ten years each.

The remaining 4,978 acres of the WSA are covered by three pending oil and gas

lease applications. Approximately 1,600 acres of the WSA are covered with

pre- and post-FLPMA mining claims. See the Mining Claims & Mineral Leases Map

for the Muddy Mountains WSA.

In summary, there is not data indicating favorability for metallic minerals in

the WSA. However, nonmetallic mineral potential is moderate to high because

of the mines, occurrences, and favorable geologic environmental for many

quantities. The Muddy Mountains WSA is considered the prime area of interest

for nonmetall ics of any WSAs in Nevada. Oil and gas potential for the area is

moderate and industry interest is high, because this is a part of the

Overthrust Belt. Refer to the "Muddy Mountains G-E-M Resources Area (GRA No.

NV-34) Technical Report" for more detailed minerals information on this WSA.

See the Mineral Potential Map for the Muddy Mountains WSA for an illustration

of highest potentials in this WSA.

Cultural Resources

This entire WSA has numerous cultural expressions which are directly reflected

by the environmental variables which are present. These exploitable resources

include a high density of bighorn sheep, desert tortoise and several chert

quarry sources. A cultural resources Class II (sample-oriented) inventory of

a portion of the potentially valuable oil and gas Overthrust Belt was

completed under contract by the Archeological Research Center at UNLV (USDI,

BLM, Las Vegas District, 1980). Several of the sample units inventoried

during this project lie within the WSA. Site types recorded during this

project in the Muddy Mountains included agave roasting pits, numerous

pictograph and petroglyph panels, open camp sites, rock shelters, quarry sites

and lithic and ceramic scatters (USDI, BLM Las Vegas District, 1980). Within

the Hidden Valley subunit, test excavations at two rockshelter sites revealed

a Puebloan occupation spanning over 4,000 years of cultural history. Hidden

Valley has been determined to be eligible for nomination to the National

Register of Historic Places as an archeological district (USDI, BLM, Las Vegas

District, 1981).

Water Resources

Three developed water sources exist within the Muddy Mountains WSA. One well

and one intermittent reservoir (Sear! ess Reservoir) are located along the

WSA's northeastern boundary road. A second intermittent reservoir ( Buffi ngton

Pocket Dam) is located along the northeastern boundary of the WSA.

MT. STIRLING WSA (NV-050-401)

General Characteristics

This WSA encompasses the northernmost portion of the Spring Mountains, 45

miles west of Las Vegas. It contains 69,650 acres in a roughly triangular

shape, 10 miles north-south and 4-to 10 miles east-west. Elevations range

from 4,800 to 9,618 feet. A northwest-southeast trending ridge, steeper on

the southwest face and heavily dissected into peaks and canyons, runs the

length of the WSA. A central valley, one mile across, separates the ridge
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from a second peak complex centered around Wheeler Peak. Several miles of
bajada are included on the north boundary. The WSA is made up of limestones,
dolomite and quartzite. With the exception of fire scars, the WSA is heavily
vegetated with pinyons and junipers throughout, with ponderosa pine and white
fir at high elevations.

Land Status

This WSA is composed of 69,650 acres of public land. There are no private
lands, However, there are five 40-acre patented parcels and one 80-acre
patented parcel adjacent to the northwestern boundary of the WSA.

Wilderness Values

Naturalness

The most significant impacts on naturalness are the numerous terraces cut in
the face of Wheeler Peak as an erosion control measure after a major fire in
the 1960s. Six and one-half miles of way and four miles of cherrystems also
enter the WSA. Seven private parcels with water developments and jeep trail
access are located on the boundaries. Several old mines are located nearby
and the Town of Pahrump is seven miles southwest. The rugged topography and
good tree cover limit the effect of any of these unnatural sights to
substantially unnoticeable.

Solitude

Almost the entire WSA offers outstanding solitude because of the rugged
complex of canyons, ridges and heavy forest cover. The exceptions are the
northern bajada which is flat with desert vegetation and the burned-over parts
of the Wheeler Peak complex.

Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Dayhiking and backpacking are outstanding in this WSA. Other available
opportunities are rock scrambling on the high peaks of the range, nature
study, photography, hunting and horseback riding. The area is large enough to
offer a variety of loop routes and destinations including Mt. Stirling,
Wheeler Peak and other high points. The dense forest cover is sufficiently
unique in southern Nevada to be an attraction.

Special Features

The rugged cliffs of the southwest face are highly scenic and offer excellent
views of classic basin and range country. Mule deer inhabit the forested
portions and wild horses the lower elevations. Nine springs are located at
the base of the range on or near the WSA boundary. Highly sensitive cultural
resource values have also been identified within the WSA. An open site, at
which milling equipment was found, may be indicative of a pine nut processing
site. There are several rock circles situated on a slope overlooking a wash
which could be the remnants of a village encampment. The Wheeler Well
Charcoal Kilns, a National Register Historic site, are located at the
southeastern boundary of the WSA. There is also a petroglyph site in the
interior.
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Recreation

There are no developed recreation facilities in the WSA, although BLM's Cold
Creek and Willow Creek campgrounds are within a mile of the eastern boundary.
This is the least used of the WSAs located in the recreational ly popular
Spring Mountain Range. A wide variety of activities occur in the WSA at

moderate to low levels of use.

Sightseeing is popular along the Wheeler Wash boundary road. Forest cover,
fall colors, wild horses and burros, scenic vistas and the historic Wheeler
Pass Charcoal Kilns add to the interest of this area.

Terrain and vegetation limit the suitability of this WSA for off-road use.

Wheeler Wash Road and the jeep trails leading to the springs on the WSA
boundary are important to ORV sightseers. Some of the washes on the northern
and western sides receive light ORV use.

The Wheeler Well area is important for dispersed camping because the flat
terrain is conducive to site development. Camping also occurs at the end of

the jeep trails that access the WSA from the boundaries. Wheeler Peak, Mt.

Stirling and Wood Canyon are the most likely hiking destinations. The Sierra
Club occasionally leads dayhikes to these destinations. Mt. Stirling is

recognized as a climbing opportunity (Wheelock 1975). Although the WSA offers
backpacking possibilities, existing use is probably light.

The Wheeler Well area is also important for pine nut collecting by individuals
and families. Permits for noncommercial wood gathering have also been issued
for thi s area.

Current visitor use in the area is estimated at 900 visits annually. Of these

visits, 150 are estimated to be motorized types of activities such as off-road
vehicle driving, sightseeing and hunting access.

Geology and Minerals

The Mt. Stirling WSA is located in the northern Spring Mountains, which
consists of intensely deformed Late Precambrian to Permian sedimentary rocks.

The area is made up of complexly faulted and folded Paleozoic marine
miogeosynclinal rocks.

Just west of the north end of the WSA is the Johnnie Mining District, which is

said to have produced more than $1 million in gold--perhaps $10 million at

1980's prices. Along the north boundary of the WSA is the informal Stirling
Mining District which probably produced a little gold; some of the prospects
of this district are within the WSA. Just outside the southern edge of the

WSA is the EL Lobo property that has produced a few tons of lead-silver ore.

There are no patented claims within the WSA. Most unpatented claims are in

the Johnnie or Stirling Districts and a few of the latter are well within the

WSA. There are also a few unpatented claims in the vicinity of the El Lobo

property at the southern edge of the WSA.

There are 14 post-FLPMA authorized oil and gas leases affecting 2,090 acres (3

percent) of the WSA. These leases are located along the boundary of the WSA
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and were authorized during the period 1979 through 1982 for a term of ten
years each. There are no pending oil and gas lease applications and no
geothermal leases. Approximately 300 acres of the WSA are covered with pre-
and post-FLPMA mining claims. See the Mining Claims & Mineral Leases Maps for
the Mt. Stirling WSA.

The northwestern part of the WSA is classified moderately favorable for
metallic minerals, including gold, sliver, copper, lead and zinc, as part of a

postulated gold district extending from Johnnie to Stirling. Part of the
southeastern edge is classified highly favorable for silver, lead and zinc
mineralization in a thrust fault. The remainder of the WSA is classified
unfavorable for metallic minerals. The western part of the WSA is classified
unfavorable for nonmetallic minerals, and a small part of the northeastern
corner is classified moderately favorable for alluvium; the remainder is

classified moderately favorable on the basis of the extensive exposures of
limestone and dolomite. The classification for oil and gas is moderate
because this area is part of the Overthrust Belt, and the classification for
geothermal is of low favorability. Refer to the "Mt. Stirling G-E-M Resources
Area (GRA No. NV-31 ) Technical Report" for more detailed minerals information
on this WSA. See the Mineral Potential Map for the Mt. Stirling WSA for an
illustration of highest potentials in this WSA.

Other species found in the area include coyotes, mountain lion, bobcat, a

variety of raptors and nongame birds, and several species of reptiles.

Cultural Resources

The entire WSA must be considered highly sensitive for potential cultural
resources. Important environmental variables present in the unit include
dense tracts of pinyon pine and juniper trees, several springs, and deer and
historic bighorn sheep populations.

Cultural resource values for this WSA are well documented. The Mt. Stirling
area was archeologically inventoried in August 1978. The sites recorded
during these surveys include two isolated finds (one historic), one lithic
scatter in association with ten rock features, and one open site (USDI, BLM,

Nevada State Office, 1978).

The open site, at which milling equipment was found, may be indicative of a

pine nut processing site. There are several rock circles, situated on a slope
overlooking a wash which could be the remnants of a village encampment. The
Wheeler Well Charcoal Kilns, nominated as a National Register site, are
located at the southeastern boundary of the WSA. There is also a petroglyph
site in the interior.

Water Resources

Numerous intermittent and perennial springs are located within the Mt.

Stirling WSA. Identified are 10 perennial and 5 intermittent springs, the
majority of which are located along the WSA's boundaries.

LA MADRE MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-412)
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General Characteristics

Most of the La Mad re Mountains WSA is within the Red Rock Canyon Recreation
Lands, 15 miles west of Las Vegas. Located in the Spring Mountain Range, the

WSA is contiguous to the Pine Creek WSA on the south and the Toiyabe National

Forest, Mt. Charleston Backcountry Area on the north

The WSA contains 56,967 acres, including 724 acres of National Forest. It is

2 to 8 miles north-south and 14 miles east-west, with elevations ranging from

3,600 to 9,400 feet.

The eastern half of the WSA contains the southwest-northeast- trending La Madre
Ridgeline. The angular peaks of this ridgeline have nearly vertical southeast

faces and gradually sloping back sides. The western half of the WSA consists
of ridges and drainages radiating from the much higher Mt. Charleston
Ridgeline to the north in the National Forest.

The WSA is composed of limestones and dolomites except for several

outcroppings of rugged, red Aztec sandstone on the Las Vegas side of the La

Madre Mountains. Pinyon and junipers are found throughout the WSA, scattered

on the southeast face and low elevations and in dense stands above 6,000

feet. Pockets of white fir and ponderosa pine occur at high elevations.

Several fire scars affect the unit's vegetation, including a 1982 fire which
deforested most of the Lovell Canyon basin.

Land Status

This WSA is composed of 56,967 acres of public land, including 724 acres of

contiguous U.S. Forest Service land, the Harris Mountain area. About 43

percent of the WSA (24,184 acres) is included in the Red Rock Canyon

Recreation Lands. These lands were segregated from the operation of the

agricultural land laws, including the mining laws, but not the mineral leasing

laws, by Multiple Use Classification N-257 (November 10, 1966). This

classification is currently under review in accordance with Section 202(d) of

the Federal Land Policy and Management Act.

Wilderness Values

Naturalness

Within two miles of the WSA exists three private ranches, two housing areas,

the Red Rock Canyon Visitor Center and loop drive, picnic areas, a commercial

campground and a small gypsum mine. Las Vegas Valley and local mining

operations are visible from high points in the WSA. Air traffic is frequent.

The WSA has four miles of way and eight and one-half miles of cherrystem

roads, an old corral, trough and a small unofficial dump site. The major

impact of the internal and external imprints is on the low elevation lands,

within one or two miles of the boundary, in the east half of the WSA. Mo

internal and few external imprints affect the west half of the WSA.

Solitude

The least natural portions of the WSA also offer few opportunities for

solitude. The low elevations, particularly on the southeast slope of the La
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Madre Ridgeline, lack sufficient vegetation or rugged terrain to screen
visitors from each other, the cherry stems or outside sights and sounds. The
higher elevations are rugged and heavily forested, offering outstanding
solitude. The broad valley of Lovell Canyon lacks topographic screening and
also vegetative screening since the fire of 1982.

Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Dayhiking and rock climbing and scrambling opportunities are outstanding in
this WSA. Good climbing rock in the scattered sandstone outcrops, a variety
of destinations and challenge levels, and outstanding views from high points
contribute to this rating. Special features (see Special Features sections)
add to the experience. An excellent backpacking route ties this WSA to the
Pine Creek WSA to the south and Mt. Charleston to the north. The WSA is
easily accessible yearlong to half the population of Nevada, the residents of
the Las Vegas Valley.

Special Features

The red and buff Calico Hills, White Rock Hills, Brownstone Basin and Little
Red Rocks Hills are of geological and scenic interest. The cross-bedded
sandstone demonstrates their origin as former sand dunes. The Keystone Thrust
of the older limestones of the La Madre Range over this younger sandstone is

clearly evident above Brownstone Canyon. Views of the La Madre Mountain cliff
face, and from the cliff face, are outstanding. A large bighorn sheep herd
inhabits the WSA yearlong. A small herd of elk, the remnants of an earlier
stocking effort, move between the WSA and the National Forest. The large
variation in elevation (6,000 feet) allows for a variety of plant communities
from Southern Mohave desert shrub to white fir and ponderosa pines. The WSA
is highly populated with cultural sites. Areas include Brownstone Canyon
(which has just recently been included in the National Register of Historic
Places as an archeological district), Willow Spring and La Madre Spring. Site
types representative of this WSA include dramatic rock art panels including
both petroglyphs and pictographs, numerous .agave roasting pits, rock shelters,
milling sites including both bedrock mortars and portable metates, open camp
sites adjacent to springs and creeks, and lithic and ceramic scatters.

Recreation

The dramatic ridgeline of the La Madre Mountains forms the north end of the
Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands. The scenic loop drive, which attracts
441,000 visitor a year, forms the south boundary of the WSA. While most use
occurs on or outside of the boundaries, portions of the WSA receive heavy use
from individuals and groups including ORV groups, rock climbing schools,
BLM-guided hikes, the Sierra Club, and Scout troops. There are no developed
recreation facilities within the WSA.

The brilliantly colored Calico Hills are readily observed from the loop drive
and the Blue Diamond Highway and are a ^jery important scenic feature. The
rugged La Madre Ridgeline and Turtlehead Mountain offer outstanding views and
are attractive features visible from the Las Vegas Valley as well as from
within the WSA. Brownstone Canyon, White Rock Hills and Little Red Rocks are
attractive sandstone features.
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The Clark County ORV CRMP Committee made several recommendations in 1982 that
will lead to decreased ORV use in the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands portion
of this WSA, including limiting off-road vehicles to designated roads. Little
Red Rocks will continue to be an important ORV play area. The cherry steins as
well as washes on the Kyle Canyon side are moderately important for ORV
sightseeing.

The Calico Hills are one of the most important dayhiking areas in the Red Rock
Canyon area. This area is immediately adjacent to the scenic loop drive and
several parking areas. La Madre Spring, White Rock Hills and Brownstone
Canyon also receive considerable use. Guided hikes by BLM, the Sierra Club
and school groups are held here. Turtlehead Mountain and the La Madre
Ridgeline receive light to moderate use. Use is light elsewhere in the WSA.
Backpacking activity is light throughout. An excellent potential ridgeline
route connects the National Forest's Mt. Charleston trail system to the Pine
Creek WSA on the south. However, thick undergrowth discourages backpacking on
that route. Most camping takes place in conjunction with vehicle use of the
cherrystems on the east side of the WSA.

Box Canyon and the southeastern .portion of the WSA are important horseback
riding areas for the horse owners from Lone Mountain and Calico Basin.
Organized riding events have taken place along the edge of the WSA near the
scenic loop drive and over the Rocky Gap Road. The washes and cherrystems on
the Kyle Canyon side receive moderate riding use.

The Sandstone Quarry area of the Calico Hills and the White Rock Hills are
important rock climbing areas. Use is by individuals, groups and rock
climbing schools. These two areas together with the much larger and more
diverse sandstone escarpment of the Pine Creek WSA make up the best climbing
area in southern Nevada and perhaps all of Nevada.

The Harris Springs Road and the Lovell Summit Road are moderately important
for noncommercial pinyon nut harvesting.

Current visitor use in the area is estimated at 1,700 visits annually. Of
these visits, 200 are estimated to be motorized types of activities such as
off-road vehicle driving, dirt biking, sightseeing and hunting access.

Geology and Minerals

Geologically, the WSA consists of Mesozoic and Paleozoic sediments made up
primarily of carbonate rocks. The Keystone Thrust fault is a major structural
element, thrusting Paleozoic rocks over the younger Mesozoic Aztec sandstone.

Metallic mineral resources are not reported to occur in the WSA, but minor
lead-zinc replacement deposits are found to the immediate north and east.
Also, the productive Goodsprings Mining District is just south of the WSA in
similar rock units and produced gold, silver, lead, zinc and copper.

Nonmetallics which have shown production include a minor amount of gypsum in
the north and sandstone for building stone in the south. Extensive deposits
of gypsum, silica, limestone, dolomite, building stone and alluvium are found
in the area.
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There are 37 post-FLPMA authorized oil and gas leases affecting about 54,155

acres (95 percent) of the MSA. These 37 leases were authorized during the

period 1979 through 1981 and are for a term of ten years each. The remaining

2,812 acres (5 percent) of the WSA are covered by five pending oil and gas

lease applications. Approximately 1,650 acres of the WSA are covered with

pre- and post-FLPMA mining claims. See the Mining Claims & Mineral Leases Map

for the La Madre Mountains/Pine Creek WSAs.

Most of the WSA is classified of low favorability for metal! ics with numerous

unfavorable areas occurring around the edges. The entire WSA is moderately

favorable for nonmetallics except north of the La Madre Mountain near Kyle

Canyon which is highly favorable due to gypsum deposits.

The La Madre Mountains WSA is classified moderately favorable for oil and gas

because the area is part of the Overthrust Belt, and of low favorability for

geothermal . Refer to the "La Madre Mountains/Pine Creek G-E-M Resources Area

(GRA No. NV-32) Technical Report" for more detailed minerals information on

this WSA. See the Mineral Potential Map for the La Madre Mountains/Pine Creek

WSAs for an illustration of highest potentials in this WSA.

Cultural Resources

This WSA is considered extremely sensitive. Environmental variables present

in this WSA, which contribute toward a high probability for site occurrences,

include numerous springs and perennially-flowing streams, pinyon pine, agave

and deer and bighorn sheep populations. Cultural resource inventories

conducted by members of the Archeological Research Center at UNLV (USDI, BLM

Las Vegas District, 1978) revealed an extremely high density of cultural sites

at Brownstone Canyon (which has just recently been included in the National

Register of Historic Places as an archeological district), Willow Spring, and

LaMadre Spring. Site types representative of this WSA include dramatic rock

art panels including both petroglyphs and pictographs, numerous agave roasting

pits, rock shelters, milling sites including both bedrock mortars and portable

metates, open camp sites adjacent to springs and creeks, and lithic and

ceramic scatters.

Water Resources

Water sources within the LaMadre WSA are abundant, consisting of 36 identified

intermittent and perennial springs and 2 reservoirs. Of the 36 identified

springs, 29 are located within the center portion of the WSA. Within the

eastern portion of the LaMadre Mountains WSA, no water sources have been

identified.

PINE CREEK WSA (NV-050-414)

General Characteristics

Most of the Pine Creek WSA is within the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands,

located 15 miles west of Las Vegas.

The WSA contains 24,000 acres and is approximately 11 miles north-south and 4

miles east-west. It straddles a north-south ridge of the Spring Mountains.

Elevations range from 4,400 to 7,000 feet.
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There are two distinct land forms in the WSA. The east- facing sandstone
escarpment consists of colorful 2,000-foot, nearly vertical cliffs cut by
numerous deep, narrow canyons. Ponderosa pine grows in the canyons and in
isolated pockets of soil on the slickrock escarpment top. Water is found most
of the year in natural catchments in the sandstone and flowing from springs in

the canyons. The limestone overthrust forms a rugged ridge! ine above and west
of the sandstone. Rounded hills and drainage fall gradually to the west from
the ridgeline. Pinyon pine and juniper are the primary vegetation in this
portion of the unit.

Land Status

This WSA is composed of 24,000 acres of public land. The WSA is bordered on

the west by an electric distribution line, and an existing utility corridor
borders the WSA on the south. The 150-acre withdrawal located within the WSA,
known as the Pine Creek Canyon Research Natural Areas, was withdrawn in 1965
from all forms of appropriation under the public land laws, including the
mining laws, but not from leasing under the mineral leasing laws. About 65

percent of the WSA (15,600 acres) is included in the Red Rock Canyon
Recreation Lands (designated October 5, 1967). These lands were also
segregated from the operation of the agricultural land laws, including the
mining laws, but not the mineral leasing laws, by Multiple Use Classification
M-257 (November 10, 1966). This classification is currently under review in

accordance with Section 202(d) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act.

Wilderness Values

Naturalness

A two-mile cherry stem road and one-half mile of ways run into the WSA from the

west boundary. There imprints are not significant except in the Rainbow
Spring-Bootleg Spring area. Outside sights, including Las Vegas Valley, local

mining operations, the Red Rock Canyon Scenic Loop Drive, Visitor Center and
Spring Mountain State Park, are visible from the escarpment.

Solitude

The sandstone portion of the WSA offers outstanding opportunities to avoid
other visitors because of the extremely rugged topography throughout and heavy
vegetation in most of the canyons. Opportunities for solitude in portions of

Pine Creek closest to the loop drive are declining due to high visitor use.

Outside sights and sounds from Las Vegas, local mining operations, and the
park developments affect the solitude experience on the escarpment. Air
traffic is frequent. The 2,000-foot physical barrier of the escarpment
creates a feeling of distance from the developments, but visitors will realize
they are not in a remote place. The limestone overthrust portion of the unit
offers outstanding solitude on the north slopes and wash bottoms due to the
heavy pinyon-juniper cover. The sparse cover of the south slopes and the
outwash plain in the southwest corner offer minimal solitude.

Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Dayhiking, backpacking, rock climbing and scrambling, photography and nature

study are outstanding in this WSA. The variety of outstanding special
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features (see Special Features section) contributes to the value of the

experience. Numerous possible destinations for wilderness trips offer a wide
range of challenge levels, varying from a leisurely dayhike one mile off a

paved road to a two-day rock climb. La Madre Mountains WSA, to the north, is

separated from Pine Creek by only a jeep trail, allowing for longer trips and

a tie-in to Mt. Charleston backcountry area. Pine Creek is easily accessible
yearlong to half the population of Nevada.

Special Features

The red and buff, banded, sheer sandstone cliffs are of geological, ecological

and scenic interest. Views of the escarpment and from the escarpment are

outstanding. Cross-bedding of sandstone from former sand dunes and the

Keystone Thrust of limestone over the sandstone are clearly displayed. The

deep, narrow canyons create cooler micro-climates supporting a large number of

plants endemic to the Spring Mountains, ponderosa pines at unusually low
elevation, and the largest collection of fern species found in the Spring
Mountains. Yearlong springs and seasonally flowing waterfalls and streams

contribute to the beauty of the area and its usefulness for wildlife. The WSA

supplies crucial summer habitat for a sizeable herd of desert bighorn sheep

and lesser numbers of deer. A wide variety of historic and prehistoric
cultural sites have been located within the WSA. Site types include rock art

panels, including both petroglyphs and pictographs, agave roasting pits, rock

shelters, milling sites, camp sites and lithic and ceramic scatters. In

addition, the historic Old Spanish Trail runs through the extreme portion of

the WSA.

Recreation

The Pine Creek WSA contains the heart of the Red Rock Canyon Recreation
Lands. While most use occurs outside the WSA boundaries, portions of the WSA

receive heavy use from individuals and groups, including rock climbing
schools, BLM-guided hikes, the Sierra Club, Scout troops and the Audubon
Society. Other than one primitive trail, there are no developed recreation

facilities in the WSA. Access trails, a loop drive, picnic grounds and scenic

overlooks are within a few miles of the boundary. Other recreation
developments in the area include Spring Mountain Ranch State Park and a

commercial development featuring a model old west town, zoo and riding stable.

The colorful cliffs of the WSA are probably the most significant sightseeing
feature in Clark County. They are viewed from within the WSA. from the scenic

loop drive, Blue Diamond and Pahrump Highways and from the City of Las Vegas

itself.

Much of the WSA is inaccessible to off-road vehicles. The Clark County ORV

CRMP Committee recommended in 1982 that use be on designated roads only.

Rocky Gap Road, the WSA's northern boundary, is an important ORV sightseeing
and hill climbing area. Bootleg and Rainbow Springs Roads and some washes on

the west side have also been important for ORV sightseeing.

The canyons and the top of the escarpment are important dayhiking areas. Pine

Creek, Icebox, Lost Creek and Oak Creek Canyons receive the heaviest use.

Trails have developed through use in many of these canyons. A primitive

trail, marked by paint, runs from the Red Rock Summit on Rocky Gap Road, to
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the bridge on Bridge Mountain. Backpacking use of the escarpment is

moderate. Camping is discouraged below 5,000 feet except for the Oak Creek
Canyon camping area. Rainbow and Bootleg Springs, Rocky Gap Summit and the
escarpment are important camping areas.

The Rocky Gap Road and the roads and washes on the west side of the WSA are

important horseback riding use areas. The escarpment and canyons are
unsuitable for this use.

The sandstone escarpment is the most important rock climbing area in southern
Nevada and possibly all of Nevada (Clark County LIRA 1981). It is used by

individuals, groups and rock climbing schools. Articles concerning the area
have been published in national climbing magazines and a guidebook is due to

be published soon.

Current visitor use in the area is estimated to be 1,800 visits annually. Of
these visits, 100 are estimated to be motorized types of activities such as

off-road vehicle driving, dirt biking, sightseeing and hunting access.

Geology and Minerals

Geologically, the WSA consists of Mesozoic and Paleozoic sediments made up

primarily of carbonate rocks. The massive Aztec sandstone forms high,

spectacular cliffs on the east side of the WSA in Red Rock Canyon. The

Keystone Thrust fault is a major structural element, thrusting Paleozoic rocks

over the younger Mesozoic Aztec sandstone.

Metallic mineral resources are not reported to occur in the WSA, but the

productive Goodsprings Mining District to the south and in similar rock units
produced gold, silver, lead, zinc and copper.

Extensive deposits of nonmetallic minerals, including gypsum, silican,

limestone, dolomite, building stone and alluvium are found in the area.

There are 12 post-FLPMA authorized oil and gas leases affecting about 22,800
acres (95 percent) of the WSA. These 12 leases were authorized during 1981

and 1982 and are for a term of 10 years each. Approximately 1,600 acres of

the WSA are covered with pre- and post-FLPMA mining claims. The remaining

1,200 acres (5 percent) of the WSA are covered by six pending oil and gas

lease applications. A large group of placer claims in the Lovell Wash area

west of the WSA is reported to be capable of producing extensive tonnages of

low grade gold. See the Mining Claims & Mineral Leases Map for the La Madre
Mountains/Pine Creek WSAs.

The western two-thirds of the WSA is classified of low favorability for

metallics, with the remainder being classified unfavorable. The entire WSA is

moderately favorable for nonmetallics.

The WSA is classified moderately favorable for oil and gas because this area

is part of the Overthrust Belt, and of low favorability for geothermal . Refer

to the "La Madre Mountains/Pine Creek G-E-M Resources Area (GRA No. NV-32)

Technical Report" for more detailed minerals information on this WSA. See the

Mineral Potential Map for the La Madre Mountains/Pine Creek WSAs for an

illustration of the highest potentials in this WSA.
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Cultural Resources

This WSA is considered extremely sensitive. Environmental variables present
in this WSA, which contribute toward a high probability for site occurrences,
include numerous springs and perennially-flowing streams, pinyon pine, agave
and deer and bighorn sheep populations. Cultural resource inventories
conducted by members of the Archeological Research Center at UNLV revealed an

extremely high density of cultural sites at several springs on the boundary of

the WSA including Pine Creek, Oak Creek, Hud Springs, Lone Grapevine Spring,
Scrub Oak Spring, Mountain Springs, Rainbow Spring, Bootleg Spring and
Switchback Spring. Site types representative of this WSA include dramatic
rock art panels including both petroglyphs and pictographs, numerous agave
roasting pits, rock shelters, milling sites including both bedrock mortars and
portable metates, open camp sites adjacent to springs and creeks, and lithic
and ceramic scatters. In addition, the historic Old Spanish Trail runs
through the extreme southern portion of the WSA.

Water Resources

Scattered throughout the WSA are numerous intermittent and perennial springs.
Identified are 12 perennial and 6 intermittent, the majority of which are
located within the southern half of the WSA.

NORTH McCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-425)

General Characteristics

This WSA contains the north half of the McCullough Mountain Range, 15 miles
south of Las Vegas. The 47,165-acre WSA is rectangular in shape, 10 miles
north-south and 8 miles east-west. Elevations range from 2,000 to 5,092
feet. The massive, rounded to flat-topped volcanic peaks have a steep,
east-facing escarpment and gradual western slope. Blocky, black basalt flows
are exposed on the ridges, peaks and western slopes.

The east escarpment consists of formations of reddish-brown andesite breccia.
The WSA contains some valley land on the western fringe and a broad,
two-mile-wide central valley separating the main ridge! ine from the rugged
Sutor Hills. No springs occur in the WSA. Desert plants of the creosote bush
community, including barrel cactus, scattered joshua trees and several species
of cholla and prickly pear, dominate the WSA.

Land Status

The WSA is composed of 47,166 acres of public land. Existing utility
corridors border the WSA to the north, south and east. The southeastern
boundary of the WSA is contiguous to the Eldorado Valley Act lands. These
lands were set aside by special federal legislation giving the State of Nevada
an option to purchase them. These lands will most likely be intensively
developed.

Wilderness Values

Naturalness

Five and one-half miles of way were found in the WSA. Scattered vehicle
tracks occur in the western end, Hidden Valley, and its tributaries. One
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abandoned mine consisting of a shaft and collapsed shack and an old bladed
drill pad are also found in the WSA. A communication site and active mine are
located outside the WSA but near the boundary. Powerlines and substations are
within a few miles of the east and south boundaries, and suburban development
from Las Vegas and Henderson begin six miles north of the WSA. The internal
imprints are substantially unnoticeable except in the Hidden Valley area and
the lower portion of tributary washes. Urban development and powerlines can
be seen from the ridgeline. Flights into McCarren International Airport
frequently are routed over the WSA and are quite noticeable on the north end.

Solitude

The rugged east face of the escarpment and the Sutor Hills offer outstanding
opportunities for solitude because of the outstanding topographic screening.
Twisting canyons, peaks and pinnacles screen visitors. The rounded peaks of
the ridgeline, the broad central valley, Lava Valley, and Hidden Valley and
the lower end of its tributaries do not provide adequate screening. There is
no vegetative screening in the WSA.

Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

Primitive recreation opportunities are outstanding because of the diversity of
possible activities—backpacking, rock scrambling, nature study, photography,
hunting and horseback riding--and high quality of one activity, dayhiking.
The canyons of the east face and the high points of the range provide numerous
destinations and challenge levels. Special features add to the value of the
experience. The area is easily accessible yearlong to the residents of the
Las Vegas Valley. In summer, temperatures are generally too hot for use of
this area.

Special Features

Unlike the other WSAs in Clark County, the North McCul loughs are volcanic in
origin. Examples of lava flows, ash falls and glassy zones are clearly
displayed. The andesite flows of the rugged east face form particularly
scenic features. The ridgeline offers excellent views of the Eldorado and
Jean Dry Lakes, numerous ranges and the Las Vegas Valley. The WSA supports an
undisturbed desert plant community which combines plants of the Mohave and
Sonoran Desert Regions and the Great Basin. Of particular interest are black
grama grass, not known to occur elsewhere in Nevada, and large stands of teddy
bear cholla. Bighorn sheep inhabit the WSA in all but the driest months. A
variety of prehistoric sites have been located in the WSA. These include rock
art sites, bighorn sheep hunting blinds, rock shelters and lithic and ceramic
scatters. The Sloan Petroglyphs are on the National Register of Historic
Places.

Recreation

There are no developed recreation facilities within or near the WSA.
Recreation use is light throughout despite its proximity to Las Vegas. The
rugged lava landscape impedes vehicle and even foot traffic.

Sightseeing use is light and is not concentrated in any one area.
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This WSA has been closed to off-road vehicle racing since the previous

Management Framework Plan ( State! ine Land Use Guide 1975). Casual use has

occurred in Lava Valley, the large central valley, and washes draining into

Hidden Valley. Use is light due to the rugged lava block terrain and the deep

sand of the westward-draining washes (Clark County URA 1981).

Backpacking is probably very uncommon in this WSA. The most likely

destination for dayhiking is the Sutor Hills area.

Current visitor use in the area is estimated at 350 visits annually. Of these

visits, 300 are estimated to be motorized types of activities such as dirt

biking, off- road vehicle driving and hunting access.

Geology and Minerals

The North McCullough Range consists chiefly of Tertiary volcanic rocks

illustrated particularly on the eastern edge by a steep escarpment 2,000 to

3,000 feet high (Longwell et al 1965). The entire area is blanketed with a

Tertiary sequence of basal gravels and latite flows, andesite and rhyolitic

flows, breccias and tuffs and a basalt capping. In the Black Mountain area,

these volcanics reach a maximum thickness of 3,200 feet.

The Al unite or Railroad Pass Mining District, a few miles northeast of the

WSA, has produced less than $100,000 in gold from the Quo Vadis mine. Gold

and silver were produced in 1935 and 1936 from quartz veinlets in sheared

andesite. An aggregate mine has been in production since 1979 just outside

the southwestern boundary of the WSA. There are no patented claims within two

or three miles of the WSA.

There are 29 post-FLPMA authorized oil and gas leases affecting about 39,148

acres (83 percent) of the WSA. These 29 leases were authorized during 1981

and 1982 for a term of ten years each. There are no pending applications.

There are 500 acres of post-FLPMA mining claims in the WSA. See the Mining

Claims & Mineral Leases Map for the North McCullough Mountains WSA.

The North McCullough Mountains WSA is classified unfavorable for metallic

minerals. Most of it is classified unfavorable for nonmetallic minerals but

parts around the edges are classified moderately favorable for alluvium. Oil

and gas is of moderate favorability because this area is part of the

Overthrust Belt. Geothermal potential is of low favorability except for an

area in the northeastern portion of the WSA which has been identified by the

U.S. Geological Survey (USDI, Geological Survey, 1979) as moderately
favorable. Refer to the "McCullough Mountains G-E-M Resources Area (GRA No.

NV-36) Technical Report" for more detailed minerals information on this WSA.

See the Mineral Potential Map for the North McCullough Mountains WSA for an

illustration of the highest potentials for this WSA.

Cultural Resources

The entire WSA is considered highly sensitive. Environmental variables

governing site distribution within the WSA include high density of bighorn

sheep and several steep-walled canyons with heavily patinated rock surfaces,

which readily lend themselves to potential rock are panels. The Sloan
petroglyph site, which is on the National Register of Historic Places, is
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located in the western portion of the WSA. Many other rock art sites are
located throughout the WSA. In addition to the rock art, other site types
representative of this WSA include bighorn sheep hunting blinds, rock shelter
sites, aboriginal trail segments and lithic and ceramic scatters.

Water Resources

One water source has been identified within the North McCul lough Moutains
WSA. An undeveloped intermittent spring is located in the northeast corner
the WSA.

SOUTH McCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-435)

General Characteristics

of
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omposed of metamorphosed Precambrian rock with
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Land Status

This WSA is composed of 56,623 acres of public land. An existing utility
corridor through McCul lough Pass borders the WSA to the north and an existing
major utility corridor borders the WSA on the east. The northeastern boundary
of the WSA is contiguous to the Eldorado Valley Act lands. These lands were
set aside by special federal legislation so that the State of Nevada may have
an option to purchase them. The Eldorado Valley Act lands will most likely be
intensively developed.

Wilderness Values

Naturalness

Internal unnatural imprints are limited to two motorcycle race courses and
scattered vehicle tracks on the bajadas, and two insignificant old mine
tunnels. A two and one-half mile cherrystem road and a two and one-half mile
way enter the WSA. Five developed springs and one corral are located within
the interior of the WSA. Several range improvements are located along the
boundary of the WSA. A mining area and communication site are located near
the south boundary and a powerline is parallel to and about 1/4-mile from the
east boundary. These imprints are substantially unnoticeable except in the
immediate vicinity and on the western bajada. The core area is narrow but
natural, and the outward views are primarily natural.

Solitude

Screening is outstanding in the mountain core area due to the dense
pinyon-juniper forest and the numerous draws and drainages dividing the
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central ridge. The bajadas on the west and east slope do not offer
outstanding screening because of the gentle slopes and sparse, low-growing
desert shrubs.

Primitive and Unconfined Recreation

This WSA offers opportunities for dayhikes, backpacking, rock scrambling,
nature study, photography and horseback riding. No activity by itself is

outstanding, but the variety of available activities is outstanding. Good
access, scenic views, diverse vegetation and availability of water on the

boundaries contribute to the value of the experience.

Special Features

The South McCul lough Range supports a variety of desert plant communities,
including impressive stands of Joshua trees on the lower slopes. The five

springs enhance the value of the area for wildlife. The WSA supplies crucial
summer habitat for bighorn, chukar, quail and mule deer. Numerous signs of

aboriginal habitation have been found in the WSA. These include campsites,
pine nut caches, rock shelters and lithic scatters.

Recreation

There are no developed recreation facilities within or near the WSA.

Recreation use is light and most likely to occur around the springs, most use
if by individuals and families, but ORV groups and the Sierra Club have also
used the area.

Sightseeing use is light and is most likely to occur in the more accessible
western portion, particularly around the roaded springs.

The lower western slope of the South McCullough Mountains is an important
off-road vehicle use area. Several races, including the "Las Vegas 400" have
been held here. The Clark County ORV CRMP Committee in 1982 closed all of the

McCullough Range to racing except for the slopes from Railroad Spring west.

The two cherrystem roads into the springs, as well as the boundary roads and

springs, are important ORV sightseeing and trail bike riding areas. The

center of the range receives very little use. Use on the northeastern bajada
is light due to the volcanic, rocky terrain.

Camping is most likely to occur near the springs in conjunction with vehicle
use. Hiking use is light and dispersed. McCullough Mountain is occasionally
cl imbed.

Current visitor use in the area is estimated at 1,700 visits annually. Of

these visits, 670 are estimated to be motorized types of activities such as

dirt biking, off-road vehicle driving, motorcycle racing and hunting access.

Geology and Minerals

The geology of the South McCullough Range is chiefly a complex of metamorphic
and igneous rocks of Precambrian age. The most abundant rock type is a gray

gneissic granite, but many large areas are underlain by various kinds of

schist and granitic rocks.
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The Crescent Mining District, just south of the WSA, was activated in 1894

with the discovery of turquoise. Gold, silver, lead and minor copper were
produced until 1941 when the district became inactive. The Double Standard
Mine, just outside the southern boundary of the WSA, reportedly produced
several thousand dollars worth of gold and silver.

The Sunset Mining District is southwest of the WSA. The only producing
property in the district is the Lucy Grey Mine. Total production is estimated
at $50,000, principally in gold with lesser amounts of silver, lead and

copper. The majority of the production was between 1905 and 1923.

There are 13 post-FLPMA authorized oil and gas leases affecting about 16,993

acres (30 percent) of the WSA. These 13 leases were authorized during the

period 1980 through 1982 for a term of ten years each. There are no pending

applications. There are 2,350 acres of post-FLPMA mining claims in the WSA.

See the Mining Claims & Mineral Leases Map for the South McCul lough Mountains
WSA.

The south and center of the South McCul lough Mountains WSA is classified
moderately favorable for metallic minerals, including gold, silver, copper,

lead, zinc and beryllium. Part of the WSA is classified of low favorability

for nonmetallic minerals because of the potential for feldspar and mica

production, while the edges of the WSA are classified moderately favorable for

alluvium. Oil and gas is of moderate favorability because this area is part

of the Overthrust Belt. Potential for geothermal is of low favorability.

Refer to the "McCul lough Mountains G-E-M Resources Area (GRA No. NV-36)

Technical Report" for more detailed minerals information on this WSA. See the

Mineral Potential Map for the South McCullough Mountains WSA for an

illustration of the highest potentials for this WSA.

Cultural Resources

This entire WSA lies within a high sensitivity zone for aboriginal site

occurrences, because of the several springs and the pinyon pine and juniper.

Site types representative of this WSA include open seasonal campsites near

springs, pine nut cache features, rock shelters and lithic scatters.

Water Resources

Numerous intermittent and perennial water sources are located throughout the

South McCullough Mountains WSA. Identified are 10 intermittent springs, 4

perennial springs and 1 perennial well. The majority of these water sources

is located within the southwest portion of the WSA.
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CHAPTER 4

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

ARROW CANYON RANGE WSA (NV-050-215)

Proposed Action (No Wilderness)

Under the Proposed Action, the entire 32,853 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range
WSA would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the affects of

exploration and development of mineral and energy resources, motorized
recreational use, and the transfer of lands to the State of Nevada on

wilderness values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

The entire WSA would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation,

and none of the existing wilderness values would receive the special

legislative protection provided by wilderness designation.

The Nevada State Park system would afford a greater degree of protection to

wilderness values on the 3,400 acres of land proposed for transfer than the

nonsuitable designation would provide. However, wilderness values on portions

of these lands would be adversely impacted from development of facilities,

restricted motorized vehicle use, and any other surface-disturbing activities

allowable under the Nevada State Park system.

Mineral development is expected to occur within the WSA because of the high

favorability for occurrence of silica deposits. Development of silica

deposits by open pit mining methods is projected for the southern and

southeastern portions of the WSA. An estimated 560 acres of surface

disturbance would be associated with mining operations. Development

activities would include 2 mine sites, an estimated 1.5 miles of new road, and

processing and loading facilities. Geophysical exploration for oil and gas is

expected to occur, disturbing approximately 10 acres throughout the WSA.

However, development of energy resources is not expected because of a history

of nonproduction.

Naturalness values would be lost within the southern and southeastern portion

(30%) of the WSA due to surface disturbance caused by mining operations.

These mining activities would adversely impact the wilderness values of

solitude and primitive recreation. Sights and sounds from traffic and

construction related to mineral development would lower the quality of

solitude in the WSA. Outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation would be lost.

The WSA (excluding the 3,400 acres of transferred land) would remain open to

motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use is anticipated to

increase from 200 to 300 visits annually over the long term. The majority of

this vehicle use would occur along the way that runs through the center of the

WSA and along the northwest boundary road. A light overflow of motorized

recreational use would be anticipated from the newly-created Nevada State Park

located at the northern end of the WSA.
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Sights, sounds and surface disturbance from motorized recreational use would

have an adverse impact on solitude, primitive recreation and naturalness

within the central and peripheral portions (40%) of the WSA.

Primitive recreational opportunities would continue to exist within portions

of the WSA under the Proposed Action, but to a much lesser degree than under

wilderness designation. Much of the primitive use would occur primarily

within the northern portion of the area where visits from the proposed Arrow

Canyon State Park would overflow into the nonsui table portion of the WSA.

The primary areas (Arrow Canyon and Pahranagat Wash) attracting the majority

of primitive recreational use within the WSA would become part of the proposed

Arrow Canyon State Park.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. Two wildlife water

catchments and bird guzzlers would be constructed. These developments would

blend in with surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction to the

area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the proposed wildlife

developments would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Conclusion

Under the Proposed Action, the wilderness values of naturalness and

outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be lost.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

The WSA would be open to all types of motorized recreational use. The

majority of this use would be concentrated within the northwestern, central

and southeastern portions of the WSA. Motorized recreational use is projected

to increase to 300 visits annually over the long term.

Non-motorized recreational opportunities within the majority of the WSA would

be impacted under the Proposed Actions. Increased motorized recreational use,

lack of visitor attractions (located in lands transferred to Nevada State

Parks), and mining developments would detract from primitive and unconfined

types of recreation. Non-motorized recreational use levels within the WSA

are projected to reach 300 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to reach levels of 600 visits

annually over the long term under the Proposed Action Alternative (projected

use does not include estimated visitation into the portion of the WSA proposed

for transfer to the State of Nevada.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the Arrow Canyon WSA would remain open for mineral entry and

leasing. Included are 5,440 acres having high favorability for the occurrence

of silica deposits, 27,413 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of nonmetallic minerals, and 32,853 acres having moderate
favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Development of silica

deposits is likely to occur within the southern and southeastern portion of
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the WSA because of high favorability and previous activity. Two open pit
mines would be developed within the WSA. Some geophysical exploration is

expected to occur within the western portion of the WSA. Potential
exploration and development of other nonmetallic minerals and oil and gas
could occur within the WSA; however, none is anticipated.

Conclusion

Potential mineral and energy resources would be available for development
within the WSA. Two mines would be developed for silica deposits.

Impact on Cultural Resources

Under the Proposed Action, the Arrow Canyon Rock Art Site would be transferred
to the State of Nevada as part of the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park. This
action would afford protection and interpretation opportunities through the
State for this site Any presently undiscovered sites would receive no

additional protection from surface-disturbing activities such as mineral
exploration and development and motorized recreational use.

Conclusion

The Arrow Canyon Rock Art Site would be transferred to the State of Nevada as

part of a proposed State park.

Impacts on Potential State Park Lands

Under the Proposed Action, approximately 3,400 acres of lands within the Arrow
Canyon Range WSA would be transferred to the State of Nevada for the proposed
Arrow Canyon State Park.

Conclusion

Development of the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park would be realized.

Adverse Impacts Which Cannot Be Avoided

The only unavoidable adverse impacts would be those associated with the lost
off wilderness values from mineral exploration and development. Some of these
impacts may be reduced by careful examination and mitigating stipulations in

approved Notices of Intent and Plans of Operations.

Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of Man's Environment and the

Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity

Nondesignation of the WSA would allow all present short-term uses to

continue. Motorized recreational use and mineral exploration and development
would reduce wilderness values over the long term.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

Mining exploration and development would create an irreversible and

irretrievable commitment of the wilderness resource in all or part of this WSA
if not designated as wilderness.
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All Wilderness Alternative

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, 32,853 acres of public land in the Arrow
Canyon Range WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation.
The transfer of 3,400 acres of land to Nevada State Parks would not be

implemented.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to mineral and energy
withdrawals, off-road motorized vehicle closure in the designated wilderness
area and the resulting effects on mineral and energy exploration and
development, motorized recreational use and the protection of wilderness
values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation and all wilderness values would be

protected by legislative mandate. Wilderness values of naturalness and
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be
retained in the WSA.

Two existing cherrystem (1.5 miles) roads and the WSA's boundary roads would
be available for vehicle access to the WSA. The 32,853-acre area, including 6

miles of ways, would be closed to motorized recreational use, eliminating
approximately 200 visits of motorized recreational use annually. This would
improve the area's naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation by eliminating surface disturbance and the sights and
sounds of motorized recreational users. However, within the immediate
vicinity of boundary roads and the existing cherrystem roads, motorized
recreational use would occur and wilderness values would be adversely impacted.

Wilderness designation would withdraw the area from mineral entry and leasing,
which would preclude mineral and energy exploration and development, thereby
preserving the scenic features of the Arrow Canyon WSA.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. Two wildlife water
catchments and bird guzzlers would be constructed. These developments would
blend in with surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction to the
area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the proposed wildlife
developments would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the majority of the WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close the 32,853-acre Arrow Canyon Range WSA to
all forms of motorized recreational use. Approximately 200 visits of

motorized recreational use would be eliminated annually from the WSA. Public
land offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone in the
WSA would be absorbed on surrounding public lands.
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Non-motorized recreational use is projected to reach levels of approximately
700 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use of approximately 200 visits annually would be
foregone from the WSA. The impacts of shifting this use to other public lands
would be negligible.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be withdrawn from all forms
of mineral entry and leasing. Included are 5,440 acres having high
favorability for the occurrence of silica deposits, 27,413 acres having
moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals, and 32,853
acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas.
Development of two mines for silica deposits would be foregone.

Conclusion

Development of 2 mines for silica deposits and exploration for oil and gas
would be foregone.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would
receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities such
as mineral exploration and development and motorized recreational use. In

addition, presently undiscovered sites in the remainder of the WSA would
receive additional protection from these activities.

Conclusion

The Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would receive additional protection by

precluding surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Potential State Park Lands

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, approximately 3,400 acres of the WSA
would not be transferred to Nevada for a potential State Park. Because
approximately half of the acreage necessary for the proposed State Park would
not be available, development of the park would not be realized.

Conclusion

Development of the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park would not be realized.

Alternative A

Under this alternative, 26,950 acres of the Arrow Canyon Range WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation and 5,903 acres would be

recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation. The transfer of 3,400
acres of land to Nevada State Parks would not be implemented.
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The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases
in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined
recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 26,950 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would receive the special legislative protection provided by

wilderness designation. Areas with special points of interest, outstanding
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude and most
natural values would be retained.

Two cherry stem roads and the southwestern and southern boundary roads would be

available for vehicle use to access the 26,950 acres designated wilderness.

The suitable portion of the WSA, including 5.5 miles of ways, would be closed
to motorized recreational use. This action would eliminate approximately 100

visits of motorized recreational use that is estimated to occur within the

recommended suitable portion of the WSA at present. This would improve the

area's naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation because of the near elimination of surface disturbance and sights

and sounds from motorized recreational activities. However, within the

immediate vicinity of the recommended suitable area's boundaries and the two

cherrystem roads where uncontrollable motorized recreational use would occur,

wilderness values would be adversely impacted.

The 5,903 acres (located along the periphery of the WSA) not designated
wilderness including .5 mile of projected roads associated with mineral

development and .5 mile of existing ways would remain open for motorized
recreational use. Motorized recreational use on this land is estimated to

remain below 400 visits annually over the long term.

Mineral development of an open pit mining operation is projected to occur

within the southeast portion of the WSA recommended nonsui table for wilderness
designation. An estimated 250 acres of surface disturbance would be

associated with this mining operation.

Development activities would include mine sites, .5 mile of road, and

processing and loading facilities. Some 5 acres of surface disturbance is

expected to occur within the nonsui table portion of the WSA from geophysical

exploration activities. Development of oil and gas, however, is not expected
because of a history of no development within and near the WSA.

Mineral resource activities, geophysical exploration and motorized
recreational uses would reduce naturalness and opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation on the 5,903 acres of the WSA recommended nonsuitable for

wilderness designation.

Mo new range developments are planned in the WSA. Two wildlife water
catchments and bird guzzlers would be construction. These developments would
blend in with surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction to the

area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance actions of the proposed
wildlife developments would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.
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Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the 26,950-acre portion of
the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. On the 5,903 acres not
designated wilderness, there would be a reduction in naturalness and
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation because of continued and
increasing motorized recreational use, mineral resource development and
geophysical exploration.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 26,950 acres and 6 miles of ways to
motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use of approximately 100
visits would be eliminated annually from this portion of the WSA. Public land
that offers similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone would
be absorbed within nonsuitable portions of the WSA and on surrounding public
land.

The 5,903 acres not designated wilderness would remain open to motorized
recreational use. Motorized recreational use would continue to increase, but
would not exceed 400 visits annually over the long term.

Opportunities for non-motorized recreational use would be available within the
portion of the WSA designated wilderness. This use is projected to reach
levels of 400 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on the 26,950 acres designated
wilderness and 100 visits would be foregone annually. The impacts of shifting
this use to the other public lands would be negligible. On the 5,903 acres
not designated wilderness, motorized recreational use would continue to
increase, but would not exceed 400 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 26,950 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.
Included are 4,480 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of silica
deposits, 22,470 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of
nonmetallic minerals, and 26,950 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration of mineral resources, development of

one mine for silica deposits and geophysical exploration for oil and gas would
be foregone. Potential development for oil and gas would also be foregone,
although none is anticipated to occur.

All lands within the 5,903 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are 960
acres of high and 4,943 acres of moderate favorability for the occurrence of

nonmetallic minerals and 5,903 acres of moderate favorability for the
occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources within this portion
of the WSA would be available for development. One mine for silica deposits
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would be developed within the southeastern nonsui table portion of the WSA.

Development of other nontnetallic minerals is not anticipated because of better

potential in more accessible areas outside the WSA. Geophysical exploration

for oil and gas is likely to occur.

Conclusion

The development of one mine for silica deposits and geophysical exploration

for oil and gas would be foregone within the suitable portion of the WSA.

Geophysical exploration for oil and gas and development of one mine for silica

deposits would occur within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under Alternative A, the Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would be afforded

protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities such as mineral

exploration and development and motorized recreational use. Presently
undiscovered sites within the 26,950 acres recommended as suitable would

receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities. Any

presently undiscovered sites in the 5,903 acres recommended nonsuitable would

not receive additional protection from mineral exploration and

surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Arrow Canyon Rock Art site would receive additional protection by

precluding surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Potential State Park Lands

Under Alternative A, approximately 3,400 acres of the WSA would not be

available for transfer to the Nevada for a potential State park. Because
approximately half of the acreage necessary for the proposed State park would

not be available, development of the park would not be realized.

Conclusion

Development of the proposed Arrow Canyon State Park would not be realized.

MUDDY MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-229)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

Under the Proposed Action, 36,850 acres of the Muddy Mountains WSA would be

recommended for wilderness designation and 59,320 acres would be recommended

as nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases

in naturalness, opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation.
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Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 36,850 acres recommended suitable would receive the
special legislative protection provided by wilderness designation. Areas
providing unique scenic qualities, special features, outstanding opportunities
for solitude and primitive recreation, and naturalness would be retained.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation,
containing approximately 8 miles of ways, would be closed to motorized
recreational use. Approximately 100 visits annually of motorized recreational
use presently estimated to occur within this portion of the WSA would be

eliminated. This would improve the area's naturalness and would enhance
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation by eliminating both
surface disturbance and the sights and sounds from motorized recreational
activities. However, within the immediate vicinity of the recommended
suitable area's boundaries, uncontrollable motorized recreational use would
occur, adversely impacting wilderness values.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be withdrawn from mineral entry and leasing which would preclude mineral and
energy exploration and development, thereby preserving the scenic features of

the area.

The 59,320 acres not designated wilderness, including 22 miles of roads
constructed for mineral and energy exploration and development and 11.5 miles
of existing roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use.

The road into Hidden Valley would remain closed under ORV designation.
Motorized recreational use on this land is projected to reach 2,500 visits
annually over the long term.

Mineral exploration and development is expected to occur within the eastern
and southern nonsuitable portions of the WSA. The entire West End Wash (the

southern tip of the WSA) would be explored for silica and building stone.

Exploration for these resources would require the construction of an estimated
5 miles of roads and surface disturbance of approximately 15 acres for
drilling. An open pit mining operation for silica sand is anticipated within
this area. The mine and support facilities would encompass approximately 115

acres, and access to the area would continue on existing roads.

An underground colemanite mine with auxiliary facilities is projected for the

eastern nonsuitable portion of the WSA. An estimated 50 acres of surface
disturbance and construction of approximately 1 mile of road are expected from

this development. South of White Basin, within the Bitter Ridge area,

exploration for agate, magnesite and gypsum is anticipated. This would
involve the construction of approximately 10 miles of road and disturb an

estimated 15 acres for test pits and drill pads.

Geophysical exploration and drilling for oil, gas and geothermal energy is

anticipated to occur in the western nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Geophysical lines would involve cross country travel and some road

construction, disturbing approximately 120 acres. It is anticipated that

exploration drilling of 4 wells and construction of 5 miles of road,

disturbing a total of 35 acres, would occur within the nonsuitable portion of

the WSA.
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Natural values would be lost within the southern and eastern nonsuitable
portions (30%) of the WSA due to activities related to mineral exploration and
development. The western portion (30%) of the nonsuitable area would lose its
natural values because of energy exploration activities. Increased motorized
recreational use on the 59,320 acres of the WSA recommended nonsuitable would
also contribute to the loss of naturalness values on these lands. The sights
and sound from these activities would adversely impact opportunities for
solitude and primitive recreation throughout the nonsuitable portion of the
WSA.

Four wildlife water catchments and a small range water development are planned
for the WSA. The developments would blend in with surrounding landscapes,
causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction' and
maintenance of the proposed wildlife and range developments would not affect
wilderness values in the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturlaness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the 36,850-acre portion of
the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. On the 59,320 acres not
designated wilderness, there would be a reduction in naturalness and
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation because of increasing
motorized recreational use and mineral and energy exploration and development.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 36,850 acres and 8 miles of ways to
motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use of approximately 100
visits would be eliminated annually from this portion of the WSA. Public land
that offers similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use would be
absorbed within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on surrounding public
land.

The 59,320 acres not designated wilderness would remain open for motorized
recreational use. Motorized recreational use would continue to increase, but
would not exceed 2,500 visits annually over the long term. The construction
of new roads associated with mineral and energy activity, increased
availability of off-road vehicle driving area , and the growth of surrounding
urban/suburban populations would be factors contributing to the increase in
motorized recreational use within the area.

Non-motorized recreational opportunities under the Proposed Action would exist
throughout the WSA. However, this use would most likely occur within the
recommended suitable portion of the WSA where outstanding opportunities for
primitive recreation and solitude exist and where wilderness values are better
protected. Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA is projected to
reach levels of 600 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on the 36,850 acres designated
wilderness and 100 visits would be foregone annually. The impacts of shifting
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this use to other public lands would be negligible. On the 59,320 acres not

designated wilderness, motorized recreational use would continue to increase,

but would not exceed 2,500 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 36,850 acres recommended as suitable for wilderness

designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.

Included are 590 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of

colemanite, 30,660 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

other nonmetallic minerals and 36,850 acres having moderate favorability for

the occurrence of oil and gas. Development of one colemanite mine projected

for the Lovell Wash area; exploration for chalcedony, agate, magnesite and

gypsum within the Bitter Ridge area; and exploration for oil, gas, and

geothermal energy involving 5 wells and geophysical lines would be foregone.

All lands within the 59,320 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness

designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are

1,810 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of colemanite, gypsum

and montmorillonite, 57,030 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of other nonmetallic minerals, and 59,320 acres having moderate

favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources

within this portion of the WSA would be available for exploration and

development. Exploration and development of an open pit mine for silica

deposits is projected for the West End Wash area of the WSA. Development of a

colemanite mine at White Basin and exploration of chalcedony, agate, magnesite

and gypsum within the Bitter Ridge area is also projected to occur.

Exploration for oil, gas, and geothermal energy involving cross-country

geophysical lines and the drilling of 4 wells is projected for the nonsuitable

portion of the WSA. However, development of these resources is unlikely.

Conclusion

The development of one colemanite mine and the exploration for other

nonmetallic minerals and oil and gas and geothermal energy resources would be

foregone within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness

designation. Exploration of nonmetallic minerals and oil, gas, and geothermal

energy resources and development of 2 mines v/ould occur within the nonsuitable

portion of the WSA.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the Proposed Action, the Hidden Valley area and part of the Colorock

Quarry area would receive additional protection from surface-disturbing

activities such as mineral exploration and development and motorized

recreational use. Test excavations of the shelter caves would occur but

interpretive signing and trail development would be precluded. Presently

undiscovered sites within the suitable portion of the WSA would receive

additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

The Buffi ngton Pockets archeological site is located in the nonsuitable

portion of the WSA. Although mining activity is not expected, it is likely
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that oil and gas exploration would occur in proximity to the site and degrade
it. Presently undiscovered sites would not receive additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Hidden Valley area and part of the Colorock Quarry area would receive
additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities. Buffi ngton
Pockets archeological site would not receive any additional protection.

Adverse Impacts Which Cannot Be Avoided

On the 36,850 acres designated wilderness, the only unavoidable adverse
impacts would be the loss of entry to nonmetallic minerals.

On the 59,320 acres designated nonwilderness, the unavoidable adverse impacts
would be those associated with the loss of wilderness values from mineral
exploration and development. Some of these impacts may be reduced by careful
examination and mitigating stipulations in approved Notices of Intent and
Plans of Operations.

Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of Man's Environment and the
Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity

On the 35,850 acres designated wilderness, the wilderness values would be
protected, except in areas of valid discoveries.

On the 59,320 acres not designated wilderness, all present uses would
continue. Motorized recreational use and mineral exploration and development
would reduce wilderness values.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

On the 35,850 acres designated wilderness, no irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of wilderness values is expected, except in areas of valid
discoveries.

On the 59,320 acres designated nonwilderness, mineral exploration and
development would create an irreversible commitment of wilderness resources.

All Wilderness Alternative

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, 96,170 acres of public land in the Muddy
Mountains WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to mineral and energy
withdrawals, the closure of the designated wilderness to off-road motorized
vehicles and the resulting effects on mineral and energy exploration and
development, motorized recreational use, and the protection of wilderness
values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation and all wilderness values would be
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protected by legislative mandate. Wilderness values of naturalness and

outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be

retained throughout the majority of the WSA.

The WSA's boundary roads and 6.5 miles of cherry stem roads would be available

for vehicle access. The 1 mile of road into Hidden Valley would remain closed

under ORV designation. The 96,170-acre area, including 13.5 miles of ways,

would be closed to motorized recreational use. This action would eliminate

approximately 700 annual visits of motorized recreational use that is

estimated to occur in the area at present. This would improve the area's

naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation

because of the near elimination of surface disturbance and the sights and

sounds from motorized recreational use. However, uncontrollable motorized

recreational use along the WSA's boundary roads, cherrystem roads, and within

the Gale Hills and Bitter Spring Valley (15% of the WSA) would adversely

impact opportunities for solitude within the immediate vicinity of these areas

and over time, naturalness values would slowly deteriorate.

Subject to valid existing rights, wilderness designation would withdraw the

WSA from mineral entry. Energy exploration would be precluded from the area,

thereby preserving scenic features throughout the majority of the WSA.

Silica sand claims along the southern boundary would prove valid before

wilderness designation of the WSA. The entire West End Wash area would be

explored and mined for this resource. Exploration would involve construction

of 6 miles of road and possible drilling would disturb some 15 acres. Mining

would be open pit, requiring some 115 acres and access to the mine would

utilize existing roads.

This mining activity would adversely impact wilderness values within the

southern portion (15%) of the WSA. The natural landscape and opportunities

for solitude and primitive recreation that exist within the West End Wash area

would be lost.

Four wildlife water catchments and a small range water development are planned

for the WSA. The developments would blend in with surrounding landscapes,

causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and

maintenance of the proposed wildlife and range water developments would not

affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be retained within the majority of the WSA.

Wilderness values that exist within the southern portion of the WSA would be

lost due to mineral exploration and development of valid mining claims located

in the West End Wash area.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close the 96,170-acre Muddy Mountains WSA to all

forms of motorized recreational use. Approximately 700 visits of motorized

recreational use would be eliminated annually from the WSA. Public land that
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offers similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
throughout the region; therefore, motorized recreational use foregone in the
WSA would be absorbed on surrounding public lands.

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, opportunities for non-motorized
recreational pursuits would be enhanced by the elimination of motorized
vehicles within the WSA. Non-motorized recreational use would continue to
increase, reaching a projected level of 800 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use of 700 visits would be foregone annually from the
WSA._ The impacts of shifting this use to other public lands would be
negligible. Opportunities for non-motorized recreational pursuits would be
enhanced and use would continue to increase over time.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

Subject to valid existing rights, all lands within the Muddy Mountains WSA
would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing. Included are
2,400 acres having high favorability for colemanite, gypsum and
montmorillonite, 87,690 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence
of nonmetallic minerals and 96,170 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of oil and gas. Development of 2 mines for colemanite; exploration
for chalcedony, agate, magnesite and gypsum; geophysical exploration and the
drilling of 9 wells for oil and gas and geothermal energy within the WSA would
be foregone. Silica sand claims along the southern boundary would prove
valid, initiating the development of one open pit mine within the West End
Wash area of the WSA.

Conclusion

Development of 2 colemanite mines and exploration for other mineral and energy
resources within the WSA would be foregone. One open pit mine would be
developed for valid silica sand claims.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the Hidden Valley, Colorock Quarry and
Buffington Pockets areas would receive additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and development and
motorized recreational use. Previous undiscovered sites would also receive
additional protection from these activities. Test excavations of shelter
caves in the Hidden Valley area would occur but interpretive signing and trail
development would be precluded.

Conclusion

The Hidden Valley, Colorock Quarry and Buffington Pockets areas would receive
additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities.

No Wilderness Alternative

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the entire 96,170 acres of the Muddy
Mountains WSA would not be recommended as suitable for wilderness designation.
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The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the exploration and

development of mineral and energy resources, motorized recreational use and

the resulting impacts on wilderness values and critical watershed over the

long term.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

The entire WSA would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation and

none of the wilderness values on 96,170 acres would receive the special

legislative protection provided by wilderness designation.

Mineral development is expected to occur within the WSA because of the prime

location for nonmetallic minerals. Mineral exploration and developments are

expected within the eastern and southern portions of the WSA. The entire West

End Wash area (southern tip of the WSA) would be explored for silica and

building stone. Exploration for this resource would require the construction

of 6 miles of road and surface disturbance of up to 15 acres for drilling. An

open pit mining operation for silica sand is expected within this area. The

mine and support facilities would encompass 115 acres, and access to the area

would continue on existing roads.

Underground colemanite mines are projected for the Lovell Wash area along the

WSA's southeastern boundary and in the eastern portion of the WSA at White

Basin. A total of 50 acres of surface disturbance and 1 mile of road is

expected from development of each of the two mines. South of White Basin,

within the Bitter Ridge area, exploration for agate, magnesite and gypsum is

anticipated. This would involve the construction of 10 miles of road and

disturb some 15 acres for test pits and drill pads.

Geophysical exploration and drilling for oil, gas and geothermal energy is

anticipated to occur within the northern, western and southern portions of the

WSA. Geophysical lines would involve cross country travel and some road

construction, disturbing approximately 200 acres. It is anticipated that

exploration drilling of 9 wells and construction of 20 miles of road,

disturbing a total of 105 acres, would occur within the WSA.

Wilderness values of naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation would be lost throughout the majority of the WSA due to activities

related to mineral and energy exploration and development.

The entire WSA (except Hidden Valley which is closed under Clark County ORV

designations), including 38 miles of projected roads associated with mineral

and energy exploration and development and 14.5 miles of existing roads and

ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use. The roads and ways in

Hidden Valley would remain closed under ORV designations. Motorized

recreational use within the WSA is projected to increase under the No

Wilderness Alternative. Levels of use are projected to reach 2,700 visits

annually within the WSA over the long term.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, increased motorized recreational use and

energy and mineral exploration and development would adversely impact

wilderness values throughout the WSA. Naturalness values would be lost due to

surface-disturbing activities from motorized recreational use, mining and

energy exploration. Increased recreational traffic and the sights and sounds
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from mineral and energy exploration and development would eliminate
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation within the

WSA. However, naturalness values and opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation would be retained within the center portion (20%) of the WSA.

Energy and mineral exploration and development is unlikely to occur within
this portion of the WSA and the rugged landscape encompassing Muddy Peak

restricts the use of motorized vehicles. Surface-disturbing activities would
not take place within the area, preserving its natural features, and the

rugged landscape would screen sights and sounds of activities occurring in

other portions and locations of the WSA.

Four wildlife water catchments and a small range water development are planned
for the WSA. The developments would blend in with surrounding landscapes,
causing minimal destruction to the area's naturalness. Construction and
maintenance of the proposed wildlife and range water developments would not
affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Conclusion

The majority of the Muddy Mountains WSA's wilderness values of naturalness and

outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be lost.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

The WSA would be open to motorized recreational use. The majority of this use

occurs along the periphery of the WSA and in the Gale Hills, Bitter Springs
Valley and White Basin. Motorized recreational use is projected to increase
to 2,700 visits annually over the long term.

Most non-motorized recreational pursuits would be lost under the No Wilderness
Alternative, as only small portions of the WSA would provide opportunities for

primitive and unconfined types of recreation. Restrictive terrain in the core
of the WSA around Muddy Peak and the closure of Hidden Valley to off-road
vehicles under the Clark County ORV designation would eliminate 2 areas within
the WSA to motorized recreational use. These areas would provide the best
opportunities for non-motorized recreational pursuits within the WSA.
Non-motorized recreational use levels within the WSA are projected to reach
400 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to reach levels of 3,100 visits
annually over the long term under the No Wilderness Alternative.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the Muddy Mountains WSA would remain open for mineral entry
and leasing. Included are 2,400 acres having high favorability for the

occurrence of colemanite, gypsum and montmorillonite, 87,690 acres having
moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals, and 96,170
acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral

and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration and
development. Exploration of silica sand deposits and development of an open
pit mine would occur within the West End Wash area of the WSA. Development of
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2 colemanite mines is projected in the Lovell Wash and White Basin areas and

exploration for chalcedonyy, agate, magnesite and gypsum is anticipated within
the Bitter Ridge area of the WSA. Exploration for oil, gas, and geothermal
energy involving cross-country geophysical lines and the drilling of 9 wells
is projected; however, no development of these resources is anticipated.

Conclusion

Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration
and development. One mine for silica sand deposits and 2 mines for colemanite
would be developed within the WSA. Exploration drilling for nonmetallic
minerals, and oil, gas and geothermal energy is anticipated to occur
throughout the WSA.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the Hidden Valley, Colorock Quarry, and
Buffington Pockets areas would not receive any additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities. Motorized recreational use would not impact
the Hidden Valley area since it is already closed to motorized vehicles. The
colorock Quarry and Buffington Pockets areas, in addition to any previous
undiscovered sites, would be degraded by increased motorized recreational
use. It is also likely that oil and gas exploration wells will be drilled in

proximity to these sensitive areas. Due to extensive mineral activities, it

is likely that previous undiscovered sites will also be degraded.

Projected test excavations of shelter caves, placement of interpretive signs
and development of a self-guided trail system for Hidden Valley would be

implemented.

Conclusion

The Hidden Valley, Colorock Quarry and Buffington Pockets areas would not
receive additional protection from surface disturbing activities.

Alternative A

Under this alternative, 44,260 acres of the Muddy Mountains WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation and 51,910 acres would be

recommended nonsui table for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the development of

mineral and energy resources and the resulting impacts on wilderness values
over the long term.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 44,260 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
would receive special legislative protection provided by wilderness
designation. Most of the area's outstanding opportunities for solitude and

primitive and unconfined recreation, naturalness and unique special features

and scenic qualities would be retained. The central portion of the WSA,

including 9.5 miles of ways, would be closed to motorized recreational use.

This action would eliminate approximately 350 visits of motorized recreational
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use that is estimated to occur within the suitable portion of the WSA at
present. This would improve the area's naturalness and enhance opportunities
for solitude and primitive recreation because of the near elimination of
surface disturbance and sights and sounds from motorized recreational
activities. However, within the immediate vicinity of the recommended
suitable area's boundaries, uncontrollable motorized recreation use would
occur, adversely impacting wilderness values.

Subject to valid existing rights, wilderness designation of the 44,260 acres
recommended suitable, would withdraw the area from mineral entry. Oil and gas
exploration would be precluded, thereby preserving the scenic features
throughout the majority of the area.

Silica sand claims along the southern boundary would prove valid before the
recommended suitable portion of the WSA is designated wilderness. The entire
West End Wash area would be explored and mined for this resource. Exploration
would involve construction of 6 miles of road and possible drilling would
disturb some 15 acres. Mining would be open pit, requiring some 115 acres and
access to the mine would utilize existing roads.

This mining activity would adversely impact wilderness values within the
southern portion (25%) of the WSA. The natural landscape and opportunities
for solitude and primitive recreation that exist within the West End Wash area
would be lost.

The 51,910 acres not designated wilderness, including 5 miles of roads
constructed for energy exploration and 10 miles of existing roads and ways,
would remain open for motorized recreational use. The road into Hidden Valley
would remain closed under ORV designation. Motorized recreational use on this
land is estimated to reach 1,700 visits annually over the long term.

Mo mineral exploration or development is expected to occur within the
nonsuitable portion of the WSA. However, geophysical exploration and drilling
for oil and gas and geothermal energy is anticipated to occur within the

western nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Geophysical lines would involve cross
country travel and some road construction, disturbing approximately 120
acres. It is anticipated that exploration drilling of 4 wells and

construction of 5 miles of road, disturbing a total of 35 acres, would occur
within the portion of the WSA recommended nonsuitable.

Naturalness values would be lost within the western portion (30%) of the
nonsuitable area because of energy exploration activities. Increased
motorized recreational use on the 51,910 acres of the WSA recommended
nonsuitable would also contribute to the loss of naturalness values on these
lands. The sights and sounds from these activities would adversely impact
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation throughout the nonsuitable
portion of the WSA.

Four wildlife water catchments and a small range water development are planned
for the WSA. The developments would blend in with surrounding landscapes,
causing minimal destruction to the area's naturalness. Construction and

maintenance of the proposed wildlife and range developments would not affect
wilderness values in the WSA.
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Conclusion

The most natural features and outstanding opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation would be retained within the 44,260 acres recommended

suitable for wilderness designation. Wilderness values that exist within the

southern portion of the WSA would be lost due to mineral exploration and

development of valid mining claims located in the West End Wash area.

On the 51,910 acres not designated wilderness, there would be a reduction in

naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 44,260 acres and 9.5 miles of ways to

motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use of approximately 350

visits would be eliminated annually from this portion of the WSA. Public land

that offers similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located

throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone would

be absorbed within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on surrounding

public lands.

The 51,910 acres not designated wilderness would remain open for motorized

recreational use. Motorized recreational use would continue to increase, but

would not exceed 1,700 visits annually over the long term. The construction

of new roads associated with mineral and energy activity, increased

availability of off-road vehicle driving area, and the growth of surrounding

urban/suburban populations would be factors contributing to the increase in

motorized recreational use within the area.

Non-motorized recreational opportunities under Alternative A would exist

throughout the WSA. However, this use would most likely occur within the

recommended suitable portion of the WSA where outstanding opportunities for

primitive recreation and solitude exist and where wilderness values are better

protected. Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA is projected to

reach levels of 600 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on the 44,260 acres designated

wilderness. The impacts of shifting this motorized recreational use to other

public lands would be negligible. On the 51,910 acres not designated

wilderness, motorized recreational use would continue to increase, reaching

projected levels of 1,700 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 44,260 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.

Included are 1,120 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of

colemanite, 37,540 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

other nonmetallic minerals, and 44,260 acres having moderate favorability for

the occurrence of oil and gas and geothermal energy. Development of 2 mines

for colemanite; exploration for chalcedony, agate, magnesite and gypsum;

geophysical exploration and the drilling of 5 wells for oil and gas and
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geothermal energy within the WSA would be foregone. Silica sand claims along
the southern boundary would prove valid, initiating the development of one
open pit mine within the West End Wash area of the WSA.

All lands within the 51.910 acres recommended nonsui table for wilderness
designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are
1,280 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of colemanite, gypsum
and montmorillonite, 50,150 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of other nonmetallic minerals, and 51,910 acres having moderate
favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral resources within this
portion of the WSA would be available for potential exploration and
development. Exploration for oil, gas, and geothermal energy involving
cross-country geophysical lines and the drilling of 4 wells is projected for
the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. However, development of these resources
is unlikely.

Conclusion

The development of two colemanite mines and exploration for other nonmetallic
minerals and oil and gas and geothermal energy resources would be foregone
within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness
designation. One open pit mine would be developed for valid silica sand
claims within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA. Exploration for
oil, gas, and geothermal energy would occur within the nonsuitable portion of
the WSA.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under Alternative A, the Hidden Valley area and part of the Colorock Quarry
area would receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities
such as mineral exploration and development and motorized recreational use.
Test excavations of the shelter caves in Hidden Valley would occur but
interpretive signing and trail development would be precluded. Presently
undiscovered sites within the suitable portion of the WSA would receive
additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

The Buffington Pockets archeological site is located in the nonsuitable
portion of the WSA. Although mining activity is not expected, it is likely
that oil and gas exploration would occur in proximity to the site and degrade
it. Presently undiscovered sites would not be protected from
surface-di sturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Hidden Valley area and part of the Colorock Quarry area would receive
additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities. Buffington
Pockets archeological site would not receive any additional protection.

MT. STIRLING WSA (NV-050-401)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

Under the Proposed Action, 40,275 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be
recommended for wilderness designation and 29,375 acres would be recommended
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as nonsuitable for wilderness designation. Proposed under this alternative is

the construction of an access route 8 miles long and 1,000 feet wide across

the northeastern portion of the WSA. Two miles of the access route would

cross the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases

in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 40,275 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would receive the special legislative protection provided by

wilderness designation. Areas with special points of interest, outstanding
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude and most

natural values would be retained.

Four cherrystem roads, the 8 mile access road and the WSA's boundary roads

would provide vehicle access to the 40,275 acres designated wilderness. The

suitable portion of the WSA, including 2.5 miles of ways, would be closed to

motorized recreational use. This action would eliminate approximately 40

visits of motorized recreational use estimated to occur within the recommended

suitable portion of the WSA at present. This would improve the area's

naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation by

eliminating surface disturbance and the sights and sounds from motorized
recreational activities. However, a loss of wilderness values would occur

within the portion of the WSA where the access route is developed. The road

would not be highly visible, but noise from vehicle traffic would carry far

into the suitable portion of the WSA. The route would also cut off major

scenic areas and special features from each of the separated suitable portions

of the WSA, leading to some decline in wilderness values throughout the

designated wilderness area. In addition, uncontrollable motorized

recreational use would have an adverse impact on wilderness values within the

immediate vicinity of the access road, the suitable area's boundaries and the

cherrystem roads that extend into the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

Development of a 10-mile long hiking trail is proposed for the suitable

portion of the WSA. This development would blend in with the surrounding

landscape, causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness.

Construction and maintenance actions of the proposed hiking trail would not

affect wilderness values in the WSA.

The recommended suitable portion of the WSA for wilderness designation would

be withdrawn from mineral entry which would preclude mineral exploration,

thereby preserving the scenic features of the area.

The 29,375 acres not designated wilderness, including 24 miles of projected

roads associated with mineral exploration and development, 8 miles of existing

roads and ways and the proposed 8-mile long access route would remain open for

motorized recreational use. In addition, the development of a campground at

Wheeler Well would provide camping opportunities for both motorized and
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non-motorized recreational users. Motorized recreational use within the

nonsui table portion of the WSA would increase over the long term, reaching

projected levels of 1,950 visits annually.

Mineral exploration and development is expected within the northwestern and

southeastern nonsui table portions of the WSA. Exploration of these areas

would disturb approximately 1,300 acres for drill pads and test pits and would

involve the construction of an estimated 23 miles of roads.

Development of an underground mine with support facilities and an estimated 1

mile of road would disturb approximately 40 acres of land within the southeast

nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Although the WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas

occurrence, exploration and development is not anticipated because of lack of

interest, high costs and better potential for reserves in other areas.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. Proposed wildlife projects

include the fencing of existing developed springs and construction of a water

catchment. These developments would blend in with surrounding landscapes,

causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and

maintenance actions of the proposed wildlife developments would not affect

wilderness values in the WSA.

The removal of pinyon/juniper on 700 acres of land is proposed within the

northern and southern nonsuitable portions of the WSA.

Naturalness values would be lost throughout the majority (85%) of the

nonsuitable area because of surface disturbance caused from mineral

exploration, mining, road construction, vegetative manipulations, the

development of a recreational facility (campground) and increased motorized

recreational use. The sights and sounds from increased motorized recreational

use and mineral activity would adversely impact opportunities for solitude and

primitive and unconfined recreation throughout the nonsuitable portion of the

WSA.

Conclusion

The most natural features and outstanding opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation would be retained within the 40,275-acre portion of the

WSA recommended for wilderness designation. Most wilderness values would be

lost on the 29,375 acres not designated wilderness because of recreational

developments, increased motorized recreational use, vegetative manipulations

and mineral exploration and development.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 40,275 acres and 2.5 miles of ways to

motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use of approximately 40

visits annually would be eliminated from this portion of the WSA. Public land

offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located

throughout the region. Therefore, the motorized recreational use foregone

would be absorbed within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on surrounding

public land.
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The 29,375 acres not designated wilderness would remain open for motorized
recreational use. A campground developed within the southern nonsuitable
portion of the WSA would afford recreational opportunities for both motorized
and nonmotorized recreational pursuits. The construction of a road through
the area would also benefit those visitors pursuing motorized and
non-motorized forms of recreation, as it would provide a major access route
through the suitable and nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Under the Proposed Action, motorized recreational use would continue to
increase within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Projected levels of

motorized recreational use are estimated to reach 1,950 visits annually over
the long term. The construction of new roads associated with mineral and
energy activity, increased availability of off- road vehicle driving area, the
development of a camping area, the construction of an access road through the
WSA and the growth of surrounding urban/suburban populations would be

contributing factors to the increase in motorized recreational use within the
area.

Under the Proposed Action, non-motorized recreational opportunities would
exist throughout the entire WSA. However, this type of recreational use would
occur primarily within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA where
outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation and solitude exist and
where wilderness values are better protected. Non-motorized recreational use
within the WSA is projected to reach levels of 1,000 visits annually over the
long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on the 40,275 acres designated
wilderness. The impacts of shifting this motorized recreational use to other
public lands would be negligible. On the 29,375 acres not designated
wilderness, motorized recreational use would continue to increase, reaching
projected levels of 1,950 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 40,275 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.

Included are 7,300 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

metallic minerals, 31,390 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of nonmetallic minerals, and 40,275 acres having moderate
favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration for metallic and

nonmetallic minerals and development of one mine within the area would be

foregone. Any potential for exploration of oil and gas resources would also
be foregone within the suitable portion of the WSA.

All lands within the 29,375 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are

1,200 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of silver, lead and
zinc; 3,260 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of metallic
minerals; 28,820 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

nonmetallic minerals; and 29,375 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources within this portion

of the WSA would be available for exploration and development. Exploration
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and development of an underground mine for silver is projected for the

southeastern portion of the WSA. Development of nonmetalllic minerals is

unlikely. No exploration or development of oil and gas is anticipated because
of the lack of leases, low industry interest, high drilling costs, and better
potential for reserves elsewhere.

Conclusion

Exploration of metallic and nonmetallic minerals and the development of one

mine would be foregone within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

Exploration for minerals and development of one underground mine would occur
within the recommended nonsui table portion of the WSA.

Impact on Cultural Resources

Under the Proposed Action, the Wood Canyon Rock Art site would receive

additional protection from surface-disturbing activities such as mineral

exploration and development and motorized recreational use. However,

interpretive signing of this area would be precluded. Presently undiscovered
sites within the suitable portion of the WSA would receive additional
protection from surface-disturbing activities.

The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns are located in the nonsuitable portion of the

WSA. These kilns would be reconstructed and interpretive signing

implemented. However, development of the access route through the WSA and the

campground at Wheeler Well would increase visitation in the area which would

increase the likelihood of vandalism at the charcoal kilns. The kilns also

lie adjacent to an area of high metallic mineral favorabil ity. Development of

these mineral resources is likely, which may cause deterioration of the site

depending on the location of associated access roads and facilities. Other
presently undiscovered sites would not receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Wood Canyon Rock Art area would receive additional protection by

precluding surface-disturbing activities. The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns
would not receive any additional protection.

Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management

Under the Proposed Action, 300 of the proposed 1,000 acres of vegetative
manipulation would not be accomplished. Proposed fencing of springs and

construction of a large water catchment would be accomplished. Precluding 300

acres of vegetative manipulation would not impact wildlife habitat management
since alternative sites could be located outside the suitable portion. A goal

of reaching reasonable numbers , as identified by the Nevada Department of

Wildlife, would be obtained.

Conclusion

Three hundred acres of vegetative manipulation would be precluded. This would
not impact the objective of managing wildlife habitat to obtain reasonable
numbers.
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Impacts to Access of Recreational Areas in the Northern Spring Mountain Range

Under the Proposed Action, an access route would be established through the
Wheeler Well area of the WSA. This would provide year-round travel to
proposed U.S. Forest Service recreational development and greatly increase
accessibility of the northern Spring Mountains Range by potential users.

Conclusion

Recreational access would improve in the northern portion of the Spring
Mountain Range.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the Proposed Action, 1 intermittent and 8 perennial springs, located
within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA, would receive protection
from surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water
quality and quantity would result from this protection.

The 4 intermittent and 2 perennial springs located within the nonsui table
portion of the WSA would not receive protection from surface disturbance
resulting from motorized recreational use, mineral exploration and development
and vegetative manipulations. It is unlikely that water quantity of these
springs would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the
stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.

Conclusion

For those 9 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the
WSA, an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.

Adverse Impacts Which Cannot Be Avoided

On the 40,275 acres designated wilderness, the only unavoidable adverse
impacts would be the loss of entry to nonmetallic minerals.

On the 29,375 acres designated nonwilderness, the unavoidable adverse impacts
would be those associated with the loss of wilderness values from mineral
exploration and development. Some of these impacts may be reduced by careful
examination and mitigating stipulations in approved Notices of Intent and
Plans of Operations.

Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of Man's Environment and the

Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity

On the 40,275 acres designated wilderness, the wilderness values would be

protected, except in areas of valid discoveries.

On the 29,375 acres not designated wilderness, all present uses would
continue. Motorized recreational use and mineral exploration and development
would reduce wilderness values.
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Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

On the 40,275 acres designated wilderness, no irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of wilderness values is expected, except in areas of valid
discoveries.

On the 29,375 acres designated nonwilderness, mineral exploration and

development would create an irreversible commitment of wilderness resources.

All Wilderness

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, 69,650 acres of public land in the Mt.

Stirling WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation. The
proposed access road through the northeastern portion of the WSA would not be

constructed.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to mineral withdrawals,
off-road motorized vehicle closure in the designated wilderness and foregone
vegetative manipulations, and the resulting effects on mineral exploration and

development, motorized recreational use, wildlife populations and the

protection of wilderness values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation and all wilderenss values would be

protected by legislative mandate. Wilderness values of naturalness and

outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be

retained in the WSA.

The WSA's boundary roads and 4 miles of cherry stem roads would be available
for vehicle access to the area. The 69,650-acre acre, including 6.5 miles of

ways, would be closed to motorized recreational use. This action would
eliminate approximately 150 visits annually of motorized recreational use

estimated to occur in the area at present. This would improve the area's
naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation by

eliminating surface disturbance and the sights and sounds from motorized
recreational use. However, uncontrollable motorized recreational use along

the WSA's boundary roads, cherrystem roads and the accessible northeastern
lobe of the WSA (10% of the WSA) would impact opportunities for solitude
within the immediate vicinity of these areas, and naturalness would slowly
deteriorate over time.

Wilderness designation would withdraw the area from mineral entry, which would
preclude mineral exploration and development, thereby preserving the scenic

features of the Mt. Stirling WSA.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. Wildlife projects
consisting of the fencing of existing developed springs, and construction of a

water catchment are proposed. Construction and maintenance of the fencing and

water catchment would not affect wilderness values in the WSA. These two

proposed wildlife developments would blend in with surrounding landscapes,
causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness.
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Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the majority of the WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close the 69,950-acre Mt. Stirling WSA to all
forms of motorized recreational use. Approximately 150 visits of motorized
recreational use would be eliminated annually from the WSA. A developed
campground for the Wheeler Well area would not be constructed within the
designated wilderness area. Public land offering similar opportunities for
motorized recreational use is located throughout the region, and areas nearby
the WSA would be able to support a developed campground facility. Therefore,
motorized recreational use foregone in the WSA would be absorbed on
surrounding public lands.

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, opportunities for non-motorized
recreational pursuits would be enhanced by the elimination of motorized
vehicles within the WSA. This use would continue to increase, reaching a

projected level of 1,300 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use of 150 visits annually would be foregone from the
WSA. The impacts of shifting this use to other public lands would be
negligible. Opportunities for non-motorized recreational pursuits would be
enhanced under this alternative, and use would continue to increase over the
long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the Mt. Stirling WSA would be withdrawn from all forms of
mineral entry and leasing. Included are 1,200 acres having high favorability
for the occurrence of silver, lead, and zinc; 10,560 acres having moderate
favorability for the occurrence of metallic minerals; 50,210 acres having
moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals; and 69,550
acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas.
Exploration for metallic and nonmetallic minerals and development of ?.

underground mines would be foregone within the WSA. Any potential for
exploration of oil and gas would also be foregone; however, none is

anticipated to occur within the WSA.

Conclusion

Development of two mines and exploration for other minerals within the WSA
would be foregone.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns and the
Wood Canyon Rock Art site would receive additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and development and
motorized recreational use. Presently undiscovered sites would also receive
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additional protection from these activities. Complete reconstruction of the

Charcoal Kilns would take place but interpretive signing at the sites would be

precluded.

Conclusion

The Wheeler Well Charcoal Kilns and Wood Canyon Rock Art site would receive

additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the 1,000-acre vegetative manipulation

v/ould be precluded. Proposed fencing of springs and development of a large

water catchment would be implemented. Absence of the vegetative manipulation

would not allow big game to reach reasonable numbers as identified by the

Nevada Department of Wildlife for the habitat area.

Conclusion

Vegetative manipulations would be precluded. Big game would not reach

reasonable numbers.

Impacts on Access of Recreational Areas in the Northern Spring Mountains

Range

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, an access route in the Wheeler Well area

would not be established. Access to current and proposed recreational

developments would be the same as it is currently.

Conclusion

There would be no impact to access in the northern Spring Mountains Range.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, all 5 intermittent and 10 perennial

springs located within the WSA would receive protection from

surface-disturbing activities resulting from mineral exploration and

development, motorized recreational use and vegetative manipulations.

Increased stability of current water quality and quantity would result from

this protection.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, an increase in water quality and

quantity stability would occur due to a decrease in surface-disturbing

activities.

No Wilderness Alternative

Under the Mo Wilderness Alternative, the entire 69,650 acres of the Mt.

Stirling WSA would be recommended as nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The construction of a proposed 8 mile access route through the northeastern

corner of the WSA would be implemented under this alternative.
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The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the exploration and
development of mineral resources, construction of an access road, recreational
developments, motorized recreational use and the resulting impacts on
wilderness values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

The entire WSA would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation,
and none of the wilderness values on 96,650 acres would receive the special
legislative protection provided by wilderness designation.

Mineral exploration and development is expected within the northwestern and
southeastern portions of the WSA. This exploration would involve the
construction of an estimated 40 miles of roads, test pits and drill pads,
disturbing approximately 2,450 acres of land. Anticipated mineral development
includes a small underground mine with support facilities and approximately 1

mile of access road within each of these areas of the WSA. Approximately 80
acres of land would be disturbed from these developments.

Although the WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence, exploration and development is not anticipated because of lack of
interest, high costs and better potential for reserves in other areas.

The entire WSA, including 42 miles of projected roads associated with mineral
exploration and development, 10.5 miles of existing roads and ways, and a

proposed 8-mile long access road constructed across the northeast portion of
the WSA, would remain open for motorized recreational use. Within the
southern portion of the WSA, near Wheeler Well, a proposed campground would be
developed. The campground would be available for vehicle and non-vehicle
types of camping.

Proposed wildlife developments and vegetative manipulation planned for the WSA
would all be implemented under this alternative. Projects would include the
fencing of existing developed springs, construction of a water catchment and
removal of pinyon/juniper on 1,000 acres of land within the WSA.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, increased motorized recreational use,

construction of new roads and recreational developments, vegetative
manipulations, and the increase in mineral exploration and development would
adversely impact wilderness values throughout the WSA. Naturalness values and
scenic qualities would be lost within the majority (75%) of the WSA due to
surface disturbing activities from motorized recreational use, mining
exploration, road building, construction of a campground facility and the
removal of native vegetation. Recreational traffic would increase throughout
the entire WSA because of the development of new roads and the proposed
campground. Sights and sounds from increased motorized recreational traffic
and mineral activity would eliminate outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation within the WSA. However, naturalness values and
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation could be retained within
portions (25%) of the WSA. Those areas where mineral exploration and
development are unlikely to occur and where rugged terrain restricts motorized
recreational use, wilderness values would prevail.
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Conclusion

The wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation would be lost within the Mt. Stirling WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

The WSA would be open for motorized recreational use. Existing roads,

constructed roads associated with mineral activities and the proposed 8-mile

long access road crossing the northeastern portion of the area would provide

vehicular access to approximately 75% of the WSA.

The development of a campground at Wheeler Well, located along the WSA's

southern boundary, would benefit both motorized and non-motorized recreational

users.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, motorized recreational use would continue

to increase within the WSA. Projected level of motorized recreational use is

estimated to reach 2,300 visits annually over the long term. The construction

of new roads associated with mineral and energy activity, increased

availability of off- road vehicle driving areas, the development of a camping

area, the construction of an access road through the WSA and the growth of

surrounding urban/suburban populations would be factors contributing to the

increase in motorized recreational use within the area.

Non-motorized recreational pursuits would be impacted under the No Wilderness

Alternative, since only small portions of the WSA would provide opportunities

for primitive and unconfined types of recreation. Non-motorized recreational

use levels within the WSA are projected to reach 700 visits annually over the

long term.

Conclusion

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to reach levels of 3,000 visits

annually over the long term under the No Wilderness Alternative.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the Mt. Stirling WSA would remain open for mineral entry and

leasing. Included are 1,200 acres having high favorability for the occurrence

of silver, lead, and zinc; 10,560 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of metallic minerals; 60,210 acres having moderate favorability for

the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals; and 69,650 acres having moderate

favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources

within the WSA would be available for exploration and development.

Exploration of both metallic and nonmetallic minerals and development of 2

underground mines would occur within the WSA. Potential exploration for oil

and gas resources would also be available, however, none is expected to occur.

Conclusion

Exploration of mineral resources and development of 2 mines would occur within

the WSA under the No Wilderness Alternative.
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Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns and the
Wood Canyon Rock Art site would not receive any additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and development
and/or motorized recreational use. The Charcoal Kilns would be reconstructed
and the jeep access trail in the Wood Canyon site would be closed.
Interpretive signing would be developed for both sites. Development of the
access route through the WSA and campground at Wheeler Well would increase
visitation in the area which would increase the likelihood of vandalism at
Charcoal Kilns. The kilns also lie adjacent to an area of high metallic
mineral favorability and development of this resource is likely. This may
cause deterioration of the site, depending on the location of associated
access roads and facilities. Presently undiscovered sites would not receive
additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns and Wood Canyon Rock Art site would not
receive any additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts to Wildlife Habitat Management

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, all wildlife habitat management projects
would be implemented. This includes 1,000 acres of vegetative manipulation,
fencing of springs and construction of a large water catchment. There would
be no impact on the management of wildlife habitat to reach reasonable
numbers, as identified by the Nevada Department of Wildlife.

Conclusion

There would be no impact on management of wildlife habitat.

Impacts to Access of Recreational Areas in the Northern Spring Mountains
Range

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, an access route would be established
through the Wheeler Well area of the WSA. This would provide year-round
travel to proposed U.S. Forest Service recreational developments and greatly
increase accessibility of the northern Spring Mountain Range by potential
users.

Conclusion

Recreational access would improve in the northern portion of the Spring
Mountain Range.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, none of the 10 perennial and 5

intermittent springs would receive protection from surface disturbance created
by mineral exploration and development, motorized recreational use and
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vegetative manipulation. It is unlikely that water quantity would be

impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the stated
surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.

Conclusion

The 15 springs located within the WSA would not receive any additional

protection from surface-disturbing activities under the No Wilderness
Alternative.

Alternative A

Under this alternative, 42,707 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation and 26,943 acres would be

recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases
in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined
recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

All wilderness values on the 42,707 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would receive the special legislative protection provided by

wilderness designation. Areas with special points of interest, outstanding
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude and most
natural values would be retained.

Four cherrystem roads and the WSA's boundary roads would all be available for

vehicle access to the 42,707 acres designated wilderness. The suitable

portion of the WSA, including 2 miles of ways, would be closed to motorized
recreational use. This action would eliminate approximately 50 visits
annually of motorized recreational use estimated to occur within the

recommended suitable portion of the WSA at present. This would improve the

area's naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation by eliminating surface disturbance and the sights and sounds from

motorized recreational activities. However, uncontrollable motorized
recreational use would have an adverse impact on wilderness values within the

immediate vicinity of the suitable area's boundaries and the cherrystem roads

that extend into the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

Development of a 10-mile long hiking trail is proposed for the suitable
portion of the WSA. This development would blend in with the surrounding
landscape, causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness.
Construction and maintenance actions of the proposed hiking trail would not

affect wilderness values in the WSA.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be withdrawn from mineral entry which would preclude mineral exploration and

development, thereby preserving the scenic features of the area.

The 26,943 acres not designated wilderness, including 15 miles of roads

constructed for mineral exploration and development and 8.5 miles of existing
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roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use. In
addition, the development of a campground at Wheeler Well would provide
camping opportunities for both motorized and non-motorized recreational
users. Motorized recreational use within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA
would increase over the long term, reaching projected levels of 1,850 visits
annually.

Mineral exploration and development is expected within the northwestern and
southeastern nonsuitable portions of the WSA, but no development is
anticipated for the area. Exploration activities would consist of
approximately 15 miles of constructed roads and the disturbance of some 620
acres of land associated with test pits and drill pads.

Although the WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence, exploration and development is not anticipated because of lack of
interest, high costs and better potential for reserves in other areas.

Ho new range developments are planned for the WSA. Proposed wildlife projects
include fencing of existing developed springs and construction of a water
catchment. These developments would blend in with surrounding landscapes,
causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and
maintenance of the proposed wildlife developments would not affect wilderness
values in the WSA.

The removal of pinyon/juniper from 720 acres of land is proposed within the
nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Naturalness values would be lost throughout the majority [85%) of the
nonsuitable area because of surface disturbance caused from mineral
exploration, road construction, vegetative manipulations, development of a
recreational facility (campground) and increased motorized recreational use.
The sights and sounds from increased motorized recreational use and mineral
activity would adversely impact opportunities for solitude and primitive and
unconfined recreation throughout the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the 42,707-acre portion of
the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. On the 26,943 acres not
designated wilderness, most wilderness values would be lost because of
proposed recreational developments, increased motorized recreational use,
vegetative manipulations and anticipated mineral exploration.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 42,707 acres of land and 2 miles of ways to
motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use of approximately 50
visits annually would be eliminated from this portion of the WSA. Public land
offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone within
the WSA would be absorbed by the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on
surrounding public land.
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The 26,943 acres not designated wilderness would remain open for motorized

recreational use. A campground developed within the southern nonsuitable

portion of the WSA would afford recreational opportunities for both motorized

and non-motorized recreational pursuits.

Under Alternative A, motorized recreational use would continue to increase

within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Projected level of motorized

recreational use is estimated to reach 1,850 visits annually over the long

term. Construction of new roads associated with mineral and energy activity,

increased availability of off- road vehicle driving area (dependent upon the

current ORV designation of the area), the development of a camping area and

the growth of surrounding urban/suburban populations would be factors

contributing to the increase in motorized recreational use within the area.

Non-motorized recreational opportunities under Alternative A would exist

throughout the WSA. However, this type of recreational use would occur

primarily within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA where outstanding

opportunities for primitive recreation and solitude exist and where wilderness

values are better protected. Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA is

projected to reach levels of 900 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on 42,707 acres designated

wilderness. The impacts of shifting this motorized recreational use to other

public lands would be negligible. On the 26,943 acres not designated

wilderness, motorized recreational use would continue to increase, reaching

projected levels of 1,850 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 42,707 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.

Included are 490 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of silver,

lead and zinc; 6,230 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

metallic minerals; 37,267 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of nonmetallic minerals; and 40,707 acres having moderate

favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration for minerals and

development of 2 underground mines located within the suitable portion of the

WSA would be foregone. Any potential for exploration of oil and gas resources

would also be foregone; however, none is expected to occur.

All lands within the 26,943 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness

designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. All potential

mineral resources would be available for exploration and development.

Included are 710 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of silver,

lead and zinc; 4,350 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

metallic minerals; 22,943 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of nonmetallic minerals; and 26,943 acres having moderate

favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration for minerals is

projected to occur within the northwestern and southeastern nonsuitable

portions of the WSA. Potential exploration for oil and gas resources would

also be available, however, none is expected to occur.
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Conclusion

Mineral exploration and development of 2 underground mines would be foregone
within the portion of the WSA recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation. Exploration for minerals would occur within the portion of the

WSA recommended as nonsui table for wilderness designation.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Presently undiscovered sites within the suitable portion of the WSA would
receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Under Alternative A, the Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns and the Wood Canyon Rock
Art site would not receive any additional protection from surface-disturbing
activities such as mineral exploration and development and/or motorized
recreational use. The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns would be reconstructed and
the jeep access trail in the Wood Canyon Rock Art site would be closed.
Interpretive signing would be developed for both sites. Presently
undiscovered sites would not receive any additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities in the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns and Wood Canyon Rock Art site would not

receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts to Wildlife Habitat Management

Under Alternative A, 280 of the proposed 1,000 acres of vegetation
manipulation would not be accomplished. Proposed fencing of springs and
construction of a large water catchment would be accomplished. Precluding 280

acres of vegetative manipulation would not impact wildlife habitat management
as alternative sites could be located outside the suitable portion of the

WSA. A goal of reaching reasonable numbers, as identified by the Nevada
Department of Wildlife, would be obtained.

Conclusion

Two hundred-eight acres of vegetation manipulation would be precluded. This

would not impact the objective of managing wildlife habitat to obtain

reasonable numbers.

Impacts to Access of Recreational Areas in the Northern Spring Mountain Range

Under Alternative A, an access route in the Wheeler Well area would not be

established. Access to current and proposed recreational developments would

be the same as it is currently.

Conclusion

There would be no impact to access in the northern Spring Mountain Range.
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Impacts on Water Resources

Under Alternative A, 3 intermittent and 5 perennial springs located within the

recommended suitable portion of the WSA would receive protection from

surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water quality
and quantity would result from this protection.

The 2 intermittent and 5 perennial springs located within the nonsui table

portion of the WSA would not receive protection from surface disturbance
resulting from motorized recreational use, mineral exploration and development
and vegetative manipulations. It is unlikely that water quantity of these

springs would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the

stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.

Conclusion

For those 8 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the

WSA, an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.

Alternative B

Under this alternative, 44,431 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation and 25,219 acres would be

recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases

in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

All wilderness values on the 44,431 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would receive the special legislative protection provided by

wilderness designation. Areas with special points of interest, outstanding
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude and most
natural values would be retained.

Four cherry stem roads and the WSA's boundary roads would provide vehicle

access to the 44,431 acres designated wilderness. The suitable portion of the

WSA, including 3.5 miles of ways, would be closed to motorized recreational

use. This action would eliminate approximately 70 visits annually of

motorized recreational use estimated to occur within the recommended suitable

portion of the WSA at present. This would improve the area's naturalness and

enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation by eliminating
surface disturbance and the sights and sounds from motorized recreational

activities. However, uncontrollable motorized recreational use would reduce

wilderness values within the immediate vicinity of the suitable area's

boundaries and the cherry stem roads that extend into the recommended suitable

portion of the WSA.

Development of a 10-mile long hiking trail is proposed for the suitable
portion of the WSA. This development would blend in with the surrounding
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landscape, causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness.
Construction and maintenance actions of the proposed hiking trail would not
affect wilderness values in the WSA.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be withdrawn from mineral entry which would preclude mineral exploration and
development, thereby preserving scenic features of the area.

The 25,219 acres not designated wilderness, including 15 miles of roads
constructed for mineral exploration and development and 7 miles of existing
roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use. In

addition, the development of a campground at Wheeler Well would provide
camping opportunities for both motorized and non-motorized recreational
users. Motorized recreational use within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA
would increase over the long term, reaching projected levels of 1,850 visits
annual ly.

Mineral exploration is expected within the northwestern and southeastern
nonsuitable portions of the WSA, but no development is anticipated for the
area. Exploration activities would consist of approximately 15 miles of
constructed roads and the disturbance of some 620 acres of land associated
with test pits and drill pads.

Although the WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas
occurrence, exploration and development is not anticipated because of lack of

interest, high costs and the better potential for reserves in other areas.

Mo new range developments are planned in the WSA. Proposed wildlife projects
include fencing of existing developed springs and constructing a water
catchment. These developments would blend in with surrounding landscapes,
causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and
maintenance actions of the proposed wildlife developments would not affect
wilderness values in the WSA.

The removal of pinyon/juniper on 700 acres of land is proposed within the

nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Naturalness values would be lost throughout the majority (95%) of the

nonsuitable area because of surface disturbance caused from mineral

exploration, road construction, vegetative manipulations, development of a

recreational facility (campground) and increased motorized recreational use.

The sights and sounds from increased motorized recreational use and mineral
activity would adversely impact opportunities for solitude and primitive and
unconfined recreation throughout the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the 44,431-acre portion of

the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. On the 25,219 acres not

designated wilderness, most wilderness values would be lost because of

recreational developments, increased motorized recreational use, vegetative
manipulations and mineral exploration.
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Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 44,431 acres and 3.5 miles of ways to
motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use of approximately 70

visits annually would be eliminated from this portion of the WSA. Public land
offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
throughout the region; therefore, motorized recreational use foregone would be

absorbed within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on surrounding public
land.

The 25,219 acres not designated wilderness would remain open for motorized
recreational use. A campground developed within the southern nonsuitable
portion of the WSA would afford recreational opportunities for both motorized
and non-motorized recreational pursuits.

Under the Alternative B, motorized recreational use would continue to increase
within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Projected level of motorized
recreational use is estimated to reach 1,850 visits annually over the long

term. Construction of new roads associated with mineral and energy activity,

increased availability of off-road vehicle driving area, development of a

camping area and growth of surrounding urban/suburban populations would be

factors contributing to the increase in motorized recreational use within the

area.

Under Alternative B, non-motorized recreational opportunities would exist
throughout the WSA. However, this type of recreational use would occur
primarily within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA where outstanding
opportunities for primitive recreation and solitude exist and where wilderness
values are better protected. Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA is

projected to reach levels of 900 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on 44,431 acres designated
wilderness. The impacts of shifting this motorized recreational use to other
public lands would be negligible. On the 25,219 acres not designated
wilderness, motorized recreational use would continue to increase, reaching
projected levels of 1,850 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 44,431 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.
Included are 490 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of silver,

lead and zinc; 8,320 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

metallic minerals; 37,231 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of nonmetallic minerals; and 44,431 acres having moderate
favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration for minerals and

development of 2 underground mines located within the suitable portion of the
WSA would be foregone. Any potential for exploration of oil and gas resources
would also be foregone, however, none is expected to occur.

All lands within the 25,219 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. All potential
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mineral resources would be available for exploration and development.
Included are 710 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of silver,

lead and zinc; 2,240 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

metallic minerals; 22,979 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of nonmetallic minerals; and 25,219 acres having moderate
favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration for minerals is

projected to occur within the northwestern and southeastern nonsuitable
portions of the WSA. Development of metallic minerals is not anticipated as

more likely areas of development lie in the suitable portion of the WSA.

Development of nonmetallic minerals is unlikely. Potential exploration for

oil and gas resources would also be available; however, none is expected to
occur.

Conclusion

Mineral exploration and development of 2 underground mines would be foregone
within the portion of the WSA recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation. Exploration for minerals would occur within the portion of the
WSA recommended as nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under Alternative B, the Wood Canyon Rock Art site would receive additional
protection from surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and
development and motorized recreational use. However, interpretive signing of
this area would be precluded. Presently undiscovered sites within the

suitable portion of the WSA would receive additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities.

The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns are located in the nonsuitable portion of the

WSA. Under this alternative, the kilns would be reconstructed and

interpretive signing would be accomplished. The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns,
in addition to presently undiscovered sites, would not receive additional
protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Wood Canyon Rock Art site would receive additional protection by

precluding surface-disturbing activities. The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns

would not receive any additional protection.

Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management

Under Alternative B, 300 of the proposed 1,000 acres of vegetation
manipulation would not be accomplished. Proposed fencing of springs and

construction of a large water catchment would be accomplished. Precluding 300

acres of vegetative manipulation would not impact wildlife habitat management
as alternative sites could be located outside the suitable portion of the

WSA. A goal of reaching reasonable numbers, as identified by the Nevada

Department of Wildlife, would be obtained.
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Conclusion

Three hundred acres of vegetative manipulation would be precluded. This would

not impact the objective of managing wildlife habitat to obtain reasonable
numbers.

Impacts to Access of Recreational Areas in the Northern Springs Mountains

Range

Under Alternative B, an access route in the Wheeler Well area would not be

established. Access to current and proposed recreational developments would
be the same as it is currently.

Conclusion

There would be no impact to access in the Northern Springs Mountains Range.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under Alternative B, 2 intermittent and 8 perennial springs, located within
the recommended suitable portion of the WSA, would receive protection from

surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water quality

and quantity would result from this protection.

The 3 intermittent and 2 perennial springs located within the nonsui table

portion of the WSA would not receive protection from surface disturbance

resulting from motorized recreational use, mineral exploration and development

and vegetative manipulations. It is unlikely that water quantity of these

springs would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the

stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.

Conclusion

For those 12 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the

WSA, an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.

Alternative C

Under this alternative, 30,190 acres of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation, and 39,460 acres would be

recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.
The primary impacts under this alternative are related to the development of

mineral resources, the increase in motorized recreational use and the

resulting impacts on wilderness values over the long term.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 30,190 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
would receive special legislative protection provided by wilderness
designation. A marginal portion of the area's outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation, naturalness, and scenic
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qualities would be retained. Two of the area's most prevalent special
features (Mt. Stirling Peak and Wheeler Well Charcoal Kilns) are not included
in the suitable portion of the WSA.

Four cherrystem roads and the WSA's boundary roads would all be available for
vehicle access to the 30,190 acres designated wilderness. The suitable
portion of the WSA, including 2.5 miles of ways, would be closed to motorized
recreational use. This action would eliminate approximately 40 visits
annually of motorized recreational use that is estimated to occur within the
recommended suitable portion of the WSA at present. This would improve the
area's naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation by eliminating surface disturbance and sights and sounds from
motorized recreational activities. However, uncontrollable motorized
recreational use would have an adverse impact on wilderness values within the
immediate vicinity of the suitable area's boundaries and the cherrystem roads
that extend into the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

Development of a 10-mile long hiking trail is proposed for the suitable
portion of the WSA. This development would blend in with the surrounding
landscape, causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness.
Construction and maintenance actions of the proposed hiking trail would not
affect wilderness values in the WSA.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be withdrawn from mineral entry which would preclude mineral exploration,
thereby preserving the scenic features of the area.

The 39,460 acres not designated wilderness, including 42 miles of projected
roads associated with mineral exploration and development and 8 miles of
existing roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use. In

addition, the development of a campground at Wheeler Well would provide
camping opportunities for both motorized and non-motorized recreational
users. Motorized recreational use within the nonsui table portion of the WSA
would increase over the long term, reaching projected levels of 2,100 visits
annually.

Mineral exploration and development is expected within the northwestern and

southeastern portions of the WSA. Exploration activities in these two areas
would involve the construction of an estimated 40 miles of road, test pits and
drill pads, disturbing approximately 2,450 acres of land within the WSA. A

small underground mine with support facilities and 1 mile of access road is

anticipated for development within each of these areas of the WSA.

Approximately 80 acres of land would be disturbed from these developments.

Although the WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas

occurrence, exploration and development is not anticipated because of lack of

interest, high costs and better potential for reserves in other areas.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. Proposed wildlife projects
include fencing of existing developed springs and construction of a water
catchment. These developments would blend in with surrounding landscapes,
causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and
maintenance actions of the proposed wildlife developments would not affect
wilderness values in the WSA.
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The removal of pinyon/juniper on 750 acres of land is proposed within the

northern and southern nonsui table portions of the WSA.

Naturalness values will be lost throughout the majority (85%) of the

nonsui table area because of surface disturbance caused from mineral

exploration, mining, road construction, vegetative manipulations, development

of a recreational facility (campground) and increased motorized recreational

use. The sights and sounds from increased motorized recreational use and

mineral activity would adversely impact opportunities for solitude and

primitive and unconfined recreation throughout the nonsui table portion of the

WSA. Mt. Stirling, the main visitor attraction and point of interest for the

WSA, would become less appealing to visitors, since its natural quality would

be threatened from the mineral activity that is projected for the area.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be retained within the 30,190 acres of the WSA

recommended for wilderness designation. On the 39,460 acres not designated

wilderness, most wilderness values would be lost because of recreational

developments, increased motorized recreational use, vegetative manipulation

and mineral exploration and development. One of the major point of interest

in the area, Mt. Stirling, would be threatened by mineral activity. The

wilderness qualities on Mt. Stirling would be lost under this alternative as

they would not be afforded the protection that would be provided within a

designated wilderness area.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 30,190 acres and 2.5 miles of ways to

motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use of approximately 40

visits annually would be eliminated from this portion of the WSA. Public land

offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located

throughout the region; therefore, motorized recreational use foregone would be

absorbed within the nonsui table portion of the WSA and on surrounding public

land.

The 39,460 acres not designated wilderness would remain open for motorized

recreational use. A campground developed within the southern nonsuitable

portion of the WSA would afford recreational opportunities for both motorized

and non-motorized recreational pursuits.

Under the Alternative C, motorized recreational use would continue to increase

within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Projected levels of motorized

recreational use are estimated to reach 2,100 visits over the long term.

Construction of new roads associated with mineral and energy activity,

increased availability of off-road vehicle driving area, development of a

camping area and growth of surrounding urban/suburban populations would be

factors contributing to the increase in motorized recreational use within the

area.

Non-motorized recreational opportunities under the Alternative C would exist

throughout the WSA. However, this type of recreational use would primarily

within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA where outstanding
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opportunities for primitive recreation and solitude exist and where wilderness

values are better protected. Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA is

projected to reach levels of 700 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on the 30,190 acres designated

wilderness. The impacts of shifting this motorized recreational use to other

public lands would be negligible. On the 39,460 acres not designated

wilderness, motorized recreational use would continue to increase, reaching

projected levels of 2,100 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 30,190 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.

Included are 1,120 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

metallic minerals; 27,890 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of nonmetallic minerals; and 30,190 acres having moderate

favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration for minerals

located within the suitable portion of the WSA would be foregone. Any

potential for exploration of oil and gas resources would also be foregone,

however, none is expected to occur.

All lands within the 39,460 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness

designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. All potential

mineral resources would be available for exploration and development.

Included are 1,200 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of

silver, lead and zinc; 9,440 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of metallic minerals; 32,320 having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of nonmetallic minerals; and 39,460 having moderate favorability

for the occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration for minerals is expected

within the northwestern and southeastern nonsuitable portions of the WSA and 2

mines are projected for development. Potential exploration for oil and gas

resources would also be available, however, none is expected to occur.

Conclusion

Mineral exploration would be foregone within the portion of the WSA

recommended suitable for wilderness designation. Exploration for minerals and

development of 2 mines would occur within the portion of the WSA recommended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under Alternative C, the Wood Canyon Rock Art site would receive additional

protection from surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and

development and motorized recreational use. However, interpretive signing of

this area would be precluded. Presently undiscovered sites within the

suitable portion of the WSA would receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities.

The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns are located in the nonsuitable portion of the

WSA. Under this alternative, the kilns would be reconstructed and
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interpretive signing would be accomplished. The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns,
in addition to presently undiscovered sites, would not receive additional
protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Wood Canyon Rock Art site would receive additional protection by
precluding surface-disturbing activities. The Wheeler Pass Charcoal Kilns
would not receive any additional protection.

Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management

Under Alternative C, 250 of the proposed 1,000 acres of vegetation
manipulation would not be accomplished. Proposed fencing of springs and
construction of a large water catchment would be accomplished. Precluding 250
acres of vegetation manipulation would not impact wildlife habitat management
as alternative sites could be located outside the suitable portion of the
WSA. A goal of reaching reasonable numbers, as identified by the Nevada
Department of Wildlife, would be obtained.

Conclusion

Two hundred-fifty acres of vegetation manipulation would be precluded. This
would not impact the objective of managing wildlife habitat to obtain
reasonable numbers.

Impacts to Access of Recreational Areas in the Northern Spring Mountains
Range

Under Alternative C, an access route in the Wheeler Well area would not be
established. Access to current and proposed recreational developments would
be the same as it is currently.

Conclusion

There would be no impact to access in the Northern Spring Mountains Range.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the Proposed Action, 1 intermittent and 6 perennial springs, located
within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA, would receive protection
from surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water
quality and quantity would result from this protection.

The 4 intermittent and 4 perennial springs located within the nonsui table
portion of the WSA would not receive protection from surface disturbance
resulting from motorized recreational use, mineral exploration and development
and vegetative manipulations. It is unlikely that water quantity of these
springs would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the
stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.
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Conclusion

For those 7 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the

WSA, an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.

LaMADRE MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-412)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

Under the Proposed Action, 34,010 acres (included are 285 acres of Forest

Service land) of the LaMadre Mountains WSA would be recommended for wilderness

designation and 22,957 acres would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness

designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases

in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 34,010 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would receive special legislative protection. Special points of

interest (Turtle Mountain and Brownstone Canyon), outstanding opportunities

for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude, natural values and the

scenic features of the LaMadre ridge! ine would be retained.

Four cherrystem roads and the WSA's boundary roads would provide vehicle

access to the 34,010 acres designated wilderness. The suitable portion of the

WSA, containing 2.5 miles of cherrystem road into Brownstone Canyon, would be

closed to motorized recreational use. Designation would eliminate

approximately 50 visits of motorized recreational use presently occurring

within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA. This would improve the

area's naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation by eliminating surface disturbance and the sights and sounds from

motorized recreational activities. However, uncontrollable motorized

recreational use would have an adverse impact on wilderness values within the

immediate vicinity of the area's boundaries and the cherrystem roads that

extend into the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would

be withdrawn from mineral entry and leasing, precluding energy exploration,

thereby preserving the scenic features of the area.

The 22,957 acres not designated wilderness, containing an estimated 12 miles

of new roads constructed for mineral exploration and development and 8.5 miles

of existing roads and ways, would be open for motorized recreational use. The

Brownstone Canyon cherrystem road and any area located within the Red Rock

Canyon Recreation Lands would remain closed under 0RV designations. Motorized

recreational use within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA would increase over

the long term, reaching projected levels of 700 visits annually.
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Mineral exploration and development is expected within the northern and
northeastern nonsuitable portions of the WSA. Exploration for gypsum along
the WSA's northern border would disturb approximately 5 acres for exploratory
drilling and require construction of approximately 5 miles of road.
Development of sand and gravel deposits along the WSA's northeastern boundary
would require construction of an estimated 2 miles of road. Development
facilities would disturb 5 acres of land, and actual extraction would disturb
260 acres of land. Mining activities would disturb approximately 320 acres of
land.

Geophysical exploration is anticipated within the nonsuitable portion of the
WSA, disturbing approximately 5 acres of land. Exploration for oil and gas
would involve drilling 3 wells and constructing approximately 5 miles of road,
disturbing an estimated 30 acres of land.

Development of 11 miles of hiking trails is proposed for the WSA. The trails
would be designed to blend in with the surrounding landscape, causing minimal
distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the
proposed hiking trails would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Mo new range developments are planned in the WSA. A wildlife project
consisting of a bird guzzler is proposed. This development would blend in
with surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction from the area's
naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the proposed wildlife
development would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Naturalness values would be lost throughout the majority (801) of the
nonsuitable area because of surface disturbance caused from mineral and energy
exploration, mining, road construction and increased motorized recreational
use. The sights and sounds from increased motorized recreational use and
mineral activity would reduce opportunities for solitude and primitive and
unconfined recreation throughout the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the 34,010-acre portion of
the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. Most wilderness values would
be lost on the 22,957 acres not designated wilderness because of increased
motorized recreational use and mineral and energy exploration and development.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 34,010 acres of the WSA to motorized
recreational use. Motorized recreational use of approximately 50 visits
annually would be eliminated from this portion of the WSA. Public land
offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
throughout the region. Therefore, the motorized recreational use foregone
within the WSA would be absorbed by the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on
surrounding public land.

Under the Proposed Action, portions of the 22,957 acres recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation would be open for motorized
recreational use. The primary area within the WSA where the majority of
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off-road driving and dirt biking presently occurs is the Little Red Rock area

along the southeastern boundary. The portion of the nonsuitable area located
within the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands would remain closed to motorized
recreational use. Motorized recreational use would continue to increase
within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. The projected level of motorized
recreational use is estimated to reach 700 visits annually over the long

term. Construction of new roads associated with mineral and energy activity,
increased availability of off-road vehicle driving area, the increase in

recreational developments and facilities within close proximity of the WSA,

and the growth of surrounding urban and suburban populations would be factors
contributing to the increase in motorized recreational use within the area.

Under the Proposed Action, non-motorized recreational opportunities would
exist throughout the entire WSA. However, this type of recreational use would
occur primarily within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA where
outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation and solitude exist and
where wilderness values are better protected. Non-motorized recreational use
within the WSA is projected to reach levels of 3,500 visits annually over the

long term. The tremendous increase in use is due to the fact that the area is

one of the main outdoor recreational attractions for the rapidly growing Las

Vegas community. The WSA's unique features, opportunities for solitude and

primitive qualities are values which attract visitors seeking a quality
non-motorized recreational experience.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on the 34,010 acres recommended
suitable for wilderness designation. The impacts of shifting this motorized
recreational use to other public lands would be negligible, motorized
recreational use would continue to increase on the 22,957 acres recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation, reaching projected levels of 700

visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 34,010 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.

Included are 34,010 area having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

both nonmetallic minerals and oil and gas. Exploration and development of

mineral resources within the suitable portion of the WSA would be foregone.

However, development of mineral resources in the area is not anticipated.

Exploration of oil and gas resources involving one well and geophysical lines

would also be foregone.

All lands within the 22,957 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are

1,400 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of gypsum, 21,557
acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals

and 22,957 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of oil and

gas. Development of one mine for sand and gravel is projected for the

northeastern portion of the WSA. The northern portion of the WSA would be

explored and one mine would be developed for gypsum. Exploration for oil and

gas involving geophysical lines and the drilling of 3 wells is projected for

the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.
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Conclusion

Mineral exploration and drilling of one exploratory well for oil and gas would

be foregone within the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness
designation. The development of one mine for gypsum and one mine for sand and

gravel and drilling of 3 exploratory wells for oil and gas would occur within
the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Impacts to Cultural Resources

The significant cultural resource sites of Lost Creek, Willow Creek, LaMadre

Spring, Switchback Spring and Brownstone Canyon would receive additional

protection from surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and

development and motorized recreational use. The cultural resource management
plan for Brownstone Canyon could not be fully implemented, since interpretive

signing and trail construction would be precluded. Interpretive signing and

trail construction would also be foregone at lost Creek and Willow Creek. Any

presently undiscovered sites within the suitable portion of the WSA would

receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

The White Rock Spring and Sandstone Quarry cultural resource sites, as well as

any presently undiscovered sites, would not receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Lost Creek, Willow Creek, LaMadre Spring, Switchback Spring and Brownstone

Canyon cultural resource sites would receive additional protection by

precluding surface-disturbing activities. White Rock Spring and Sandstone

Quarry would receive no additional protection.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the Proposed Action, 6 intermittent and 18 perennial springs located

within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA would receive protection

from surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water

quality and quantity would result from this protection.

The 1 intermittent and 5 perennial springs located within the nonsuitable

portion of the WSA would receive no protection from surface disturbance
resulting from mineral activities, oil and gas exploration and development and

motorized recreational use. It is unlikely that water quantity of these

springs would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the

stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.

There are 6 springs within the portion of the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands

that receives protection from surface-disturbing activities. These springs

would maintain current water quality and quantity stability.

Conclusion

For those 4 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the

WSA, an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.
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Adverse Impacts Which Cannot Be Avoided

On the 34,010 acres designated wilderness, the only unavoidable adverse
impacts would be the loss of entry to metallic minerals.

On the 22,957 acres designated nonwilderness, the unavoidable adverse impacts
would be those associated with the loss of wilderness values from mineral
exploration and development. Some of these impacts may be reduced by careful
examination and mitigating stipulations in approved Notices of Intent and
Plans of Operations.

Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of Man's Environment and the
Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity

On the 34,010 acres designated wilderness, the wilderness values would be
protected, except in areas of valid discoveries.

On the 22,957 acres not designated wilderness, all present uses would
continue. Motorized recreational use and mineral exploration and development
would reduce wilderness values.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

On the 34,010 acres designated wilderness, no irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of wilderness values is expected, except in areas of valid
discoveries.

On the 22,957 acres designated nonwilderness, mineral exploration and
development would create an irreversible commitment of wilderness resources.

All Wilderness

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, 56,957 acres (included are 724 acres of
Forest Service land) of public land in the LaMadre Mountains WSA would be
recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to mineral withdrawals and
off-road motorized vehicle closure and the resulting effects on mineral
exploration and development, motorized recreational use and protection of
wilderness values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be recommended for
wilderness designation, and all wilderness values would be protected by
legislative mandate. Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be retained
throughout the majority of the WSA.

The WSA's boundary roads and existing 4 miles of cherrystem roads would be
available for vehicle access to the area. The cherrystem road into Brownstone
Canyon would remain closed under 0RV designation. The 56,967-acre area,
containing 4 miles of ways, would be closed to motorized recreational use,
eliminating approximately 200 visits of motorized recreational use annually.
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This would improve the area's naturalness and enhance opportunities for
solitude and primitive recreation by eliminating surface disturbance and the
sights and sounds from motorized recreational use and mineral activities.
However, uncontrollable motorized recreational use along the WSA's boundary
and cherrystem roads and the accessible southeastern portion of the WSA (10%
of the WSA) would adversely impact opportunities for solitude within the
immediate vicinity of these areas, and naturalness would slowly deteriorate
over time.

Subject to valid existing rights, wilderness designation would withdraw the
area from mineral entry. Energy exploration would be precluded from the area,
thereby preserving scenic features throughout the majority of the WSA.

Gypsum mining claims located along the northern boundary would prove valid
before wilderness designation of the WSA. Exploration of these claims would
disturb approximately 5 acres for exploratory drilling and involve
construction of approximately 5 miles of road. Development facilities would
disturb 5 acres of land, and actual extraction would disturb 260 acres of land.

This mining activity would adversely impact wilderness values within the
northern portion (5%) of the WSA. The natural landscape and opportunities for
solitude and primitive recreation that exist within this area would be lost.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. A wildlife project
consisting of a bird guzzler is proposed. Construction and maintenance of the
guzzler would not affect wilderness values in the WSA. The development would
blend in with the surrounding landscape, causing minimal distraction from the
area's naturalness.

Development of 11 miles of hiking trails is proposed for the WSA. The trails
would be designed to blend in with the surrounding landscape, causing minimal
distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the
proposed hiking trails would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the majority of the WSA.
Wilderness values that exist within the northern portion of the WSA would be
lost due to mineral exploration of valid mining claims.

Impacts on Recreational Resources

Wilderness designation would close the 56,967-acre LaMadre Mountains WSA to
all forms of motorized recreational use. Approximately 200 visits of

motorized recreational use would be eliminated annually from the WSA. Public
land offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone in the
WSA would be absorbed by surrounding public lands.

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, opportunities for non-motorized
recreational pursuits would be enhanced by eliminating motorized vehicle:,

within the WSA. This use would continue to increase, reaching a projected
level of 3,700 visits annually over the long term. This tremendous increase

»s
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in use is due to the fact that the area is one of the main outdoor

recreational attractions for the rapidly-growing Las Vegas community. The

WSA's unique features, opportunities for solitude and primitive qualities are

values which attract those visitors seeking a quality non-motorized

recreational experience-

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use of approximately 200 visits annually would be

foregone from the WSA. The impacts of shifting this use to other public lands

would be negligible. Opportunities for non-motorized recreational pursuits

would be enhanced under this alternative, and use would continue to increase

over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

Subject to valid existing rights, all lands within the LaMadre Mountains WSA

would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing. Included are

1,400 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of gypsum, 54,843

acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals,

and 56,967 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of oil and

gas. The development of one mine for sand and gravel; and geophysical

exploration and the drilling of 4 wells for oil and gas within the WSA would

be foregone. Gypsum claims along the northern boundary would prove valid,

initiating the development of one mine within the WSA.

Conclusion

Development of one mine and exploration of oil and gas within the WSA would be

foregone. One mine would be developed for valid gypsum claims.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, all significant cultural resource sites

would receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities such as

mineral exploration and development and motorized recreational use. These

sites include Lost Creek, Willow Creek, Brownstone Canyon, White Rock Springs,

LaMadre Spring and Sandstone Quarry. Any presently undiscovered sites would

also receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

The cultural resource management plan for Brownstone Canyon could not be fully

implemented, since interpretive signing and trail construction would be

precluded. Interpretive signing and trail construction would also be foregone

for Lost Creek and Willow Creek.

Conclusion

Significant cultural resource sites of Lost Creek, Willow Creek, Brownstone

Canyon, White Rock Spring, LaMadre Spring and Sandstone Quarry would receive

additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, all 7 intermittent and 29 perennial

springs located within the WSA would receive protection from
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surface-disturbing activities caused by mineral and energy exploration and
development and motorized recreational use. Increased stability of current
water quality and quantity would result from this protection.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, an increase in water quality and
quantity stability would occur due to a decrease in surface-disturbing
activities.

No Wilderness Alternative

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the entire 56,967 acres of the LaMadre
Mountains WSA would be recommended as nonsui table for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to exploration and
development of mineral and energy resources and motorized recreational use anddevelopment of mineral and energy resources
the resulting impacts on wilderness values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

The entire WSA would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation and
none of the wilderness values on 56,967 acres would receive the special

legislative protection provided by wilderness designation.

Mineral exploration and development is expected within the northern and
northeastern portions of the WSA. Exploration and development of gypsum
claims along the northern boundary would occur. Exploration would require an

estimated 5 miles of newly-constructed road and would disturb approximately 5

acres of land for drilling. Development facilities would disturb 5 acres of

land, and actual extraction would disturb 260 acres of land.

Development of sand and gravel deposits is anticipated within the northeastern
portion of the WSA. This development would require construction of

approximately 2 miles of road and would disturb an estimated 320 acres for the

mining operations.

Exploration for oil and gas is expected to occur in the form of geophysical
methods and exploratory wells. Surface disturbance from geophysical
exploration would be minimal, disturbing approximately 5 acres of land.

Exploratory drilling would require 4 wells and construction of approximately
6.5 miles of road, disturbing an estimated 39.5 acres.

A major portion of the WSA, containing approximately 13.5 miles of roads

constructed for mineral exploration and development and 10.5 miles of existing
roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational use. The
Brownstone Canyon cherry stem road and lands within the Red Rock Canyon
Recreation Lands would remain closed under ORV designation. Motorized
recreational use within the WSA would increase over the long term, reaching
projected levels of 700 visits annually.

Development of 11 miles of hiking trails is proposed for the WSA. The trails
would be designed to blend in with the surrounding landscape, causing minimal
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distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the
proposed hiking trails would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. A wildlife project
consisting of a bird guzzler is proposed. This development would blend in

with surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction from the area's
naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the guzzler would not affect
wilderness values in the WSA.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, increased motorized recreational use,

construction of new roads, increased mineral and energy exploration and
development and increased off-road vehicle travel would reduce wilderness
values within a large portion (55%) of the WSA. Naturalness values and scenic
qualities would be lost within most of this area because of these
surface-disturbing activities. Motorized recreational use would continue to

increase within the WSA as new roads are constructed and more areas become
accessible to off-road vehicle travel. Sights and sounds from increased
motorized recreational traffic and mineral activities would eliminate
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation within a major
portion of the WSA. However, naturalness values and opportunities for
solitude and primitive recreation would be retained within portions (45%) of

the WSA. Wilderness values would prevail in those areas where mineral
exploration and development are unlikely to occur, where rugged terrain
restricts motorized recreational use, and within the Red Rock Canyon
Recreation Lands.

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the wilderness values of naturalness and

outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be lost
within a major portion of the LaMadre Mountains WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

The majority (55%) of the WSA would be open for motorized recreational use.

Existing roads and ways, newly constructed roads and areas with unrestrictive
terrain would provide vehicle access within this area. The Red Rock Canyon
Recreation Lands and Brownstone Canyon would remain closed to motorized
recreational use.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, motorized recreational use would continue

to increase within the WSA. Projected levels of motorized recreational use is

estimated to reach 700 visits annually over the long term. Construction of

new roads associated with mineral and energy activities, increased
availability of off-road vehicle driving areas, the increase in recreational
developments and facilities within close proximity of the WSA, and the growth

of surrounding urban and suburban populations would be factors contributing to

the increase in motorized recreational use within the area.

Adverse impacts on non-motorized recreational use would occur under the No

Wilderness Alternative since areas within the WSA which provide primitive and

unconfined types of recreation would be reduced. However, areas within the

WSA most favorable to non-motorized recreational pursuits would be retained.

These areas include the portion of the WSA that is part of the Red Rock Canyon
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Recreation Lands, areas where terrain restricts motorized vehicle use and

areas where mineral and energy exploration and development are not expected to

occur.

Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA is projected to reach levels of

3,500 visits annually over the long term. This tremendous increase in use is

due to the fact that the area is one of the main outdoor recreational

attractions for the rapidly-growing Las Vegas community. The WSA's unique

features, opportunities for solitude and primitive qualities are values which

attract those visitors seeking a quality non-motorized recreational experience.

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, recreational use within the WSA is

projected to reach levels of 4,200 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the LaMadre Mountains WSA would remain open for mineral entry

and leasing. Included are 1,400 acres having high favorability for the

occurrence of gypsum, 54,843 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of nonmetallic minerals and 56,967 acres having moderate
favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources

within the WSA would be available for exploration and development.

Exploration and development of sand and gravel resources within the

northeastern portion of the WSA would initiate the development of one mine.

Exploration of gypsum claims within the northern portion of the WSA would

initiate the development of one gypsum mine. Exploration for oil and gas

involving cross-country geophysical lines and drilling of 4 exploratory wells

is projected, however, no development of these resources is anticipated.

Conclusion

Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration

and development. One mine for gypsum and one mine for sand and gravel would

be developed within the WSA. Exploration drilling of 4 wells for oil and gas

is anticipated to occur within the WSA.

Impacts to Cultural Resources

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, none of the significant cultural resource

sites would receive any additional protection from surface-disturbing

activities. These sites include Lost Creek, Willow Creek, Brownstone Canyon,

White Rock Spring, LaMadre Spring and Sandstone Quarry.

The cultural resource management plan for Brownstone Canyon, which includes

trail development and interpretive signing, would be fully implemented.

Interpretive signing and trail construction would also be implemented at Lost

Creek and Willow Creek.

Any presently undiscovered sites would receive no additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities.
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Conclusion

The Lost Creek, Willow Creek, Brownstone Canyon, White Rock Springs, LaMadre

Spring and Sandstone Quarry cultural resource sites would receive no

additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts of Water Resources

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 7 intermittent and 23 perennial springs

would receive no protection from surface-disturbing activities resulting from

development of mining claims, oil and gas exploration and development and

motorized recreational use. It is unlikely that water quantity would be

impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the stated

surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.

The 6 springs within the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands area of the WSA

would maintain current water quality and quantity stability since these lands

would continue to receive protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

Thirty-six springs located within the WSA would receive no additional

protection from surface-disturbing activities under the No Wilderness

Alternative.

Alternative A

Under this alternative, 44,388 acres of the LaMadre Mountains WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation and 12,579 acres would be

recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases

in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

All wilderness values on the 44,388 acres (included are 285 acres of Forest

Service land) recommended suitable for wilderness designation would receive

the special legislative protection provided by wilderness designation. Areas

with special points of interest, outstanding opportunities for primitive and

unconfined recreation and solitude and most natural values and scenic features

would be retained.

Four cherrystem roads and the WSA's boundary roads would provide vehicle

access to the 44,388 acres recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

The suitable portion of the WSA, containing 2.5 miles of cherrystem road into

Brownstone Canyon, would be closed to motorized recreational use, eliminating

approximately 70 visits of motorized recreational use annually. This would

improve the area's naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation by eliminating surface disturbance and the sights and

sounds from motorized recreational activities. However, uncontrollable
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motorized recreational use would reduce wilderness values within the immediate

vicinity of the suitable area's boundaries and the cherrystem roads extending

into the recommended suitable portion of the WSA.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would

be withdrawn from mineral entry and leasing, precluding energy exploration and

thereby preserving the area's scenic features.

The 12,579 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation, including

9.5 miles of roads constructed for mineral exploration and development and 9

miles of existing roads and ways, would remain open for motorized recreational

use. The Brownstone Canyon cherrystem road and lands located within the Red

Rock Canyon Recreation Lands would remain closed under ORV designations.

Motorized recreational use within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA would

increase over the long term, reaching projected levels of 500 visits annually.

Mineral exploration and development is expected within the northern and

northeastern nonsuitable portions of the WSA. Exploration for gypsum along

the WSA's northern border would disturb approximately 5 acres for exploratory

drilling and involve the construction of approximately 5 miles of road.

Development facilities would disturb 5 acres of land, and actual extraction

would disturb 260 acres of land. Development of sand and gravel deposits

along the WSA's northeastern boundary would require construction of an

estimated 2 miles of road and the disturbance of approximately 320 acres for

mining activities.

Geophysical exploration is anticipated within the nonsuitable portion of the

WSA, disturbing approximately 5 acres of land. Exploratory drilling for oil

and gas would involve 1 well and construction of 2.5 miles of road, disturbing

a total of 12.5 acres.

Development of 11 miles of hiking trails is proposed for the WSA. The trails

would be designed to blend in with the surrounding landscape, causing minimal

distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance actions

of the proposed hiking trails would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. A wildlife project

consisting of a bird guzzler is proposed. This development would blend in

with surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction from the area's

naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the guzzler would not affect

wilderness values in the WSA.

Naturalness values would be lost throughout the majority (95%) of the

nonsuitable area by the surface disturbance caused from mineral and energy

exploration, road construction, and increased motorized recreational use. The

sights and sounds from increased motorized recreational use and mineral

activities would adversely impact opportunities for solitude and primitive and

unconfined recreation throughout the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be retained within the 44,388-acre portion of

the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. Most wilderness values would
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be lost on the 12,579 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation
because of increased motorized recreational use and mineral and energy
exploration and development.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 44,388 acres of the WSA to motorized
recreational use. Motorized recreational use of approximately 70 visits
annually would be eliminated from this portion of the WSA. Public land
offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone within
the WSA would be absorbed by the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on

surrounding public land.

Under Alternative A, portions of the 12,579 acres recommended nonsuitable for
wilderness designation would remain open for motorized recreational use. The
primary area within the WSA where the majority of off-road vehicle driving and
dirt biking occurs is the Little Red Rock area along the southeastern
boundary. The portion of the nonsuitable area located within the Red Rock
Canyon Recreation Lands would remain closed to motorized recreational use

under ORV designations. Motorized recreational use would continue to increase
within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Projected levels of motorized
recreational use is estimated to reach 500 visits annually over the long

term. Construction of new roads associated with mineral and energy activity,
increased availability of off-road vehicle driving area, the increase in

recreational developments and facilities within close proximity of the WSA,

and the growth of surrounding urban and suburban populations would be factors
contributing to the increase in motorized recreational use within the area.

Under Alternative A, non-motorized recreational opportunities would exist
throughout the WSA. However, this type of recreational use would occur
primarily within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA where outstanding
opportunities for primitive recreation and solitude exist and where wilderness
values are better protected. Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA is

projected to reach levels of 3,700 visits annually over the long term. This

tremendous increase in use is due to the fact that the area is one of the main
outdoor recreational attractions for the rapidly growing Las Vegas community
The WSA's unique features, opportunities for solitude and primitive qualities

are values which attract those visitors seeking a quality non-motorized
recreational experience.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on 44,388 acres recommended
suitable for wilderness designation. The impacts of shifting this motorized
recreational use to other public lands would be negligible. Motorized
recreational use would continue to increase on the 12,579 acres recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation, reaching projected levels of 500

visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 44,388 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.
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Included are 44,388 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

nonmetallic minerals and oil and gas. Potential exploration and development
of any nonmetallic resources within this portion of the WSA would be

foregone. Geophysical exploration for and the drilling of 3 wells for oil and
gas would also be foregone.

All lands within the 12,579 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are

1,400 acres having high favorability for the occurrence of gypsum and 11,179
acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals
and oil and gas. Exploration and development of one mine for sand and gravel

would occur within the northeastern portion of the nonsuitable area.
Exploration for and development of one gypsum mine would occur within the
northern portion of the WSA. Exploration for oil and gas involving
cross-country geophysical lines and the drilling of one well is projected for
the nonsuitable portion of the WSA, however, development is unlikely.

Conclusion

Geophysical exploration and exploratory drilling of 3 wells for oil and gas

would be foregone within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA. One

mine for gypsum and one mine for sand and gravel are projected for development
within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. The drilling of one exploratory
well for oil and gas is also projected to occur within the portion of the WSA
recommend as nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Impacts to Cultural Resources

Significant cultural resource sites of Lost Creek, Willow Creek, LaMadre
Spring, Switchback Spring and Brownstone Canyon would receive additional
protection from surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and

development and motorized recreational use. The cultural resource management
plan for Brownstone Canyon could not be fully implemented, since interpretive
signing and trail construction would be precluded. Interpretive signing and

trail construction would also be foregone for Lost Creek and Willow Creek.
Any presently undiscovered sites within the suitable portion of the WSA would
receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

The White Rock Spring and Sandstone Quarry cultural resource sites, as well as

any presently undiscovered sites, would receive no additional protection from
surface-di sturbi ng acti vi ti es

.

Conclusion

The Lost Creek, Willow Creek, LaMadre Spring, Switchback Spring and Brownstone
Canyon cultural resource sites v/ould receive additional protection by

precluding surface-disturbing activities. White Rock Spring and Sandstone
Quarry would not receive additional protection.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the Proposed Action, 7 intermittent and 22 perennial springs, located
within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA, would receive protection
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from surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water

quality and quantity would result from this protection.

The 1 perennial spring located within the nonsui table portion of the WSA would

not receive protection from surface disturbance resulting from mineral

activities and motorized recreational use. It is unlikely that water quantity

of this spring would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if

the stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to this

spring.

Six springs in the WSA lie within the portion of the Red Rock Canyon

Recreation Lands that receives protection from surface-disturbing activities.

These springs would maintain current water quality and quantity stability.

Conclusion

For those 29 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the

WSA, an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.

PINE CREEK WSA (NV-050-414)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

Under the Proposed Action, 22,652 acres (included are 618 acres outside the

WSA) of the Pine Creek WSA would be recommended for wilderness designation and

1,966 acres would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases

in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 22,652 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would receive special legislative protection. Special points of

interest (Pine Creek, Ice Box Canyon and Lost Canyon), outstanding

opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude, most

naturalness values and the scenic features of the east-facing escarpment would

be retained.

One cherrystem road and the WSA's boundary roads would provide vehicle access

to the 22,652 acres designated wilderness. The suitable portion of the WSA,

containing .5 mile of way, would be closed to motorized recreational use.

Approximately 80 visits of motorized recreational use presently occurring

within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA would be eliminated. This

would improve the area's naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation by eliminating surface disturbance and the sights and

sounds from motorized recreational activities. However, uncontrollable

motorized recreational use would have an impact on wilderness values within

the immediate vicinity of the access road, the suitable area's boundaries and

the cherrystem road that extending into the recommended suitable portion of

the WSA.
*
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Development of 12 miles of hiking trails is proposed for the WSA. This
development would blend in with the surrounding landscape, causing minimal
distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the
proposed hiking trail would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Subject to valid existing rights, the portion of the WSA recommended suitable
for wilderness designation would be withdrawn from mineral entry and leasing,
precluding energy exploration and thereby preserving the area's scenic
features.

A portion of the 1,966 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation would remain open for motorized recreational use. The portion of
the WSA that is part of the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands would remain
closed under ORV designation. Motorized recreational use within the
nonsuitable portion of the WSA is projected to reach 100 visits annually over
the long term.

No mineral development or oil and gas exploration is anticipated to occur
within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Naturalness values would be lost on approximately 10% of the nonsuitable area
by increased motorized recreational use. Naturalness values on the remaining
portion of the nonsuitable area would be protected from adverse impacts
relating to this use since this area lies within the Red Rock Canyon
Recreation Lands where motorized recreational use is restricted to existing
roads. Therefore, only uncontrolled use would occur in this area.

Within portions of the nonsuitable area, outstanding opportunities for
primitive recreation and solitude would be retained since restrictions on
motorized recreational use would help protect these wilderness values from
adverse impacts.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the 22,652-acre portion of
the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. Because of increased
motorized recreational use on a portion of the 1,966 acres recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation, some wilderness values would be lost.
However, most wilderness values would be retained on the portion of the
nonsuitable area that lies within the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 22,652 acres, including .5 mile of existing
ways, to motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use of
approximately 80 visits annually would be eliminated from this portion of the
WSA. Public land providing similar opportunities for motorized recreational
use is located throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use
foregone would be absorbed on surrounding public land.

Recreational facilities proposed for construction on the 618 additional acres
recommended suitable for wilderness designation would not be developed.
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However, proposed recreational facilities could be developed on nearby public

lands outside the designated wilderness boundary.

Under the Proposed Action, a small portion of the 1,966 acres recommendedd

nonsuitable for wilderness designation would remain open for motorized
recreational use. The portion of the nonsuitable area located within the Red

Rock Canyon Recreation Lands would remain closed to motorized recreational use

under ORV designations. Projected levels of motorized recreational use are

estimated to reach 100 visits annually over the long term. Increased

availability of off-road vehicle driving area and the growth of surrounding

urban and suburban populations would be factors contributing to the increase

in motorized recreational use within the area.

Under the Proposed Action, non-motorized recreational opportunities would

exist throughout the entire WSA. However, this type of recreational use

would occur primarily within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA where

outstanding opportunities for primitive recreation and solitude exist and

where wilderness values are better protected. Non-motorized recreational use

within the WSA is projected to reach levels of 4,500 visits annually over the

long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on the 22,652 acres recommended

suitable for wilderness designation. The impacts of shifting this motorized

recreational use to other public lands would be negligible. On the 1,966

acres not designated wilderness, motorized recreational use would reach

projected levels of 100 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 22,652 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.

Included are 22,652 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

both nonmetallic minerals and oil and gas. Exploration of nonmetallic

minerals is not envisioned due to constraints imposed by the Red Rock Canyon

Recreation Lands located along the eastern half of the WSA and excessive

transportation costs associated with development of those resources located

within the western portion of the WSA. Exploration for oil and gas involving

2 wells and cross-country geophysical lines would be foregone.

All lands within the 1,966 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness

designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are

1,966 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of both

nonmetallic minerals and oil and gas. Any potential for the exploration or

development of these resources could occur within the nonsuitable portion of

the WSA, however, none is anticipated.

Conclusion

Potential exploration for nonmetallic minerals and exploration of oil and gas

involving cross-country geophysical lines and 2 wells would be foregone within
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the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

Within the portion of the WSA recommended nonsuitable, exploration and

development of nonmetallic minerals and oil and gas is not anticipated.

Impacts to Cultural Resources

Under the Proposed Action, the Rainbow Springs portion of the Bootleg/Rainbow
Springs archeological complex would receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and development and

motorized recreational use. Test excavations would be conducted in this

archeological complex. Any presently undiscovered sites in the suitable

portion of the WSA would receive additional protection from surface-disturbing

activities.

The remainder of the Bootleg/Rainbow Springs complex from Bootleg Spring

south, the Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon site and any presently
undiscovered sites would not receive additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities. Access for potential oil and gas exploration
would likely pass through Bootleg Spring. Test excavations and interpretive
signing would be conducted at the Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon site.

Conclusion

The northern tip of the Bootleg/Rainbow Springs archeological complex would

receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities. The

southern portion of the complex and the Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon

site would not receive any additional protection.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the Proposed Action, 1 intermittent and 2 perennial springs located

within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA would receive protection

from surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water

quality and quantity would result from this protection.

The 1 perennial spring located within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA would

receive no protection from surface disturbance resulting from mineral

activities and motorized recreational use. It is unlikely that water quantity

of this spring would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if

the stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to this

spring.

Fourteen springs in the WSA lie within the portion of the Red Rock Canyon
Recreation Lands that receives protection from surface-disturbing activities.

These springs would maintain current water quality and quantity stability.

Conclusion

For those 3 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the

WSA, an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.
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Adverse Impacts Which Cannot Be Avoided

On the 22,652 acres designated wilderness, the only unavoidable adverse
impacts would be the loss of entry to minerals.

On the 1,966 acres designated nonwilderness, the unavoidable adverse impacts
would be those associated with the loss of wilderness values from mineral
exploration and development. Some of these impacts may be reduced by careful
examination and mitigating stipulations in approved Notices of Intent and
Plans of Operations.

Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of Man's Environment and the
Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity

On the 22,652 acres designated wilderness, the wilderness values would be
protected, except in areas of valid discoveries.

On the 1,966 acres not designated wilderness, all present uses would
continue. Motorized recreational use and mineral exploration and development
would reduce wilderness values.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

On the 22,652 acres designated wilderness, no irreversible or irretrievable
commitments of wilderness values is expected, except in areas of valid
discoveries.

On the 1,966 acres designated nonwilderness, mineral exploration and
development would create an irreversible commitment of wilderness resources.

All Wilderness

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, 24,000 acres of public land in the Pine
Creek WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to mineral and energy
withdrawals and off-road motorized vehicle closure in the designated
wilderness and the resulting effects on mineral and energy exploration and
development, motorized recreational use and the protection of wilderness
values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be recommended
suitable for wilderness designation and all wilderness values would be
protected by legislative mandate. Wilderness values of naturalness and
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be
retained in the WSA.

The WSA's boundary roads and 2 miles of cherrystem road would be available for
vehicle access to the area. The 24,000-acre area, containing .5 mile of way,
would be closed to motorized recreational use, eliminating approximately 100
visits of motorized recreational annually. This would improve the area's
naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation by
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eliminating surface disturbance and the sights and sounds from motorized

recreational use and mineral activities. However, uncontrollable motorized

recreational use along the WSA's boundary roads and the cherrystem road (5% of

the WSA) would impact opportunities for solitude within the immediate vicinity

of these areas, and naturalness would slowly deteriorate over time.

Wilderness designation would withdraw the WSA from mineral entry and leasing,

which would preclude energy exploration and development, thereby preserving

the scenic features of the area.

No new range developments or wildlife projects are planned in the WSA.

Development of 12 miles of hiking trails is proposed for the WSA. This

development would blend in with the surrounding landscape, causing minimal

distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the

proposed hiking trail would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be retained within the WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close the 24,000-acre Pine Creek WSA to all forms

of motorized recreational use, eliminating approximately 100 visits of

motorized recreational use annually. Public land offering similar

opportunities for motorized recreational use is located throughout the

region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone in the WSA would be

absorbed on surrounding public lands.

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, opportunities for non-motorized

recreational pursuits would be enhanced by the elimination of motorized

vehicles within the WSA. This use would continue to increase, reaching a

projected level of 4,500 visits annually over the long term. This tremendous

increase in use is due to the fact that the area is one of the main outdoor

recreational attractions for the rapidly growing Las Vegas community. The

WSA's unique features, opportunities for solitude and primitive qualities are

values which attract those visitors seeking a quality non-motorized

recreational experience.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use of 100 visits annually would be foregone from the

WSA. The impacts of shifting this use to other public lands would be

negligible. Opportunities for non-motorized recreational pursuits would be

enhanced under this alternative, and use would continue to increase over the

long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the Pine Creek WSA would be withdrawn from all forms of

mineral entry and leasing. Included are 24,000 acres having moderate

favorability for the occurrence of sand and gravel, silica deposits,
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limestone, dolomite and building stone and 24,000 acres having moderate
favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration of the
aforementioned nonmetallic resources is not anticipated within the WSA due to
constraints imposed by the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands and excessive
transportation costs associated with the development of these resources.
Exploration for oil and gas involving cross-country geophysical lines and the
drilling of 2 exploratory wells would be foregone within the WSA under the All

Wilderness Alternative.

Conclusion

Any potential exploration for nonmetallic minerals and exploration for oil and
gas, involving cross-country geophysical lines and 2 exploratory wells, would
be foregone under the All Wilderness Alternative.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the Bootleg/Rainbow Springs
archeological complex and the Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon site
would receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities such as
mineral exploration and development and motorized recreational use. Access
for potential oil and gas exploration would likely pass through Bootleg
Spring. Test excavations at both of these sites would be conducted. Any
presently undiscovered sites would receive additional protection from
surface-di sturbi ng activities.

Conclusion

The Bootleg/Rainbow Springs archeological complex and Lone Grapevine
Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon site would receive additional protection by precluding
surface-di sturbi ng acti vi ties

.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, all 6 intermittent and 12 perennial
springs located within the WSA would receive protection from
surface-disturbing activities resulting from mineral and energy exploration
and development and motorized recreational use. Increased stability of

current water quality and quantity would result from this protection.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, an increase in water quality and
quantity stability would occur due to a decrease in surface-disturbing
activities.

No Wilderness Alternative

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the entire 24,000 acres of the Pine Creek
WSA would be recommended as nonsui table for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the exploration and

development of oil and gas and motorized recreational use and the resulting

impacts on wilderness values.
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Impacts on Wilderness Values

The entire WSA would be recommended nonsui table for wilderness designation and

none of the wilderness values on 24,000 acres would receive special

legislative protection.

No mineral exploration or development is anticipated within the WSA because of

an assumed lack of discovery, constraints imposed by the Red Rock Canyon

Recreation Lands and excessive transportation costs.

Geophysical exploration anticipated within the WSA, would disturb an estimated

20 acres within the area. Exploratory drilling for oil and gas would involve

2 wells and construction of approximately 3 miles of access road, creating an

estimated 19 acres of surface disturbance. Facilities for producing wells

would be construction on the confines of the exploratory well pads.

The western portion of the WSA, containing 3 miles of roads constructed for

mineral exploration and .5 mile of existing way, would be open for motorized

recreational use. The portion of the WSA that lies within the Red Rock Canyon

Recreation Lands would remain closed under ORY designations. Motorized

recreational use within the WSA would increase over the long term, reaching

projected levels of 300 visits annually.

Mo wildlife or range projects and developments are proposed for the WSA.

Development of 12 miles of hiking trails is proposed for the WSA. This

development would blend in with the surrounding landscape, causing minimal

distraction from the area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the

proposed hiking trail would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, increased motorized recreational use,

construction of new roads and oil and gas exploration activities would impact

wilderness values within the western portion of the WSA. Naturalness values

and scenic qualities would be lost within most of this area by these

surface-disturbing activities. Motorized recreational use would continue to

increase within the WSA as new roads are constructed and more areas become

accessible to off-road vehicle travel. Sights and sounds from increased

motorized recreational use and energy exploration and development activities

would eliminate outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation within the western portion of the WSA. However, naturalness

values, opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation and unique scenic

features could be retained within portions (60%) of the WSA. Wilderness

values would be retained on those areas where oil and gas exploration and

development are unlikely to occur, where rugged terrain restricts motorized

recreational use and within the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands.

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the wilderness values of naturalness and

outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be lost

within the western portion of the Pine Creek WSA.
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Impacts on Recreation Resources

The western portion of the WSA would be open for motorized recreational use.
Existing ways, newly constructed roads and areas with unrestrictive terrain
would provide vehicle access into the area. The Red Rock Canyon Recreation
Lands would remain closed to motorized recreational use.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, motorized recreational use would continue
to increase within the WSA. Projected levels of motorized recreational use
are estimated to reach 300 visits annually over the long term. The
construction of new roads associated with energy exploration and development
activities, increased availability of off-road vehicle driving areas and the
growth of surrounding urban and suburban populations would be factors
contributing to the increase in motorized recreational use within the area.

Adverse impacts on non-motorized recreational use would occur under the No
Wilderness Alternative as areas within the WSA which provide primitive and
unconfined types of recreation are reduced. However, the portions of the WSA
most favorable to non-motorized recreational pursuits would be retained.
These areas include the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands, the portions of the
WSA where terrain restricts motorized vehicle use and areas where energy
exploration and development is not expected to occur.

Non-motorized recreational use levels within the WSA are projected to reach
4,300 visits annually over the long term. This tremendous increase in use is
due to the fact that the area is one of the main outdoor recreational
attractions for the rapidly-growing Las Vegas community. The WSA's unique
features, opportunities for solitude and primitive qualities are values which
attract those visitors seeking a quality non-motorized recreational experience.

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, recreational use within the WSA is
projected to reach levels of 4,600 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the Pine Creek WSA would remain open for mineral entry and
leasing. Included are 24,000 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of sand and gravel, silica deposits, limestone, dolomite and
building stone and 24,000 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would
be available for exploration and development. Exploration of the
aforementioned nonmetallic resources is not anticipated within the WSA due to
constraints imposed by the Red Rock Canyon Recreation Lands and excessive
transportation costs associated with the development of these resources.
Exploration for oil and gas involving cross-country geophysical lines and
drilling of 2 exploratory wells is projected to occur within the WSA.

Conclusion

Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration
and development. Exploration drilling for oil and gas is anticipated to occur
within the WSA.
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Impacts to Cultural Resources

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the Bootleg/Rainbow Springs archeological

complex and the Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon site would not receive

additional protection from surface-disturbing activities such as mineral

exploration and development and motorized recreational use. Test excavations

at both of these sites would be conducted. Interpretive signing would be

implemented at the Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon site. Any presently

undiscovered sites would receive no additional protection from

surface-di sturbi ng acti vi ti es

.

Conclusion

The Bootleg/Rainbow Springs complex and Lone Grapevine Spring/Scrub Oak Canyon

site would not receive additional protection by precluding surface-disturbing

activities.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, 1 intermittent and 3 perennial springs

would not receive protection from surface-disturbing activities resulting from

oil and gas exploration and motorized recreational use. It is unlikely that

water quantity would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if

the stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these

springs.

The 14 intermittent and perennial springs within the Red Rock Canyon

Recreation Lands portion of the WSA would maintain current water quality and

quantity stability, since these lands would continue to receive protection

from surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

Four springs located within the WSA would not receive additional protection

from surface-disturbing activities under the No Wilderness Alternative.

NORTH McCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-425)

Proposed Action (No Wilderness)

Under the Proposed Action, the entire 47,166 acres of the North McCul lough

Mountains WSA would be recommended nonsui table for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the exploration and

development of mineral and energy resources and motorized recreational use and

the resulting impacts on wilderness values over the long term.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

The entire WSA would be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation and

none of the wilderness values on 47,166 acres would receive special

legislative protection.
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No exploration or development of mineral resources is anticipated within the
WSA. Although the potential for occurrence of oil and gas within the WSA is

moderate, no exploration or development is anticipated because of high
industry costs and better potential for finds in other areas.

The WSA would remain open to motorized types of recreation. Motorized
recreational use is anticipated to increase from 300 to 600 visits annually
depending on the growth and development of nearby urban areas.

Sights, sounds and surface disturbance from motorized recreational use would
have an adverse impact on solitude, primitive recreation and naturalness
values. Most of the impacts on these wilderness values would take place
within the western and northern portions of the WSA (40%). Rugged terrain
within the central and eastern portions of the WSA impedes vehicular travel,
therefore, motorized recreational use tends to be concentrated in limited
geographical areas within the WSA.

Primitive and unconfined recreational opportunities would continue to exist
within portions of the WSA under the No Wilderness Alternative, but to a much
lesser degree than would exist under wilderness designation.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. Three wildlife water
projects would be constructed. These developments would blend in with
surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction to the area's
naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the proposed wildlife
developments would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be lost throughout most of the North McCullough
Mountains WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Under the Proposed Action, the WSA would remain open to motorized recreational
use. The WSA's restrictive terrain, however, would limit most of this use to

the northern and western portions of the area (40%). Motorized recreational
use is projected to reach 600 visits annually over the long term.

Opportunities for non-motorized recreational pursuits would be available
within the portions of the WSA where motorized vehicular travel is restricted.

Non-motorized recreational use levels within the WSA are projected to reach
100 visits annually over the long term.

No recreational facilities or developments are proposed for the North
McCullough Mountains WSA.

Conclusion

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to reach levels of 700 visits
annually over the long term.
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Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the WSA would remain open for mineral entry and leasing.

Included are 8,350 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

nonmetallic minerals and 47,166 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would

be available for exploration and development. The development of nonmetallic

minerals within the WSA is unlikely as more suitable deposits exist closer to

the market place. Exploration and development of oil and gas is unlikely

because of high industry costs, unfavorable host rocks and better potential

for resources in other areas.

Conclusion

Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration

and development. However, exploration and development of any potential

resources within the WSA is not expected to occur.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the Proposed Action, the Sloan Petroglyph Site, as well as any presently

undiscovered sites, would not receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and motorized

recreational use. A cultural resource management plan would be fully

implemented for the Sloan Petroglyph Site.

Conclusion

The Sloan Petroglyph Site would not receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the Proposed Action, 1 intermittent spring in the WSA would not receive

protection from surface disturbance created by mining claim assessment work

and motorized recreational use. It is unlikely that water quality would be

impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the stated

surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to this spring.

Conclusion

The 1 spring located within the WSA would receive no additional protection

from surface-disturbing activities under the Proposed Action.

Adverse Impacts Which Cannot Be Avoided

The only unavoidable adverse impacts would be those associated with the loss

of wilderness values from mineral exploration and development. Some of these

impacts may be reduced by careful examination and mitigating stipulations in

approved Notices of Intent and Plans of Operations.
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Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of Man's Environment and the

Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity

Mondesi gnation of the WSA would allow all present short-term uses to

continue. Motorized recreational use and mining exploration and development

would reduce wilderness values over the long-term.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

Mining exploration and development would create an irreversible and

irretrievable commitment of the wilderness resource in all or part of this WSA

if not designated as wilderness.

All Wilderness Alternative

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, 47,166 acres of public land in the North

McCullough Mountains WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness

designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to mineral and energy

withdrawals, off-road motorized vehicle closure and the resulting effects on

mineral /energy exploration and development, motorized recreational use and the

protection of wilderness values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be recommended

suitable for wilderness designation and all wilderness values would be

protected by legislative mandate. Wilderness values of naturalness and

outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be

retained. Wilderness designation would withdraw the WSA from mineral entry

and leasing.

Wilderness designation would close the entire WSA to motorized recreational

use. Elimination of this use would enhance outstanding opportunities for

solitude and primitive recreation. Also, naturalness values in the majority

of the WSA would improve as a result of this action. Uncontrollable motorized

recreational use along the WSA's western border and within Hidden Valley (10%

of the WSA) would adversely impact opportunities for solitude within the

immediate vicinity of those areas, and naturalness values would slowly

deteriorate over time.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. Three wildlife water

projects would be constructed. These developments would blend in with

surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction to the area's

naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the proposed wildlife

developments would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be retained within the majority of the WSA.
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Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close the entire 47,165-acre North McCullough

Mountains WSA to all forms of motorized recreational use, eliminating

approximately 300 visits of motorized recreational use annually. Public land

offering similar or superior opportunities for motorized recreational use is

located throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone

in the WSA would be absorbed on surrounding public lands.

Opportunities for non-motorized recreational pursuits would be enhanced under

this alternative, and use would continue to increase over time. Levels of use

are projected to reach 150 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use of 300 visits annually would be foregone from the

WSA. The impacts of shifting this use to other public lands would be

negligible. Wilderness designation would enhance opportunities for

non-motorized recreational pursuits and use would continue to increase over

time.

Impacts on Development of Minerals Resources

All lands within the North McCullough Mountains WSA would be withdrawn from

all forms of mineral entry and leasing. Included are 8,350 acres having

moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals and 47,166

acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas.

Conclusion

Potential exploration and development of mineral and energy resources within

the WSA would be foregone under the All Wilderness Alternative.

Impacts to Cultural Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the Sloan Petroglyph cultural resource

site, as well as any presently undiscovered sites, would receive additional

protection from surface-disturbing activities such as mineral exploration and

motorized recreational use. Proposed implementation of a cultural resource

management plan for this site would be foregone.

Conclusion

The Sloan Petroglyph Site would receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the 1 intermittent spring located within

the WSA would receive protection from surface-disturbing activities resulting

from mining claim assessment work and motorized recreational use. Increased

stability of current water quality and quantity would result from this

protection.
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Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, an increase in water quality and

quantity stability would occur due to a decrease in surface-disturbing
activities.

Alternative A

Under this alternative, 40,950 acres of the North McCullough Mountains WSA

would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation and 6,216 acres would

be recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases

in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

All wilderness values in the 40,950 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would receive special legislative protection. The areas with

outstanding opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude

and most naturalness values would be retained.

The 40,950-acre area recommended suitable, containing 5.5 miles of ways, would

be closed to motorized recreational use, eliminating approximately 200 visits

of motorized recreational use annually. This would improve the naturalness
values and opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation throughout most

of the area by eliminating both surface disturbance and visitor encounters

with motorized recreational uses. Uncontrollable motorized recreational use

within Hidden Valley (in the north end of the WSA) would impact opportunities

for solitude and slowly deteriorate naturalness values within this area over

the long term.

Development of mineral and energy resources would not affect wilderness values

in the suitable area since it would be withdrawn from mineral entry and

leasing and since no exploration or development is projected for the WSA.

The 6,216 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation would

remain open for motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use on

this parcel is projected to reach 450 visits annually over the long term.

Wilderness values would be lost because of the motorized recreational use

occurring on these 6,216 acres.

No mineral /energy exploration or development has been projected for the

portion of the WSA recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

No new range developments are planned in the WSA. Three wildlife water

projects would be constructed. These developments would blend in with

surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction to the area's

naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the proposed wildlife

developments would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.
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Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be retained within the 40,950-acre portion of

the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. There would be a loss of

wilderness values on the 6,216 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness

designation because of continued and increasing motorized recreational use.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close to motorized recreational use 40,950 acres

of the area recommended suitable for wilderness designation, eliminating

approximately 200 visits of motorized recreational use annually. Public land

offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located

throughout the region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone would

be absorbed within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on surrounding

public land.

The 6,216 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation would

remain open to motorized recreational use. Use would continue to increase,

but is not expected to exceed 450 visits annually over the long term.

Non-motorized recreational pursuits would be enhanced under this alternative

since the majority of the WSA would be closed to motorized recreational use.

Non-motorized recreational use within the WSA is projected to reach a level of

150 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on the 40,950 acres recommended

suitable for wilderness designation and approximately 200 visits would be

foregone annually. The impacts of shifting this use to other public lands

would be negligible. Motorized recreational use would continue to increase on

the 6,216 acres recommended nonsuitable, but would not exceed 450 visits

annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 40,950 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.

Included are 5,310 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

nonmetallic minerals and 40,950 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of oil and gas.

All lands within the 6,216 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness

designation would remain open to mineral entry and leasing. Included are

3,040 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic

minerals and 6,216 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources would be available for exploration

and development within the portion of the WSA recommended nonsuitable for

wilderness designation. However, exploration and development of potential

mineral and energy resources is not expected to occur.
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Conclusion

Potential exploration and development of mineral and energy resources within
the portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be foregone. Mineral and energy resources would be available for exploration
and development within the nonsui table portion of the WSA; however, none is

expected to occur.

Impacts to Cultural Resources

Under Alternative A, the Sloan Petroglyph cultural resource site, as well as

any presently undiscovered sites, in the suitable portion of the WSA would
receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities such as
mineral exploration and motorized recreational use. Proposed implementation
of a cultural resource management plan for this site would be foregone.

Presently undiscovered sites in the nonsui table portion of the WSA would not
receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Sloan Petroglyph Site would receive additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under Alternative A, 1 intermittent spring located within the recommended
suitable portion of the WSA would receive protection from surface-disturbing
activities. Increased stability of current water quality and quantity would
result from this protection.

Conclusion

For the one spring located within the WSA, an increase in water quality and
quantity stability would result due to a decrease in surface-disturbing
activities.

SOUTH McCULLOUGH MOUNTAINS WSA (NV-050-435)

Proposed Action (Partial Wilderness)

Under the Proposed Action, 19,558 acres of the South McCul lough Mountains WSA
would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation and 37,065 acres
would be recommended as nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the development of
mineral resources, the increase in motorized recreational use and the
resulting impacts on wilderness values over the long term.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 19,558 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would receive special legislative protection. The area's most
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prevalent special points of interest, outstanding opportunities for primitive

and unconfined recreation and solitude, natural values and scenic features

would be retained.

A cherrystem road and the WSA's boundary roads would provide vehicle access to

the 19,558 acres recommended suitable for wilderness designation, The

suitable portion of the WSA would be closed to motorized recreational use,

eliminating approximately 75 visits of motorized recreational use annually.

Naturalness values and opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation

would be enhanced by eliminating surface disturbance and sights and sounds

from motorized recreational pursuits and mineral activities. However,

uncontrollable motorized recreational use would have an adverse impact on

wilderness values within the immediate vicinity of the suitable area's

boundaries.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would

be withdrawn from mineral entry which would preclude mineral exploration and

development, thereby preserving the scenic features of the area.

The 37,065 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation,

containing 3 miles of roads constructed for mineral development, 5 miles of

existing roads and ways and 2 motorcycle race courses, would be open for

motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use within the nonsuitable

portion of the WSA would increase over the long term, reaching projected

levels of 1,500 visits annually.

Mineral development of 3 mines, expected within the southern nonsuitable

portion of the WSA, would involve construction of an estimated 3 miles of road

and the disturbance of approximately 25 acres associated with tailings piles,

adits, buildings and loading areas.

Although the WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas

occurrence, exploration and development is not anticipated because of lack of

interest, high costs and better potential for reserves in other areas.

No new range developments are planned for the WSA. Proposed wildlife projects

consist of the construction of two water catchments. These developments would

blend in with surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction from the

area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the proposed wildlife

developments would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

The removal of pinyon/juniper on 880 acres of land is proposed within the

nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Naturalness values would be lost throughout the majority (85%) of the

nonsuitable area because of surface disturbance caused from mineral

exploration and development, road construction, vegetative manipulations and

increased motorized recreational use. Surface disturbance would be

particularly degrading within the bajada areas of the northeastern and western

portions of the WSA where off-road vehicle driving and dirt biking is heavily

concentrated. Sights and sounds from increased motorized recreational use,

mineral activities and loss of pinyon/juniper cover would adversely impact

opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation throughout

the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.
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Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the 19,558-acre portion of
the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. Most wilderness values would
be lost within the 37,065-acre portion of the WSA recommended nonsuitable for
wilderness designation.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 19,558 acres to motorized recreational use,
eliminating approximately 75 visits annually. Public land offering similar
opportunities for motorized recreational use is located throughout the
region. Therefore, the motorized recreational use foregone within the WSA
would be absorbed by the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on surrounding
public land.

Under the Proposed Action, 37,065 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation would remain open for motorized recreational use. The nonsuitable
portion includes those primary areas within the WSA where off-road driving,
dirt biking, hunting access and motorcycle racing occurs. Motorized
recreational use would continue to increase within the nonsuitable portion of
the WSA, reaching projected levels of approximately 1,500 visits annually over
the long term. Construction of new roads associated with mineral activities,
availability of off-road vehicle driving areas, organized racing courses and
the growth of surrounding urban and suburban populations would be factors
contributing to the increase in motorized recreational use within the area.

Under the Proposed Action, opportunities for non-motorized types of recreation
would be reduced. However, the portion of the WSA that provides quality
backpacking, hunting, hiking and nature study is located within the area
recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

Under the Proposed Action, non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would
continue to increase rapidly over the long term, reaching a projected level of
1,660 visits annually. The ever-increasing southern Nevada population would
be the major factor contributing to this use. The WSA would provide
recreational users with an area that is accessible within a short period of
time and that provides unique scenic qualities and opportunities for a variety
of non-motorized recreational activities.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on the 19,558 acres recommended
suitable for wilderness designation. The impacts of shifting this motorized
recreational use to other public lands would be negligible. Motorized
recreational use would continue to increase on the 37,065 acres recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation, reaching projected levels of 1,500
visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 19,558 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.
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Included are 13,800 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

metallic minerals, 900 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence

of nonmetallic minerals and 19,558 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of oil and gas. No exploration or development of mineral and

energy resources within this portion of the WSA is anticipated. However,

potential for exploration and development of these resources, if ever proven

commercially available, would be foregone.

All lands within the 37,065 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness

designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are

16,120 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of metallic

minerals, 5,100 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of

nonmetallic minerals and 37,065 acres having moderate favorability for the

occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources within this portion

of the WSA would be available for exploration and development. Three mines

would be developed for metallic minerals in the southern portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

Any potential for exploration and development of mineral and energy resources

within the suitable portion of the WSA, if proven commercially available,

would be foregone. However, neither is anticipated to occur. Three mines

would be developed within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the Proposed Action, the Railroad Springs cultural resource site would

not receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities such as

mineral exploration and development and motorized recreational use. Any

presently undiscovered sites within the suitable portion of the WSA would

receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities. Those

cultural sites outside the suitable portion would not.

Conclusion

The Railroad Springs cultural site would not receive additional protection

from surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management

Under the Proposed Action, 4,120 acres of the proposed 5,000 acres of

vegetative manipulations would be precluded. Two large water catchments would

be developed. Precluding the vegetative manipulation would not allow big game

to reach reasonable numbers as identified by the Nevada Department of Wildlife

for the habitat area.

Conclusion

All but 880 acres of vegetative manipulation would be precluded. Big game

would not reach reasonable numbers.
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Impacts on Water Resources

Under the Proposed Action, 4 intermittent springs located within the
recommended suitable portion of the WSA would receive additional protection
from surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water
quality and quantity would result from this protection.

The 6 intermittent and 4 perennial springs located within the nonsui table
portion of the WSA would not receive additional protection from surface
disturbance resulting from motorized recreational use, mineral exploration and
development and vegetative manipulations. It is unlikely that water quantity
of these springs would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if

the stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these
springs.

Conclusion

For the 4 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the WSA,

an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.

Adverse Impacts Which Cannot Be Avoided

On the 19,558 acres designated wilderness, the only unavoidable adverse
impacts would be the loss of entry to metallic minerals.

On the 37,065 acres designated nonwilderness, the unavoidable adverse impacts
would be those associated with the loss of wilderness values from mineral

exploration and development. Some of these impacts may be reduced by careful

examination and mitigating stipulations in approved Notices of Intent and

Plans of Operations.

Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of Man's Environment and the

Maintenance and Enhancement of Long-Term Productivity

On the 19,558 acres designated wilderness, the wilderness values would be

protected, except in areas of valid discoveries.

On the 37,065 acres not designated wilderness, all present uses would

continue. Motorized recreational use and mineral exploration and development

would reduce wilderness values.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

On the 19,558 acres designated wilderness, no irreversible or irretrievable

commitments of wilderness values is expected, except in areas of valid

discoveries.

On the 37,065 acres designated nonwilderness, mineral exploration and

development would create an irreversible commitment of wilderness resources.
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All Wilderness

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, 56,623 acres of public land in the South

McCul lough Mountains WSA would be recommended suitable for wilderness

designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to mineral withdrawals,

off-road motorized vehicle closure, foregone vegetative manipulations and the

resulting effects on mineral exploration and development, motorized

recreational use, wildlife populations and the protection of wilderness values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the entire WSA would be recommended

suitable for wilderness designation and all wilderness values would be

protected by legislative mandate. Wilderness values of naturalness and

outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be

retained in the WSA.

The WSA's boundary roads and 2.5 miles of cherry stem road would be available

for vehicle access to the area. The 56,623-acre area, including 2.5 miles of

a way, would be closed to motorized recreational use, eliminating

approximately 670 visits annually. Wilderness designation would improve the

area's naturalness and enhance opportunities for solitude and primitive

recreation by eliminating surface disturbance and the sights and sounds from

motorized recreational use and mineral activities. However, uncontrollable

motorized recreational use along the WSA's boundary roads, cherrystem road and

the accessible northeastern and western bajadas of the WSA (20% of the WSA)

would adversely impact opportunities for solitude within the immediate

vicinity of these areas, and naturalness would slowly deteriorate over time.

Wilderness designation would withdraw the area from mineral entry which would

preclude mineral exploration and development, thereby preserving the scenic

features of the WSA.

No new range developments are planned for the WSA. A wildlife project

consisting of construction of two water catchments is proposed. Construction

and maintenance of the water catchments would not affect wilderness values in

the WSA. These two proposed water catchments would blend in with surrounding

landscapes, causing minimal distraction from the area's naturalness.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be retained within the majority of the WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close the 56,623-acre South McCul lough Mountains

WSA to all forms of motorized recreational use, eliminating approximately 670

visits annually. Closure of the WSA to motorized recreational use would

reduce the amount of available area within the region that could support

increasing use and that is conducive to off-road vehicle driving, dirt biking,

trail riding and motorcycle racing.
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Discontinued use of the motorcycle race courses located in the western portion
of the WSA would impact opportunities for motorcycle racing.

Hunting access would be greatly reduced within the area, since hunters rely on
the bajadas for access to the primary hunting areas located within the WSA.

Public land offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use
within the region is presently over- taxed because of increasing use.
Therefore, the motorized recreational use foregone in the WSA under the All
Wilderness Alternative could not be absorbed on surrounding public lands.

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, opportunities for non-motorized
recreational pursuits would be enhanced by the elimination of motorized
vehicles within the WSA. This use would continue to increase, reaching a

projected level of 1,750 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use of 670 visits annually would be foregone from the
WSA. The majority of this use could not be absorbed by surrounding public
lands. Opportunities for non-motorized recreational pursuits would be
enhanced under this alternative, and use would continue to increase over the
long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the South McCullough Mountains WSA would be withdrawn from all
forms of mineral entry and leasing. Included are 29,920 acres having moderate
favorability for the occurrence of metallic minerals, 6,000 acres having
moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals, and 56,623
acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. The
development of three mines projected for the WSA would be foregone. Although
exploration and development of oil and gas is not anticipated within the WSA
because of the lack of interest, high costs and better potential for reserves
elsewhere, any potential for exploration and development would be foregone if
resources ever prove commercially available.

Conclusion

The development of three small mines within the WSA would be foregone. Any
potential for exploration and development of oil and gas resources would be
foregone, although neither is likely to occur.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the Railroad Springs cultural resource
site would receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities
such as mineral exploration and development and motorized recreation use. Any
presently undiscovered sites would receive additional protection from
surface-di sturbi ng acti vi ti es.

Conclusion

The Railroad Springs cultural resource site would receive additional
protection from surface-disturbing activities.
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Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, the 5,000 acres of vegetative

manipulations would be precluded. Two large water catchments would be

developed. Precluding the proposed vegetative manipulation would not allow

big game to reach reasonable numbers as identified by the Nevada Department of

Wildlife for the habitat area.

Conclusion

Vegetative manipulations would be precluded. Big game would not reach

reasonable numbers.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, all 10 intermittent and 4 perennial

springs located within the WSA would receive protection from

surface-disturbing activities resulting from mineral exploration and

development, motorized recreational use and vegetative manipulations.

Increased stability of current water quality and quantity would result from

this protection.

Conclusion

Under the All Wilderness Alternative, an increase in water quality and

quantity stability would occur due to a decrease in surface-disturbing

activities.

No Wilderness Alternative

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the entire 56,623 acres of the South

McCul lough Mountains WSA would be recommended nonsui table for wilderness

designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the exploration and

development of mineral resources, vegetative manipulations and motorized

recreational use and the resulting impacts on wilderness values.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

The entire WSA would be recommended nonsui table for wilderness designation and

none of the wilderness values on 56,623 acres would receive special

legislative protection.

Mineral development is expected within the southern portion of the WSA,

requiring the construction of approximately 3 miles of roads, adits, buildings

and loading areas, disturbing an estimated 25 acres of land.

Although the WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas

occurrence, exploration and development is not anticipated because of lack of

interest, high costs and better potential for reserves in other areas.

The entire WSA, containing 3 miles of roads constructed for mineral

exploration and development, 5 miles of existing roads and ways and 2

motorcycle race courses, would be open for motorized recreational use.
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Proposed wildlife developments and vegetative manipulations planned for the
WSA would all be implemented under this alternative. Projects would include
the construction of two water catchments and removal of pinyon/juniper from
5,000 acres of land within the WSA.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, increased motorized recreational use,
construction of new roads, vegetative manipulations and mineral developments
would impact wilderness values within a large portion (75%) of the WSA.
Naturalness values and scenic qualities would be lost within most of this area
because of surface-disturbing activities. Motorized recreational use would
increase throughout the WSA because of the development of new roads and
increased accessibility to off-road vehicle use. Sights and sounds from
increased motorized recreational use, mineral activities and reduced
vegetative screening resulting from pinyon/juniper removal would eliminate
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation within the
WSA. However, naturalness values and opportunities for solitude and primitive
recreation could be retained within portions (25%) of the WSA. Wilderness
values would remain in those areas where mineral exploration and development
are unlikely to occur, where rugged terrain restricts motorized recreational
use, and where vegetative manipulations are not implemented.

Conclusion

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, wilderness values of naturalness and
outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation would be lost
within the major portion of the South McCullough Mountains WSA.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

The WSA would be open for motorized recreational use. Existing roads, new
roads associated with mineral activities, and areas with unrestrictive terrain
would provide vehicle access within the area.

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, motorized recreational use would continue
to increase within the WSA. The projected level of motorized recreational use
is estimated to reach 1,760 visits annually over the long term. The
construction of new roads associated with mineral activity, availability of

off-road vehicle driving areas and the growth of surrounding urban and
suburban populations would be factors contributing to the increase in

motorized recreational use within the area.

Non-motorized recreational pursuits would be adversely impacted under the No
Wilderness Alternative, since portions of the WSA providing opportunities for
primitive and unconfined types of recreation, such as backpacking and hiking,
would be reduced. However, hunting, the most popular non-motorized
recreational pursuit, would increase since the WSA is one of the major areas
in the southern Nevada region providing deer and game bird habitat.
Non-motorized recreational use levels within the WSA are projected to reach
1,500 visits annually over the long term.

Conclusion

Recreational use within the WSA is projected to reach levels of 3,260 visits
annually over the long term under the No Wilderness Alternative.
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Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the South McCul lough Mountains WSA would remain open for

mineral entry and leasing. Included are 29,920 acres having moderate

favorability for the occurrence of metallic minerals, 6,000 acres having

moderate favorability for the occurrence of nonmetallic minerals and 56,623

acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral

and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration and

development. Three mines for metallic minerals are projected for development

in the southern portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

Mineral and energy resources within the WSA would be available for exploration

and development. Three mines for metallic minerals are projected for

development within the WSA.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, the Railroad Springs cultural resource

site would receive no additional protection from surface-disturbing activities

such as mineral exploration and development and motorized recreational use.

Any presently undiscovered sites would not receive additional protection from

surface-disturbing activities.

Conclusion

The Railroad Springs cultural resource site would receive no additional

protection from surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, all wildlife habitat management projects

would be implemented. This includes the proposed 5,000 acres of vegetative

manipulations. There would be no impact on the managing of wildlife habitat

to reach reasonable numbers.

Conclusion

There would be no impact on wildlife habitat management.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under the No Wilderness Alternative, none of the 4 perennial and 10

intermittent springs would receive protection from surface disturbance created

by mineral exploration and development, motorized recreational use and

vegetative manipulations. It is unlikely that water quantity would be

impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the stated

surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.

Conclusion

The 14 springs located within the WSA would receive no additional protection

from surface-disturbing activities under the No Wilderness Alternative.
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Alternative A

Under this alternative, 23,090 acres (included are an additional 150 acres

outside the WSA boundary) of the South McCullough Mountains WSA would be

recommended suitable for wilderness designation and 33,683 acres would be

recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases

in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 23,090 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would receive special legislative protection. The area's most

prevalent special points of interest, outstanding opportunities for primitive

and unconfined recreation and solitude, natural values and scenic features

would be retained.

A cherry stem road and the WSA's boundary roads would all be available for

vehicle access to the 23,090 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation. The suitable portion of the WSA, including 2.5 miles of way,

would be closed to motorized recreational use, eliminating approximately 80

visits annually. Naturalness values and opportunities for solitude and

primitive recreation would be enhanced by eliminating surface disturbance and

sights and sounds from motorized recreational activities. However,

uncontrollable motorized recreational use would have an impact on wilderness

values within the immediate vicinity of the suitable area's boundaries.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would

be withdrawn from mineral entry which would preclude energy exploration and

development, thereby preserving the scenic features of the area.

The 33,683 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation,

containing 2 miles of roads constructed for mineral development, 5 miles of

existing roads and ways and 2 motorcycle race courses, would be open for

motorized recreational use. Motorized recreational use within the nonsuitable

portion of the WSA would increase over the long term, reaching projected

levels of 1,500 visits annually.

Mineral development is expected within the southern nonsuitable portion of the

WSA. Development of two areas woul d require the construction of an estimated

2 miles of road and the disturbance of approximately 15 acres associated with

tailings piles, adits, buildings and loading areas.

Although the WSA is classified as having moderate favorability for oil and gas

occurrence, exploration and development is not anticipated because of lack of

interest, high costs and better potential for reserves in other areas.

No new range developments are planned for the WSA. Proposed wildlife projects

consist of construction of two water catchments. These developments would
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blend in with surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction from the
area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the proposed water
catchments would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

The removal of pinyon/juniper from 200 acres of land is proposed within the
nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Naturalness values would be lost throughout the majority (85%) of the
nonsuitable area because of surface disturbance caused from mineral
development, road construction, vegetative manipulations and increased
motorized recreational use. The sights and sounds from increased motorized
recreational use and mineral activity and the loss of pinyon/juniper cover
would adversely impact opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined
recreation throughout the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation would be retained within the 23,090-acre portion of
the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. Most wilderness values would
be lost on the 33,683 acres recommended nonsuitable because of increased
motorized recreational use, vegetative manipulations and anticipated mineral
development.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 23,090 acres to motorized recreational use,
eliminating approximately 80 visits annually. Public land offering similar
opportunities for motorized recreational use is located throughout the
region. Therefore, motorized recreational use foregone within the WSA would
be absorbed by the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on surrounding public
land.

The 33,683 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation would
remain open for motorized recreational use. The nonsuitable portion includes
those primary areas within the WSA where off-road driving, dirt biking,
hunting access and motorcycle racing occurs.

Under Alternative A, motorized recreational use would continue to increase
within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA, reaching projected levels of 1,500
visits annually over the long term. Construction of new roads associated with
mineral activity, availability of off-road vehicle driving area and the growth
of surrounding urban and suburban populations would be factors contributing to
the increase in motorized recreational use within the area.

Under Alternative A, opportunities for non-motorized types of recreation would
be reduced. However, the portion of the WSA within that provides quality
backpacking, hunting, hiking and nature study is located within the area
recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

Under Alternative A, non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would
continue to increase rapidly over the long term, reaching a projected level of
1,660 visits annually. The ever-increasing southern Nevada population would
be the major factor contributing to this use. The WSA would provide
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recreational users with an area that is accessible within a short period of
time and that provides unique scenic qualities and opportunities for a variety
of non-motorized recreational activities.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on 23,090 acres designated
wilderness. The impacts of shifting this motorized recreational use to other
public lands would be negligible, notorized recreational use would continue
to increase on the 33,683 acres recommended nonsui table, reaching projected
levels of 1,500 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 23,090 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.
Included are 17,200 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of
metallic minerals, 900 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence
of nonmetallic minerals and 23,090 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration of mineral resources and the
development of one mine for metallic minerals would be foregone. Potential
exploration and development for oil and gas would also be foregone, although
none is anticipated to occur within this portion of the WSA.

All lands within the 33,683 acres recommended nonsui table for wilderness
designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are
12,720 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of metallic
minerals, 5,100 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of
nonmetallic minerals and 33,683 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources within this portion
of the WSA would be available for exploration and development. Two mines
would be developed for metallic minerals in the southern portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

The development of one mine for metallic minerals within the suitable portion
of the WSA would be foregone. Any potential for the exploration and
development of oil and gas, if proven commercially available, would also be
foregone. Two mines would be developed within the nonsuitable portion of the
WSA.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under Alternative A, the Railroad Springs cultural resource site would receive
no additional protection from surface-disturbing activities such as mineral
exploration and development and motorized recreational use. Any presently
undiscovered sites within the suitable portion of the WSA would receive
additional protection from surface-disturbing activities. Those outside the

suitable portion would not.

Conclusion

The Railroad Springs cultural site would receive no additional protection from
surface-disturbing activities.
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Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management

Under Alternative A, 4,800 acres of the proposed 5,000 acres of vegetative

manipulations would be precluded. Two large water catchments would be

developed. Precluding the vegetative manipulation would not allow big game to

reach reasonable numbers as identified by the Nevada Department of Wildlife

for the habitat area.

Conclusion

All but 200 acres of vegetative manipulation would be precluded. Big game

would not reach reasonable numbers.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under Alternative A, 4 intermittent and 2 perennial springs located within the

recommended suitable portion of the WSA would receive protection from

surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water quality

and quantity would result from this protection.

The 6 intermittent and 2 perennial springs located within the nonsui table

portion of the WSA would receive no protection from surface disturbance

resulting from motorized recreational use, mineral exploration and development

and vegetative manipulations. It is unlikely that water quantity of these

springs would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the

stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.

Conclusion

For those 4 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the

WSA, an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.

Alternative B

Under this alternative, 32,795 acres of the South McCullough Mountains WSA

would be recommended suitable for wilderness designation and 23,978 acres

would be recommended nonsui table for wilderness designation.

The primary impacts under this alternative relate to the protection of

wilderness values through wilderness designation and the resulting increases

in naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation.

Impacts on Wilderness Values

Wilderness values on the 32,795 acres recommended suitable for wilderness

designation would receive special legislative protection. Areas with special

points of interest, outstanding opportunities for primitive and unconfined

recreation and solitude, most natural values and scenic features would be

retained.

One cherrystem road and the WSA's boundary roads would all provide vehicle

access to the 32,795 acres designated wilderness. The suitable portion of the
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WSA would be closed to motorized recreational use, eliminating approximately
150 visits annually Naturalness values and opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation would be enhanced by eliminating surface disturbance and
sights and sounds from motorized recreational activities and mineral
activities. However, uncontrollable motorized recreational use would have an

adverse impact on wilderness values within the immediate vicinity of the

suitable area's boundaries.

The portion of the WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation would
be withdrawn from mineral entry which would preclude mineral exploration and
development, thereby preserving the scenic features of the area.

The 23,978 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation,
containing 5 miles of existing roads and ways and two motorcycle race courses,
would be open for motorized recreational use. notorized recreational use

within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA would increase over the long term,

reaching a projected level of 1,300 visits annually.

No mineral or oil and gas exploration or development is anticipated to occur
within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

No new range developments are planned for the WSA. Proposed wildlife projects
consist of the construction of two water catchments. These developments would
blend in with surrounding landscapes, causing minimal distraction from the

area's naturalness. Construction and maintenance of the proposed water
catchments would not affect wilderness values in the WSA.

The removal of pinyon/juniper from 100 acres of land is proposed within the

nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Naturalness values would be lost throughout the majority (90%) of the

nonsuitable area because of surface disturbance caused from vegetative

manipulations and increased motorized recreational use. The sights and sounds

from increased motorized recreational use and the removal of pinyon/juniper
cover would impact opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined

recreation throughout the nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Conclusion

Wilderness values of naturalness and outstanding opportunities for solitude

and primitive recreation would be retained within the 32,795-acre portion of

the WSA recommended for wilderness designation. Most wilderness values would

be lost on the 23,978 acres recommended nonsuitable because of increased

motorized recreational use and vegetative manipulations.

Impacts on Recreation Resources

Wilderness designation would close 32,795 acres to motorized recreational

use. Included is a large portion of the WSA that is used primarily for

motorized types of recreational pursuits such as off-road driving, hunting

access and dirt biking. Approximately 150 visits annually of motorized

recreational use would be eliminated from this portion of the WSA. Public

land offering similar opportunities for motorized recreational use is located
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throughout the region; therefore, the motorized recreational use foregone
would be absorbed within the nonsuitable portion of the WSA and on surrounding
public land.

Under Alternative B, 23,978 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation would remain open for motorized recreational use. The nonsuitable
portion includes the western bajada and part of the northeastern bajada, the
areas receiving the greatest volume of off-road driving and dirt biking use
within the WSA. The 2 motorcycle race courses located within the western
portion of the WSA would not be affected under Alternative B.

Motorized recreational use would continue to increase within the nonsuitable
portion of the WSA. The projected level of motorized recreational use is
estimated to reach 1,300 visits annually over the long term. Availability of
off-road vehicle driving area and growth of surrounding urban and suburban
populations would be factors contributing to the increase in motorized
recreational use within the recommended nonsuitable portion of the WSA.

Under Alternative B, non-motorized recreational use within the WSA would
continue to increase rapidly over the long term, reaching a projected level of
1,750 visits annually. The ever-increasing southern Nevada population would
be the major factor contributing to this use. The WSA would provide
recreational users with an area that is accessible within a short period of
time and that provides unique scenic qualities and opportunities for a variety
of non-motorized recreational activities.

Conclusion

Motorized recreational use would be eliminated on 32,795 acres designated
wilderness. The impacts of shifting this motorized recreational use to other
public lands would be negligible. Motorized recreational use would continue
to increase on the 23,978 acres not designated wilderness, reaching projected
levels of 1,300 visits annually over the long term.

Impacts on Development of Mineral Resources

All lands within the 32,795 acres recommended suitable for wilderness
designation would be withdrawn from all forms of mineral entry and leasing.
Included are 22,950 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of
metallic minerals, 2,880 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence
of nonmetallic minerals and 32,795 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of oil and gas. Exploration of mineral resources and the
development of three mines for metallic minerals would be foregone. Potential
exploration and development for oil and gas would also be foregone, although
none is anticipated to occur within this portion of the WSA.

All lands within the 23,978 acres recommended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation would remain open for mineral entry and leasing. Included are
6,970 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of metallic
minerals, 3,120 acres having moderate favorability for the occurrence of
nonmetallic minerals, and 23,978 acres having moderate favorability for the
occurrence of oil and gas. Mineral and energy resources within this portion
of the WSA would be available for exploration and development, although none
is anticipated to occur.
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Conclusion

The development of three mines within the suitable portion of the WSA would be
foregone. Any potential for the exploration and development of mineral and
energy resources could occur within the nonsui table portion of the WSA.

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Under Alternative B, the Railroad Springs cultural resource site would not
receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities such as

mineral exploration and development and motorized recreational use. Any
presently undiscovered sites within the suitable portion of the WSA would
receive additional protection from surface-disturbing activities. Those
outside the suitable portion would not.

Conclusion

The Railroad Springs cultural site would not receive additional protection
from surface-disturbing activities.

Impacts on Wildlife Habitat Management

Under Alternative B, 4,900 acres of the proposed 5,000 acres of vegetative
manipulations would be precluded. Two large water catchments would be

developed. Precluding the vegetative manipulations would not allow big game
to reach reasonable numbers as identified by the Nevada Department of Wildlife
for the habitat area.

Conclusion

All but 100 acres of vegetative manipulations would be precluded. Big game
would not reach reasonable numbers.

Impacts on Water Resources

Under Alternative B, 9 intermittent and 3 perennial springs located within the

recommended suitable portion of the WSA would receive protection from

surface-disturbing activities. Increased stability of current water quality
and quantity would result from this protection.

The 1 intermittent and 1 perennial spring located within the nonsui table
portion of the WSA would not receive protection from surface disturbance
resulting from motorized recreational use, mineral exploration and development
and vegetative manipulations. It is unlikely that water quantity of these

springs would be impacted, but water quality degradation may occur if the

stated surface-disturbing activities take place in proximity to these springs.

Conclusion

For those 12 springs located within the recommended suitable portion of the

WSA, an increase in water quality and quantity stability would result due to a

decrease in surface-disturbing activities.
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CHAPTER 5

CONSULTATION, COORDINATION, AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Development of the recommendations for the Clark County Wilderness Final
Environmental Impact Statement has included an on-going coordination and
public participation effort. Federal Register notices and news releases have
announced all steps of the process to date, including the study schedule,
notices of intent for preparation of the EIS, notice of availability of the
DEIS, notice of public hearings and public comment periods.

Throughout the study, consultation and coordination has occurred with other
Federal agencies; State, County and local governments; and the public. At
this time, recommendations as to suitability or nonsuitability of WSAs for
wilderness designation are not inconsistent with officially-approved and
adopted resource-related plans of these agencies and governments.

Additional coordination has occurred with the U.S. Geological Survey and
Bureau of Mines. These two agencies are inventorying each VISA to determine
its leaseable, locatable and saleable mineral potential. The BLM has supplied
both agencies with maps and information of each WSA.

LIST OF PREPARERS

A list of persons involved in the preparation of this EIS is provided in Table
5-1.
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TABLE 5-1

LIST OF PREPARERS

Education ExperienceName Responsibility

Brent Bestram

Janaye Byergo

Diane Colcord

Thomas S. Cook

Terry A. Driver

Byard Kershaw

Carol Kershaw

Steve Wellington

Louis Pizatella

Roy Price

Geology, Minerals,
Energy

Technical Writer

Cartography

Geology, Minerals
Energy

Wild Horses and
Burros, T/E Plants
Forestry

Geology, Minerals,
Energy

Writer/Editor
Word Processor

Operator

Team Leader

Livestock Grazing

Wildlife

David E. Pulliam Jr. Wildlife

B.S. Geology

B.S. Recreation
Administration

B.S. Art Education

13 years BLM

5 years BLM

20 years BLM

4 years BLMB.S. Geography
B.S. Geology, B.S. B.A.

in Accounting and MBA

B.S. Animal Science 17 years BLM

and M.S. Range
Management

B.S. Geology

BLM Professional
Resource Management -

Lands

B.S. Soil Science

3 years BLM
4 years oil

industry
11 years DOD

8 years BLM

7 years BLM

B.S. Range Management 1 year U.S.

Forest Service
4 years BLM

B.S. Wildlife
Management

9 years BLM

B.S. Range Management 7 years BLM

M.S. Range and Wildlife
Habitat Management

Stanton D. Rolf Cultural Resources B.A. Anthropology

Dave Schaffersman Water Resources B.S. Hydrology

1 year Arizona
State Univ.

,

10 years BLM

5 years BLM
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EIS REVIEW

On May 27, 1983, the Clark County Draft EIS was filed with the Environmental
Protection Agency. At this same time, approximately 800 copies of the Draft
EIS were sent to reviewing agencies, elected officials and organizations
listed on Table 5-2. A news release was issued to local and regional news
media announcing the Draft's availability. The public review period extended
to August 20, 1983. A public hearing was held on June 28, 1983, in Las Vegas.

Comments and related responses are printed at the end of this chapter.

Comments

A total of 69 written comments were reviewed during the public comment period
and seven oral statements were given at the public hearing. All of the
comments have been reduced and reprinted in the Comments and Response Section
at the end of this chapter.

All letters and testimony were reviewed carefully. Substantive comments which
questioned facts and/or analysis or commented on issues bearing directly on
the Draft EIS were fully evaluated and given responses. Changes and/or
additions to the Draft EIS have been made as a result of public comment.

Index of Letters

Comment letters and testimonies are listed in numerical order in Tabls 5-3 and
5-4. The numbers are used to identify the reprinted letters and statements
located at the end of this chapter.
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TABLE 5-2

AGENCIES, ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONS
TO WHOM THE DRAFT EIS WAS SENT

Federal Agencies
U.S. Air Force (Nellis and Indian Springs Air Bases)
Army Corps of Engineers
Bureau of Indian AFfairs
Bureau of Reclamation
Department of Commerce
Department of Energy
Department of Transportation
Environmental Protection Agency
U.S Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Geological Service
Minerals Management Service
National Park Service

State of Nevada
Honorable Richard Bryan, Governor of Nevada
Bureau of Mines
Department of Wildlife
Division of Colorado River Resources
Division of Forestry
Division of State Parks
Division of Water Resources
State Clearinghouse

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Center for Business and Economic Research
College of Physical Sciences

University of Nevada, Reno
Agriculture and Resource Economics Division
Desert Research Institute
Fleishman College of Agriculture
Geological Society of Nevada
Mackay School of Mines
Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology
Renewable Natural Resources Center
Society for Range Management

Councils and Advisory Boards
Fort Mojave Tribal Council
Intertribal Council of Nevada
Las Vegas Tribal Council
Moapa Business Council
Las Vegas District Grazing Advisory Board
Las Vegas District Multiple Use Advisory Council
Multiple Use Advisory Board of Federal Land Laws
Citizen Advisory Councils/Town Boards (11)
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County Agencies and Departments
Clark County Commission
Clark County Department of Comprehensive Planning
Clark County Department of Parks and Recreation
Clark County Extension Agent
Clark County Game Board

Clark County Conservation District/Soil
Conservation Service
Lincoln County Commission
Nye County Commission

City Mayors
Boulder City
Henderson
Las Vegas
North Las Vegas

City Departments and Organizations
Henderson Planning Department
Henderson Recreation and Parks Department
North Las Vegas Planning Department
Boulder City Chamber of Commerce
Henderson Chamber of Commerce
Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce
Las Vegas City Manager
Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority

Businesses
Alamo Power District
Lincoln County Power District No. 1

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
Nevada Power Company
Pioche Public Utilities
Southern California Edison

Organizations
Nevada Cattlemen's Association
Nevada State Cowbell es
Nevada Wool growers Association
N-5 Grazing Advisory Board, Caliente
N-5 Unit of Nevada Cattlemen's Association
livestock Permittees in Clark County
Archeo - Nevada Society
Lost City Mines
Audubon Society, Red Rock Chapter
Desert Bighorn Council
Desert Tortoise Council
Fraternity of Desert Bighorn
Earth First
Friends of the Earth
Friends of Nevada Wilderness
Great Basin Zoological Society
Greenpeace
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Organizations (Continued)
Humane Society of Southern Nevada
Las Vegas League of Women Voters
Las Vegas Wash Committee
Mountain States Legal Foundation
National Campers and Hikers Association
Natural Resources Defense Council
Nature Conservancy
Nevada Conservation Forum
Nevada Open Land Organized Council
Nevada Organization for Wildlife
Nevada Outdoor Recreation Association
Nevada Public Land Users Association
Nevada Recreation and Park Society
Nevada Wilderness Association
Nevada Wildlife Federation
Northern Nevada Native Plant Society
Northwest Citizens Association
Public Land Council
Public Land Institute
Resource Concepts Inc.

Sagebrush Alliance
Sierra Club
Southern Nevada Conservation Council
Southern Nevada Environmental Forum
Soil Conservation Society
TORT
The Wildlife Society
The Wilderness Society
Wildlife Management Institute
Boulder Gem Club
Bullfrog Mining District
Las Vegas Gem Club
Nevada Prospectors Association
Mining Claimants in WSAs
American Institute in WSAs of Mining
Engineers
American Mining Congress
California Federation of Mineralogical Societies
Minerals Exploration Coalition
Nevada Mining & Propectors Association
Nevada Mining Council
Women in Mining
Chargers West Motorcycle Club
Gamblers Motorcycle Club
Groundshakers Motorcycle Club
Las Vegas Bronco Club
Las Vegas Jeep Club
Motorcycle Racing Association of Nevada
Mint 400 Racing HQ

Motorcycle Dealers Assn.
Southern Nevada Off-Road Enthusiasts
Silver City Scramblers
So. Nevada Jackrabbit Motorcycle Club
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Organizations (Continued)

So. Nevada Landcruisers
Sportsman's Racing Association
Vegas Roll in' Wheel

s

Vegas Valley 4-Wheelers
Watt Lott's Racing Association

Desert Sportsman Rifle & Pistol

National Rifle Association of America

Nell is Rod & Gun Club
Nevada Sportsmen's Association
Virgin Valley sportsmen

So. Nevada Hang Gliders

Elected Federal Officials
Senator Chic Hecht, Las Vegas

Senator Paul Laxault, Las Vegas

Representative Harry Reid, Las Vegas

Representative Barbara Vucanovich, Las Vegas

Public Libraries
Blue Diamond Library

Blue Diamond, NV 89004

Boulder City Library
539 California Ave.

Boulder City, NV 89005

Bunkerville Library
Bunkerville, NV 89007

Charleston Heights Library

800 Brush St.

Las Vegas, NV 890107

Clark County Community College
Learning Resource Center
3200 E. Cheyenne Ave.

North Las Vegas, NV 89030

Clark County Library
1401 E. Flamingo Road

Las Vegas, NV 89109

Goodsprings Library
Goodsprings, NV 89109

Henderson Library
Henderson, NV 89105

Indian Springs Library

Indian Springs, NV 89108
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Las Vegas Public Library
1762 E. Charleston Blvd.

Las Vegas, NV 89104

Moapa Valley Library
Overton, NV 89040

Mount Charleston Library
Mt. Charleston, NV 89101

North Las Vegas Library
2300 Civic Center Dr.

North Las Vegas, NV 89030

Pahrump Public Library
Pahrump, NV 89041

Searchlight Library
Searchlight, NV 89046

James Dickinson Library
Documents Dept.

University of Nevada
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89154

Getchell Library
Govt. Publications Dept.
University of Nevada
Reno. NV 89507

Virgin Valley Library
Mesquite, NV 89024

West Las Vegas Library
1402 North D Street
Las Vegas, NV 89106

Bureau of Land Management Offices
Office of Public Affairs, BLM
18th and C Streets, NV

Washington, D.C. 20240

Nevada State Office
850 Harvard Way
Reno. NV 89520

Battle Mountain District Office
North 2nd and South Scoot Streets
Battle Mountain, NV 89820

Carson City District Office
1050 E. William Street
Carson City, NV 89701
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El ko Di strict office
2002 Idaho Street
Elko, NV 89801

Ely District office
Star Route 5, Box 1

Ely, NV 89301

Las Vegas District Office
4765 W. Vegas Drive

Las Vegas, NV 89126

Winnemucca District Office
705 East 4th Street
Winnemucca, NV 89445

Arizona Strip District Office
196 E. Tabernacle
St. George, LIT 84770

Cedar City District Office
1579 North Main
Cedar City, UT 84720

Riverside District Office
1695 Spruce Street
Riverside, CA 92507
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TABLE 5-3

INDEX OF COMMENT LETTERS

Letter
Mumber Agency, Organization or Individual

1 Honorable Richard Bryan, Governor of Nevada

2 U.S. Dept. of the Air Force, Regional Civil Engineer, Western Region

3. USDA, Forest Service

4. USDI, Bureau of Mines

5. USDI, Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado Regional Office

6. USDI, Geological Survey

7. USDI, National Park Service, Western Region

8. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

9. State of Nevada, State Office of Community Services

State of Nevada, Department of Wildlife

State of Nevada, Division of Environmental Protection

State of Nevada, UNR Bureau of Mines

State of Nevada, Dept. of Minerals Resources

10. State of Nevada, Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources,

Division of Lands

11. State of Nevada, Dept. of Conservation and Natural Resources,

Division of Historic Preservation and Archeology

12. State of Nevada, Dept. of Agriculture

13. University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Dept. of Physics

14. Clark County, Dept. of Comprehensive Planning

15. City of Henderson, L. Zike, Mayor

16. City of Henderson, R. Heckendorf

17. Atlantic Richfield Co.

18. Chevron USA, Inc.

19. Citizen Alert

20. Defenders of Wildlife

21

.

Duval

22. Ecology Center of Southern California

23. Ecology Center of Southern California

24. Glacier View, Inc.

25. Los Angeles Dept. of Water and Power

26. Manley Brothers

27. Minerals Exploration Coalition

28. Natural Resources Defense Council

29. Nevada Cattlemen's Association

30. Nevada Outdoor Recreation Association

31. Nevada Outdoor Recreation Association

32. Nevada Outdoor Recreation Association

33. Public Lands Committee, R. Strickland

34. Public Lands Institute

35. Red Rock Audubon Society

36. Sierra Club, Toiyabe Chapter

37. Sierra Club, Toiyabe Chapter

38. Sierra Club, Toiyabe Chapter

39. Southern California Edison Co.

40. Wildlife Management Institute
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TABLE 5-3 (Continued)

Letter
Number Agency, Organization or Individual

41. Brovi/n, Anita A.

42. Carter, Joanne D.

43. Cenkoske, Cheri

44. DeJoseph, Marion
45. Felty
46. Fischer, Virl is L.

47. Funtek, Bob
48. Hayley, Fairy
49. Hinrich, J.

50. Hjel strom, David G.

51. Hurst, Thomas L.

52. Katzer, Keith
53. Lovinger, Mike
54. Mekus, Robert
55. Melts, Harry
56. Murarik, Thomas M.

57. Payne, Kenneth
58. Peters, Richard
59. Phillips, Stephen
60. Pitchford, Ann
61. Prince, Louise
62. Reid, Herbert L.

63. Schnaible, Richard
64. Schnaible, Virginia
65. Shammst, James
66. Stevens, Jan
67. Swanson, John R.

68. Welch, Roger
69. Young, Cliff
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TABLE 5-4

INDEX OF TESTIMONIES

Testimony
Number Agency, Organization or Individual

1 Jeff VanEe

2 Howard Booth

3 Cheri Cinkoske

4 Steve DeRecco
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COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

The 69 comment letters received and oral statements recorded are reprinted in

numerical order in this section. The identifying comment number corresponds

to the lists in Tables 5-3 and 5-4. The comments for which responses have

been printed are identified by verticle lines and consecutive numbers in the

right margins of the letters. The corresponding responses follow each letter

and are numbered to match the comments.
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FVFCVTIVf C HAMULI

August 30, 1963

Ker-.p Conr., District Kar.aaer
Las Veaas Ely. District Office
P. 0. Box 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Dear Mr. Conn:

The State of Nevada wishes to conplinent the B1M on the
completion of your environmental impact studies of the Clark
County wilderness proposals, and to 'thank you for givino us the
opportunity to comment. Many agencies have already sent you
specific technical comments which 1 hope you find valuable.

Giv diffe
.v.;r-:r:

areas
pesit
State
R"50u
avail

tatemandates of the various
les, their evaluations of the individual wilderness study

understandably varied. The following consensus state
ition was developed by my office with the assistance of the

Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Natural
rces. Minerals and Wildlife, based upon the information

liable to us at this stage of the wilderness study process.
This position reflects a balance between o'jr needs for access to
the State" s developable resources, especially here in the
overthrust belt, and the needs of present and future generations
of Nevadans for wilderness recreation opportunities.

Arrow Canvon (KV-05O-0215) : The State supports the
wilderness accent alternative for the Arrow Canyon Wilderness
Study Area. There are significant recreational and cultural
resouces in this WSA which outweigh conflicts with other resource
values. This wilderness area would also enhance the proposed
State park in the Arrow Canyon area.

management erhar
wilderness stud;
offers the sioit

he

provid
rpecial wi idernes- *,

geological features.

Stirlin

-ccv Mr—ams (KV-O50-O229) 1 The stale
t alternative for the Muddy
;. This limited wilderness alternative
need solution to the conflicts among

iic and mineral interests. It
iny- Bf -he most severe areas of conflict while still
r the protection of a unique natural a a vine,

and

(NV-050-0401)
: The State suspcris the

the Ml. Ftirling WSA. This alternative
severe conflict while preserving the

preferred altt.-rnat
eliminate? the ares: cf
area of hichest wilderness values for future enjoyment

La Madrc *runtains (KV-050-6412) i The State supports
the preferred al'.c r: suve, hewever, we strc-glv recommend drawinc
the northern boundary back tc exclude sections 3 ar.d 4, Township
20 Scuth, Range SB £B*t, tc allow access tc mineral resources
This WSA will prcviflS 3r excellent comolimen- to the recreational
Opportunities of the Red Rock and Mt. Charleston areas, Offering
DUMtandlne solitude and wilderness exoerier.ee within a short

'

distance of the Las Vegas metropolitan area.

N orth McCulIouch Foun
lacks significant wl lderncss c
resource conflicts . The State
considered further for wildeme:

is fNV-050-0425) : This area
LCteristics to balance the
commends that it not be
esignaticn.

South MfC--:iouQfc Mountains (NV-CS0-0« 35 1 : The State
support? the rr.anagtre.-.t enhancenent alternative for the South
McCullough Mountains WSA. The high ccur.trv that would be
included as wilderness under this limited alternative includes
examples of a terrain and ecosystem sior.i f icant lv differe-t from
other KSA's in Nevada. Because of its location 2nd elevation
this area can provide year-round recreational use.

Pine Creek (NVO-050-0«14) I The State supports thepreferred alternative for the Pine Creek WSA; however, we
strongly recommend drawing the boundary back at the southwest
corner to exclude sections 1, 2, 12 and 13, Township 22 South,Range $7 Last, in order tc, allow continued access to mineral'resources This WSA is adjacent to the La Kadre Mountains WSAand includes the scenic cliffs of the Ped Rock area.

1 hope the comments will be eful to you in

RICHARD H. BRYAN /-

^"\ DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

AUG SSlSSj

Mr. Kenp Conn, District Manager

Bureau of Land KAnajwent
F.C. Box 2E569
LiE Vegas, Nevada B91I6

Dear NT- Conn:

We have reviewed the Draft Clark County Wilde:

reference to Issues or actioni

pre idcd r

ess EIS and find no

;ct Air Force activities in

IS Dccenrxrr 19£j letter, we would again

alternatives which increase wilderness designated

rictions ore placed on military overflight*.

I
EIS wen la tedSeveral of the Wilderness Study Areas

with designated Herd Hanagenent Areas. A* you are aware, we have large

BUBbtr* of wile horses occupying the Nellis Air Force Testing Range which

have created a prosier. It is our desire that these, or other Herd

HAnagement Areas be considered as sites for relocation some of the wild

horse populations occupying the Nclllt Range.

Thank you for the opportunity

wilderness EIS ar.d for your co

) comment or. the Draft Clark County

lidcratlon of the wild horse problem

w. EDKfcXD FISCHER

Deputy Regional Civil Engineer
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 2

1. The BL^ views W'-ent levels of low altitude unitary training as
compatible with wilderness designation.



Fed. Bldq. , Boon

300 Las Vegas Blvu., So

Las Veaas, NV 89101

1920

. August 24, 19B3

f.enp Conn. District. Manaqer

ATTN: Clark County Wilderm
Bureau of Land ttanaoement

P.O. Box 26S69

Las Vegas, m 89126

•k County Wilderness Env

lvmkiiu uu.iiudry changes on two oropo

nd Ht, Stirling, under the preferred

We have reviewed the Draft Cla

Statement. Up reco-nend boundary changes

units, La Madn tl ten

The La Madrp Hountains USA contains a westward extension adjoinina the

Tcyabe national Forest. This administrative boundary becomes tne upner

limit of the proposed wilderness unit at a general elevation of 9000 feet.

The road between Trout and Lovell Canyon defines the lower boundary at

about 6400 feet.

This three mile wide strip extension is a layered slice of topogranhv
on nountain slopes which ascends to the 11,07? summit of Griffith Peak,

inside the National Forest. The Mount Charleston Final Environmental
Statement, approved in 1976, did not select a wilderness alternative

for these hiqh elevation National Forest lands.

We see many unique features in the La Madre Range and Red Rock escarp-

ment that form a logical wilderness unit defined by land form. Our

recomendation is to adjust the bounoary to the Lovell Canyon-Harris

Springs ridge line for a more appropriate management configuration.

The Mt. Stirling preferred alternative includes lands around Wheeler

Peak. A cherry stem excludes the Wheeler Well roaded area. A primitive
road continues north, down tne wash, toward the Indian Springs Highway.

This early route was used before construction of Wheeler Pass and is

almost 700' lower in elevation.

The potential to construct a better road across the Spring Mountain Range

will be foreclosed by wilderness designation. This route could inDrove
recreational access, fire response, and year-around travel. We reconnend

deleting the Wheeler Peak area, which is a separate land form. Despite
mineralization, the Mount Stirling area seers appropriate as part of the

preferred alternative.

We have shown our recommended boundaries on the attached maps.

/Utsi R0Bm D - UIZE

§zz»& District Ranger

Attachments

3^2
recommended Suitable l j£H the AH wilderness alternative

I I RECOMMENDED SUITABLE under the MANAGEMENT enhancement alteri

['-.-I RECOMMENDED SUITABLE UNDER THE WILDERNESS ACCENT ALT

§~3 RECOMMENDED Sul

--- CuEflRTSltM ROADS

ALTERNATIVES
LA MADRE MOUNTAINS NV-050-W12
PINE CREEK NV-050-0414

3-3
RECOMMENDED SUITABLE UNDER 1

I | RECOMMENDED SUITABLE UNDER 1

r"T] RECOMMENDED SUITAEtLE UNDER 1

' •:, :-"rfEHDED SUITABLE UNDER 1

ANAGEMENT ENHANCEMENT ALTERNATIVE

ILDERNESS ACCENT ALTERNATIVE

) ALTERNATIVE (FS)REFER

ALTERNATIVES

MT. STIRLING NV-050-M01

RESPONSE TO LETTER 3

1. The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to exclude the western
"panhandle" portion of the La'ladre WSA rec orrne nded suitable for wilderness
designation.

2. The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to include an access route
across the portion of the Mt. Stirling WSA recommended suitable for

wilderness designation.

3. The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to include Mt, Stirling within
the Mt. Stirling WSA recommended Suitable for wilderness designation.
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United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF MIKES

Auguat 17.1983

To: Mr - Ed Cilibcrti, EIS Teara l.ooder
, Lat Vep.au, Nevada

Frwn; Supervisor, Section o£ Mineral Involvement

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact St««N«tt, (DEIS), Clark Cou.
Wildemeas

i you requested in our cclephoi
imorandum is to verify that we

of August I2th , thia
he aubject DEIS and

D'Arcy P. Bani«te

'iK*S United States Department of the Interior

-V.~~/,. BLRF*l OFRBCiAMATlOf
*</' LOWER COLOR A HO RECIOIAfcUfci ICE- , -

.,

;

r g BO* .:-'••' r ' '
:

BOL'LDEH CITY. SEV AD* »*9fl$

-
'

, LC-1S4A

ro: District HanaCfcr, bureau c
f Land H*M9*(r*flt

f

F.C. &o* 26565, lh Vegas, hevada £.9126

From: Regional Director

Subject: draft Clark County Vilaerness Environmental Impact Stateren:
(CES 63/37) {your letter to the Commissioner, oatec Kav 16
1983;

lie have reviewed the subject oocwiKnt and find no impacts on bureau of

Reclamation activities. The document appears i-fleouate for the purpose

intenoefl ana we noted no de f iciencies or errors significant enough to

confident on.

cc: Cor-rissinnpr, Uashington, DC

Attention: 150

ftfjBnl United States Department of the Interior

In Reply Refer To:
FHS-Hail Stop *23

DFS 83/37

Memorandum

AU; \2 1983

To: District Kanaoer, Bureau of Land nanaewnent
Las vegas, Nevada

From: Assistant Director for Engineering ecology

Subject: Review of draft environmental statement for preliminary wilderness
recommendations, Clnrt County, Nevada

Ke have reviewed the draft statement as requested in the State Director's
msrorandujTi of Hay 13.

Environmental impacts related to geologic crjodii

considered in the draft environmental statement.

v* question the statement that there would be "r

soil or water in the Wilderness Study Areas, wty
nated for wilderness (p. 3-3, col. i, par. 2).
that all potential impacts from such activities
mineral developrr^nt , and rood building on lands
ment (App. A) could be mitigated. This assumption
in advance of specific proposals for land

I
have been adequately

o significant inpscts" on
Lhsr or not they are desig-
It appears to be assuned
as off-road vehicles uae,
under non-wildernesr. manage-

very broad to be made
ilrierness areas.

We have given only the mast cursory review to the minerals data included
in this report t^cause the U.S. Geological Survey will prepare a compre-
hensive, detailed, joint report with, the Bureau of «*ines on the mineral
resource potential of those areas recommended as suitable for wilderness,
in accordance with Section $03 of FLPMAl.

James F. [levii

RESPONSE TO LETTER 6

1. Site specific surface-distu
through environnental analy
requirements of the Nationa
the purpose of this environ:
w?iich would could occur wit

ing activities
s procedures i

on public lands a^e evaluated
n accordance with the

Environmental
ntal analysis,
n 'WSAs were an

Protection Act. However, for
impacts from specific uses

alyzed.

Impacts ( water resources is

analysis in Chapter 4, Enviroi
water sources and impacts from the
quality have been analyzed.

ssue that has been addressed fr-
equences, of the FEIS. Critical
atives on water quantity and
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^HMHBHflBBnflHnHB^^MH^K^HHI

United States Department of the Interior

NATIl'SAl I'ARK StRVlCE

Vfc«TlR.N RtclOS
liOLUEV tlVlt AVIS' I (U'X >M

MTit. Las Vegas, Nwado

rrfSfL

I Draft F.nvlr.

*:- lorioent and have tht following ccBtetrfiti

Hlrftfv Vrajntains Wilderness Study Area C-SA) . cwering 4*., 260 acres ui

preferred altflrnative, borders the Lake Ht-ad National Recreation Arei

indar* for appro* totattly four miles in the viclnitv of the Rovl of Fin
bowl of Tin- has been identified In the Lake Mead Statement for Mana)

II an an outetandinr natural Stature and we bfcliffve tt>3t rh# wildernesi

ItUI of the Muddv fountains WSA will help to protect this eeoloplc feai

10, Che Muddv Mountains wilderness status will serve to protect the Am
ftarv Narrnuc (.is identified on pages 2-16 and 17), a popular scenic a:

it National Park Service naturalists have used for nature hikes for a

:ber of vears.

l

tf

aSA I

Z2: L'N TE0STA7ES E WiPTNAT PA*TfCTK-% aGENC*

21'BFi«mon1 bir*»<

SiJG S ; ijjS3

Kemp Conn, District Manager
Attention! Clack County Wilderness DEIS
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Dear Mr. Conn:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) titled PRE -

LIMlh'APY WILDERNESS KECQw.MEMiAT IONS F0F CLAKK COl'STV NEVADA .

We have the enclosed comments regarding this DEIS.

We have classified this DEIS as Category LO-2. The
classification and date of EPA's comments will be published
in the Federal Register in accordance with our public dis-
closure responsibilities under Section 309 of the Clean Air

this DEIS,
nraental Impact

We appreciate the opportunity to revi
Please send three copies of the Final Envi
Statement (FE1S) to this office at the earn

officially filed with our Washington, D.C.

have any questions, please contact Loretta Kahn Barsaraian,

Chief, E1S Review Section, at (415! 974-8188 or FTS 454-8188

office. If you

sincerely yours.

/ .... V' ' :.'

Charles W. Murray, Jr.

Assistant Regional Adroinist

for Policy, Technical , arv

Resources Management

Enclosure ( 1

)

Air Quality Comments

Ae stated in the DEIS (p. 2-2), the Las Vegas Valley is a

nonattainment area for total Suspended particulates (TSP).
It is possible that mineral and energy development in areas
not designated wilderness could result in violations of air
quality standards for TSP. According to the DEIS (p. 3-2)
this would constitute a significant air quality impact. In

addition, the potential for particulate emissions from ORV
use is high, and It is acknowledged in the DEIS that such use
is widespread and increasing in many of the WSAs.

A discussion of potential air quality impacts should not be
deferred to future NEPA analyses, such as project specific
environmental assessments. Potential air quality impacts
for each alternative from mining, energy and ORV activities
should be addressed in the FEIS as indirect effects related
to induced changes in the pattern of land use (40 CFH 1502.16(b)).

Water Quality Comments

The DEIS identifies certain WSA
watershed condition and a high
However, under Environmental Co:

of the various alternatives are
of watershed and soil problems,
identifies the Arrow Canyon Ran
acres or 141 critical watershed
(the preferred alternative for

the long term

as having critical
si on susceptibility,
quences, the impacts
t discussed in terms
or example, the DEIS
as having 4,450
ea. Under No WUdernes
s WSA) , the DEIS states
lues.. .would be lost

to energy and mineral exploration and development,
increased ORV use, and possible location of communication
sites. This would be a significant adverse impact.'
The potential impacts of such activities on sensitive
soils and watershed areas snould oe addressed in the
FEIS as indirect effects.

The DEIS does not discuss ground water. The FEIS should
identify ground water resources, their quality, current
uses, and possible uses under the various alternatives.
The impacts of the alternatives on ground water quantity
and quality should be addressed.

RESPONSE TO LETTER B

1. It was determined during the issue identification process for the
Wilderness EIS that no soe-ific activities, proposed or projected, would
occu' within the WSAs that would impact ai"" quality, as this resource
would be managed to comply with State law regardless o r designation.

2. It was determined during the issue identification process for the

Wilderness EIS that no specific activities, proposed or projected, would
occur within the WSAs that would impact critical watershed areas.

3. Impacts on water resountes is en issue that has been a'Myessed for

analysis in Chapter a, Environmental Consequences, in the Wilderness EIS.
Critical water sources and impacts from the alternatives on water quantity
and quality have been analyzed. During the preparation of the Wilderness

EIS there were no activities orooosed that were found to imoact either the

Quantity or Quality of ground water as a result of designator or non>

designation of any of the KSAs as wilderness.
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described in the draft impact. Btatwient;

ETS CWECDKX OXES

BlvirgmattAJ. Impact of the frrt_icn

ID—L»cJc of CbjectiOna

EPA has no abjection to the proponed action t

or Huggeota only minor changes in the propoai

EH—&TVirtrmentaI Reservations

ETA has reservations ooncerninq the environnDitai effects of certain aapect* of
the proposed action. EPA beLievea that further stuiy of sxroestod alternative*!

or modifications 13 required and has asked the onqinatinq Federal agency to
reassess these aspects.

EU—EnvironmentAlly ihiwitisfactory

EPh beli<rut-a that the proponed action is insatisfactory because of its potentially
harmful effect on the anvrrtamg it. Furthenrore, the Agency believes that the

potential safeguards whit±i might be utilized nay rot adequately protect the
envrrontrcnt from hazards arising fron this action. T^e Aqcncy BtKflBWBfldl that

alternatives to the action be analysed further [including the possibility of
no action at all)

.

Adequacy of the apart Stateearrt

Category 1—Adequate

Tha draft impact ittatement adequately sets forth the envirornwital impact of
the proposed project or action as *»»11 as alternatives reasonably available

to the project or action.

Category 2—Insufficient Information

EPA beUeves that the draft impact statencnt does not contain sufficient

infonnation to assess fully the envrrom^ital impact of the proposed project

or action. Ho**vsr, from the information submitted, the Agency is able to

mate a preliminary determination of the impact on the envirorrent. EPA has

requested that the originator provide the informaticn that was not included

in the draft statement.

Category 3—Inadequate

EPA believes that the draft impact statement does not adequately assess the

environmental impact of the proposed project or action, or that the statement

inadequately analyzes reasonably available alternatives. The Aoency has

requested more information and analysis concerning the potential enviramental

hazards and has asked that sutartantial revision be made to the lrpact

statarent.

If a draft ijipact statement is i

of the project or action, since
mate such a determination.

signed a Category 3, no rating will be made

i basis does not generally exist on which to
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A State Office of Community Services

[{-SVJ «..-*. «™,
;jjj"'" > c*iso-< ctr* --ev*o* B9;to

-- August 16. 1983

Mr. kenv Conn, District Manager
tiLM District Office, Las Vegas
Uureau of Land Management
P. G. Box :6S69
Las Vegas, NV 63126

Rfe 63300091

ATTN: Clark County Wilderness Of 15

Dear Mr. Conn:

Attached are the comments from the following affected State
Agencies; Oept. of Wildlife, Division of Environmental Protection,
UNR tiureau of Mines, and the Dept. of Minerals, concerning the above
referenced project.

These comments constitute the 5tate Clearinghouse review
of this proposal. Please address these comments or concerns in
the final decision.

Sinewy.

jJL&.k/itL
j

/John B. Walker, For
^ Linda A. Ryan

Director

JBW/mg

Enclosures

9-2
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Julv 14, 1?H3

Ha, Lioda Ryan
Office of ConunitT aervLces

1100 East Wlllias, Suite 104

Carson City, SV 59710

Dear Lloda:

We appreciate the opportunity to review and consent on the Draft
Clark County 'Wildemeaa EIS which was prepared hv the Us Vegas District
of the Bureau of Und tt&flfrgttwiit (SA1 SVI833000S1 ) . Our ugoncy la

particularly Interested It) Issues associated with wilderness
preservation, since related decisions have a long lasting effect on
potential aaoageseot of fish and wildlife resources. For clarification
purposes, pledse find listed below our specific consents an each of the
seven wilderness stwJy areas Identified In Clarfc County.

Arrow Canyon gange - He support the preferred alternative which
FdCSBDiaodt th.U tn^i area 13 not suitable for further wlldetnesH
consideration. The range supports a relatively large herd of wintering
desert bighorn sheep which aigrate froa the ad ).ice at Meadow Valley and
Las Vegas aountain ranges. Since water distribution la the sin«le ^»)ut 1

Halting factor for sheep nu=oers In this area, we believe that water 1.
development should :? a clijot aaoa accent, eaphasts in the future as

opposed to complete protection. L

Muddv ^ount-ilr.j - Muf concern in tne Muddv ^tountaln area la similar
to that listed for tne Arrow Canyon Ran^e. There is no tnovn source of

reliable or penuinenc water within the area reco-=»nded as suitable lor
wilderness. We believe that water development in the area would itriACly
enhance wildlite ..i.ues with particular re:erence to bighorn iheep
jince the KrlldtnUM policy Joes not f.ivijf habitat development i.

Hcunt Sterile - We support the preferred alternative which
raC0BB*ai* this Jr fJ ,i S suitable for wlldemesa. Protection of the area
:roo encroachment snould enhance the existing wildlife values which
include considerations for aule d*er, ^l!t, and a variety of other

RESPONSE TO LETTER 9

1 Jater oevelopcents in designated wilderness areas are allowed under the
*nderness Ma nageoent Policy (WMP) . Page 13, coluur 1

,
paragraph 3 of the

EMF7Tates,~*"cerr.din permanent installations to maintain conditions for
wildlife and fish, upon consideration of their design, placement,
duration, and use, (My be permitted if the resulting change is compatible
with preservation of wilderness character arte" is consistent with
wilderness funagenent objectives for the Area, and if the installations
are the minirxnt necessary to accomplish the task. Pernissitite actions
under these criteria mdy include: i istal 1 ations to protect sources of
water on which wildlife depend, such as enclosures; and water sources such
as springs, wells, and guzjlers."
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HK. Linda Rvan

July 14, 1983

LiMadre Mountains - We support the preferred alternative which

recQcraends this BIM as suitable for wilderness. Because of the seel

nature of the arcs in addition to its close proxlniry to the high

population center of the Las Vupas valley. wilderness ossification a\a~

help protect portions of the range Iron excessive public use. Wild:

values WOUld likely be enhanced as a result of uiinern^SE protection

alsi tie:

tiir.ated that successful water develop

the desert sheep population by fever

uth MeCu llPU i-r H...I

tb-

.ion for this area but t

a which recorasiends the

in the «* ate not as:

it time not it recrcatif

ipnlficantly in th* future.

1 hop* the above --ill be of

tn*l wilderness reiowaendations.

it-ed for further input at this t:

hundred animals.

"jld support wilderness
. with the preferred
able. Major wildlife
mensive public use at

H0LIK1, D1H£CT0K

RFM:ob

cc: Tina Nappe
Region III

C»R ion C i T T , k[i

RECEIVES
„,. JUN -31983 - -

pSOTfCTION _ .

own cu V rO'JNTY Kl KRTCSS

f NVI.R0KSE tal iw*n TATEHEXT

* tessnsr]
>:,[ oc a; i 'Ex i

itTj

AIR-Dick 5erdoz: Ther was not adequate discussion on the anient impact .

Of Ait Pollutants as related to adopted ambient air quality standards or I

visibility impartnent , which is currently occurring. This discussion should!

also included emission which while not currently constructed have

received permits to construct at a later date. Visibility imparment'

would probabl* be improtant at some of these desigrated areas. I believe
|

that units 215. 229, 412, 414, and 425 are currently in the impacte areas.

WATEF-Ralph Capurro: The need for a wastewater discharge penr.it from this

office is not addressed in this report- Any mining or other potential
sources (such as geothermal development) with a surface or groundwater

discharge would need to contact this office for a determination or, whether

a permit would be required. ^ ^gf^J $L<7 , '

U.JCUjt**,fk&J MHMHWWTOR 8B5-4670 7/21/E3

SO -ID 'A. TE- erne
re >nrt Tr.e CPSl
ol the a ei which
no . ts e to prov
Al ;o t le LieS cr.at

ma j lead tc olid

: Solid waste generation ii r.ot addressed in this
n of a wilderness ar*6 ma;, attract additional use
ead to a prgblaro of l;tterin<s, if measures are
rrpiric point? at access areas such as parking lots.

tinn o: WSA'a nay ca^se increased miner* 1
, exploration which

d waste ocneration in the areas.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 9

The Proposed Action was anended in the FHS to include i portion of the
South McCullough Mountains MSA as recomnended suitable for wilderness.

3. These item have been addn
Chapter 1 of the FF.IS.

the issue identification sectu

Analysis of wastp water discharge permits fo>- mining is beyond the scope
of thi s document.
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FtOtRAL (Kl-ACT
I U I T E 109

JO 2 I BBi-J « 30

-ii^st 5UM*f 1 'w* cwpOts « c*:r* ;fvv<

^ct, OWFT CLAqx CQtj^TY KIL3ERHESS

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Mountains, Pine Creek , North
ns, the Preferred Alternative

juod balance between the need for wilderness and

For the Arrov Canvon Ran**, Ht. Stirling. ,

(McCullouRh Mountain*, and South McCultough
outlined In the draft repre;

|

the utilisation of the alne:

'The Muddy Mountain, area, however. Kjs -ineral potential (non-wetalllc and hvdro-
jcarbons) which sen to outv*£ Rh Its value as a wilderness area. I'nder multiple u
! management, the Muddy Mountains could provide recreation while allowlnR mineral
'development -

6*~/i-rt/ 'js&*r& ffA/rs

LiAU. 'jJtt"i' "CvS CCW*>I

«Jll-T: QgAFT CLAftK COUNTY Wll \)tRH\ SS

ENV GOSHEN TAL ['IPACT STATEMENT

mUK w ^c»e

IC BC Om'UTT.C st Ktui.lMj tuENCTi

Attached are che Nevada Department of Mineral's comments on
Draft Clark County Wilderness Environments 1 Imoacc Statement
(SAl-NV*S33OO09l),

M<(>-teu Deputy Director

IE or SfcVAQ*

Kemp Conn, District rlana^er
Ae.cn: (Jlfirk County Wild*Hit
Bureau of Land Manape"!ene
P.O. Box 26569
Las Ve^as, Nevada 99126

DEPARTMENT OF MINERALS

Wii ws-WSO

AuRust 3, 1983

DEIS

!.)<_> -a Mr. Con'

With this letter ve are sending our comments an the Draft Clark CountyWilderness Environmental Impact Statement (SAI-NV,i3330009 1) . Ue
3 comment on this most important document.te the oooortu:

several co
DE
la

d explora

relating to theDraft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). Of prlraa'
proposal to close several sections of land in which there"currently

"

or has Deen extensive mminz and exploration activity. 3ecau
present economic conditions, -any of these mining ooerations have shut
down and claic activity has slowed considerably. However as economicconditions change. 2any of these operations nav becoree active once
again.

A second major concern is the known industrial mineral deDosits locatedwithin certain prooosed wilderness study areas. Due to current economic
conditions, che ninine of manv of the industrial minerals rav not be
economically :easible. However, if conditions change, these' known
mineral deposits could become of vital Importance to both the State and
various industries.

The final concern is the cu
and national Park svstens h
preserving public lands in
persuade more Nevadans and
of the State. 3v closing s

adans will nevei

rent use ot the Lands proposed. The Stare
.e -ione an excellent job of Droceccing and
>vada and have continually attempted to
Jurists to visit and enjov the unique areas
::ions of the land to the' general public,

ooportunicy to experience the beautv
and uniqueness the Silver State offers. It is the Deoartnei
that rather than closing lands to all exccDt a select gro"D of che copu-
lation (hikers), that che State should be encouraeins "ore ' 'levadans and
tourists alike co utilize the State's public Lands. Through s>ood man*ce-
nent Dractices. practices which che State and National Park Services have
proven successful, the State's public lands can be preserved, and at the
same time, enjoyed bv all.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 9

5 J. 5, Geological Survey will prepare a comprehensive, detailed, joint
report with the Bureau of Mines on the mineral resource potential of those
areas recwimended suitable for wilderness designation', in accordance with
Section 603 of FLPMA. Further adjustments could be made based on
information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

Sections 3 and i of Townshin 20 south, Ranqe S3 east havi

from the Prooosed Action to avoid the qynsian denes Us.
been deleted
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ilaau Conn
AuftUst J. 1933

Attache-i are sneclflc correncs coneamins each of thg irooosed Wilderness
Studv Areas described in the Draft Clark Count 1/ Wilderness Environmental
Intact Statement. As a clusinr statement, the venart-ient of Minerals
dc-es value preserving sore nubile land :or future generations and
scientific study, as Ion? .is the Hininej industry, which is so essential
to our national defense and progressive ttcononv , can remain healthy and
be irovided the opportunity to lursue new mineral resources.

Sincerely.

9-10

CLARK COUNTY WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS

r. OVERVIEW

The Nevada Department of Minerals supports Che basic objective of the
National Wilderness "reservation Svsten to oreserve some sections of the
country in nearlv pristine condition for future scientific study and for
the benefit of future generations. Hovever, two questions remain basic;
How much total wilderness should ze designated? Where should it be located?

The Nevada Department of Minerals hesitates CO aporove anv recommended WSA
as suitable for wilderness because an area's minerals potential can never

renown exactly until actual mining and exploration occurs. In manv cases. I5
MJ
breakthroughs or shifts in industrial needs suddenly transform an area which 1

see -is to have little or no mineral ootential into a prime exploration target.

'Whe re then should wilderness areas be designated? From the viewpoint of
mm eral resources, the safest recomnendation would be to locate wilderness
in areas with no mineral resource ootential, that is areas with sufficient
v>eo logic data to indicate the lac.< of favorable host rocks or mineral
res ources given today's mining technology and economics.

As indicated in the Draft Clark County Wilderness Environmental Impact
Statement, all seven of the wi:demess study areas have high or moderate
mm ;ral resources potential. These areas contain favorable oeologic
cha racteriscics for mineral accomodations and the evaluation of such .

fav arable areas is considerably more imoortanc than chose with low poten-
tla Much of the current exDloration and recent discoveries in Nevada
hav e occurred in si-nilar areas. I: areas with favorable minerals potential 1

are to be included in a wilderness area recommendation, it should be only 1

bee ause: 1) there are no alternative sites with no mineral potential;
2) no other exanole of a dominant ecosystem cvpe is suitable for wilder-
nes S and located within a day's drive of the same Dopulation area; and
3) an intensive U,S, ecological S'jrvev or U. S. Bureau of Mines studv has
been conducted at a sufficient level of detail to reclassify the area as
»,vme no resource potential.

II. SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

ARROW CANTON RANGE

The entire Wilderness Studv Area has moderate favorability for oil and gas
due to the location of the Overthrust 8elc and high to moderate favorability
for mineral resource potential. Tnerefore, the Nevada Deoartment of Minerals
recommends that Che Arrow Canyon WSA not be considered, since all alternatives
WOU Id i moose a significant adverse inraact on mineral and energy deve lopment

.

MUDDY MOUNTAIN

The entire Wilderness Studv Area has high to moderate favorability for
mineral resource ootential and moderate favorability for oil and gas due to
the location of the Overthrust 3elt. The industrial mineral deposits located
in the area could be of vital :=>ortance if it becomes economicallv feasible
to mine and transDort the minerals. The Nevada Department of Minerals
recommends that the Muddy Mountain WSA not be considered, since all alterna-
tiv es would constitute a Significant, adverse impact on mineral and energy

elopment.

9-11

Clark County Wilderness Stu-jl Page Two

KT. STIRLING

The entire wilderness Studv Area has nigh to moderate favorability for
minerals resource potential and a moderate favorability for oil and gas
due to the location of the Overthrust Belt. According to the Nevada 1 ,
Minim? Association's Geologic Review Studv, there has been a recent dis- 1

covery of Carlin-tvpe disseminated gold deoosits imnediacelv contiguous 1

to the WSA, The oennissive host terrain extends into the proposed wilder-
ness area. It is the Department's recommendation chat all sections in
Range 53 East. Township 17 South be reclassified as having a high favor-
aoility for mineral potential. Furthermore, the Nevada Deoartment of Minerals
recommends that Che Mt. Stirling WSA not be considered, since all alterna-
tives would result in a significant adverse impact- on mineral and energy
development

.

LA MADRE MOUNTAINS

The entire Wilderness Study Area has moderate favorability for oil and gas
based upon the oroximitv of the Overthrust Belt. The entire area also has
moderate and hlah favorability for mineral resources potential. The indus-
trial minerals deposits in the area could be of sienificant importance CO
the building trade as Las Ve^as continues to grow. The Nevada Department
of Minerals recommends that the La ttadre Mountains WSA not be considered
since all alternatives would result in a significant adverse imoacc on
mineral and energy development.

PINE CREEK

The Nevada Department of Minerals recommends that the Pine Creek Wilderness
Study Area not be considered, since the entire wilderness area has a moderate
favorability for oil and gas based ucion the location of the Overthrust BeLt
and a moderate favorability far mineral resource ootential. All alternatives
would impose a significant adverse impact on mineral and enerRV development

.

SORTS ::cCLXLOUGK FOUNTAINS

The entire Wilderness Studv Area has a moderate favorability for mineral
resource ootential and also a moderate favorability for oil and gas due to
the proximitv 0: the Overthrust Celt. Therefore, the Nevada Department or
Minerals recommends that the North McCul lough Mountains WSA not be considered,
since all alternatives would have a i niticant adverse imoacc on mineral
and energv development.

S0L*n McCL'LLOUGH MOUNTAINS

The Nevada Department of Minerals recoraends chac che South McCuLlough Moun-
tains Wilderness Study Area not be considered, since the entire wilderness
area has a moderate favorability for boch Oil and Has and mineral resource
ootential. Information provided by the Nevada Mining AssOciac ion' s Geologic
Review Study, to supplement tha 3ureau or Land Management's C.E.M. evaluation
of minerals, stresses , from personal and field studies, that much of cne
area should be reclassified as having a nigh favorability ror mineral potential.
All alternatives would constitute a Significant adverse impact on mineral
and energy development.

III. SPECIAL MINERAL ALTERNATIVES

If ic becomes absolutely necessary to establish wilderness areas in Clark
County, the Department of Minerals could accent the following alcernacives
In speeitied wilderness areas:

9-12

Clark County Wilderness Study Page Three

ARROW CANTON RANGE

Wilderness Study Area to inc! ude nly the folio ving sections

;

A 5. 6. 7, 8. 9. 10. 14, 15 16 17 18, 19, fflJ k a nd NE k 20.

SW k and NE k and SE k 21, 22 ?1 26 27, NE t and SE k 28, Range
64 Ease, Township 14 South.

Total acres - 12.000 Se e Map A

MT STIRLING

Wi derne5S Studv Area to include nly the following sections

:

SW k 25, 26, 27, NE k and SE V fln i SW t 28, SW k and SE k and
NE t 32. 33, 34, 35. NW k anc SW i anc SE k 36 of Ra nge 54 East

,

iownship 17 South.

SW k and SE * I. 2, 3, 4, 5, HE k 6, : £ t and S E k E . 9, 10, 11,

fiV k and SW V 13, 14. 15, 16 NK V 21. 22, 23. 2 4, 25 . 26, 27, 34,

35 36 of Range 54 East. Towr ship L8 South.

SW k 1, 2, NE k and SE fc 3 mange 54 East, To •mship 19 Souch.

SW k and SE r 31. 32, 33 of f ange 55 I Mt, Town ship 17 South.

s 5, :rJ k and NE i and SE k 8., t£ \ , 8. NW > and SW k 9 ,

:.v k 16, SW <c 19, XW k and SW fc 30, ?JW k 31 of lanse 54 East,
Tuunshio IS South.

Total acres - 24,6-0 St e Map B

SOUTH McCL'LLOUGH MOUNTAINS

Wi derness Study Area to inc ude >nly the folio wLng sections:

SE k 3'', SW 1 and SE k 35. Ran ; e 6 Ease. To-mshi a 25 south.

j 3, SE It 4. St k and SE \
r

13 11 :rj h and SW t 12, 13. 14,

15 NE k 16. 22. 2 3. 24. 27, NE r snd SE t 33. !4 0; Range 61

Ea t , Townshin 26 South.

3, NE \ and SE k and SW % 4, NE k and SE t 3, 9
,

L0 NW k and
NE k 13, 16 , :;E V, and SE > 1 tange 61 Souch T«-nshio 27 South

Total acres - 13.440 See Ilap C
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ALTERNATIVES

ARROW CANYON RANGE NV-050-0215

heccmvenoed suitable under the *u wuofONEss alternate

t ] OfC^WvrsQED SUITABLE UNDER THE MANAGEMENT ENHANCEWEN

[/; i "ECO" WEEDED SUITABLE UNDER THE WILDERNESS ACCENT ALTER

* - - ChERBtSTEm ROaQS

ALTERNATIVES

SOUTH McCULLOUGH MTNS. NV-050- 013S

L)i\ isiiin of Suite Lands
August 17, 1983

Kemp Conn, District Manager
Attn: Clark County Wilderness DEE
Bureau of Land Management
P.O- Bgx 26569

Lu Vegas, Nevada (59120

Clark County Wilderness Draft EBSUBJECT;

Dear Kernpr

We have reviewed the Draft Clark Canity Wilderness Environmental Impact

Statement with the state divisions of Parks. Forestry, and Historic Preservation and

ArcTieology and have the following combined comments and recommendations from all

First, we found the statement to be generally well written and easy to understand.

Your staff should be complimented on their effort. Also, the briefing on the wilderness

iii*ty provided to stale agencies in January 1983 was well done and was very helpful

later when the DELS was being reviewed-

Generally, (he divisions participating in this review felt that wilderness should

be established wherever appropriate in ioutnern Nevada, ITiesc areas will be close to

a Urge urban area where there is a large demand for various recreational opportunities.

Wilderness can satisfy and protect some of these recreational needs while providing

for protection of scenic qualities, wildlife habitat and a portion of the ecosystems

present.

The divisions involved offer the following recommendations for each of the

wilderness areas being reviewed in the DEEi

1. Arrow Canyon (NV-050-0215). The area indicated under the wilderness accent

alternative should be designated as wildneress. Creation of a wilderness in tfl is

area would enhance the state park proposed in Arrow Canyon. The request

made by the Division of State Parks under the Good Neighbor Program in 1981

for 3400 acres of BLM land for a state park, which would fall within the

wdderness area, could be withdrawn.

1. Muddy Mountains (NV-OSO-4229). The area indicated in the preferred alternative

should t>e designated as wilderness. This reduced area eliminates many of the

resource conflicts and managprnerit problems while providing for the protection

of a unique natural area having special wilderness values, recreation opportunities

and geological features.

wilderr altei
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Kemp Conn
August 17, 1983

Page 1

*. La Mndre Mountain (NY -050-0-411) and Pine Creek I NV -050-0414). The wilderness

accent alternative should be selected. This area is adjncwt to both the Red

Rock Recreation area and ML Charleston and is an area which offers outstanding

primitive recreation opportunities and solitude within a very short distance of

Las Vegas. The site of the two areas, manageability, and limited resource

conflict* tend to moke these areas highly desirable fee wilderness designation.

S, North McCullough Mountains (NV-OS0-O4I5). The area locks significant wilderness

characteristics and recreation opportunities. In addition, the are* would be

difficult to manage as a wilderness area. The area should not be considered

for wilderness designation.

5. South McCullough Mountains (NY-OW-Q43S). The area indicated in the

management enhancement alternative should be considered for wilderness

designation. The ecosystem and terrain of the area Li not represented in WSA 1

)

ebewwhere in Nevada. Because of its location and elevation this area can

provide year-round primitive recreation use, an attribute not found in many
other areas of Nevada.

We would also like to comment on the issue of diversity. On page 8 of the

Clark County Wilderness Technical Report it slates that the Bailey-Kuchler system of

ecosystem classification was selected for analysis of diversity. This is a national level

classification system which treats various ecosystems in a very broad manner. We
recognise the need to use such a system in compare areas and states; however, under

this system, most of Nevada falls within two ecosystems - the American desert/creosote

bush ecosystem and the Pinyon-Juniper woodland ecosystem. This makes it difficult

to analyze the actual diversity of wilderness areas being considered in Nevada because

many areas in Nevada are different in character from other areas in the state. A

system that recognizes the difference between ecosystems within Nevada would be

beneficial in evaluating the diversity of wildemes* areas being considered.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

/W,-^t„

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES

AuguBE 16, 19S3

Mr. Ed Clllbercl
Clark County EIS Teasi Leader

Bureau of Land Managencnt
P. 0. Bor 26569

Ua Vegoa, XV 89126

Dear Mr. Cillberti:

The Division ha* reviewed

preliminary vllderaesa rei

llli

editions for Clark County, Nuvada. Oi

ith those aubalcted by the Department

ion and Natural Resources. The following, however, are woi

First, the Division feci* strongly that

of Che outstanding archeologlcAl p1

and Illegal collecting aseociatcd 0RV i

i Canyon petroglypha. one

! district, be protected In

i a USA, acts of vnndnltsa
luld decline In Che area.

Second, local Native American groupa should be queried concerning planl

and animal gathering activities, Che location of burials and sacred all

CO ascertain whether coofllcto eilat between USA designation and Nstlvi

American use of the area.

The Dlvls: furthei

QJmjP] ^c/fe^
ALICE K. BECKER

Staff Archeologlsi

RESPONSE TO LETTER 10

t The Proposed Action was wended if

South McCullough Mountains WSA as

2. The Bailey-Kuchler Systew, of ecosystem classification was used to maintain
consistency with other federal agencies which are presently in the
wilderness study process, namely the Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife
Service. In the Muddy Mountains and Pine Creek wSAs nore detailed
ecosystem descriptions were offered due to unique landfort* and
microclimate.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 11

1 The Clark County Draft Wilderness EIS was sent to the following
atlo nth

i

Las Vegas Tribal Council

c/o Billy Fry, Chairperson
1312 N, Ken Street
Las Vegas. Hi 891%

*oapa Business Council

c/o Preston Tom, Chairman
P.O. Box 56

Hoapa, NV 39Q2S

Fort Mojave Tribal Council
p.o. Box eaa

Needles, CA 92363

Intertribal Council of Nevada

STATE Of NEVADA

STATE OFFICE OF COMMUNITY SERVICES

SON C-.fi. nEvaOa

August 22, 1983

Mr. Kemp Conn, District .Manager

B'LM District Office, Las Veqas
P.O. Box 26569
Las Veqas, Nevada 89126

Dear Mr, Conn:

Attached is an additional comment from the Nevada
Department of Agriculture that was received after our previou
letter to you.

Please incorporate this conment in your decision making

t Wido
John 8. Walker FOR

LAR; JBW/aa

Enclosure
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IIE<ltf ALSfCT:

The Nevada Department of Agriculture hereby subnits the attached letter

dated 8A/8J by Thomas E. S-igel , Regional Coordinator. Las Vega* Offlci

STATE Or NEVADA

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. Ed Ciliberti,
Wilderness EIS Team Leader

Bureau of Land Management
4765 West Vegas Drive
Las Vegas, Nevada B910o

Dear Mr. Ciliberti:

I have been asked to give cenment on the Draft Clark County

Wilderness Environment Impact Statement expressing State Department

of Agriculture's interest.

Final recommendations as to suitability of public lands for

Wilderness Designation are to be presented to the President of the

United States by October 21 , 1991. There is no way to predict what

emphasis may be given to naturalness, solitude, primitive and uncon-

fined recreation at that time.

It is, therefore, conservative to assume the least desirable case

for Agriculture in that an all-wilderness alternative will be chosen

and consider what possible impact this may mean to agriculture, namely,

livestock grazing within these areas.

Presently, a multiple use concept is being implemented on public

lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management. Off-Road Vehicle/

Coordinated Resource Management and Planning Committee meetinqs have

been completed in Clark County. March 1983.

Coordinated Resource Management and Planning Committee meetings

which will finalize grazing allotment rates are planned. This committee

will be faced with many factors and choices within the proposed action

alternatives. Livestock production and Bureau of Land Management's

proposed action contain reclassification of some allotments from

ephemeral to ephemeral/perennial.

If chosen, ephemeral and perennial classification bring a relatively

constant number of Animal Unit Months alloted to perennial use but a

fluiuating value for ephemeral use. Therefore, a reliable monitoring

Ed Ciliberti August 4, 1983

progran which adjusts annual ephemeral rates, a

use, and the funds to support and administer sui

Upon final implementation of Wilderness Area de-

unknown restraint is placed upon agriculture wh*

history of available
n a progran are necessary,
ignation, another yet

ay mandate a much
more inflexable treatment of the grazing resource in Southerr
This is a unique and unpredictable resource and further requirements
and restraints imposed by Wilderness Area designation is most undesir-
able and probably unnecessary due to the natural remoteness and isolating
topography of these lands as they will be used only by those truly
wanting to be there in the first place whether rancher, hiker or miner,

Therefore, the Department of Agriculture does not suooort
establishing Wilderness Areas in Clark County, Nevada.

Sincerely,

Thomas E. Smigel . Regional Coordinatoi

" 13-,

m
lw

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSO

UNIVERSITY Of NCVATM. LAS VEGAS
*sea Maryland parkway • las vegas. Nevada ram • (TWi t»ows

August 25, 1983

Mr. I. Conn
District Manager
Attn; Clark County Wilderness DEIS

Bureau of Land Management
P.O.Box 26569
1-as Vegas, SV 89126

In previous communications with Mr. Clvlsh of the BLM (March fl fro«

Dr. L. r,oodall and March IB fron avself) we had asked that our plans

for a radio teleacope project in the Spring Mountains be factored

into the Clark County WtlttarMM EIS. At that time w« had Just

begun a alte survey of tvo nearbv mountain oe-akn as possible locations

for this instrument. This research has Include atmospheric, geologic,

and radio frequency studied of the environment at Angel and Harris

Peaka. Initial analysis of our work indicates that the Ranis Ridge

area (on the southern flank of Harris mountain) will be our prise

location for the proposed radio telescope. Thla particular site In-

cludes pieces of Eha Tolvabe National Forest aa well as 3LM land now

encompassed in the La Madre Wilderness Study Area. It Is our Intention

to seek the proper government agency permission to pursue our oroject.

and as such are responding to the DEIS for Clark County Issued in the

Spring, 1983. Our basic cuncluulon is that the Management Enhancement

option, with Suitable adjustments of boundaries for our Interests, is the

best scenario for the Harris Peak area. Please see the attached report

for comnenta on our project and its Impact on the Harris Rldge portion of

the La Madre Wlldernesa Studv Area. W* hope that you will take this body

of Information Into account when preparing vour final recommendations for

land ubg in the Clark County region.

Chairman
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Comnicnta on &EIS for Li Hadre

Wilderness Study Area

In 1983, we at UNLV began work an a radio telescope project,

operating ac millimeter wavelengths , to be located to the Spring

Hcuptilni. In thlB endeavor m were responding to the need of the

scientific community at IINLV and nationally, for the southern Nevada

area la one of the beat dry regions for such an ins crimenc . After

seeking advice from outside consultants, internal research funds

were secured from L7JLV to conduct a feasibility study for the pro-

ject. Details of the design, rationale, and procedure arc included

in the attached proposal and appendices.

As the first part of this study, we have identified the beat

location for the telescope, an area know as Harris Ridge. Our

mcteorloglc studies have included a remote sensing solar radiometer

to measure cloud cover, dust distribution, and precipitable water

vapor. In July, 1983. having secured a special use permit from

the Forest Service, w- position thla Instrument on Harris Hidge; a

copy of that permit and associated map Is also included with thin report.

Analysis of the data, compared to earlier Information gathered for

Angel Peak, indicates that the number of clear days Is typically 20

per sooth. In addition, the dust distribution via measured; it was

determined chat the altitude of 8600 ft (the position of the radiometer)

was sufficient to remain above the inversion layer, thus Insuring the

best transparency to radio radiation at millimeter wavelengths. The

water vapor inf oraatlon, though sketchy, is consistent with radiosonde

data for Indian Sprlngn, HV, suggesting that the Harris Ridge area la

one of the prime sites for dry conditions.

Besides the atmospheric studies, we have had a tea*) of UNLV geo-

logists visit the radiometer site. Their preliminary conclusions are

that this area is stable geologically, composed of thermally Invariant

limestones, and well suited for the proposed design for the radio tele-

scope; they are now preparing a detailed mapping of the Harris Ridge

area near the radiometer site. Finally, we have been assisted by the

local EPA Office of Radio Pollution ltt monitoring the noise levels at

both Ansel and Harris Peak. Although the final results arc no: yet

available, our experience with the radiometer electronics has shewn

the Harris Ridge area to be free of broad band radio noise. Based

on ch<« Information, it is our Intention to seek the appropriate

land use permit for a small parcel in the Harris. Peak area.

The land that we are Investigating encompasses sections 8, 9,

and 16 of the Township 20 South. Range 57, East of the Mount Diablo

Meridian. It la part of the Toiyabe aatlomil Forest (sections 8 6 9)

and BLM Land (section 16) that are now partially Included In the La

Hadre Wilderness Study Area. Our present location of the testing

radiometer la a \ acre in T20S R57T, section 9, NW *i of SH k (aee the

map attached to the Forest Service Special Use Permit). Thla parcel

la along the Harris Mountain Road, 5.35 miles from the Harris Springs

intersection, where it creSt3 Harris Ridge. From thla point, the

main road continues for approximately 2 miles to a JWW direction where

it ends at a trail head. Sear the radiometer site, there are two

dire roads that lead away from the Barris Mountain road along the ridge;

these end in areas used as primitive camp sites. Our studies of this

region suggest that a position at approximately 8600 ft located on 3I.M

Land would also prove suitable for the telescope locatiou;the exact

parcel is identified as T20S R57E, section 16, NI k of ffil '%. (This

parcel, as well a* the radiometer site have been outlined on the attached

map which Is adapted frcmi the DEIS.)

The proposed radio telescope would be approximately 100 ft to size,

and with its associated control building, could occupy between 10-40 acres.

The facility, of course.will need power, and it appears most feasible to

string lines along the 5 mile Barris Mountain road. Joining an existing

transmission at Harris Springs. Although we plan to ultimately run

the telescope by remote microwave link, there will be reasonable use of

the road during the early phases. A certain amount of upgrading will be

necessary to both pave over exposed rock ledgea and widen the road bed

where water has eroded deep cuts; these areas of improvement are located

outside the National Forest boundary In current BLM Jurisdiction. It la

our understanding that Clark County has and will continue to maintain

the right of way along this road, and as such, we intend to petition

them to properly maintain the lou«T portions of the Harris Mountain road.

Finally, if the telescope were constructed at the 8600 ft ridge, we

would need to r.ecure permission of the Forest Service for continued road u

For the proposed DEIS, our first response would be to support

the 90 HLldernestt option, ac least for those lands along Harris

Ridge, tor the La Hadre WSA. We recognize, however, that the major

portions of thla USA have no road access or other development and am

such may best be aerved by the Wilderness designation. Cn that case,

it would seem that the Management Enhancement option, which allows for

adjustments to proposed boundaries, road easements, etc., nay best

nult our purpose aa well as other interests of the public. In that

ocmnsxlo, we would mike the following requests; first, remove the one

parcel on BLM land (T203 R57t, section 16, SZk of NW U from toe

Uilderneas designated area; and second, provide a buffer zone between

the Wilderness regions and the Harris Mountain road. In particular,

dlacuBslons with the Forest Service have indicated that the classing 01

their liirl" in section 8 and 9 as Wilderness would prevent the potencii

development of the Harris Ridge area for the Telescope project. We

would suggest that the National Forest lands remain in the nulti-use

category and that the Barris Mountain road be maintained at least at t-

current condition. In addition, we suggest that parts af

be resnved from the Wilderness designation so that ^hv. boundary line

follows the base of the Lovell and Harris Springs Canyons rather than

adjacent ridges. This would provide the buffer zone between the trui

isolated areas and the heavily used Harris Mountain road and

primitive campsite:;.

Finally, we conclude by requesting that you cake Into considerate

our outlined plans to develop an astronomical site In the Harris Peak

area. Cooperation between observatories and government agencies has

worked well in the past as exemplified by the arrangement secured by

the Lowell Observatory to construct and maintain a remote site on

Anderson Mesa In the Coconino National Forest since 1960-

16
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iS\ Clark
^S^County

Department of

Comprehensive Planning

Kemp Conn, District Manager

Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 26569

Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Att: Clark County wilderness DEIS

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft Clark County
Wilderness DEIS. We have reviewed the DEIS and related Technical Report.
and we are In general agreeaent with the recommended wilderness designa-
tions contained within the Preferred Alternative. In particular, we sup-
port the emphasis given to recreation In management recommendations for the

Spring Mountain Range (DEIS, page 1-6), and we agree with your finding that

wilderness designations for portions of the Spring Mountains will enhance
the range of recreation opportunities for the citizens of Clark County.

The process and basis for your recoaendatlons 1s described In some detail

1n the DEIS and Technical Report. However, It 1s not clear what land
management policies will apply to those portions of the WSAs that are not

being recommended for wilderness designation. We note that page 1-8 of the

OEIS states that "Management of areas officially released from further con-

sideration as wilderness will be guided by the land use decisions In the

Clark County Management Framework Plan (1982)." It 1s our recommendation
that the Information collected and analyzed In the wilderness studies be

used to revise or update as needed the Management Framework Plan for those

portions of the WSAs which are not designated as wilderness.

As one example, the southeast portion of the Mt. Stirling WSA would be

recommended for wilderness designation in the Wilderness Accent
Alternative, but not In the Preferred Alternative. We would hope that
even If this subarei Is not recommended for wilderness designation (the

Preferred Alternative), that future land management decisions (such as

approval for mining claim activities or review of potential ORV use) would

be made with proper consideration for the identified wilderness value of

this subarea.

Kemp Conn, District Manager

The Final EIS would be a «nre useful document if It contained a summary of

guidance for land use decisions 1n those portions of the WSAs that are not

recommended for wilderness designation.

Again, we appreciate the opportunity i

Wilderness Environmental Impact Stata
our comments, please call.

iSIlE PUUOUmS

> comment on the Draft Clark County

nt, and if you have any questions a

rECE1VE5EITY OF HENDERSON
Tin SttMT 702/565-8*21

HENDERSON. NEVADA 8901

S

L*S

'USD

bureau;
Gateway m Ijike Head Raara

Mr. Kemp Conn, District Manager
A.ttn: Clark county wilderness DEIS
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Dear Conn

In response to BLM Letter dated May IB, 19B3, subject:
Draft Clark County Wilderness Environmental Impact
Statement (DEI5), the following is submitted:

Vo single WSA has any direct impact on the
administrative functions of Henderson's City
government, but all WSA's provide recreation
opportunities to Henderson residents. Given
a continued population expansion, we as
planners would be remiss if some of the more
desirable areas were not set aside today for
tomorrow ' s use. By naming some areas of Clark
County as wilderness we should not forget those
areas of developed recreation, that these
designations should complement those now heavily
used areas. We feel that the preferred alterna-
tive is just that—preferred.

We feel the impact statement is valid. A member of the
city staff will attend the public hearinq scheduled for
June 28, 1983. No oral testimony will be required.

Please send this office a copy of the wilderness Technic-
Report.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 14

Under the no wilderness alternative (Chapter 2), those manage*

identified are the ones that will be Implemented.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 15

Recreation Management has been addressed in the issue fdentlficatloi

section of Chapter 1 of the FEIS.
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CITY OF HENDERSON
243 W«tu Shut

HENDERSON. NEVADA S9015

Orr Hku. 243 Watu Stiut
702/565-?(jW

' ^0cetvz
c

Galrwaj to Lalu UeaJ Retro

<fe>

Kemp Conn District Manager
ATTN; Clark County Wilderness DEIS
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 26569
Laa Vegas, NV. B9126

Subject: Comments to DEIS

We were in attendance at the public hearing at the Shovboat
Hotel, but chose, instead of speaking then, to summarize our
comments in writing.

When wilderness areas first came to public attention they
appeared to be a very valuable designation. Nothing has
happened in the interim to change that opinion. In fact,
as population has increased, pressure on all outdoor rec-
reation has increased. This is true of the Las Vegas Valley
and the surrounding high country.

The wsAs are all ii

open to the public
been expressed, or
eservations needed

that surrounding high country. They a
ow. Some fear of closing those areas
orse, once designated as "Wilderness*

to get in ala the one
Such restrictions on areas in Clark County seem remote
but populations are predicted to continue to increase.

No single WSA has any direct impact on the administrative
functions of Henderson's City government but all WSAs provide
recreation opportunities to Henderson residents.

Speaking as planners, we would be remiss if some of the more
desirable areas were not set aside today for today and to-
morrow's use. We should not forget those areas of developed
recreation in favor of Wilderness, but should create Wilderness
to complement those now heavily used recreation areas. Your
preferred alternative appears to best accomplish the above
statements and we support that effort.

Kemp Conn District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
July 5, 1983
Page 2

We appreciate this opportunity to comment,
assistance please feel free to contact us.

Richard C. Hecken^JVf,
Planning Director

RESPONSE TO LETTER 16

1 These items have been addressed in the issue identification section of
Chapter 1 of the FEIS.

«UntteRleWtot<fComp«B¥ 555 Smrtwmh . M
OmrrrK. Colatmo 80217

Tataphwwj 303 575 7577

Pubttc Lands C

July 29, 1983

Jm.

Mr. Kemp Conn
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. BOx 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

RSI Draft Clark County Wilderness Envlroni
Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Conn:

Atlantic Richfield Company appreciates having this
opportunity to provide comments to the Bureau of Land
Management (blm) regarding the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for seven wilderness study areas
(KSA's) in Clatk County, Nevada.

Atlantic Richfield supports a balanced approach to
the use of out nation's public lands, and believes
energy and mineral resources should be fully
considered in agency planning decisions. We are
encouraged by the degree to which energy and minerals
information has been incorporated into the wilderness
study, a treatment which appears to reelect
recognition of the importance of these values in
public land planning. The BLM's assessment of oil
and gas potential as moderate is consistent with our
evaluation of the region's potential. In addition,
we generally agree with the Bureau's assessment of
the mineral potential of the WSA's, especially the
recognition of the high favorability for nonmetallic
minerals in Muddy Mountains and the moderate
favorability for metallic and nonmetallic minerals in
other WSA's. As noted in the environmental
statement, wilderness designation would severely
restrict all form3 of mineral development on existing
claims and would preclude any post-designation claims
and development.

We believe that the BLM should reconsider its
preliminary recommendation of suitability for
wilderness for large portions of Muddy Mountains,
Mount Stirling, La Madre Mountains, and pine Creek
WSA' s because of their potential for mineral
development. In particular. Muddy Mountains contains
two areas of known borate deposits, the White Basin
and the Collville Wash, which have been mined oince
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Hr. Kemp Con
July 29, 198
Page 2

the 1920'a. Interest in borate minerals extends

throughout this WSA. As noted in Appendix A of the

draft environmental statement, Anaconda Minerals
Company is including this area in its 1983 borate
exploration program. Disseminated gold deposits are

also located in the area. Mount Stirling WSA has

moderate favorability for metallic mineral
occurrences, especially in its northwestern portion
which is adjacent to an area with a history of gold
production. La Madre Mountains WSA has geologic
favorability for lead and xinc replacement bodies in

carbonates.

To broaden the information base for informed
planning, we recommend that the BLM fully consider
the energy and mineral resource data now available in

the Geology-Energy-Hinerals (G-E-M) reports which
have been completed for many WSA's in Nevada. These
reports contain useful information on a specific
area's mineralization, and recommendations for

additional survey and study. For example, the G-E-M
report for the Muddy Mountains area calls this area

"one of the most promising locations for potential
nonmetallic mineral resources* in the Great Basin
study area, and recommends that detailed
investigations of mineral commodities such as
borates, lithium, zeolites, and gypsum be undertaken.

Similar study needs are identified for the Mount
Stirling, La Madre Mountains, and Pine Creek areas.
Information in the G-e-H studies and that gathered
through additional field study should play an
important role in making final recommendations for

wilderness designations in Clark County.

In addition, there is an apparent inconsistency
within the draft environmental statement regarding
the total amount of acreage recommended as suitable
for wilderness designation. Summary Table Two (page

V) identifies 140,368 acres as suitable for

wilderness and 2*3,061 acres nonsuitable under the
Preferred Alternative, whereas the text description
on page 1-7 states that 96,108 acres would be
recommended suitable and 287,321 acres nonsuitable
under the Preferred Alternative. This inconsistency
should be clarified in future reports.

In summary, we recommend that the BLM reconsider its
preliminary recommendation of wilderness suitability
for large portions of the Muddy Mountains, Mount

Mr. Kemp Conn
July 29, 1983
Page 3

Stirling, La Madre Mountains, and Pine Creek WSA's i

light of their strong potential for mineral
development, wilderness designation would deny

access and development of these potentially valuable

Thank you for the opportunity to provide these

comments. Please contact this office if we can be of

further assistance in your planning effort.

V £ rwi'ifclJU.

JRM:JFO:drm

RESPONSE TO LETTER 17

1 U.S. Geological Survey will prepare a comprehensive, detailed. Joint
report with the Bureau of Mines on the mineral resource potential of those

areas recoranended suitable for wilderness designation, In accordance with

Section 603 of FLPKA. Further adjustments could be made based on

Information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

2 The Geology-Energy-Hi neral y (G-E-M) reports were used to arrive at Bineral

potentials in the draft EIS.

3 Your comments have been incorporated and/or corrections have been made.
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Chevron

k - Chevron USA Inc.

^MBj ."I"J LlU'-und BOuKvard,

Kemp Conn, District MorvoQrr
Attention: Clark County Wilderness D£IS
Bureau of Land Management
4765 W. Veoas r>ive

Las Vegas, Nevoda 89108

Gentlemen;

We are taking fhij opportunity tc? comment on
Statement (DEIS) for Clork County, hkrvoda, c

wilderness recommendations far the Cauily'j
directing out comments to the recommendatic
Mountains Wilderness Study Areo-

the Draft Environrrwital Impact
intaining the BLM's preliminary
rven wilderness study oreas. We
vs pertaining to The Muddy

Chevron U.S.A. Inc., either by itself or with partners, owns oil and gas leases
covering approximately I 50,000 acres of federal land in Clark County. Of this

acreage, over 54,000 lie within the Muddy Mountains VYSA.

Geologists have identified the Muddy Mountains as a thrust belt province forming
the jsuthern extension of the Overthrust Belt which is so highly productive of oil

and gas in parts of Wyoming and Utah. Not surprisingly, oil industry interest in this
WSA is high, as evidenced by the foci that every ocre is either leased or subject to
on offer to lease. In addition, three exploratory wells hove been drilled within its

borders. (DEIS, pps- 1-4,2-18)

The most recent drilling activity took place in the Coiorock Quarry section of the
WSA, where in September of 1982, Chevron and its co-venturers began drilling the
Chevron- Michoe |

T. Halbouty Coiorock Quarry No. I well. The well was drilled to

a totol depth of Just over 10,000 feet, ond was abandoned in February of 1983.
Although it did not result in the discovery of commercial quantities of oil, It did
yield much data that is currently being studied. Based upon the analysis to date,
our geologists have concluded that certain portions of the WSA possess greater
hydrocarbon potential than others and thus merit further evaluation.

Enclosed you will find o map outlining on area of approximately 14,000 acres which
we consider to hove enhanced mineral potential, in comparing this mop with the
Muddy Mountains WSA Alternatives Map (found at the end of Chapter I in the
DEIS), you can see that over half of our priority area is not recornmenoed suitable
for wilderness preservation except under the All Wilderness Alternative. Of the
remainder, about 5000 acres are recommended suitable under the Preferred
Alternative, Management Enhancement Alternative and Wilderness Accent
Alternative.

Under the applicable sections of the Federal Land Policy ond Management Act of

1976, the odoption of any of these Alternatives in their present form would, in all

likelihood, result in the inclusion of these priority lands in the National Wilderness
System. Once included, they would foreveT be removed from oil and gas

At a time when our nation is seeking to become energy self -sufficient, we think the
pn*lic interest would be better served by removing these londs from the wilderness
system ond restoring them to multiple use management.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIS.

Very truly yours-

W_tf

Citizen ofilert

AN ALTERNATIVE INFORMATION SOURCE FOR NEVADANS

P.O. Box 168

1

Uo VsffN. Nevada I

leap Conn, District liaoa&ar
Attn; Clark County Hilfl«n>oee 2EIS
Bo rein of Lo-M itttnagement
P.O. Sox E6S69
!* Tegas, Baxada 89126

P.O. Box S391

Rtrno, Nevada B9513

Aug. 17, 19&S

Dear l(r. Cons:

We b»Tt tho following r»oomaeiriatioDa to eeIo on the- Clark County
Wilderneaa SuvlrDomental lapaot Statement.

Out oonsooivtn reflect what t we oonaider cound lonf-rango roanagooont
of otir land reaonroea fpr tha preataet benefit of a growing population.

Our amphasln ia on wildarneoa and the wilda
for thraa reaaona.

dobs oooent altarnatlTB

1. It reneota, we balieTo, the intent of Co no-nan as aat forth
in tha federal Land Policy and Itanegraent Aot, an Intent whloh la
Boln? eroded by adfflinie trative deoiaionB.

a
£. It ii/nasonablo opaproralBa of the two artnraen of all

wllderDaaa and oo nrllderDaea.

5. It raoognloea what I oall the heritage factor, Future generat-
iona ahocld have the ripbt to determine land pollay in prlBtine ar«aa,
whether tbay be oponsd to nultlpia cue or r*r* in undisturbed, even aa
we are doing today in aertalo araao.

Therefore, wa support JiLlT reooataoniatloiia for Pine Crank, Upnnt
Starling and the 2nddy iionntatne, axoept that aa org* the Muddy
boundary ba extended to include Bitter fildga, Neat and and floras
aaahea,

a^alao a at that the Jortb ar>d South MoCollougB Moantalna ajjd
Arrow ^anyOD areaa ba inajnded in the wilderness reooaunendatlone or,
at laaat, for wildmraeea aooant.

Slnoenly yomra,

BUI Vlooent
Southern Coordinator

RESPONSE TO LETTER 18

1 U.S. Geological Survey will prepare a comprehensive, detailed, joint
report with the Bureau of Mines on the uineral resource potential of those
areas recommended suitable for wilderness designation. In accordance with
Section 603 of FLPHA. Further adjustments could be made based on
information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 19

1 The Proposed Action was amended 1n the FEIS to include a portion of the
South HeCullough Mountains WSA as recoanended suitable for wilderness.

Full cjtuai p-LZ-ocipuuon for democratic daemons on awm Th*t effort c
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^Defenders
OF WILDLIFE

July 23, 1983

Mr. Kemp Conn
Las Vegas District Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
4765 Weat Vegaa Drive
P.O. Box 26569
Laa Vegas, Nevada 89126

Dear Mr. Conn:

Defenders of Wildlife submits this letter as our conmentfl and
recommendation a on the Draft Clark County Wilderness Environ-
mental Impact Statement. Please consider our concerns during
your deliberations, and include this letter in the DEIS hearing
record

.

We strongly support and urge BLH to fully Implement the Wilderness
Accent Alternative . We also applaud the wilderness recommenda t ions
tor the following:

Red Rock Canyon (Pine Creek WSA. NV-050-0414)
Muddy Mountains (NV-050-0229)
Mount Sterling CNV-050-040I)
La Hadre Mountains (NV-050-0412)
Borth HeCullough Mountains (NV-050-0425)

Unfortunately, we find BLM's "preferred alternative" inadequate,
because it eliminates two highly qualified Wilderness Study Areas.

The South McCullougn Mountains (HV- 050- 043 5) , consisting of 32,645
acres, is a primitive desert mountain range which possesses out-
standing opportunities for solitude and passive recreation, along
with magnificent natural values. Its natural values include
important stands of Joshua trees and cactus gardens. This area
also provides key habitat and springB for desert bighorn sheep,
quail, muledeer, and other species.

Similarly, the Arrow Canyon Range (NV-050-0215) , consisting of
26,950 acres, contains critical habitats for desert bighorn sheep
and desert tortoise.

In short, both of these WSAa are highly qualified foT wilderness
protection, based on their abundant opportunities for solitude

1244 NINETEENTH STREET. NW • WASHINGTON, DC 200A6 • (202} 659-9510

and magnificent primitive values. Wilderness protection should
not be hindered because of nebulous or unconfirmed mineral
potential. Speculative concerns should not be allowed to over-
ride obvious wildernean qualifications.

Please support wilderness protection for both the South
McCullough Mountains and Arrow Canyon Range 'JSAs

.

Thank you very much fo: sidering our views.

Sincerely,

^A-
Pilchard Spotts
California/Nevada Representative
Defenders of Wildlife

5604 Rosedale Wav
Sacramento. CA 95822
(916) 442-6386

RESPONSE TO LETTER 20

\ The Proposed Action was anended in the FEIS to Include a portion of the

South HeCullough Mountains WSA as recommended suitable for wilderness.

2 U.S. Geological Survey irill prepare a comprehensive, detailed. Joint
report with the Bureau of Mines on the mineral resource potential of those
areas reconmended suitable for <rilderncss designation, in accordance with

Section 603 of FLPKA. Further adjustments could be made based on

information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

21-1
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29 July 1983

Mr. Kenp Conn, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 39126

Attn: Clark "ounty Wilderness DEI3

Dear Mr. fjffn.ni

Duval Corporat Lon appreclatea 'he opportunity to comment on
the alternatives presented in the drift of the Blurt "ounty
Wilderness Environmental Impact statement.

3efore proceeding to consent on this Jr«*fS report, Duval
wishes to applaud the efforts of the teajn engaged in its
preparation.

SiIVll la a ma<or mining company with >perationa in Arizona,
fevada, Mew Mexico and ?e*t.i. 'I'l- ->xp".0rat ion activities tn

"lark County have made :is familiar with the g*rt*ral geology
:)' Vw seven wilderness study areaa included in the land
plftit.

As a mining company, v<j favor the alt*r»4t 1 V*a which allow
for greater flexibility and fre-il):n In exploration and
Sineral extraction, ever Tindful of envi ron-rjent'-il is-oiw*-mmi 1 1

and the ne-d to Maintain the "tellcita bmlHiftS* of ;:onaer-
vation and land a*« for the benefit of all. *

The preferred alternitl/e th-it you espouse will effect iva 1./

remove 1^0.000 acree fmn flirt.*!"*! antry.

Specifics:

no known Bttiltls I'^ri, >: ?urrm-^a .
" Thu area :a

dlatlfl,!" In 1 itholoflj and mineral o'V^urrence to the White
3aain to the east *here Lfldua trial Bin«r«.l9 »tt.uh as

gyp9u:n, '.-olemanite and pOtftSft artf being mU#4>

.««.,_„
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Mr. Kemp Conn
?9 July 199;
Page Two

2. Mt. Stirling - The proximity of twi known mining
distri-'.a to Wlta VSA makes it regretable that 50,000
acres of high mineral potential be effectively removed
from pjb". Lc reach and that the active claims In the area
be curtailed and mining activity discouraged.

3> La M&dre - Aa your research points out, the occurrence
of non-metallic minerals to the north will no longer be
aviilible for exploration or development

.

4. Pine Creek - Adjoining Ln Madre VSA to the south, the
Pine Cr->-k area haa all the boat rook unite found in the
producing Coodapring fining District. The designation
of the 21,000 acres as wilderness area will impact
heavily on the exploration and mining industry.

In all cases, the patented and unpatented lort> mining claims
in those designated areas will be adversely affected and the
unrealleed potential of the overthrust belt will forever be
closed to the energy needs of the region.

Ve are pleased that your mature considerat
wilderness study areas has not led to the
700,000 acres of land to mineral entry.

Thank you for soliciting our comments.

on of these Be
losure of over

July 26, 1983

Mr. Kemp Conn
las Vegas District Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
4765 West Vegas Drive
I' .0. Box 26569
Las Veg*B, Nevada 89126

Re: Draft Clark Co. Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Br. Conn

,

The members of the Ecology Cen 1

concerned tbat the "Preferred
:

Land Management (BLK) is to el
Wilderness Study Areas (ISA)—

1

acres and Am

r of Southern California are
ternative" by the Bureau of
Inaie two very Important
e South McCullougb Mountains

r Canyon Range (NT-0SQ-0215)

,

These USA's in the Las Vegas District near Moapa and Jean,
Clark County in Southern Nevada deserve protection. Considering
that there are not any proven mineral resources, basing the
decision on speculative eem mineral studies is inappropriate.
We do not want a precedent established wbere the best evidence,
namely the outstanding values and known manageable wilderness
would be ignored.

Since you are familiar with these rugged desert mountain
ranges with peaks and ridges. Josbua trees, cactus gardens,
significant archeological sites (campsites and petroglyphs)
we will not describe them in detail. Certainly the critical
habitat for the desert bighorn sheep, the chukar, quail and
muledeer should receive wilderness status.

Please support the ffild«rn<
you for recommending the following WSA:
Creek WSA. NT 050-0414), Wuddv Uountai:
Sterling (NV-050-0-i01 ) . LA Madre Mount;

Alt •rnative. Ie commend
Red Rock Canyon (Pine

f NT -050-0229) , Mount
(NT-050-0412) and

the North McCullougb Mountains (NT-050-0425) . We hope tbat
the South McCullougbs and the Arrow Canyon Range will be added
to this list. Please include our statement as part of the
DEIS proceeding record.

Sincerely,

Nancy Sue Pearlman

RESPONSE TO LETTER 21

1 U.5. Geological Survey will prepare a comprehensive, detailed, Joint
report with the Bureau of Mines on the mineral resource potential of those
areas recommended suiuble for wilderness designation, in accordance with
Section 603 of FLPMA, Further adjustments could be made based on
Information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

2 The Congress of the United States acknowledged the importance of mineral
resources in the Girding of the Wilderness Act (1964) and the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act (1976). Extensive efforts tr? mandated therein
for identification of mineral values In all ar?as recommended suitable for
wilderness designation, In the Clark County EIS. suitability
recommendations have been affected by mineral potential even where there
are no known deposits. Further adjustments could be mane based on
information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 22

1 The Proposed Action was amended 1n the FEIS to include t portion of the
South McCullough Mountains WSA as recommended suitable for wilderness.

CENTER 0~ SOUTHS CAJFOW

Mr. Kemp Conn

Las Vegas District Manager

L'.S. Bureau of Land Managen^nt

4765 West Vegas Drive

P.O. Box 26569

Las Vegas. Nevada 89126

Dear Mr. Conn,

In our letter of July 26, 1983, I erroneously indicated

tbat the North McCullough Mountains (NT-050-0425) was part

of your Wilderness Study Area proposals. The members of the

Ecology Center of Southern California hope that the v. S.

Bureau of Land Management will include the North McCullough
Mountains ia their "Preferred Alternative 1

to the Draft Clark
Co. Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement.

The North MuCulloughs have a unique vegetative community with
endemic plants tbat deserve special protection. Because the

area has little water and has not been grazed. It serves as

a relic of the natural habitat of tbe southwest. To date this
locale has provided no management problems and off-road vehicle
use does not seem to present any damage.

lc look forward to your including as much wilderness as possible
in your final proposal.

SincereOy

.

Nancy-Sue Pearlm
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Mr. Kemp Conn
Las Vegas District
U. S. Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 26569
Us Vegas, Nevada 89126

Clark County(Nevada) BLM
Wilderness DEIS; statement
for proceeding record, In
support of Wilderness
Accent Alternative

.

We are former residents of Southern California and made frequent
forays into Mohave Desert wlldlands. Indeed, we share our old
friends' concern about their degradation. It is not too much to

ask that approx. 101 of our remaining desert >LM domain be given
permanent protection In the National Wilderness Preservation
System. This means 90X remaining in "wise stewardship*- status.

That Is why we are very concerned about critical omissions in the

Clark County BLM Wilderness DEIS. We urge adoption of the Wilder -

ness Accent Alternative . This should Include full restoration of
tne~folTow'{np:

South MeCuIlough Mountains, which contains rugged Colorado/
Lower ionoran Desert ecology. It has dozens of unique sup-
plementary values, i.e. dozens of endemic plants, desert

bighorn sheep habitat, possible qsert tortoise. It Is, we
believe, a priceless wildland containing 32,645 acres that
well affords & genuine pristine wilderness recreation and
solitude experience—and yet is so close to Las Vegas.

Arrow Canvon Range , wi th Its massive wall of cliffs and
scenic 'yellow band" of quartzlte. This area Is known to
contain critical habitat for the threatened desert tort-
oise. It has' many hidden coves, shelters and cave adits.
In some, there are unique petroglyphs. The range has some

of the Great Basin's finest rock climbing opportunities.

In your DEIS, we saw both areas are perfectly manageable as wild-
erness, and yet the "preferred alternative 1" suggests they be dropped.
Reading between the lines, it is clear the BLM "suspects" there is

some sort of mineral conflict. But, there are no proven reserves to

offset the high wilderness values. Congress clearly intended, In such

a case, that wilderness be given primary consideration.

Finally, we commend the Las Vegas BLM District for its recommendation:

for: Pine Creek(Red Rock Canyon, as we know It), La Madre Ridge , Mudd^

Mountains , Mourit S_te_rJJng(with an addition of portion extending into
Nve Co. containing virgin po'ndarosa pine forest) and the North McCul-

Ibugh Mountains . We-T^lsh lettor be included-.into record of all Els'

proceedings. Jx,$~~{—{^'^ ' / " /
Cordially yours, foil Parker

*m /J<k 'Aim^Judi Parker

BAcwws dBom&Vi''^

De»Blopmenl MunaQer.

Room 33 ; Past Otlice Bo;

Mr. Ed Ciliberti
EIS Team Leader
Bureau of Land Management
U. S. Department of the Interior
Las Vegas District
P. 0. Box 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Dear Mr. Ciliberti:

Draft Clark County Wilderness
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

The White Pine Power Project 1HPPP1 is a 1500-megawatt

fueled steam-electric generating facility being proposed for

ruction in White Pine County, Nevada. The project includes

500 kilovolt (kv) transmission lines from the WPPP power plant
in White Pine County to the HcCullough Switching Station

ted in Clark County. The preferred transmission line routes

in the vicinity of the Arrow Canyon Range area, the Muddy

tain area and North HcCullough Mountains area. Enclosed for

information is a map showing the preferred WPPP power plant

and the preferred and alternative transmission corridors
iated with the site. These two-mile -'wide study corridors are

;ame for the two alternative WPPP power plant sites.

coal
cons
two

Moun
you;

the

Please revise your discussions under the paragraph
headings "Land" on pages 2-3, 2-13, 2-17 and 2-34, and
"wilderness' on page 3-15 to reflect the proposed actions
contemplated by WPPP in the Clark County area.

The WPPP is also proposing to utilize the Arrow Canyon

Mountain Microwave Communication Site at the upper end of Arrow

Canyon. The site is also shown on the enclosed map.

The microwave sta
proposed boundaries of Hildi

Canyon Range. p:

headings "Land" i

"Communication S

microwave commun

site is located outside of the
ss Study Area NV-Q5D-0125, Arrow

.se revise your discussions under the paragraph
page 2-13, "Wilderness" on page 3-15, and

:s" on page 6-1 to reflect the proposed
ition station site.

Mx. Ed Ciliberti June 24, 19B3

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft
EIS. If you require additional information concerning WPPP,
please contact Mr. Michael lamada at 1213) 481-4102.

Very truly yours,
_,

^t.C^U\.. 6 Cj0Jj*Vj

ELDQN A. COTTON
Project Manager

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Michael Ysmada w/o enc.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 24

1 The Proposed Action was amended 1n the FEIS to Include a portion of the

South HcCullough Mountains WSA as recommended suitable for wilderness.

2 Cultural Resources have been added is an Issue in the FEIS.

3 Desert tortoise is a Candidate 2 species and not listed as threatened at

this time. A small portion of crucial tortoise habitat is located within

the northwest corner of the WSA.

4 The Geology-Energj-Mlnerals (G-E-M) reports were the best available
information pertaining to Mineral and energy potential for all seven WSAs

at the time the draft EIS was written. Further information will be

provided by the United States Geologic Survey (USGSl/Bureau of Mines

Mineral Survey to be conducted for all areas primarily recommended as

suitable. This additional information will be available to the decisions
makers prior to actual designation or nondesl jnation of a wilderness area.

5 The Proposed Action was ase

the Ht. Stirling USA recoma

RESPONSE TO LETTER 25

ided 1n the FEIS to include Ht. Stirling within

'nded suitable for wilderness designation.

These items have been addressed in the

Chapter 1 of the FEIS.

ssue identification section of
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-Vlanley Brot.
PO. Box 533, Chesterton, Indiana 46304

VBeiephone: 213-926-11 15. TWX: 910-690-2972

w.s.A.

,

, v:-__ Producers of Silica. Lake. Bank and Resm Coated Sands

3 ll R -:>.:

MD H^H4B""r July ia
'

1983

Mr. Ed Ciliberti
EIS Team Leader
United States Department of the Interior
4765 W. Vegas Drive
Las Vegas, NE 69126

Dear Kr. Ciliberti:

I write in response to the proposed Muddy Mount
Clark County, Nevada. Manley Bros, has several
claims in the Buffington Pockets region where, as you will
be aware, there exists the stratum known as the Baseline
Sandstone, a source of potentially hiqh grade silica sand.

I note with interest the designation given to the region
as one of low silica sand potential, based presumably upon
analyses derived from the Ottawa and Simplot silica com-
panies, in any formation of relatively impure raw material,
the quality of the final product is linked solely to the
degree and type of benef iciation applied. The Baseline Sand-
stone responds well to a variety of processing techniques
that Manley Bros, applies with success at other production
facilities, and therefore the label of "low potential" is
Somewhat misleading in the context of quality.

At this time the company has no immediate development policy
for its Nevada resources, however, a very minor amendment in
the proposed mineral potential policy within the W.S.A. will

1 -ims in the event of future exploitation,
iddle

safeguard o
The company's claims, _.. .

in the Buffington Pockets area and t;

would have a negligable impact on tlv
wilderness area.

the w.s.A. boundary
red amendments
1 concept of a

I enclose a map indie,
perusal and await you;

:ing the proposed alterations for
comments on the matter.

Manley bros.

m*p
P. R. QKell
Chief Geologist 4 Estates Manager

I I HIGH FAVORABILITY

E3 MODERATE FAVORABILITY

Area For Proposed

MINERAL POTENTIAL

MUDOY MOUNTAINS NV-OSO-0229

RESPONSE TO LETTER 26

1 U.S. Geological Survey will prepare & comprehensive, detailed. Joint
report with the Bureau of Mines on the Mineral resource potential of those
areas recommended suitable for wilderness designation, in accordance with
Section 603 of FLPMA. Further adjustments could be Woe based on
information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

lutsioe the area recowoended
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MISER, 5

EXPLORATION
COALITION

P.> 3a. ;.xi4i

August 16, 1983

Mr. Kemp Conn, District Manager

AH: Clark County Wilderness DEIS

Bureau of Land Management
P.O. So* 26529

Las Vegas. NV 89126

Deal Conn;

These comments constitute the response of the Minerals

Exploration Coalition (NEC) to the Draft Clark County

Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement. The MEC is

a coal 1 C ion of exploration companies and individuals

conducting exploration on federal lands.

In view Of the fact that wilderness areas designated

after December 31. 1983, "ill be withdrawn from appro-

priation under the mining and leasing laws, we believe

that all areas with mineral and enerqy potential should

be e«duded from wilderness designation, even though no

ecanoaic deposit Is now known. The withdrawal limitations

will preclude the collection of new data, and new areas

of mineral potential will not be found. With new

discoveries effectively stopped, the policy of excluding

all currently known mineral potential from wilderness

should be followed, so that exploration of these areas

will not be restricted and minerals might yet be produced.

Explorationists tend to look at the long tern because

the lead time of discovery may be ten to fifteen years.

The impact of wilderness on ninerals should be assessed

over the long term (a century or more). We believe

that land use decisions should be in conformity with

the policy statements made 1n the National Minerals

Program Plan and Report to Congress released by the

President in April , 1992.

SOAHDOf DIRECTORS

a^LL*
1"*'

IVxi" rtnioM
Dr Cordon L Pm»
Oti-*' Ci'icrmio

Dtmw CW'ade nr.-U L funwfl C Phillip! fWfc, 1'

CVrnwi Colorado
K.'*#tt S klUltr

'UikrwooJ cJhftd

UjfaJn Cl/.>rs4fc> WmhtoWn DC
FJiwo G&tUlltl-Uru

M*™ 5 Httvt U
Dmetr Citored*

w Otn Zmn -

FnglrwiioJ. Cuiu-iw

aiM/Clark County Wilderness

3/16/83

We ire pleased with the amount of minerals data and maps included in this

DEIS. The Geology, Energy, Mineral (GEM) Resource Studies provide a

readily accessible source of data and rating of the mineral favorabil 1 ty.

he MEC generally supports the preferred alte

he Muddy Mountains WSA, because most Of the

lineral favorability remain accessible to mm

ative, with the exceptii

eas of high and moderati

al development.

the

SO

n the case of the Muddy Mountains WSA, much of the area is recommended a

nsuitable in the preferred alternative but not all of the areas of high

nd moderate favorability were excluded from the suitable area. This WSA

s prime for ncnmetallic deposits and the area of high favorability

Side should remain accessible for exploration and development. The

WSA is covered with oil and gas leases: these leases should remai

lble for exploration so that the full potential of this part of the

rust Belt can be determined.

The MEC believes the entire Muddy Moun

unsuitable for wilderness designation.

WSA should be recommended as

pportunity to comment on this draft environmental impact

John D. Wells S*w

RESPONSE TO LETTEfl 27

The Congress of the United States acknowledged the importance of Bineral

resources in the wording of the Wilderness Act (1964) and the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act (1976). Extensive efforts are mandated therein

for identification of mineral values in all areas reconmended suitable for

wilderness designation. In the Clark County EIS, suitability

recommendations have been affected by mineral potential even where there

are no known deposits, further adjustments could be made based on

information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

U.S. Geological Survey will prepare a comprehensive, detailed. Joint

report with the Bureau of Mines on the mineral resource potential of those

areas recommended suitable for wilderness designation, 1n accordance with

Section 603 of FLPMA. Further adjustments could be made based on

information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys-

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFEN ) COUNCI
1725 1 ST NORTHWEST SUITE 600

WASHINGTON DC 20006 ! 5AM

4-0506315227 0S/15/B3 I CS IPMMTZ7 CSP LSVC
202222S210 MGM TDMT WASHINGTON DC U 03-15 0«QP EST

KEHP CONN, DISTRICT fCR

SUREAJ OF LAND MANAGEMENT
PO EOX 2 6569
LAS YEGAS HM 69I2S

THIS IS TO AMEND MY UTTEK CF JULY 21ST COMft'NTING ON CLARK COUNTY

WILDERNESS D£1S . FURTHER INFORMATION rtAS LED tlE TO CONCLUDE THAT TH £

"ALL -WILDERNESS" ALTERNATIVE WOULD BE! DESISAELE AND IN THE. PUB LI C

INTEREST FOR WZ TCUNT STEALING WSA . THIS WOULD INCLUDE PHOENIX ,

BIOLOGICAL A.NC ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES IN UNSPOILED AREAS IN

KQRTHVEST AND WEST PORTION THAT FULLY CUALIFY FOR WILDERNESS ACT

PROTECTION.

CHARLES H CALLI50N
PUBLIC LANDS I.'iSTI TUTE

trcor? mgm
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[Nevada

|

^Cattlemen's

^Association

Auqust 25, 1983

Ketnj Conn, District Manager
Attn: dark. Cb. Wilderness D.E.I.S.
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. a»c 26569
Las Vegas, NV 89126

Q&ir Mr. Conn,

I kcuid like to rake the Following centrists on the Wilderness

reccmmsriations mode for Clark Co:

1) Ha area should be designated for wilderness if there is a
present user who will recieve severe ^kJverse ecortmic ijmaacts.
This would include miners with claims in the area or ranchers
with permits that could be greatly Umproved through range
inprovetnents that would be restricted due to wilderness designation.

2) Oily a limited acreage of Puryon/Jumper habitat should be

could be greatly improved for both livestock and wildlife if
dense P.J. stands wore thinned and the area seeded to mare
productive species.

3) Livestock grazing must not be hobbled by Wilderness designation.
I would discourage BLM from reccrrrend Lng areas for wilderness
where livestock grazing management is intensive or where there
are plans for intensive management or lnorovemsnts

.

I hope you will thoroughly consider these points when you finalize
your reccrmendaticns

.

Paul Dottari, Dcecutive Secretary
;Jevada Cattlemen's Assn.

AFF1UATE NATIONAL CATTtEMEWS ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL PUBLIC LANDS TASK FORCl
NEVADA OUTDOOR RKKEATTON ASSOCIATION. INC.

June 18. 1983
Mr. Kemp Conn
Us Vegas District Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
4765 «est Ve?,as drive
P.O. Box 26569
Las Vegas. Nevada 89126

P.O. Box 1245
Carson City. Nevada 89702
tel. t (702) 883-1169

Subject! Clark County
Wilderness DEIS

Dear Mr. Conn

i

Thank you for your Utter of June 13. I did considerableMUlSMrehlm <"« the discussion of the Mormon fcan*e--and
it became clear the issues had a high degree of revelancv co

»- «?2!*fE " " tldern«* L'EIS proceeding, indeed.we wish this letter and one to follow to be incorporated intothe record, (see footnote/P.S . on pa*e 2)

Wh« happened in the Mormon rfange seems to have been repeatedin this proceeding. In Clark County's "Preferred Alternative"
firwS 1^ . if*?**"

candldates--the South HcCulloup.h jtange

mended by vour offLce for inclusion into the National
Pre vUde

furthe.

Hon 6y3te™. Indeed, they are cited as fullyteable in Che "Management enhancement Alternative' andbacked up as immenently qualified In the "-lldemessAccent Alternative". This is astounding!

It appears that the rationale for dropping the two wSA» arebased sole y on high speculative GEM mineral studies in which inot a single once of tn-place valuable mineral reserves areIdentified! In addition, one GEM participant is the Nevada

ES^IEft^i?" r
tth a

5
lear Proftt-mOCiVe in the outcome. IMost objectionable is the fact that the UglS does not concern- IPlate recommending wilderness for the two are*, which in due '

course would then require the full mineral investigation whichwould give the public a clear idea of true mineral Upact. -esee this as a most serious natter a DEIS proceeding where
a descision against wilderness involves bonaflde credentialsfor wilderness versus high speculation which mitigates againstthose unique wildland values. ^ lMt

•e note that MUchell Serven. who as 1961 administrator of theNevada State Park System actually recommended the South McCul-lough Range for wilderness! Of all the units in the Clark Coproceeding, the South McCullouph Range has the longest history
SvJ

r
f?

d SUPP?" " r
ears) " and "nqueatLoned high calibre valuewith its critical wildlife habitat and pristine? rugged"tld-

with its critical desert tortoise habitat and ruggedness. aswell as nearly two decades of advocacy.

has the Mormon Range incident have with all this?

nued)

•Clark County -lldemes.

In the Mormon Range, a,

DEIS/page two

"-made Intrusions were allowed without recourse

,, -.._ ...„.,. __ „„,,,. 4. =u Ul fiiuerness naoitat, as miahc the

U the Utt«"4f)!
Arr °W C*ny™ 8an*e(ch*»"' a" b-*h°™ midlands

We seen to be dealing with ,

sought to get rid of wilden.
of proof whatsoever as a bas

situation where "reasons" are beingsought to get rid at wilderness. The GEM studies provide no burden
or a decision against wilderness. Thl

.sere is a flagrant violation of the district's Secti
from che Congress in 1976. Does this same spectre n<
noraoni too:

603 mandate
hover over the

In the Mormon's we have the allowance of a major eyesore in the hugeapron associated with the guzzlers. Here we have confUcts betngconjured up by the agency, which then are used to eliminate wildernessNowhere was this more demonstrated in Utah, where one district manager

S'.h Mi
h
!.

WMte<l
J
2i wilderness from existing rfSA acreage. ThankHeaven the IBLA disagreed, and ordered 300,000 acres reconsidered forwilderness. The Utah scenario revealed that "reasons" had to be conjuredup in order to get rid of wilderness areas -the district manager simplycould not eliminate then because "he didn't like wilderness". That has '

actually happened in Utah. No hint of this can be allowed in this case.

On the othe hand, there is
recommendations tor wild"

—

Mount at ns ( #050- 041?

1

UOSO-0229). sine
ccaprehenslve Input into BLM planning
actual discoveries of

marked difference in connection with che
-ness at. Moun t Sterling ( #050-0400 , Spring

led Soc k Canyon ( 1050-04 14) and Muddy Mountains
tion has made definitive and

.ems. .. .which highlighted

1961. this

and nati
flora, lndiR
archeology a

strated by u
South McCulI

both the fo

ipecc ular and
f significant sttppl
lous and endangered fOT
i significant sclencifl
. oche
i£& lia.nge and A

x I seed

iblLrae wilderness experiences
ary unique values

i such as rare
ia, geological spectacles, major

-' values. Yet, such was also demon-
is and experts and the BLM Itself in the"" Canvon Sarjgg . Indeed, the same nebulous

II eg

get the defin
>nd both Arro

Muddy Mounl
all thi

better guarantee impartial
eologi

tnd S
in the rid to

the Cong Chen decide by 1991.

uth McCullough Kangc
vesCLgatton, which w
n mineral data requl

•ed

.then

we accu
*>e noc only cannot endorse the "Preferred Alternate
question its legality. It Is clear, considering Che
already dropoed from «SA conslderac ion. chat the "wilderness Accent
Alt ernat ive- represents che best in terras of management ."qTlaliTicTt Ionsand Che public inceresc. The *.ii Iderness Accent Alternative* is indeed
best in terms of true multiple use management. It represents a viablecompromise that assures the continued development of required "best
evidence" In fact gathering. In minerals, as with all the other values
Involved—wildlife, rare species. Tlora. pr istineness . spectacle unl-

ess, archeology, watershed, scientific phenomena- -the publLc'deserv,
res the best protection and manageme nt as

that alternatl
well as fact

RESPONSE TO LETTER 30

1 Manageability is only one of the "criterion" or "quality standards* used
in the evaluation of a USA and does noc In itself determine the
suitability or nonsui tabil i ty of an area for wilderness designation.

2
I
he.^^ S

f?
ACt,Qn was anended in the FEIS to i"* 1 "* * P<""tion of the

South McCullough Mountains USA as reconoended suitablefor wilderness.

3 The Geoloov-Erwrgy-Hmerals (G-E-M) reports were the best available
information pertaining to aineral and energy potential for all seven USAs
at the ti-e the draft EIS -as written. Farther information -ill be
provided by the Jnited States Geologic Survey CJSG5)/Bureau of Mines
Mineral Survey to be conducted for all areas prioarily recommended as
suitable. This additional information will be available to the decisions
makers prior to actual designation or nondesignation of a wilderness area

Although desert bighorn
analyzed, it does not ii

designation as wilderness,
does not ru

neeo Mjr be a special feature of some of the USAs
'tselr determine an area's suitability for

iversely, suitable bighorn sheep habitat
ly have wilderness characteristics.

n the FEIS to include Mt. Stirling within
suitaole for wilderness designation.
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NATIONAL PUBLIC LANDS TASK FORC.
NEVADA OUTDOOR RtCKLATlOS ASSOCIATION, INC.

June 22, 193

3

Mr. kemn Conn
Las Vepas District Manager
L'.S. bureau of Land Manaj-.mi
i.765 -est Vecas L-rive

P.O. 3ox 26569
Las Vep.a5. Nevada 89126

Dear keupi

A search of our Las Vep
r
as Bl

to 1961) has turned up this
volunteer inventory form wtv

and wilderness data in che
-050-435) ln this wildernes'

P.O. Box 124 5

Carson Citv, NV
(702) S33-U69

supplementary info:
to NORA statement
18, 1983 on Clark
•'lldemess Dc!I^,

rmat i on
of June
Count v

.M district file(whtch p.oes back
sifnitiranr --albeit brier- -NORA
.ch contains additional biolorlCAl
ry.;th McCul louf.h fountains »oA (NV

i proceeding.

«nlle citizen input from N0r.A dates fro™ our earliest davs, 1

have personally recorded Public Land natural history since
l952(during visits to S. Nevada as a student at PasadenafCal .

)

High School). All the uSAs in the wilderness Accent Altcmatlv
have been explored intensively since 1961 --and tho
were perlodicallv submitted to the district via th
L Purvey a historic ELM wilderness project that w
by the KiMlc Land Law review CoTjrj ssion' s report

e flndinft*
Nt.T-A Index

s aunlaudt-d
f June 1970.

The compilation of this inventory Included findings resulting
from the explorations of Mr . Vernon bostick in the .South McCul-
1 oup.h Mountains . As shown in the attached. Mr. bostick makes a

reference to a thesis submitted to UNLV over the period 1967-
1973. 1 trust vour district wilderness specialist will make
every effort to Ret a copy from UNLV or Mr. bostick. His obser-
vations reflect the entirety of the 5o. McCullouph Mountains
and are indicative of fact this his biological findings alone
go well beyond the uniqueness(of natural history) alluded to
in the Clark County bLM »1 lderness LLlS's technical report.

With the help of Ms. Betty Surge's Tortoise Council, we are
petting Bore data on the Crit icalness of the desert tortoise
habitat in Che western flanks of the Arrow Can von kanyc f NV -050-

0215). This may be farthest north known occurrence. Visits by
NORA volunteers back up technical report's findings on bivhom
sheep, the archeologl cal panels and the shelters. It has become
a favorite rock climbing area--and known to us as an area with
impressive scenery and solitude.

Lastly, we do commend the district for its recommendations for
the Muddv Mountains Mounc Sterl_ing(69 , 650 acr<2s). Pine Creek
(known to NOKA since 1964' s study (• submitted as the Kcd hock
Canvon Urban n'Udemess) , La Mad re Mountains ( 1964 study), North
McCullouf h Mount.
-i :".: toss Accent Alt

To repeat
.ailve

"

P.S
stat

jterlingtbascd i

conjunction with our June 18
ement , we wish this supple- w«kui

nco^p.or^ted into record.

we heartily endorse your
...subject to acreap.e adjustment
urvev explorations). _^

^t&J-*! Li*
atson, Jr.

L.CAC.ir " Rtr

Cr.i l <::

P. Bci lH'j O r. C-y htrlU S37S1

&Lzk±&

Other rartlci;ir.;i < /fJ .Jt rjs fin e tas L4/l
- ^ ^- /?'<*$

S^_Mc Cf/efi+tf rfiJi£-£L

_£jLAJ^

*
'

:^A't' L-£<<-siZzu-f6 -

Blitt. g«f*Ti] da«ti»*iOI * r a***.

J°r*~~- r*>r

j»*tf* LI,-. »oy i

'Kfj^V i. t s*r. nunci cf faulty la ** «*»! _!£?*» « __dB«'t tow

&' *
l

*V*iv- 1! J.* «! » »!-»^ >»^"~* *»> ^ »« «i-m.

t* «v, :-.ad- cr Jtcp l-ait. v«« at« ta- iru _Tl-*» » ' ;n
'

r ^c"

or fTh<t ,,.,....»., ., - ;•. «rn= The two jetp tralle_are alooet

impOBsible to find or folio*. T^e road in election k was made to

r ftnntmf* | fanrn It ij ft ff TH * ^ gO -*OywfV*r«—ttJld- ftO-»nB-tteeO- 1 tl

Th« Pine Spring "road" is wheel tracks up a w^s h, However, it

Btrjr^Br "c^Ttsr TO exeiUc^ft tnToe"arTa"tfte jeep trail into ycCuiloiu^h

Spring—more on account of the corrals they lead to than the roada

which are unobtrusive and soldcG used.

=fc NORA contmenti In 1952-53 visits to GooJ-sprlngs Uistrict with Pasadena-' -

Dana Club, Charles w'atson heard of the Crescent Mining District. It was
depleted of Au. Ae & Pb around 1941. Subsequent claims of these metals

££ ^L

31-3

HUD TFir R':srCHSE ?0£1<. (Cc. .icueO

Any kiiovn l.i^ii to vll<iernci» quality of IfW i-?*7 "ZcttY f J

££2£LZJ&Z2 ^c/'^'V *^ SjliUA. &2L'• The ranee within

reach of water is severely grated, but ooet of the area proposed fa r

g lTacTnuHB~T»e tLg whI c i gr i d i n un grar ed-.

Any iic.a-i of mnifJ! - io!'it, cables, sprlr.^i. tinkt, tnlli, tC0< - found In

th* »reo vtilch »r* ooc ihovn on irwp* (plpene Rivt location If po»ilble)l a_

'-T- Cemitxj Csfc.3 UlM <"*-»') oS ?f-y jEjaea

Deicrlbe accct* to ItMl tiwir paved highnayT dirt ro«d»7 Je«p tt»ll«! jLi'r-j

Brn»fne for pieierving ttilo (eoeck at POTiy is ntcKurj):

^^_ur'.qu« natural fac (tcuatuie value]

_giHlloturb«l •coBjiten (aclasClflr -/»lu«)

rftl sattln.*

t^_tecr«ation*l opportuoltiea

Anythl^B ol« or iftfr.at-^This ifl a true wilderness close to a metropol itan

area. The fringes axe disturbed by ulnlng and graiing, but aoBt of

"IVIb 'toVrugeed, too dryland to
o"

"

uoelese to Invite exploitation.

T hB"* hlrr^ "I 1 Aa y—

a

nd d a y *ia*r d a y without a » » *H» flipn th a t . -

man or his animals had every been there. There are fine stands of

black grama grass which is apparently extinct everywhere elue in

~"rrBVaaa~ffom i cenTUry" 01 QveJSgTffllneT Tne V.cUuilbuigh range io

divided into two primitive areas by a power-line corridor, but to

aay that it is crisscrossed by roads la pure b.s.

NORA COMM£NT--the 23 flora species cited are indicative of NORA
findings in connection with our nearby FUtfZ MOHAVE investigations
which provided solid intrusion into Nevada of Lower Colorado(trans-
ltlonal) life zo".e. It was only observed in region of Clark County
around Nevada's southermost tip. The McCullough Range as an entity
does intrude into nearby Mohave Desert. His thesis was not made
available to NORA. It should be Bought at UNLV. C^r>

';1T ' :'
;

>u.. ,--.

-- I \ n \ -
: j
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NATIL..AL PUBLIC LANDS TASK. FORL-
NEVADA OUTDOOR RiCREATlON ASSOCIATION, INC.

August 12, 1933
P.O. Box 1245

Ft

Mr. Kemp Conn
La a Vegas District Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
4765 West Vegas Lrlve
P.O. Box 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Carson City, Nevada 39702
Tel. t (702) 383-1169

Dear Kerapi

Thi.3 letter Is to ca
our organizational f

Draft IIS,

At the bottom of the
McCulloug.h Range was
Alternative . SftaE we
McCullough Range she
Accent Alternative. .

Sterling.

ttentlon to some errors that were In
concerning the Clark County Wilderness

flyer, we erroneously stated that the .North
Included in the dlstrict'3 »i Iderncas Accent
should have said was.... that the .North
lid have been included into the wilderness
Iso. Mount Stirling was misspelled as Mount

Reliable sources have Informed us that anyone writing letters
that reflected these errors will have their letters disqualified
from being considered in the proceedings. This was attributed to
your director of resources, Mr. CLliberti.

In our telephone conversation today, yo
the errors will be disregarded and not
of those who responded to our "flyer" o
Draft EIS,

ssured ne that only
pertLnanc testimony

he Clark. Co. tfUdBrtifl*

We have recently spoken with Mr. Vernon uoatlck, 5305 Churchill
St., Us Vegas, NV 89107 (tel. 373-0010). He has Informed me
that his UNLV thesis actually recorded 400 species of plantlife
in the South McCullough Range. Of these, to date , 25 are new
records for Nevada. Some are wholly Indigenous to the mountain
range. In the nearly Highland Range, another source has confirmed *

sighting of GLla Monsters. This could mean that Gila Monsters
are probably In the South McCullough Range as well, since these
ranges are so close.

Mr. Bostlcks thesis Is over 300 pages, and la contained in the I

records of the UnLverslty of Nevada at Laa Vegaa{ UNLV ) . We trust I

that the district will obtain a copy and Incorporate its highly I

significant information into the £115 record. I

We wish this letter included Lnto the EIS record also.

•htpi •titm+mdtj You^a/lervj sincerely

,)
""BWI*"" Charles S. Watson. Jr

2ND WSA c™lom
APPEAL! BLM WILDERNESS

AIIDNAL PUBLIC LAMJS FASN FORCE

»enercnaly i«»Ln, •* you dli
rhinks [o ym. w« dlil very u
BLM District wL 11 keen Eftf r

ttw alienee .re uei _d. -o

in mr rcccnc ichell <Lld*r(t«i
rll and can no it ara\„, Altnnu*r

c wa can ».et uilmm rffrcc twin

Ui VVfM :.ljcncc •URW tr
tl.i. .ll.ir.MU of Land KitlMtMnt
'.765 •«« <*«»* .n»e
P.O. Bo» ja'jfi")

Ui Jeinji. SV*M 39126

ilerness StWW Areasl.'SAiO in trie

th* Lji

* 8W sirrt*
1 -

"otf..,

v of

refer' '-'I
-
: "i a,

."-*-. .<._-.:

££5
,

S!*jffl.
l

SjrS^i
SL"-TH fC-CL'L:r "

1 \-Ji

twj vmr www-11

M*-TfU(

I DMI. r^lMd taw MlftOLfl ^M
.

c.l"U ji unique l-t.iujo Lt lki-i .ithui • .- ,lj l^rar-o -La«i*r -.

ggg%,*»«mll2 >;
--,.„;

:.;.-. .,; ^.-//^ ,"..-„ —-—;

\

";•> »-V_^£e:' ,';,;.; ^
»fe

"A :", .. >:.-... .._'! . M

AWB! Request your It Iter included in Dhlh proceeding record

RESPONSE TO LETTER 31

1 A copy of Mr. Bosticfc's thesis "Vegetation of the McCiil lough Mountains
Clark County, Nevada" is on file in the Las Vegas District Office.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 32

1 A copy of Mr. Bosticfc's thesis "Vegetation ofthe McCullough Mountains
Clark County, Nevada" is on file in the Las Vegas District Office.

2 The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to include a portion of the

South McCullough Mountains WSA as recommended suitable for wilderness.
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Public Lands Institute

July 21, 1983

RECEIVED

B83 JUL 25 F* 1|:b

Hr. Kemp Conn >'" «awi«» <* ••.*«

District Manager «n m ->.i

Bureau of Land Management
4765 west Vegas Drive
P.O. Box 26569
Las Vegas, NV 89126

Dear Hr. Conn:

Having reviewed your draft Clark County Wilderness EIS,
thoughtfully sent to me by State Director Ed Spang, or perhaps it
came from your office, I wish to comment in behalf of the Public
Lands Institute and the Noitural Resources Defense Council.

The document seems well done, although 1 muet urge a different
conclusion with respect to two WSAs , the South McCullough Mountains
and the Arrow Canyon Range. Both are high quality wilderness with
exceptional ecoloqical and 3Cenic attributes and Nevada and the
Nation would benefit by their inclusion in the National Wilderness
Preservation System.

In addition to its Joshua tree forests and varied stands of
cacti, the South McCullough range provides essential habitat for
desert bighorn, Chukarpartrxdge and Gambel'a quail. These are
also significant archaeological sites, and the assumed mineralization
is, at best, speculative.

Arrow Canyon Range, with its spectacular lime a tone cliffs,
contains, as the draft EIS points out, crucial habitat for the desert
tortoise and Gambel'a quail and important habitat for bighorn
sheep. The kinds of recreation for which wilderness is noted are
already established there. And, as in the South McCullough
mountains, the mineralization i3 so uncertain as to constitute no
valid reason for ruling it out as wilderness.

We were pleased to see the DEIS recommending the "Wilderness
accent alternative" for Red Rock Canyon {Pine Creek) , Muddy
Mountains, Mount Sterling, LaMadre Mountains and the North
McCullough Mountains. We concur.

..DrnmY""*'-"?"

Mr. Kemp Conn
July 21, 1983
Page Two

Than* you for considering our views. I trust this letter will
become a part of the DEIS proceeding record .

/{U. «
• @M~J—

Charles H. Calli

Mr- Edward P. Spang
BLM State Director
300 Booth Street
P.O. BOx 12000
Reno, NV 89520

RESPONSE TO LETTER 33

The Proposed Action was amended in the FE IS to include a portion of the
South McCullough Mountains WSA as recommenced suitaOle for wilderness.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 34

The Proposed Action was amended in the FHS to include a portion of the
South McCullough Mountains WSA as recommended suitaole for wilderness.
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August 24, 1983

Kemp Conn
Attn: Clark County Wilderness DEIS
I3ureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 26569
Las Vegas, NV R9126

Dear Sir:

We are pleased' to see that you have
fountains, Pino Crecic and La ::adre Hi

your recommended wilderness proposal. Howe
that two other areas are also very inportan
not recieved the ful L recognition due thera.

The y.t. Sterling WSA, vhile included in the
alternative has been significantly reduced in size. We
feel very strongly that the area in the northwest portion
Of the WSA, including Mt. Sterling itself Should be
recommended as wilderness because of its remoteness and
wildlife habitat potential. The EL.': preferred alternative
excludes most of the elk su.-ner range, which is obviously
crucial to the survival of the herd. Since both the
nineral and petroleum potential in that area is low we have
difficulty understanding why it was excluded.

We also feel that the Arrav Canyon ?anqe should be included
among the recommended wilderness areas. Although it is not
a tremoundously large area it is important wildlife habitat
and contains a number of irpressive archeolo-gic sites. The
western escarpment is an impressive geologic feature which
deserves to be protected.

It is our opinion that these few wild areas in Clark County
are very valuable now and will become much nore so in future
as the human population of this area grows. We feel very
strongly that they are worthy of formal wilderness designation.

luded the Muddy

recommended

Sincerely,

Jinn E. Hiatt
Conservation Chairman

SIERRA CLUB
i F.jihna OUonui

720 Brookfield Drive
Reno, Nevada 89503
August 11, 1983

RESPONSE TO LETTER 35

1 The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to include Ht. Stirling wi

the Ht. Stirling WSA reconmended suitable for wilderness designation.

Mr. Kemp Conn, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 99126

Dear Mr. Conn:

An article concerning the Draft Clark County Wildcrnc
EIS in the August-September issue of the Trails , the news-

"- it of the Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club, contains
itains WSA is

;d alternative,
recommended in

__. ihe Preferred
m ie t not. i vc uub BcatoBiBnE i3 completely in error, we
regret any inconvenience that this error may cause your
office.

Statements fros the Toiyabe Chapter concerning the
recommenda t ions in the preferred alternative will reach
you before the August 26th deadline.

Sincerely

,

the North McCul lough Mou

Since the North MCulloughs have not be
either the Management Enhancement
Alternative, this stateme

AAJM/J

Spang, State Director
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SIERRA CLUB
To

= ;=. •«£

mdi and LuUfm Cihforaa

S[TO,

720 Brookfield Drive
Reno, Nevada 89503
August 19 , 19B

J

Mr. Kemp Conn, Manager
Las Vegas District, BLM
P. 0. Box 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Dear Mr. Conn:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft
Clark County Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement. The
Toiyabe Chapter of the Sierra Club officially supports the
Wilderness Accent Alternative outlined in your document, with
a few modifications of boundaries that will be furnished you
by Howard Booth of the Las Vegas Group. Hr. Booth will also
make more extensive comments based on his own studies of
these WSA' s.

First we wish to commend you on recommei
in the Muddy Mountains, 44,383 acres in the
and 21,530 acres in the Pine Creek WSA for w

your preferred alternative. The Muddy Mount
extremely beautiful area with startling red
and limestone peaks. Anniversary Narrows an
particularly high scenic and primitive recre.
need to be preserved. The wildlife and cultural values are
also high in this WSA. The Muddy Mountains will make an
outstanding addition to the National Wilderness System, and wa
support your recommendation with great enthusiasm.

The LaMadre Mountains and Pine Creek wsa's both lie within
the spectacular Red Rock Canyon Recreation lands. They have
outstanding primitive recreational activities including day-
hiking, rock climbing, backpacking, and photography and are
used extensively by the Clark County residents. Wilderness
status will protect both the scenic and cultural values to be
found here.

We are concerned that the 30,190 acres recommended in the

Preferred Alternative for wilderness in the Mt . Stirling WSA
excludes Mt. Stirling itself (including the petroglyphs on the

nding 44,260 ac
LaMadre Mot ntai
ilderness v nder
ains are ar

sandstone orma
d Lovell Basin

alues that

SIERRA CLUB

Kemp Conn
B/19/B3. Page 2.

at yosummit] and other important lands. we as

substitute the 44,431 acre figure in the
Alternative, which would allow a manageable wilderness and
preserve the unique natural and cultural resource values, to
omit the northwest part of the WSA on the basis of speculative
mineral potential would );e a mistake. An extensive USGS study
will be done before any wilderness can be officially designated.

The Arrow Canyon, South McCulloughs, and North McCulloughs
were not recommended for wilderness under the Preferred Alter-
native, but all have outstanding wilderness v.ilues. A small
portion of the Arrow Canyon WSA has bsen requested for a park
by the State of Nevada, and wilderness status for the 26,950
acres of the wsa, as specified in the Wilderness Accent
Alternative, would complement and enhance the value of this park.
High cultural values and the herd of bighorn sheep would also
be protected by wilderness status.

The North McCulloughs have outstanding primitive recreationa
values, particularly during the winter season. Other special
values include the only stand of black grama grass in Nevada,
large stands of cholla cactus, bighorn sheep, and unique petro-
glyphs. The South McCulloughs have a dense pinyoi

(a ted Na
Wilderness system), jOshua trees, springs, and bighorn sheep.
Wilderness status would protect the extensive aboriginal site
occurrences. Both of these wsa's are easily accessed from
Las Vega 5, and, although they have at present only light
recreations use, this is predicted to change as the population
increases. In an area like Clark County it is particularly'
important to set aside wilderness areas when there is still an
opportunity to do so.

Pleas'
Decisions when

nd i opy .

Sincerely,

Mar^o/ie Sill
Conservation Chair

SIERRA CLUB ;eiv c

Toiy»6i 0»pi*T - NmtU <md tlm Qtidar

nUEUflt 21, 19 p >

Mr. Kenp :onn, district Manager
Attn: Clark County 'iiaerr.oao 3115
Eu.-cou of Und Mar^ vitat
PC 2ox 2*569
Las Ve^na KV ?912£

:aar Mr. Conn:

Thia letter ia t.-.e i

Of the Sierra Club '

to discus any of E.l

sysolf or our «i'.J-;

hona aidreaa of J3?i

Xanbero of our jpo-;

noted with charris

have uracted uyoa

ae Of the las Vegas Jroup, Toiyabe Chapter
e Clark County '-Vil-lerness C£15. If you wish
-into further, Tleaae feel free to contact
3nsir8*a :

:.y**rz Soota, Sy^l&^fi or it his
r.-„ier, Las 7~ .-as Sfl'O?,

1 :r^ Coun*-7 for =.-

rsiuol Jfftflrtorat:

Coc.-ress, rehectin.: iv-r.-i
should he .-x:loi-.»-i. Th? r

.-.ulti-le j-a la t;-; -ro-d c

of I/in "iljer-ess resource.
csrsiierod .is i?-i;ion3 are

irir.srzla until such ti.-o as

tn.ll an: -.cs-i, ieeiioa V..ey

.'. --.orally tr'Jt. ZanLr.r. to

.-.ty Uc_,

ipacylatlV! r.at^r

= ore d.j.'i-itiTe t

deciaior or. tfe« -

c- of the j,i.:j . .-;-::•- information or.

^3. Mineral C*.'j-ica by '.he V.",.jJ will he

rsaraet »r.l will s-r^it a -o.-e i.-.
-
. = lll ;=nt

i3/=i^e.-sln : = -.:"-:.. "or t:.-.:« jpsai of
sr? -ir.en- mims a-year to ;oSfli=S, V

S'J.'C'flt a .ec;3-2- or. t?.s "ids of -il.^r-e.i ;».-.: i .-. .- -..-.en? -;.neral
"fort3 whii.- -i--.-r li=i-„i»tritita r-?vi?y or Ctn-reJaional h e i r i .-. ,;i

can inlellir-stly ssnni er. \'« .Ieo Ir.ir'r. t£« :W. ahojli esnoi-ier"
the oeiiil contribution of t.-.e -i.-.eral ir-.;*jo:r7 in Xari County in
cocj-rioon to that if i'r.i = .-,:irs nt-'.e sr.- t.-.e like-.iae asaLL canlr:

RESPONSE TO LETTER 37

The Proposed Action was amended in the FE IS to Include Mt, Stirling withir

the Ht. Stirling WSA recommended suitaole For wilderness designation.

2 The Proposed Action was amended in

South McCullough Mountains WSA as

RESPONSE TO LETTER 38

the FEIS to include a portion of tne

'ecoramended suitaole for wilderness.

The Geo! ogy-£nergy-Mineral

;

information pertaining to r

at the time the draft EIS i

(G-E-K) reports were tne best available
neral and energy potential far all seven WSAs

is written. Further information will be

provided by the United States Geologic Survey ( USGSl/Bureau Of Mines
Mineral Survey to be conducted for all areas primarily recommended as

suitable. This additional information will be available to the decisions
raalcers prior to actual designation or nondesignatton of a wilderness area.
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to because al their hi,;a wi_de:
* populations which UtiliSo thai

and Muidy yountaina )

rred AI t srr.a tive that
nt Alternative. For

Alt bounds.

the SIM-' a Pr*f»i

m.-.taina . .'a feel tha superb wilderness values and public support
i^ruatloa for the Yu ;dys have correctly influenced
ad ILtertMtiva, wilei determines that wilderness

ao feel that Ifca well-defined Boundaries for tfcia unit, euoily recog-
nizable in the field, Will help Bittgata the CSV cro'clono. Tha
Hu.dy Mountains lie in an area of hfl£fc natural values taftt incl-seo
Valley o f n re Stat a Park a Od -.Ice y ad i tional Secreat ton Area,
3a«?it* rfhat over = ineral re so irces nay p otentially be fo und there.
we belie re t to ovirall pro' -ion of the Muidiao is -art f>t this
aeoaitir I so .0 ta S ijjhly d-. -able. 'it'. .erneas laasifi sat on is
the bint way of or< tectiaij ta Muddy Hou. a tains. TbiB is oelally
true in lew of tha likely oil lls- of tha 5LM n the f eable

and Lovoll »,

ffsd ani
.ah Zaain) in alti

BeeBite
ir-ur.ities should be taken when they ire wisely conceived and
.labia, as la the, LneXfsaaire protection offered this area
High closure of the only e.viatin* jeep trail into Hidden Valley.
I unique area r.orth of Muddy ?eak couid then be protected in

bo by its tocography, 3u« as the fine Loveil './ash oasin
at»owbat protected uta.

."t. .Stirling is the fourth unit which we feel ia especially inoor-
tant. r-m congratulate the SIH on including this area in the pre-
ferred al terr.ative, even no »a are critical of the preferred boun-
daries. '.<.'„ strongly urea the 5LH to reconsider ita Preferred Alter
active boundaries of this area to bring thoa -ore closely into line
with those of the .iliernesa teeent Alternative. Yost importantly,
tbia '-ill reintroduce the critical :-:t. Stirling Peak. It will eli-
minate -hat we feel '-as a rather arbitrary choice for t.-.e southern
bouninry which showed little regard for terrain features. A minor
nodification to the Ailderneso Accent boundary ia reco^-ended in
tha corthweat, expanding tha area westward to the bane of th
slope to protect canyon Sgutfcl near such features as .^racevi,
SorseBhutan Jprinrs. 3oinK ao would iabrace the aese pr.iiosophy
protection that already applied farther south. All tfceoa chan.-ed
are important, first because oT the ai.-aificar.ce of Kt. Stirling a.

the northern anchor of the crucial Stirling aidge, and aecond been'

par

olf \ saco time uddiai 8dth to this portion of the

unit. Stirling is t

partly b*c use of th,

in Seats Valley, across t-.e Asarroaa Desert to the north,
^levsia Teat lite and beyond on the east. Views southeast*
the entire nigh country of the >riag Mountain .langa as fa
Churlonton ani Griffith ?ta<. there are Indian petro-lyph
the susrit, ucitue for tha r.irh country of this nountain r
peak includes j ar.be I ' 3 q-.sil crucial habitat, cule deer an.
long habitat, ani ia important in BKbpa.ftia.e such of the el.
habitat for the northern part of the ran-'
nmeral develope-nt in the absence of wil
have Serious- negative —pact on all theoe
as it relateo to this unit, we noi« the o

tha
eporta

tad.
. portior It aa.

Ill doi

iere. therefore feel it
;hia portion at thia
o especially so in view of tha r
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are splendid rras3y roc'-. rsHena with a direraity of riant species
that rroclai-.a a -iatory largely devoid of cattle graiinc. Petro-
gly.-ha and other cultural resalss >rfl widely -rident. ftteft of the
tXl ia desert bighorn habitat. Frcn sore vantage points, the terrain
oce=o ooftly rojr.ded and teit'jred by shadow effects and the contrast
between tall bad-.lit Tiaaea ind black lava racks. A broad central
ralley bordered by hills opens .r.orthvard relatiTely close to L.as

Ver-.a, aaantnfly ar. invitation to 'he CSV buff, but an ir.Titation
rather flaliofl accepted. The nm^la .'•p trail ia faint and not
without difficulty. The high eastern eeearpsent looks out across
naased teidybear c.-.olla j;ardeno an3 t :e trO»d iidorado Vally whore
urban or induntrial grow til ia predicted under tha Zldorado lanes Act.

jespito potential CTV tntruaian in the central Tailey an: noar'oy
urbanization, -a believe the area can aeiatain such of its -rfilierr.eso
cnancter. Precedents do exist for wili 8 rr.esa abutting 'jrban are^a,
aa -ith the Manila fountains which rise .'.-on the outskirts of
Albuqueriue. /it reco-.-nead the a:d-;tion of the :lnrt~, .'.clulloucha
to the Preferred Al-.ernative list with boundaries identical to
thc.-.e of t

k
.^ .lld^meaa Accent Alternative. ixc.^t for the typical

nocerate favorability for findi.-? oil and .--'.s, largely baa^d on tha
=y thole-' of tha Cverthrust Salt, the entire area hoa been ranked
unfivorobla for Metallic rrmeralo a.-.d for the tOSt part unfavorable
for aon-E«t»lli«a, Only for *lluvl-iE, an apparently widely available
eor-no-iity in thin recio^, ;a it claaaified - e -oU'.-ra tcly f.voratla.

The ArfOVf rar,y-r. 3a.-.ro hns t.-.e stark beauty of bare rock, for ve,-e-

tation is r.jt its sttraotion.. :=.« waotern ridr.- i3 li,: E the do-
fltanod vorteET"s« i' -1 'isr.t i^isal laid bara for -i'-I ti a*e. lath
sidea are ate*: nt '..a wpstern o3earrr:ef'.t 1= nearly ahear ar.j ia

especially i.-r-oain.- from eifiaef t,-e rar.re cr»st .- froa "3 QJ which
psrallelfl it f~r Tiles. It -:s t.-.- stark simplicity of rocky rid.;ea
s'.or.r wit.~. a corrupted central valley co--.ex jt washes and ni.-.or

ri;,:» that io tr.™ :re,i's oatatanilr.r feature. The "**>ia -Hate
Parka division has intentions it , s*«tr4S- t-- culturally ana acenically
significant Arrow linyon that lieo it-i.-. fs coinei ent iound^riea
of t;« ;bn*-a-ent L-ihaneerent i.-.i .tl ierne^a Accent Aliernntivea.
-ftass boundsries o-;ear ac-ertable to ^a but rroviaior, should be

ties "-'
*> otata 7 irk is pljs.-.ed, Th-? hips sc^r.-.c .'.-:. cultural

values of Arrow ;*r.y*K 'Ojli le test ;rot>ctffi :r, j*r -t'. -ar.:.'-e-

nent, fha ;.: iierr. ? : a wouli itcit e- = r.t t..e p rk b preaerv'.r. - tra
natural baefcirap fsr t

k
.e ;-.ir': and *-T-jld off^r a ..roviir risraafiibaal

orrortur.ity for :h.-.e v:.:iti-- or ea-ri.-.- at t-e pork. An opportunity
wou.A be rroviJed in thi rark for ister^retation of wil;jr»*ea
airr.if;cn.ioe. In edition, park control of visitors wo .11 atttr
op:ortunitie« 13 -r-vent illo-al C3Y intrusion into th- .ro;d central
Taller, n'Y.ie':. . n ins into Arrov "i.-.y.n. In f:is 'py, 3 rotehti?.!
nar.-.;s-»nt proolfli i cc.r.ii .-j.-ably re.-c^'i. l.-.e ^a.n'^l'a ';uail
crucial h'tbiSa-t w c /.i Use -* 1-r al? protects ty Arrow Canyon
3 t-.'_e Mfl-s.^Ecnt aa va.'.i to so-.- *xt«t dojert bi-h.Tr. habitat
---fr-;s( sore acc-aaii:;" t.-.r.'r..-- t - e cor-.tral valley. .'li.-.ur.l 1

RESPONSE TO LETTER 38

2 The Proposed Action was amended In the FEIS to include Kt. Stirling within
the Mt. Stirling USA recoonended suitable for eilderness designation.

3 The Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) reports -ere the best available
information peftalnlitg to Mineral and energy potential for all seven WSAs
at the time" the draft EIS was written. Further information will be
provided by the United States Geologic Survey (USGS)/Bureau of Klnes
Mineral Survey to be conducted for all areas primarily recomiiended as

suitable. This additional Information will be available to the decisions
makers prior to actual designation or nondeslgnation of a wilderness area.
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outstanding: tifhtftffi, ndorado and Cerbat > ountoir..- to tre Caot,

the :^e« lorr. or.d Jroviience fountains of :alif orr.ia ts the west,

and the North KeSV-lOUfhs «.»4 irrir..- v our. tain* to the north, 3ir-

portions of We nro« no well as culedeer yearlong aci 8U!?-er habi-

tats, ill tr.ese re G n Jr ceB weald be r.-Otset*S with ^liarmsj
cloooifi cation.

While the lover J-ortione of aome cacyono wo-ld be invaded by weual
BHV activity, contact with hikers wauli be ir,f rr:.;uer.t a.-.d remanent
m s r jri ; on ar.;-' wii3>rneito wou-d be uaiifctly. Current rinme aisle.
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4 The Prpposed Action va amended in the FE IS to include a portion of the

South HcCullough Mountains WSA as recommended suitable for wilderness.

5 WSAs adjacent to the Lake Head National Recreation Area will be studied
under another EIS in 1987.

6-7Your conments have been incorporated and/or corrections have been Made.

8 The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to Include Kt. Stirling within
the Mt. Stirling USA recoBsended suitable for wilderness designation.
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Southern California Edison Company

Auyust 10, 1983He - Kenp Conn
District Manager
Bureau of Land Kanageaent
P.O. Sox 26569
Lao Vegas, NV 89126

Attentioni Clark County Wilderness DEIS

Dear Mr. Conm

SUBJECT: Draft Clark County Wilderness Environmental Inpact
Statement B3-37
State of Nevada, Las Vegas District
Stateline-Euneralda Resource Area

Southern California Edison Company appreciates the opportunity
to co*nent on the above subject DEIS.

By letter of January 13, 1933, we submitted consents in connec-
tion with your scoping plan for Clark County Wilderness Area
(WSAa) with reference to our existing and proposed facilities
and corridors that were affected by certain proposed wilderness
areas. We are very pleased to see that our concerns were con-
sidered in the DEIS.

The Southern California Edison Conpany supports the BLM
' recon

nendations that the following two proposed wilderness areas be
designated as non-suitable for wildernesst

1. North McCullough Mountains-HV-050-0425
2. South McCullough Mountains-NV-050-0435

As a matter of information, we would like to point out that the
following four proposed WSAs are identified ae impacting poten-
tial planning corridors in the Western Utility Group's 1930
Western Regional Corridor Studyi

1. Arrow Canyon Range-NV-050-0215
2. Muddy Mountains-HV-050-0229
3. La Madre Mountains-MV-050-412
4. Pink Creek-NV-050-0414

Thank your for inviting ua to review the DEIS. We nope that
you will give the above comments and general information your
full consideration before finalizing the EIS. It further
details are needed, plea H e contact Mr. R. B. Pitta at (213)
491-2987.

Very truly you.

c}/»

fedpemt/3464/pb

KwtI Wildlife ^tetffegement Institute
Suite 775. JtW hHh s'lnwr.'NW /Washington, DC. 20005 • 302/371-11)08

3JR£,\- 5-

August 9, 1983

Bureau of Und Man.inement

Post Office Box Ib'ibl

Las Vegas. Nevada 69126

Dear Mr. Conn:

In Renernl we support the preferred sLtsrHAtlva because that will allow

WatBt development an existing and potenti.il Desert BlfchOTO Ran^e

.

Specif lc .illy by area:

Arrow Canvon Range - Preferred Alternative

Muiidv >ti1unt.iins - No wilderness heoiuse of potenti.il water developments [or BlRhos

Mount Stirling " Preferred Alternative

l.j Mad re tounUlrw - Prtrfarrud Alternative

Pine Creek - Preferred Alternative

North HtCttlittUgh Mountains - Preferred Alternative

iltern.itiv,- will be

inactd with UUlUm B. Morse, the Instltut.

DfO/CArfD TO WILOUK SlNCi mi

RESPONSE TO LETTER 39

1 Utility corridors were evaluated as an issue In Chapter 2 of the FEIS.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 40

1 The Proposed Action ms wended in the FEIS to include Mt. Stirling within
the Ht. Stirling WSA recoowended suitable for wilderness designation.
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 41

1 The Proposed Action Ms amended in the FEIS to include Mt. Stirling within
the Ht. Stirling WSA recomnended suitable for wilderness designation.
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 42

1 The Proposed Action was aoended in the FEIS to include Ht. Stirling within

the Mt. Stirling WSA recocwended suitable for wilderness designation.
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 43

1 The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to Include Kt. Stirling within
the fit. Stirling WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

2 The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to include a portion of the
South HcCullough Mountains WSA as reco«ende<J suitable for wilderness.
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Catptf

LAI, VEJA3 NfeVAfcA

25 Au^est IO83

5UREAU OF LAIS VAl.A!',:

U?65 Veftas Crive
las Vefas Nevada

"y wife and I object to the proposed wilderness Areas for

Clark County.

Listed are Arrow Canyon Range.Vuddy fountains (south), Kt.
Stirling, La Vadre Vountians .Fine Creek and the VcCullou^h r.'ountaina

both North and South.

Me feel that the people of United States are bein£ discriminated

arainst. The lands in question will become Federal Lands, requiring

more tax dollars to police and TJiintain. The lands under your protection
belongs to everyone, no*/ a few or a polical pawn for Wash. 3. C. Wilderness
Areas draw poachers and keeps off the very people that help to protect

and build up wild life on our beautiful land.

Again we object.

3700 E.Stewart, Sjf 207
Las Vegas Nevada /39110

Mr. fonp Conn, District X

ittai «l»rk County Ulldai

Bureau of Lead Management

P. 0. Box 26569

Laa Tajgae, Bewade 99126

tli li in rsspraio to jour inritatlon I

for Clark County wllderneae by the deadline

I think joi

preferred alt*]

- villi. 01 your Draft SIS

mguit 26.

j in deroloping tha

BL* lai

irk Sorrii

at the .

Clark

at that

dona quite • coisaendablo jot

end outlining all the ilUniitiT.t. Hy prel

the Bo illdemeee alternetire. *a a loogtla

•lldemee. rHWttnllt with broad experience throughout the i-et

I aa convinced tint only high quality tilderneee will be able to
1

rl»o future preaauree. And I do not *#• anything I

County that compare "1th forest SerTle

ttaii In .eonlc quality and nwaoteneee with th,

qu.tta- of the fled flock Boerestlon Land, which
]

and waoeglnj for mi recreation. 1 •. proaei

thla area In 1?6? . »nd feel that the »anageaen'

tlaia "a. the correct one is »iew of the population growth of the Lea

Tegae relley. Tha area la far too uuch eipoaed to the ilghta and nounda

of clwlllxation to qualify Tor • -ild Bmo«« oaperienco, and such daelj-

nation would be al.o.t ludlcro«a. ^ltrn your canpower and financing

raatrletiona, you ire on the right track and doing a good Job.

The support for a Huddy Kountelna wllderueee roiai largely fro«

a .;- :M Interest group dedicated to the principle th«t "If It haan'l

rot a road In It. If. -Uderae...' Thla area lacke the ec-nlc quality,

the »egeteti»o corer, ane the re«otoBeea to gifo a real wtldemeae

experience. Kt. Stirling, while h.rlng e Tegetatlro coi.r, 1. not Tery

Urt«tlfa froa a .conic standpoint, and offer, rery little In the way

wild, trial

lu.de

OHT entry wo>

the EIH that the boundary adjuaUaenti

the wilderneaa 'lelf-wanaging' lo nlfeatly
lese by wlldarnoaa dealgnntlon you intend to wa

away froai aanagoaiant reaponai bill ty. Wllderneas ha a to be aanaged,

thla Includes neople nanagowent. Until the 3LM la glyen Congreaaio

aaaurance of funding for wlldeme.a Hnagaaient, I think the.e areae

.hould l>« daaipoated a. 'roadlaae backcountry .

"

Thank you for the opportunity to eoaaaent.

- rirlia U.flaeher

RESPONSE TO LETTER 44

1 The Proposed Action was Mended In the FEIS to Include Kt. Stirling within
the Ht. Stirling HSA recoaasended suitable for wilderness designation.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 46

The Wilderness Manage"

around wilderness area

on adjacent land."

nt Policy states "no buffer zones will be created

to protect the* frco the Influence of activities
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 47

1 The Proposed Action Mi mended 1n the FEIS to include Ht. Stirling rfthlfl
the Ht. Stirling HSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

The Proposed Action was amended
South 'McCul lough Mountains USA 4

n the FEIS to include a portion of the
recommended SuitaOle for wilderness.

3 Development of wildlife waters iwy be allowed 1n wilderness areas.
Specific guidance Is found in the Wilderness Management Policy on pages 17

*nd 18.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 48

1 The Proposed Action was amended m the FEIS to include a portion of the
South McCullough Mountains MSA as recomnended sultaole for wilderness.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 49

1 The Proposed Action was amended 1n the FETS to include a portion of the
South HcCullOugh Mountains MSA ai recommended suitable for wilderness.

2 The Proposed Action was amended In the FEIS to include Ht. Stirling within
the Ht. Stirling WSA recommended suitaole for wilderness designation.
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Alamo, NV BMOI
July 6, 1983

Kemp Conn, District Manaqei
Bureau of Land Hanaqement
P.O. Bo* 36569

Las Yeqas, NV 39126

Re: Clark County Wilderness DEIS

Thank you for the opportunity to conmtjnt on the Drift EIS for
Cldrk County Wilderness. I'd like to make the following odnts:

1. I nas disaopointed that the Minerals Development Alternative
-as equated with a No Wilderness alternative. This "all or
nothinq" aoproach practically eliminates any really serious
evaluation of mineral resources from the oublic debate Be-
cause it draws riqid emotional lines Between ProoonentS Of
the environmental and mineral viewpoints, it seems to me
that the BLH should nave done all it could to facilitate
discussion and, finally, compromise amonq the various
interested parties. This would have Better insured the best
future use of our Wilderness resources and our mineral re-
sources.

Z. In a desert environment water resources take on a qreat impor-
tance. I feel that more emphasis should have been placed on
evaluating the water sources that would be available to

wilderness users in each USA. Obviously the water will be
limited in all of the areas during certain times of the year
but the relative availaBility of water will qreatly effect
the "Opportunities for Solitude and for Primitive Recreation*
between the various areas.

3. The Preferred Alternative seems to me to Be a reasonable
balance Of the values considered if two modifications are made
to it. First, in soite of the support for maklnq the Muddy Mts
a wilderness, in view of the G-E-M finding that this area is

the "prime location for potential nonmetalUc minerals of all

WSA's in the Great Basin", the 6LM should do more than it has

SO far to work out a compromise between these conflicting
values. Second, a closer study should be made of the north
west portion of trie Mount Stirlinq WSA to see if mineral
interests can be accommodated without eliminating this area
from the Wilderness entirely.

David G. Hjelstrom

RECEIVED

BO JUL 22 M ?6

LiS vECiS (llsif. '.

BUREAU OF

:.y..\i ii\ .i: "i

cotwts o» a^ta cukti *ru£i*vss

RESPONSE TO LETTER 50

1 The No Wilderness Alternative 1s Just one of five alternatives analyzed in

the draft EIS. In this case, the No Wilderness Alternative corresponded
with mineral development because the majority of the WSAs had high or

moderate potential for minerals according to the G-E-H reports. However,

a broad range of alternatives were analyzed In arriving at the Proposed
Action. The Proposed Action seeks an optimal Blx of land use allocations
and may be considered a "compromise" among various resource values.

2 Neither the two criteria nor the six quality standards mandated by the
Wilderness S t udy Pol icy evaluate water availability during the study
process. Although water availability would enhance the wilderness
experience, It Is not a mandatory characteristic.

3 U.S. Geological Survey will prepare a comprehensive, detailed. Joint
report with the Bureau of Mines on the mineral resource potential of those
areas recommended suitable for wilderness designation, 1n accordance with

Section 603 of FLPMA. Further adjustments could be made based on

Information provided by the JSG5/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

4 The Proposed Action was ar

the Mt. Stirling WSA rec«

RESPONSE TO LETTER 51

• nded in the FEIS to include Ht. Stirling within
nended suitable for wilderness designation.

The Wilderness Management Policy states *no buffer zc

around wilderness areas to protect thea from the inf!

on adjacent land.*

is will be created
uence of activities

adjacent to the Lake Head Nat

another EIS In 1987.

i Area will be studied
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Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
las Ve^as District. Nevada

Dear District Manager Conni

I have just completed reviewing the Clark County Wilderness
Environmental Impact Statement and I would like to congratulate
you on what I consider a well balanced report. As a geologist
I can appreciate the difficulties of providing for wilderness
in southern Nevada.

I feel that your proposed preferred alternative is a judical
balance between the forces of developement and conservation. I

an only familiar with three of the wilderness study areas (Muddy
Mountains. Pine Creek, and La Madre Mountains) but if these areas

are any indication of the quality of land you propose to preserve
in the preferred alternative I believe you have made some fine

choices.

Sincerely yours.

Keith Katzer
1206 West iith St.
Carnon City, NV
89701

iV'lc
LoKiJcL tlfcvVfl>'M SWCU 1^ It

u,L<rU sLuU L*.v* .**»" f-9*^ f.\UOiA.li

L'%& fc^f1

RESPONSE TO LETTER 53

the Proposed Action mi mended In the FE 1 5 to Include a portion of the

South McCuUougn Mountains MSA is reCMwnded suitaMe for wilderness.
%ftUL.

jcA, s<vi fL&~. JS*~

/niCf /»a.
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Hr. Keap Cod.V,' -'l strict Manager
At'.n: CIVri County Wilderness DEIS

La a Vejaa, NV 89125

Dear T«-« Conn,

Herewith I fttiDS&t my lr.py' and views In :

County DEIS and "tfTR. These repor's were

the Lertlnant data In 3 wall cr.-^.'-izC'd D

Will be 2 valuable flOurce of ir.forciatlo

fu'ure additional Visit**

Submitted by: Harry Helta
Box 6u6"
Craaton,3.C.
70= 150
Canad

a

to yoUF Clark

oreover these pSJWrta
cauzed =a to pl&n

Personal bac'::p,T-o-jr.J .'!:.. jr er.eral views .

0- all the aevon WSAfi
.

r Vhde as I960. "

IflBBt 0".ee an!
I have v:ilted30rc
To- 3 varal tlra*

the recreational values a:-: not 3«atrsy«3 by ot.-.er uass.

belon- to any ewgaaisatloM Pro or con sllderMM, and t.i

are strictly By own. Activities •sg-j,ged In duri.v- 2? via

day hi:-:es, roc'.-- acrac-.blir.-_-, aaaplns for eutsnaed. perlo.^

t-avel. PcrhaTB I belor..- to t:.e relatively silent la.jr.

unor_,ar.i = ed recreitionlrt. 0aorg4ala«^ iua to .'-.<! polar^

organisation:: to lntensir pro or con wlldeme.s ^o:rs.
that an OR*/ recre tlonlst 1b as, unacceptable character

people, but refusing to cake fresa traces on a fragil"

and selecting foot travel Instead

of the ascotrun. Both these extra

and OR"/ (4-4)

,y; the
f the

to the pro
urface soil

rin^s derision fron the other end

3 are lffglftlaa** on BU! lands,

from wilderness to OSV-raolas, 0«t are not soluble tot with each ot

la *he Bane vlcl:.l'y. herefore I support the manssemer.t a ;pr:>acn or

having three basic types of designated ar^is:

A. Wilderness areas with all notorized travel banned.

B. ORV use confined to ways and roads only.

C. Unlimited ORV use.

I wish to elaborate: Unfortunately researchers are allowed

tlons far to readily on pvblla lands and or. SLM *>*• I have

that paBfliPohers in their slnglezlndP.cBs can be ver

uncaring to the dacage they do. Example: a P«4ai, was

down the areas DlAMU5ri«*-l«o6W tree (4?00 ve&re a

area'» aotorisoa^JSela preplanned In f iture wilder

mentioned In Walls Ra DSXS for HV-010-033, without a .'rue necessity.

True the IMP and WM? make allowances for exetftions, ou* these are

granted far" too often and far too readily. I brlhfi up these ou- of your

district examples because your DZIS is sutt on t.-ja issues. Ot.her .

bring up this iaaue , yours does not, therefore

what notorized research activity Is currentl; 1

WSAs and what la your Intention when these

ness Are-a! Do you be stricter than the c\

±o^sm oibie-

tlve ind

laaued 'o cut
S) In Sbeeler Pea
e3s areas ll£e

wish to be informed
'Buclns place In your

areas should beoOne Wilder—
irrent NV 3L-V practices?

. 2 .

If not .conaldera'lor. Bhould be _lvi

fron *he wilderness propeajj,, PjTu:
projected, ba-'ed on extent of curri

Fl re fc-a-em n' .

:. to exclude th
e activities 08
nt activities.

Yeiur DI15 naiics no no.

in your District when
Do you pre'.r.tly :.al:e

your fire cana?c~er.t i

on W3A differ fror. a
specific an tills

Ion if you 1-t naturally caused flrea bu.PJJ

he tin do ftot thr- tin, life or property,
iloances for 'he r-atural role of fire ir.

*h( V5A«? Does your control of a -..lid' fir
n-'*'5A fire -ntr:l? Thfl I>2 Is rather non

USPS alio:* a -wild, fire bu'

lA it in er to : sir

ion.

a predeter^'.ned area befora a

wilderness natural.

Arrow C nyan
f-^

n l e_ WSA .

It Is Jjansul table " for wlldeme
Juflglrlg of current sta*e of affairs the 5U-; hafl not the Inclination
to vigorously -.rotect their resources. Plenty of piperrforlr In fore
of studies .plans and regulations are beln^ produced. Enforcement
ef orts are feeble. In eva!a I have 5"er. house b -elnt;. constructed
illegally in re-io'e irea , telephone linss s*rjn= In violance with
3LM regulations, overgrazing etc. without 31"-: tal:ln.3 action beyond
paperwork. BLK 1b becoalng a paper tiger!
This wsa is difficult to sanagetw* wll3 e-a»*i and rftiher asail.
A WA after Beclared a wildGmea3 Ts not effectively managed according
to WH? and the regulations not strictly enforced, then that WA will
underline the whole protective concept state -wide. Thenfore I support
the Preferred Alternative i.e. declare th". s area tjnauitable.

Muddy Peak WSA .

Support the P referred Alternative.
Having hliced extensively in thlB WSA- ollabed Muddy Pk and enjo
unimpaired vleva from It and other high points, strongly buppo
the .llderness designation for It. The whole a.-.- is sr-r.lc,

ful and easily accessible yettrlon-.. It lends IfWll to the mo
popular kind of -wilderness use: hikes of one day duration from
outside of WA. This '^3.. ha 3 given ne the highes' quality of wi

experience of all the 3even W3A-S visited, ilrepa-e should h
from low flying planes.

ed the

color-

points
lderne~B
pro tec *e

Ht. BtlrUa fl'.'.A

SUP
ins

the jfllderr.eaB Accent Alternative,
"hiked *o and ulong the ridge of Mt. Stirling I 0Onalu.de thatulonr the ridge of Mt. ^tiriic^ i aonciuue tbat

t Of *hfl W3A. 1.
3croening. If screening has the importance 3LK I s*

ldemeas vlal*ora should, according to BLH criteria,!
area with dense vegetation cover. The opposite la I

should be a part
Too cuch lfl 3!

has given it ,then wllde
head'for a low lylrug area with dense vegetation cover. The oppos!

true, the hiker strives to an open high point with a view. An exps-

view of open natural expanse la what gives the true feeling of
wllderaeee.

.3.

La Hadre Itountalns WSA .

P lne CPeok WSA.

Support the Preferred AlteroatlT

Su?OOPt the rreferred Altematlv

One basln,ln the vlclnl'v of these WSA-s should be left open for

ORV ubc . In addition *o jlvir-- a baain for 'he ORV people to do their

thins it will provide an educational —art.i showing the.sffecta

Horth HcCull uffh Mtns. V5A . Support the Konnul table dealgnatlon.

"ana^eblllty will be very difficult and costly If designated wlldsmesL.

It IB too close to buLl* jp ar^as and as the population increases

and housings ooma cloaer its maxLasa:3Bnt

feaaible.

South HcCullough Mt:

wilder*eB8 beoonea les

1. Sup-^or 1
- *hfl Wildgrness Accent Alternative.

The a'tractlon of 'hie alternative Is 'hat It includes the low elevation

plant connunltios on the NW corner. Host W3A»s lands 'end ,o be

clddle or high elevation. This low elevatl n ars. will be an attrac'ive

pla^e to visit in spring a-1"'3 ^^ in ^hout lnt erfsrence.

Submitted by. JU,4ti£

RESPONSE TO LETTER 55

1 At present, no ectorlied research activities are taking place In any of

the WSAs. Once an area 1s designated as wilderness, all aotorlzed

research activities will be performed 1n accordance with the Wilderness

Management Policy .

2 The District 1s currently under a suppression policy on all Bin lands.

Interim fire aanagement plans are presently being developed on all USAs

within the District. The plans are written in accordance with the Interie

Management Policy . Future fire management in designated wilderness areas

will be 1n line with the Wilderness Hanagenent Policy .

3 The Proposed Action was amended tn the FEIS to Include Mt. Stirling within

the Mt. Stirling WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

J
Karry Helta
Box 66B
Crsston, B.C
Canada
V03 IGO

The Proposed Action was aoended 1n the FEIS to Include a portion of the

South McCullough Mountains WSA as reccenended suitable for wilderness.
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Ua Verne District Mmm.
Bureau of Larrf KsB*J?a»B''

August 19, 19BJ

years of which I have lived
.

in the ares of which I an fo-.

Servi<

evidence of it? riiltj
driving on BIH or Fores'

I have cemnented on otn.

:iis cowr.ent 1b partieularily deen due to the 16

Southern Hovada, utiliiing many of tne public lands
nate to be » co-owner of. My use of our land was

either permenaat daauige nor lMVH.Bg an? unsightly
accomplished by hiking, backpacking, bleyclltut, and

i designated roads only.

mass otudy proposals but nana mdi quite as much
to ae persorvily as does those for the Clark County region-partionlsry the Spring
Hount*iiut~»y favorite portion of our nUta. When the hint of oil drilling was
brought before the. public I iu very vocal In opposition to even exploratory
search*-tils area cannot be foregone for a brief, or even long torn- drilling for
oil or any biaaan valued ccesxodlty. It'n value to an/self and the urban looked
residents of Lao Vegas far outweigh any monetary value to be derived froei It,
Bowever-My feelings abont Red Hock, and all contigoous areaa may be, I also feel
that the other 5 proposed wilderness nrcan aunt be protected for aeveral reason*.

I enjoy riding aountain bik»a all over our state. They carry on to a daw very scenic
areaa and ouch quicker than by foot. But 1 fool that I an responsible enough to
realise the fact that Just as there have been areaa which by their having been
already traveled across by other vehicles, and axe now scam-ed bom temporary bosh
pemeoant, by that fact, we aa an Intelligent and far sighted republic; munt now
aet aside areas In which we will only allow travel by natural nu*- and some plant
and wiMlife areas where all human travel oust be denied. Seasoning from the fact
that we are not the only biological epec],e9 on earth, a wise pemon will case to
the conclusion that we have a responsibility to care for that which we domlnate-and
have the unfortunate capability to decimate. We must osny this ability to ourselves
Just as we atteapt to deny the ability of a person to take another persona life,
unprovoked.

Our society haa set aside many areas of Claxk County for many purposes. We h-ive

set aside vast areas for residential housing tracts, for proper business functions,
for various form of recreation, both motoriied and non notorized flueh as swlnming
beaches, roulette tableu, football fields, and so forth. We hive many areas in
which we have designated a.i mining axeao, as ranching areaa, as garbage disposal
areas, aa nuclear testing areas. I urn nu ; proponing In this ccooent that we change
the designation of these areas, because they serve a function. As such, because
we have areas already established to serve O.R.V. use, etc., we must now set aside
the remaining portions of our land, though It is a minimal 12'S of Clark County,
for use as a vilderneea area.

The procosa the El* has

type of human use. I f

wilderness values, plus
obtained thee,. By this
be designated as wlld<

ed has excluded all lands which are designated for sccw
that the BLM has dropped scoe areas which already have

•eas which can be rehabilitated to the state in which wa
ocess, the HLM has established only eeVon areas which nay
is areas. But it is not even sseured that any of these sev«

will be left for us and our future Nevadans to expore and enjoy, Thus, I do not
only ask but also demand of the HI* that all seven areas be designated as wilderness
regions, with no more exclusions. 1 will now eonxnent on each particular area.

The La Madr* Mountain and Pine Creek areas which includes Red Sock ca nyon. Calico
Mountalne, Villow Creek, etc., is the most popular and easily accessable VSi for
Vegas rosi*eotB. The ristas atop the Sluffs are incredibly outstanding, the flora
and fauna very abundant. In the report, the HLM states that The areas with the

l»4at potential for :
ena'.rfard and northeast,

$1F. car. c'jntroll OHV ui

their natural State, a'

bus ret, ) r-is area co'

the Ins Vegas Valley,

Little «ed tt*

in is

alaoet iapaasable.)

Is area arc C*a res'-ore any dl itur&ed ire in ba>

;-« t%, cost t us (cocirire tr-at t 3 the bl oate-1 dl
he of thi Ml renaini-j Yucca-Creosi te habita

aany it *ert ort Hi, an: ather wtive a iir.il 1;

B ap-Srtarct t B a iJX, who is In fta ir -~ of u~~.it =l-e

*P ore ani set what I -as able to Mi (

ubdivi siin in i.-.e Sproul-itainbow 3y not
be f orever- los . to ug. ."©el ' the La ."aJre \

'IS al 1 be se aa ie for 8-r ubb, and not locked
tffl US 5 , n le . Ul ice t.ie .--in* Cra Toes hint
sivldi ng ro*4

revsyj
SUgh -.'11 low „->ri Wfl sack to Love

c - and ed, (It's getting r = rutted that It

. Ine rtoun*. Stirling area are
aiiition of containing dense
f the spring Fountain ran,^.

very conparable
pinyon grovea,

Aldlti-nally,

ery opinionated atatener,

>.-ea sNo™ this

.HesB(ing) outstanding wHderness chiracteiiatles" is a

1 find the area (northern bajaria lobe) quite outs tare

iuld be locked up into mining or any other dead end use.

In the "Preferred alterrjitive", the elimination
Mountains is totally unwarranted. These areas i

in Tor several days. I an aghast at this decisl
what they prefer, and reenter all of bath of thi

termed wilderness ( they are after all already

The Arrow Canyon aarwe Is the one are
mean that I don't care to explore thi
having seen it froci afar. 3y dealona
assured of being able to see what I hj

I , lei

he Sort and South fcCullcugh
tic to mlore and .0 Uve
BLT nus surely rec ons -der

nges back into t.-w sal

wilier™ as).

r with, but this do,t not
ery muc would like to

wilderness, 1 will be

I up i sod.

Plnaly, the f^jddy Mountain:

areas in the Vegas vie 1 nit;

Sale Ellis to enjoy our mm
toll WSA. (By the w«j, i

elf in:luded as an CSVer) have other
to race In. We don't need the northern bajada nor the
lines in—othsr areas are far batter than^d eel mate
:tlte and montmorillanite are two terms for the -

pull by stuffing the «ir«eraJ.stype of clay, vhoee leg are you all trying 1

lilts llkn this).

is la evident by uy cosswnt*. I Urge the BUI to go with the 111 Wilderness Altern-
ative and perhaps also roatudy other dropped areas for future additiona. I've r*s4
over the Technical Report and the Itraft £15. ill Mining readurcea, both ore and
DoiWir», are obtainable in other already sdniaff designate areas ( this Is one paint
in which I find nyoaLf agreeing with Bub Warren, neither of Us wants theas areas
lecksd up. Since only dropping a wilderness deeignation will lock up this land.
Congress can allow ining for any critical need in Wildemeas areas). Ihus, *•
otn, in arguawnt, dlaadss any and all Kining contentions.

We CBVer's hare plenty of CRT deaigriated areas aside from any potential Wildernaes
deelgnated area. Power routes e*n go through existing oorridora. Jet noise Is
practically inexDapablc in our day and age ( and it really doesn't impede a
wilderness, it just may influence ones wilderness experience—but it doesn't
bother am anyway). The excuse that wilderness designation will increase water
pollution is juat so snch poppjscoek ( who Invented that one???). Therefore, the
BLK'b praffered alternative sruat be UL Wilderness and oennot be any of the fabric-
ated Ones.

1 thank the BUI for the effort that went into it's KTS and Technical reports,
they are voltranious, and I've also found a Tew othjr areaa that I'd now list to
explore. Sow do the Job as the keeper of ay lard ( and oBpeclally nry old stooping
grounds)—protect my land from the ftbuaeo of irrOBponaibla, worthlesB people,
designate all of It wildernosa (since It all currently is anyhow)—and manage It
all at suchl

Always enjoying my heritage

Hiomaa M. Muraxik
P.O. Box 13399
Bono, NT 69507

RESPONSE TO LETTER 56

The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to include a portion of the
South KcCullough Mountains WSA as recoranended suitable for wilderness.
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U. S. DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
LAS VEGAS DISTRICT OFFICE
P. 0. BOX 5"*00

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

THE WILDERNESS STUDY NOW IN PROGRESS -

THE HCCULLOGH RANGE SHOULD NOT BECOME A WILDERNESS
AREA BECAUSE OF THE ABUNDANCE OF UNTOUCHED MINERALS
IN THIS AREA. THE MOUNTAINS HAVE A PLENTIFUL SUPPLY
OF GOLD, 5 I LVER, NICKEL/ TUNGSTEN, IRON, COPPER,
FLORSPAR, GALENA, MOLYBIUH AND MANY MORE. IT IS

A TREASURE HOUSE OF MINERALS FOR THE FUTURE. IT

COULD VERY WELL BE ANOTHER COHSTOCK LODE, IMPORTANT
TO THE FUTURE OF CLARK COUNTY AND THE MINING
INDUSTRIES IN THE STATE OF NEVADA.

I HAVE ASSAYS AND SPECTOGRAPHS FROM THIS AREA.

THANK YOU. £ £ g
= gS is
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59

3206 wingate
Carson City, NV 89701

Mr. Kemp Conn

Las Vegas District Manager

U.S. Bureau of Land Mangement

4765 West Vegas Drive

P.O. Bos 26569

Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Dear Mr. Conn

RE: Draft Clark Co. Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement

I believe you are considering the elimination of two U5A lands--South

Mc-Cullough Mountains (NV-O5O-0435 and Arrow Canyon Range (NV-05O-OZ15). The

elimination of theses two areas is based solely on the speculation that there

are valuable mineral reserves involved. This is an assumption—and should not

set a precedent in taking land from public use.

1
2

Include this letter in DEIS Proceeding records.

Sincerely

Steve Phill ips

RESPONSE TO LETTER 57

1 U.S. Geological Survey will prepare a comprehensive, detailed. Joint

report with the Bureau of Mines on the mineral resource potential of those

areas reconnended suitable for wilderness designation, in accordance with

Section 603 of FLPMA. Further adjustnents could be Made based on

information provided by the USSS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

2 The Congress of the United SUtes acknowledged the Importance of Mineral

resources in the wording of the Wilderness Act (1964) and the Federal Land

Policy and Management Act (1976). Extensive efforts are mandated therein

for identification of mineral values 1n all areas recommended suitable for

wilderness designation. In the Clark County EIS, suitability

recommendations have been affected by mineral potential even where there

are no known deposits. Further adjustments could be made based on

information provided by the USSS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 59

1 The Seology-Energy-Minerals (6-E-M) reports were the best available

information pertaining to mineral and energy potential for all seven WSAs

at the time the draft EIS was written. Further information will be

provided by the United States Geologic Survey (USGSl/Bureau of Mines

Mineral Survey to be corrected for all areas primarily recommended as

suitable. This additional information will be available to the decisions

makers prior to actual designation or nondesignatlon of a wilderness area.

The Proposed Action was amended in the FEI5 to include a poi

South McCullough Mountains WSA as recommended suitable for \ IrSU 1he
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 80

1 Tht Propoicd AetfOfl <«s «o«m3ed 1n the FEIS to Include Ht, Stirling within

the Ht. Stirling WSA recMwended joltable for -llderness designation.

2 TTie Proposed Action waj wended in the FEIS to include a portion of the

Sooth HcCullough Mountain* WSA as recenwended suitable for wilderness.

August 26 1983

I«p Cuno . District Hanager

Attn: CU rt County Wlldernena DEIS

Bureau ol Land Kanageaent

P.O. Box 26569

La. Veg.. . Nevada 89126

Dear Kr. ton:

I u on principle agaloat additional WlUernea. Acre. ge. 1

believe t hat If land 1> suitable and needed fo Parka the Public ^ITVJS

.houlJ b< giweo to the appropral e goverra1,011 to be devel oped a. ne -ded.

Beds use of tha dlfflculy of managing and i uper^ sing Of Wild in, ss

Areas It la not feasible to put dditonal -l.n£ n irrevocabl UHt.

r want c IBS. and fl t nil l be vl rtu Uy
lapoaib e to retrelve them for ubllc Me Ed..

tf It were possible to put a fence irounc the roper ty with ad equate

«n«SHief t some sreaa should pet lder CSS p rk..

Add itlonally I don't feel hat we 8 lOUld Loae he po tentlal fo

Energy a™l >11ner«Li In udOlng th se addit .anal acres for tlderne 8». ie

have >11 Ions of acres already dedicated CO Wl and adding mo re

la a dec lmeot to future- genera ions.

Ue have many acres of surp us lands now under he Ju tlsdclt Ion of

Aa,. r lc*n Citizen and for visitor > to out count -y, however these 1
Will not be an 'added asset for u

In t it opinion the Spring Mo jntala Ra nge s Ould ttlai tely be dc-

signaled as Park not wilderness. Thl. wo uld I ave t e art a open to the

trua for multiple use ninrfgetoenl A so th a 1. ty le

and Le* Cinyons to be kept an Pa rk Areas. Al o for the i
rrov Canyo

Range. In fact all of the Art. a in quex tlon hould perho pa be i e.l gna ted

Parka. I U against any add 1

1

lonal lands becoming Wlldi mess.

knowing .11 of the Area
more wilderness area.

s In deta 11 t

Count

annot

•

be »[ eclflc. ho-ever,

In Clark

ta Interest citizen than k vou for the pport nlty at vole Ing y
thought. and responding to the c tWtldft.

t^^iU^.i-C

A

3)01 S. arylund Parkway * 78

La a Ven" , NV 89109
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P.O. Box. 1823
SapnjT Cove, Novad* S944B

JuM 10, 1903

Dlatrict Manager,
3ur«au of Land Management,
P.O. 3o* 2656S
Las V*$a*, Mot. 33126

AttonCion:E13 Taw Leader

Doftr Sir,

l note in today's paper you hava re-coniiae-nded

240,000 aoroa in Clark County Distract for inclusion in
tho National wildar-naaa ?.*aarv»«iion ijatam. Thia Juat
adda to the millions of acres in our Nation already in

wildorneae tr*n.

ifith our oountry needing to import many
Tltal minerals (including potrolauii) , why do exclude
so many millions of acres from exploration for thoae
vital minerals. Do you prefer to soe our country
da panda nt on foreign imports?

Can you tall « whit percentage of tho
American poopla will aver aaa a wilderneas araa.
at I aaa it only wealthy poopla w:io can afford a

Junket with, profoaaional iruidaa fill «v»r ontar the
wildomeaa aroas. is that what wildameaa araea are
set aaid* fort

I would appreoiata roaaivinf your views

.

Vory tmily yours.

"
" .'erWt L.~ Said/

303 Cdtalpa Way
Carson City, NV 89701

Mr. Kemp Conn

Las Vegas District Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
4765 West Vegas Drive
P.O. Box Z6569
Las Vegas, NV 89126

RE: Draft Clark Co. Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement

I am concerned that the South Kc-Cullough Range, an area of Nevada which
gives all Nevadans pride in their state's uniqueness, is being considered as

an area that can tie taken out of public land usage. There is a great deal of

recreation available in this Sparsely populated area.. It should be left a

wilderness area and not be made available to speculators of minerals.

The petroglyph panels in caves found on the Arrow Canyon Range belong

to all of us. It is an area that should be preserved for public use.

I urge endorsement of the Wilderness Accent Alternative. The district
should be commended for recommending: Red Rock Canyon (Pine Creek WSA,

NV-050-0414, Muddy Mountains (NV050-0229) , Moutn Sterling (NV-050-0401 ),

La Madre Mountains (NV-Q50-04I2) and Horth McCullough Mountains (NV-05Q-0425)

Include my letter in DEIS proceeding record.

303 Catalpa Way
Carson City, NV 89701

Mr. Kemp Conn
Las Vegas District Manager
U.S. Bureau of Land Management
+765 West Vegas Drive
P.O. Box Z6569
Las Vegas. NV B91Z6

RE: Draft Clark Co. Wilderness Environmental Impact Statement

I am concerned that the 5outh Hc-Cullough Range, an area of Nevada which
gives all Nevadans pride in their state's uniqueness, is being considered as
an area that can be taken out of public land usage. I also enjoy the hiking
and and camping possibilities offered by the Arrow Canyon Range. The fact
that there are petroglyph panels in caves--there for centuries— is reason in
Itself for not allowing private interests to deprive future generations from
seeing a part of our great history.

I urge endorsement of the Wilderness Accent Alternative. The district
should be commended for recormending: Red Rock Canyon (Pine Creek WSA NV -
050-0414), Muddy Mountains (NVO5O-0229) , Mount Sterling (NV-Q&0-0401

)

,

*La
Madre Mountains (NV-050-0412) and North McCullough Houtains (NV-OSO-0425)

Include my letter in DEIS proceeding record.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 62

1 U.S. Geological Survey will prepare a comprehensive, detailed. Joint
report with the Bureau of Mines on the mineral resource potential of those
areas recommended suitable for wilderness designation, in accordance with
Section 603 of FLPMA. Further adjustments could be made based on
information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

2 The Congress of the United States acknowledged the importance of mineral
resources (n the wording of the wilderness Act (1964) and the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act (1976). Extensive efforts an mandated therein
for identification of mineral values in all areas recommended suitable for
wilderness designation. In the Clark County E IS, suitability
recommendations have been affected by mineral potential even wtiere there
are no known deposits. Further adjustments could be made based on
information provided by the USGS/Bureau of Mines Mineral Surveys.

3 This is beyond the scope of the analysis of this document. However, site
specific estimates were developed and analyzed for WSAs analyzed in the
FEIS.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 63

1 The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to include a portion of the
South McCullough Mountains WSA as recommended suitable for wilderness.

2 Cultural Resources have been added as an issue in the FEIS.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 64

1 The Proposed Action was amended 1n the FEIS to include a portion of the
South McCullough Mountains WSA as recommended suitaole for wilderness.

Cultural Resources havi issue in the FEIS.
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RESPONSE TO LETTER 65

The Proposed Action ws amended In the FEIS to irKlude Ht. Stirling within
the Ht. Stirling HSA recoiBended suitable for wilderness designation-

The Proposed Action was amended 1n the FEIS to include a portion of the

South McCullough fountains MSA »s recocmended suitable for wilderness.
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HESPOHSE TO LETTER 88

T7w Proposed Action MS amended In the FEIS to Include Mt. Stirling within
the Mt. Stirling WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.
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IKEEN. YOUNG. WHITEHEAD.

BELDINC B HAR.DESTY
i.li««ir>ni

June 27, 1983

Mr. Kemp Conn
Las Vegas District Manager
U. S. Bureau of Land Management
4 76 5 West Vegas Drive
P. 0. Box 26569
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

Re: Draft of Clark County Wilderness
Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Conn:

I an writing this tetter to encourage favorable consi-
deration of two wlldnerness study areas in Southern Nevada.
These are the South McCullough Mountains and Arrow Canyon
Range.

It is my understanding that In the EIS the district
finds that both units are qualified and manageable but it

is proposed to eliminate them because of speculative but
unproven mineral deposits.

With demographic projections indicating that the state
may have as many as a million and one-half people In the
future, most of whom will be in Southern Nevada, 1 think
that every consideration should be given to wilderness study
areas that are as qualified and manageable as these-

I urge endc sement of the Udne a 1 terna-

Very truly yours,

CliEf'Vo^ (]

CCY/p

RESPONSE TO LETTER 67

1 The Proposed Action was Mended in the FEIS to include a portion of the

South McCul lough Mountains WSA as recmended suitable for wilderness.

2 WSAs adjacent to the Lake Head National Recreation Area will be studied

under another EIS In 1987.

RESPONSE TO LETTER 69„

1 The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to Include « portion of the

South McCullough Mountains WSA as recowaended suitable for wilderness.
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KR. MONROE: Would you speak up, pleas*.

W. vsh EEt Okay. The Sierra Club looks at th«

information in the draft environmental uxiact statement in the

sane way that we believe the But is looking at that information.

Scoe people might expect the Sierra Club would come out in favor

of the all wilderness alternative. That was characterized as an

extreme position earlier.

that's not the position that the Sierra CLub will

be taking. We will be viewing these wilderness areas with the

idea of what kind of quality recreational experience they will

offer to backpackers and hikers, bow manageable those areas are,

and how multiple uses will compete with those wilderness values

that we feel are quite important.

There is no question in many Sierra Club members'

inds that we need norc wilderness in the State of Nevada, which

ta acknowledged in the env i ronmental impact statement that there

ts presently .09 percent of the public land in Nevada is

designated as wilderness, and we feel that certainly more

wilderness is needed in the state, but more importantly, we feel

more wilderness is needed in Clark County, so it should not be of

concern to the BUI, we feel, about how much acreage will be

designated as wilderness in Clark County versus other counties in

the state.

We feel that more wilderness percentage wise is

needed in Clark County because that's where many of the people

are. Many of the people In Clark County are seeking that kind of

recreational experience that you can only find in wilderness

areas.

There is two areas in particular that I will comment

on tonight. Those are the Muddy Mountains and the Mount Stirling

area. We're very pleased to see that the BUI has included the

Muddy Mountains as a wilderness area, but we feel that some

adjustment to the boundaries prescribed in the preferred

alternative can be made.

We're quite concerned that the Mount Stirling area

was left out of the preferred alternative. The environmental

iapact Statement States on page 3-30 the value of Mount Stirling.

Under the preferred alternative, and I quote, "adverse impacts to

cultural resources would occur in the northwest portion of the

Kount Stirling wilderness study area. The exclusion of this area

could result in adverse impacts to petroglyph sites and spring

sites in this area."

On page 3-29, Kount Stirling, and I am quoting again

from the draft EIS, "the northern most of the Spring Mountain

range peaks offers outstanding opportunities for day hiking,

scenic views, and petroglyphs on the very summit. Numerous

springs surrounding the base increase the value of the area for

backpackers and wildlife."

With that acknowledged statement of the attributes

of the Mount Stirling area, it leads Sierra Club members to

question why that was left out of the preferred alternative. It

appears that it was left out because of possible conflicts with

mineral resources in the area, and that brings me to a major

point that the Sierra Club would like to raise with the EIS, with

the draft EIS.

On page 2-4 of the EIS, stating the present

conditions of Clark County, it's acknowledged that the mining

industry plays a very mall part of the total economy in Clark

County, yet In many of the discussions of the alternatives it

appears that the importance of mining has been overemphasized.

To give you an example of what I am referring to,

quite often we read in the draft EIS that an area has a ranking

of moderate or high potential foe mineral development, but there

is no definition of what moderate means and what high means. In

some cases there is a discussion of specific minerals that may be

found in, let's say, the Mount Stirling area, gold, gypsum,

something like this, but it's unclear whether the amount of

minerals available in the state or within the county are used as

a base line to judge the importance of the minerals in Mount

Stirling, and in Coming up with this definition of moderate

potential or high potential, I would venture to say that if you

looked at the Mount Stirling area and the contribution that it

played to the — that it could play to the gold mining industry

in the State of Nevada, you would find that it would be a very

mall potential, and yet in the EIS it's frequently stated that

RESPONSE TO TESTIMONY 1

1 The Proposed Action was amended 1n the FEIS to Include Hi. Stirling within
the Mt. Stirling WSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.

2 A description of mineral potential is located In the Glossary Section of

J
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right on the outskirts of Albuquerque, and that area has been

designated as a wilderness area.

It's where the people are, and we feel that the

precedent there should hold for Clark County, that you can have

wilderness areas in close proximity to an urban area and, indeed,

that's bow you can get a lot o£ people in the urban area out

enjoying the values that a wilderness area brings. Thank you.

MR. MONROE: Thank you. Mr. Howard Booth.

A VOICE: I an sorry, Mr. Chairman, I just got sick.

HR. BOOTH: My name is Howard Booth, 3370 Frontier

Street in LaB Vegas. I am speaking for myself tonight. I

appreciate the opportunity to comment because I think this is

something that's been seme time in coming, and we have been

looking forward to it. There aren't too many people here tonight

naybe to speak, it's summertime and a lot of people are off on

vacation.

I have only a few comments to make right now, and I

would like to make more elaborate comments later in writing.

This is a big book to go through, and it takes some thought to do

it justice.

In general, I would like to say that I think Clark

County, our state and nation is going to need a very liberal

amount of wilderness in the years to come. It's sort of tied to

the population, as Kr. Van Ee stated. Here in Clark County we're

one of the fastest growing areas in the country, as pointed out

in the EIS, and as our population grows we're going to have an

increasing need for wilderness here in the state, and I think

when considering how much wilderness we put in to the national

wilderness system, we have to consider the fact that wilderness

once destroyed is gone forever. It doesn't rejuvenate itself.

Gut resource exploitation foregone now is still

available later. Those resources remain. I think also it's very

important to point out that, I think as Kr. Van Ee already did,

that where you have a relative abundance of raw materials, as for

instance limestone, dolomite, possibly some of the other

non-metallics, in particular, it would make a lot more sense to

let people go after those resources on areas that are not prime

wilderness areas of the state.

I an particularly happy to see Pine Creek and La

Madre well represented in this DEIS. I don't think that there

will be much more than minor suggestions In the written comments

on these two areas. I am especially happy to See the Muddy

Mountains included in this area, in this document, and in the —
in that the preferred alternative is much as we would like to See

the boundaries in that area, and I think that the BLM was quite

finart in putting this in because even though there are Borne

perceived mineral conflicts here with wilderness, it seems a

smart thing to do to wait until the BLM or, rather, the U.S.G.S.

and Bureau of Mines have made their recommendations or made their

comments on the wilderness or the mineral attributes of that area

before any final recommendations are made, and to eliminate an

area like the Muddies at this stage of the game is premature in

that light.

I think that Congress really should have the benefit

of these suggestions and then let Congress make the decision on

whether that area should be wilderness or not.

I wish I could say the same thing for the smartness

of your treatment of the Mount Stirling area. It's nice — I

don't disagree too much with your boundaries as you have them on

three sides, but on the northwest side by eliminating Mount

Stirling itself it scans to me you have cone just what you have

not done with the Muddy Mountains.

Whereas in the Muddy Mountains you are leaving the

decision until after the recommendations o£ the U.S.G.S. have

come in, you have at this stage, at this what I consider a

premature stage eliminated the Mount Stirling from that area, and

I would think that in the final EIS you should leave Mount

Stirling in and let those more intelligent studies determine your

final — influence Congress in their final decision.

I'll be looking at the treatment Of the other areas,

some of the areas that you have left out, and I am not prepared

to speak on those at the present time, and we'll look at the

details of the boundaries that you have outlined for those areas

that are recommended, and those comments will be included in my

written statement. So thanks again for the opportunity to

I

RESPONSE TO TESTIMONY 2

1 The Proposed Action was aaended in the FEIS to include Kt. Stirling within

the Mt. Stirling USA recommended suitable for- wilderness designation.
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HR. MONROE: Thank you. Ms. Cberi Cinkoske.

MS. CINKOSKE: My name is Qieri Cinkoske, and I live

at. 816 Lillia in North Las Vegas. I am speaking on behalf of

myself. I do appreciate the thoroughness with which the BLH

explored these areas and has given details on it. One thing that

I am o bit concerned with is minerals are stressed over and over

in the environmental impact statement, and I do recognize the

value of minerals, but I think if 6 also extremely important to

recognize the values of wilderness. The wilderness is a somewhat

nebulous thought and inspires a lot of different opinions.

You try to pin it down in the Els talking about

hiking and camping and backpacking and all of that, but one thing

that doesn't come through very much is the spiritual values of

wilderness. A lot of times — I haven't heard it tonight, but at

prior hearings, a lot of times people criticize wilderneHs, they

talk about its limiting access and that the handicapped, for

example, can't get into the areas.

Well, this weekend I was on a camping trip and one

of the individuals was handicapped, had a severe limp, he can't

go backpacking, be can't go hiking very far, but he is a great

supporter of wilderness. Be feels that the values of having

these areas, which he can appreciate through pictures,

documentaries, photographs, whatever, that those — that it's

important to have areas that are left natural as they were

created, as they exiBt, and these things, you know, although you

can't put a dollar value on it, this is a very important thing

and something that I want to see kept in these areas.

I am going to be submitting comments later. I just

tonight picked up the wilderness technical report and have to dig

through that and submit specific comments on the various areas.

In the past I have very ouch supported the inclusion of the Muddy

Mountains, and I think it's a tribute to the Bl* that this area

was included in the recommendations. They, indeed, did respond

to public opinion, and I think that's very important.

It makes coming to all these meetings seem a little

more worthwhile when you get the feeling that you have been

listened to, and I certainly hope that that stays in the

recommenda ti ons

.

Similarly, the Mount Stirling area, I think that the

exclusion of Mount Stirling itself was a aistake, and I would

hope that public comment does influence the BLU to put the

mountain back in the area and recommend it for wilderness

designation.

On the North HcCullOughS, I feel that this is an

example of a fine wilderness area. 1 recognize that there are

conflicts, but one thing that I find little Mention of is the

plant diversity in the HcCulloughs, the fact that it is — here

we have an area that really is a natural area, that hasn't been

grazed by cattle and has the original vegetation and is a perfect

example of wilderness as a natural area.

I think that with the growing population of Clark

County it's extremely important to put aside enough areas. There

is growing pressure on the wilderness areas, more people being —
becoming more and more aware every day of the values of

wilderness and wanting to get out and get into these areas.

Urban life has become more stressful, there is a great

restorative value in being in the wilderness areas, so 1 would

hope that, you know, we do end up with a lot of wilderness in

Clark County, and I think it's important that we not drop out

areas new because of possible mineral values, you know.

The more definitive studies will be made of these

areas, and 1 believe it's up to Congress to reflect the will of

the people and make a decision later balancing the need for

wilderness against the need for mineral development and the

potential in various areas. Thank you.

MR. J9DNRDE; Thank you. Mr. Gordon Buchanan.

MR. BUCHANAN! I an Gordon Buchanan, 8S€ Armadu

Place, Boulder City, Nevada. FirBt off I would like to thank the

Bm for picking the Brownstone Basin area as e wilderness area.

I recall fifteen years ago I was up there and l found five

bighorn sheep right on, you know, not up in the mountains but in

the area where t was walking, and one prong-borned antelope.

Today you might find five Volkswagens, some old mattresses, et

cetera, et cetera, so I am appreciative and in agreement with

HESPONSE TO TESTIMONY 3

1 The Proposed Action was amended in the FEIS to Include Mt- Stirling within
the Mt. Stirling HSA recommended suitable for wilderness designation.
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four wheel drive vehicles, as long as they are protected — we do

agree with the BLM that they need to be protected and need to be

maintained and kept up, and we would like to see these areas left

open to the public for four wheel drive use an well as just kept

beautiful for everyone to be in, and in closing we would like to

just say that we would appreciate, you know, further

consideration given by the BLM towards four-wheel-drive vehicles,

especially the clubs. We feel that we have done work for the BLN

that is an asset, dank you.

KR. HDNRDEi Thank you. Hr. Steve DeRecco.

MR. DERBCCOt Ky name is Steve DeRecco, and I an

president of the Fraternity of the Desert Bighorn, which is a

group centered in Las Vegas and has members throughout the Dili, ted

States and Canada. We definitely don't object to areas remaining

in a wilderness type situation. Bowever, because we are a desert

sheep oriented organization and many people don't realize, and

it's going to sound contradictory, but by shutting these areas

off into wilderness areas, especially the north McCulloughs,

Ruddy Mountains, Arrow Canyon and the southern part of the Spring

Range where water is a critical factor, we will be seriously

hurting the desert sheep populations in those areas.

The reason being is our organization is centered

around water bole development, spring development, and bringing

water into the areas where there is no current water to develop

bighorn sheep areas. The Muddy Mountains currently has no water.

and on our current slate we do have proposed water hole

developments in that area* the Arrow Canyon is the same way.

Both areas are migratory for desert sheep populations.

However, the populations won't stay in those areas

because there is no water in the summer months. Some with the

north McCulloughs and the Spring Range, parts of the Spring

Range. By adding water into those four areas, conservatively,

and it's been proven throughout California, Nevada, and Arizona,

we can increase the desert sheep populations in each one of those

areas between fifty and 21 hundred animals. He have done work in

areas close to there and It's proven over and over again.

Again, we're not against — we would like the areas

to stay as close to wilderness as possible, but because the BLK

has management policies, and they are policies, when a wilderness

area la designated, it almost directly shuts us off from water

hole development in tbosu areas, and it changes it from the

environmental assessment to an environmental impact statement

which in some of those aireas we just do not have time to do.

If you want to talk about economics, it's hard to

place a value on wildlife. However, in recent auctions for

bighorn sheep tags, in Wyoming 550,000 was raised for the

wildlife program; for one bighorn sheep tag in Utah 135,000, and

that's a considerable amount of money, and when you can figure

each ewe that we put into those areas will produce up to ten

adult animals in its life, it's a hell of an economic impact.

Again, it .sounds contradictory to say that you're

going to help the wildlife by not making the area a wilderness

area, but you really are in this case. In many cases It's the

opposite, but in this case it's not. As far as what the

gentleman brought up about trapping and poaching in these areas,

you're going to increase impact by trappers and poachers by

keeping them wilderness areas.

People that poach for a business, as it's been well

known, it'B happened in the state of Nevada, look for areas such

as that for poaching. People have been caught over the last five

years poaching desert bighorn sheep for up to 55,000 apiece, and

they are all in remote areas, and it's impossible, totally

impossible to police these areas, regardless if they are

wilderness or non- wilderness areas.

As a closing statement, what the Fraternity's

As a closing statement, what the Fraternity's reelings are is we

feel the BLM would be better off making it management policy for

roadless areas in these areas than wilderness areas for the

simple reason of water hole development, and those are the four

most critical areas in the state as far as water hole development

and bighorn Sheep. It does help more than bighorn sheep. It

helps all wildlife. That's all I have to say.

HR. K0NR0E: Thank you. 13 there anyone else who

did not register that would like to speak? Well, we wish to

thank you for coming tonight, and the hearing is officially

RESPONSE TO TESTIMONY 4

1 Hater developments in designated wilderness areas are allowed under the

Wilderness Management Policy (WHP) . Page 18, column 1 . paragraph 3 of the

WW> states, "certain permanent Installations to maintain conditions for

wildlife and fish, upon consideration of their design, placement,
duration, and use, any be permitted if the resulting change Is compatible

with preservation of wilderness character and 1s consistent with

wilderness nanagement objectives for the area, and 1f the Installations

are the Minimum necessary to accomplish the task. Permissible actions

under these criteria may Include: Installations to protect sources of

water on which wildlife depend, such as enclosures; and water sources such

as springs, wells, and guzzlers." Desert bigtiorn sheep would be

considered a special feature of these areas and therefore water

development for them would be In-line with management objectives.
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GLOSSARY

ACRONYMS

ACEC - Area of Critical Environmental Concern
BLM - Bureau of Land Management
CRMP - Coordinated Resource Management and Planning
EIS - Environmental Impact Statement
FLPMA - Federal Land Policy and Management Act
HMAP - Herd Management Area Plan

HMP - Habitat Management Plan
MFP - Management Framework Plan
NDW - Nevada Department of Wildlife
NPS - National Park Service
NRA - National Recreation Area
ORV - Off-Road Vehicle
URA - Unit Resource Analysis
USDI - U.S. Department of the Interior
WSA - Wilderness Study Area

AGAVE ROASTING PITS: Doughnut-shaped mounds of fire-cracked limestone rocks

and charcoal. These pits were used to cook agave plants.

ALLOTMENT: An area designated for the use of a prescribed number and class of

livestock under one plan of management.

ALLUVIAL FANS: Cone-shaped deposits of alluvium, generally formed where

streams issue from mountains upon the lowland.

ALLUVIUM: Sand and gravel.

ANIMAL UNIT MONTH (AUM) : The amount of forage necessary for the sustenance of

one mature cow or its equivalent (e.g., one caw and her calf, four deer, five

antelope, five bighorn sheep, five domestic sheep, or one mature horse or

burro) for a period of one month.

AREAS OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN (ACEC): Areas within the public lands

where special management attention is required (when such areas are developed

or used or where no development is required) to protect and prevent
irreparable damage to important historic, cultural or scenic values, fish and

wildlife resources, or other natural systems or processes, or to protect life

and safety from natural hazards.

BAJADA: A series of confluent alluvial fans along the base of a mountain

range.

BASIN AND RANGE: A geomorphic province characterized by faultblock mountains

and intervening basins.

CATCHMENT: A structure, such as a basin or reservoir, for collecting or

draining water.
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CENOZOIC: The latest era, beginning approximately 60 million years ago, into

which geologic time is divided; the rocks deposited during that era.

CERAMIC SCATTER: A surface distribution of pottery shards from broken
prehistoric ceramic vessels.

CHERRYSTEM: A boundary configuration in which the boundary of a wilderness

study area or proposed wilderness is drawn around a dead-end road or other

feature so as to exclude that road or feature from the wilderness study area

or proposed wilderness.

CHERRYSTEM ROADS: Dead-end roads into a WSA which form part of the boundaries

of that WSA.

CHERT: Cryptocrystal

1

ine (fine-grained) quartz; favored by aboriginals for

knapping purposes. This material fractures concoidally, "lending itself to the

manufacture of stone tools and projectile points.

CLASS II: A sample-oriented field inventory of cultural resources.

CRETACEOUS: The latest of the periods of the Mesozoic era; the rocks of that

period.

CULTURAL RESOURCES: Nonrenewable remains of human activity, reflected in

sites, artifacts, ruins, works of art and natural features, that were of

importance in human events. These resources consist of (1) physical remains,

(2) areas where significant human events occurred—even though evidence of the

event may no longer remain, and (3) the environment immediately surrounding

the resource.

ELDORADO VALLEY ACT (LANDS): (P.L. 85-339) This law was enacted on March 6,

1958, and set aside federal lands in the Eldorado Valley in southern Nevada as

an option for purchase by the Colorado River Commission acting on behalf of

the State of Nevada. The lands are to be conveyed at fair market value based
on the appraised value of the lands as of the effective date of the Act. At

this time, the State of Nevada has not exercised its option. The lands are

segregated from all forms of entry under the public land laws.

ENDANGERED SPECIES: Any species in dange^ of extinction throughout all or a

significant portion of its range.

FAULT: A fracture or fracture zone along which there has been displacement of

the sides relative to one another parallel to the fracture. The displacement
may be a few inches or many miles in size.

FLPMA: Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-579, 90

Stat. 2743, 43 USC 1701).

GRANDFATHERED USE: An authorized use taking place on the public lands as of

the date of the enactment of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act

(October 21, 1976).
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HABITAT MANAGEMENT PLAN: A written and officially-approved plan for a
specific geographic area which identifies wildlife habitat and related
objectives, establishes the sequence of actions for achieving objectives, and
outlines procedures for evaluating accomplishments.

HERD MANAGEMENT AREA PLAN: A written program of action designed to protect,
manage and control wild and free-roaming horses and burros to maintain a
natural ecological balance on the public lands.

HIGH-ANGLE FAULTS: Faults with dips greater than 45 degrees.

INTENSIVE RANGE MANAGEMENT: A level of grazing management of an allotment in
which the management objective is to improve current range condition and
productivity; variable (up to high) use supervision and monitoring would be
conducted, focusing on evaluation of the effectiveness of actions taken to
achieve the objective.

KEYSTONE THRUST FAULT: A low-angle fault which placed older rock on top of
younger rock and forms the top of the escarpment at Red Rock Canyon Recreation
Lands.

LITHIC SCATTERS: A surface distribution of stone flakes and tools, indicative
of aboriginal stone knapping activities.

LONG TERM: The period of twenty years following the short term.

MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK PLAN (MFP): Land use plan that provides a set of goals,
objectives and constraints for a specific planning unit to guide the
development of detailed plans for the management of each resource on the
public lands. The planning process is divided into three steps. Specialists
prepare management recommendations for their respective resources in Step
One. The manager, through a conflict resolution process, develops a proposed
plan from the recommendations in Step Two. The final decision to adopt a olan
is made in Step Three.

MESOZOIC: An era of geologic time following the Paleozoic era and succeeded
by the Cenozoic era.

METATES: Grinding stones used by Native American peoples for the processing
of plant foods such as wild grasses, seeds, etc.

MINERAL POTENTIAL:
High Mineral Potential : The geologic environment, the inferred geologic

processes, the reported mineral occurrences, and the known mines or deposits
indicate high favorability of accumulation of mineral resources.

Moderate Mineral Potential : The geologic environment, the inferred
geologic processes, and the reported mineral occurrences indicate moderate
favorability for accumulation of mineral resources.

Low Mineral Potential : The geologic environment and the inferred
geologic processes indicate low favorability for accumulation of mineral
resources.

Unfavorable Mineral Potential : The geologic environment and the inferred
geologic processes do not indicate favorability for accumulation of mineral
resources.
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MINING DISTRICT: A section of country usually designated by name and

described or understood as being confined within certain natural boundaries in

which gold or silver or other minerals may be found in paying quantities.

MITIGATION: Measures taken to minimize or eliminate adverse impacts.

MORTARS: A receptacle made of a hard material in which substances are crushed

or ground with a pestle.

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES: The official list, established by the

Historic Preservation Act of 1966, of the nation's cultural resources worthy

of preservation.

NATURALNESS: Refers to an area which "generally appears to have been affected

primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's work

substantially unnoticeable." (From Section 2(cc), Wilderness Act.)

OFF-ROAD VEHICLE (ORV): Any motorized vehicle designed for or capable of

cross-country travel on or immediately over land, water, sand, snow, ice,

marsh, swampland, or other terrain.

OPERATOR: One who holds a permit to graze livestock on public lands.

PALEOZOIC: The era of geologic time which began approximately 550 million

years ago and ended approximately 190 million years ago; in the geologic time

scale, the Paleozoic era lies between the Precambrian and Mesozoic eras.

PETROGLYPH: A carving on rock.

PICTOGRAPH: A drawing or painting on rock.

POST-FLPMA: The period of time after the enactment of the Federal Land Policy

and Management Act (October 21, 1976).

PRECAMBRIAN: All rocks formed before Cambrian time (prior to approximately

550 million years ago).

PRE-FLPMA: On or before October 21, 1976.

PRELIMINARY WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATION: Refers to a wilderness recommendation

at any stage prior to the time when the Secretary of the Interior reports his

recommendation to the President. Until the Secretary act, the recommendation

is "preliminary" because it is subject to change during administrative review.

PRIMITIVE AND UNCONFINED RECREATION: Nonmotorized and nondeveloped types of

outdoor recreational activities.

PUBLIC LAND: Vacant, unappropriated and unreserved lands which have neyer

left Federal ownership; also, lands in Federal ownership which were obtained

by the Government in exchange for public lands or for timber on public lands.

Land administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
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ROAD: Vehicle routes which have been improved and maintained by mechanical
means to insure relatively regular and continuous use.

ROCK ALIGNMENTS: Humanly arranged alignments of cobbles on the desert
pavement.

SHELTER CAVES: Cavities in the rock which are frequently used as habitations
by Native American peoples. Artifacts are sometimes present, as is rock art
which sometimes adorns the walls.

SHORT TERM: The five years following the final decision by Congress on
designation or nondesignation of an area as wilderness.

STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA (SMSA): A population center which has
a population of 100,000 or greater. An SMSA is a county which contains at
least one city of 50,000 inhabitants or more plus as many adjacent counties as
are metropolitan in character and are socially integrated with that central
city or cities.

SUITABLE FOR PRESERVATION AS WILDERNESS: Refers to a recommendation that
certain Federal lands satisfy the definition of wilderness in the Wilderness
Act and have been found appropriate for designation as wilderness on the basis
of an analysis of the existing and potential uses of the land.

SUPPLEMENTAL VALUES: Values that may be present in an area under
consideration for wilderness, such as ecological, geological, or other
features, or scientific, educational, scenic or historical. They are not
required for wilderness designation, but their presence will enhance an area's
wilderness quality.

TERTIARY: The earlier of the two geologic periods comprised in the Cenozoic
era, and the rocks deposited during that period.

THREATENED SPECIES: Any species likely to become endangered within the
foreseeable future throughout all or a significant part of its range.

UNIT RESOURCE ANALYSIS (URA): A BLM planning document which contains a

comprehensive display of physical resource data and an analysis of the current
use, production, condition, and trend of resources and the potentials and
opportunities within a planning unit, including a profile of ecological values.

WAY: A vehicle route established and maintained solely by the passage of
motor vehicles.

WILDERNESS CHARACTERISTICS: Key characteristics of a wilderness listed in
Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act of 1964 and used by BLM in its wilderness
inventory. These characteristics include size, naturalness, outstanding
opportunities for solitude outstanding opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation, and supplemental values.

WILDERNESS MANAGEMENT POLICY: This policy document prescribes the general
objectives, policies, and specific activity guidance applicable to all
designated BLM wilderness area. Specific management objectives, requirements,
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and decisions implementing administrative practices and visitor activities in

individual wilderness areas are developed and described in the wilderness

management plan for each unit.

WILDERNESS STUDY AREA (WSA)

wilderness characteristics.

A roadless area which has been found to have
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